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ABSTRACT 

This study examines Mexican American popular culture, including seasonal 

festivals, professional stage plays, journal essays, and ritual narratives in early Arizona. 

Through these various cultural forms, Mexican American residents negotiated and 

countered prevalent notions of U.S. national identity aligned with nineteenth-century 

ideas about Western modernity and Mexican antiquity articulated at the 1889 Paris 

Exposition Universelle and the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition, in Chicago, that 

presented Mexican America as an 'Orient,' an internal Orient named Azdan. 

Civic rhetoric in the early twentieth-century Spanish-language press created an 

intimate cultural landscape that casts light and shadow upon prior histories of Mexican 

America in Arizona. In addition to social criticism in local journals, scripted plays in 

print and on stage extending beyond Iberia and Mexico into the Southwest aflBrmed local 

forms of Mexican American popular culture. Staged narratives of class relations within 

border space defined by international economic and labor interests are also noteworthy 

registers of allegorical formulations of cultural identity. 

In addition to frontier drama and border journals, personal correspondence and 

candid images of rural and urban parishes also demonstrate processes by which religious 

forms became unfolding and inclusive demonstrations of public devotion and civic 

rhetoric. Popular Catholicism nurtured by an early generation of Spanish Discalced 

Carmelite priests in Arizona created devotional societies, public processions in religious 

precincts, Spanish plays in parish halls, and festival parades m commercial districts that 

embodied local demonstrations of Mexican American culture of Aztlan in Arizona. 



Frontispiece. Pageantry for the Carmelite Virgia and Cristo Rev, c. 1927 
Source; Hermanos Descalzos de la Orden de la Bienaventurada Virgen Maria del 
Monte, Barcelona [OCD, B]; Arizona Historical Societ\- Reference No. [AHS # 110.8] 
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INTRODUCTION 

Picture a harvest of cultural narratives and copy negatives where words and 

images converge. Notice how frequently references to public performance and seasonal 

pageantry in regional Spanish-language journals appear alongside playbills and notices of 

civic and ritual events in territorial Arizona. Scan broadsides for visual clues about 

personalities participating in or partaking of these social gatherings during the early years 

of Arizona statehood. Extend the search to particular correspondents, tracking ideas and 

events in state and diocesan archives. Gain access to about 5,000 images pertaining to 

Spanish Discalced Carmelite parishes in southeastern Arizona cloistered in a remote 

repository in Iberia. Envision a cache of correspondence produced by a generation of 

Spanish clergy whose early twentieth-century missions spanned Iberia, Mexico, and the 

Southwest. This matrix of archival sources is the materia prima of this cultural history of 

Aztlan in Arizona.' 

' Spanish-language sources of plays and presses in early Arizona are mainly drawn from libraries 
of the University of Arizona, Mexican Heritage Project files of the Arizona Historical Society, 
Southern Arizona Chapter, and the Tucson EHocesan Research Center. In 1991-1992, I work^ 
with Dr. Armando Miguelez, David Burckhalter, Patricia Preciado Martin, Carmen Celia Beltran, 
and P. Atanacio Font, O.C.D., to transport, select, duplicate, and identify images and 
correspondence about southern Arizona Discalced Carmelite parishes contained in archives of the 
Hermanos Descalzos de la Orden de la Bienaventurada Virgen Maria del Monte, in Barcelcma. 
This Mexican Heritage Project culminated a series of grass-roots public history exhibits, oral 
histories, and cultural revivals initiated by Thomas E. Sheridan, Patricia Preciado Martin, Belen 
Ramirez, Joseph R. Noriega, and Armando Miguelez in the institutional home provided by AHS 
Directors Dr. Michael Weber and Dr. Steven Harvath. Guided by perspectives and approaches 
of Patricia Preciado Martin and Louis Carlos Bemal, Images and Conversations: Mexican 
Americans Recall a Southwestern fast (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1983); Thomas E. 
Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941 (Tucson: The 
University of Arizona Press, 1986); Patricia Preciado Martin, Songs My Mother Sang to Me: An 
Oral History of Mexican American Women (Tucson and London: The University of Arizona 
Press, 1992); and Oscar U. Somoza and Armando Miguelez, Literatura de la revolucion 
mexicana en el exilio: Fuentes para su estudio (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autonoma de 
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as Janet L. Abu-Lughod writes, the historian's matrix is "constituted vertically 

by time, horizontally by space, and dimensionaUy by focus," these apertures to a place in 

time might provide a measure of precision to sweeping portraits of Mexican immigrant 

culture in North America and unveil an intimate aspect of southern Arizona regional 

history.^ Processes of identity formation based upon meanings associated with a mythic 

homeland called Aztlan that differ from representations of Mexican antiquity and the 

Southwest constructed at late nineteenth-century world's fairs exhibits. This portrait of 

Mexican American culture in early twentieth-century Arizona introduces a counter 

narrative of regional identity wrought of time-specific assemblies of Spanish, Mexican, 

Anglo, and Yaqui popular culture assembled from journal reports, social criticism, 

primary correspondence, and candid shots of social and ritual pageantry. Scholars of 

Mexican America have called attention to the need to historicize popular culture within 

particular social frameworks. For example, Chicano social scientists Gilbert Cadenas, 

Alfonso Chavez, Deborah Chavez and Alfredo Mirande observed that theories of internal 

colonialism neglect how cultural factors play into North American politics and 

economies.^ Richard Griswold del Castillo and Amoldo de Leon similarly call for 

greater study of regional Mexican American culture as a means of amplifying the 

Mexico, 1997), I honor their ground- and back-breaking work and thank the generous nurture that 
endowed this dissertation with confidence and courage to read images and perceive text with the 
eyes of a home girl. 
" Janet I. Abu-Lughod, Before European Hegemony: The World System A.D. 1250-1350 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1989), ix. 
^ Gilbert Cadena, Alfonso Chavez, Deborah Chavez and Alfredo Mirande, The Chicano Struggle: 
Analyses of Past and Present Efforts, John A. Garcia, Theresa Cordova, and Juan Garcia, eds. 
(Binghamton: 1984), 23. 
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historical record.'* In this study, historical methods and regional sources ~ public 

documents, periodical literature, and social criticism — locate a world within a world in 

southern Arizona. Moreover, methods of art history read photographic images for a 

window in time secured and nurtured by emergent Mexican American communities in a 

young American state. 

Aztlan and Mexican American Cultural Identity 

Chicano writers and la raza responded to variously beneficial or detrimental 

social reform in the early twentieth-century United States by evoking a geo-spiritual 

homeland called Aztlan to proclaim specifically self-referential forms of Mexican 

American cultural identity in North America.^ Dynamic processes of becoming 

tributaries of North American culture included issues of how ethnicity was related to or 

separate fi-om prevalent definitions of national identity in U.S.-Mexico border space. 

Seeking how Mexican American voices that managed to speak out in print reacted to 

intersecting notions of national cultural identity in early New Mexico, Doris Meyer 

observes that regional Spanish-language presses stored a gendered assortment of 

Richard Griswold del Castillo and Amoldo de Leon, North To Aztlan: A History of Mexican 
Americans in the United States, (New York: 1996), xiii. 
^ Doris M^er, Speaking for themselves, x. Raquel Rubio Goldsmith, " Mexicanos in Arizona and 
their Experiences with the Humanities," in Regions of La Raza: Changing Interpretations of 
Mexican American Regional History and Culture, ed. Antonio Rios-Bustamante, Floricanto Press 
Series Monogr^h 2 (Tucson; University of Arizona Mexican American Studies and Research 
Center, 1993), 309, writes: "In 1969 the Chicano poet Alurista, recreating myths of Chicano 
peoples, resurrected Aztlan, and the ancient myth of the Aztecas was adopted for this region. 
Although recent archaeology places Aztlan somewhere in present-day Sinaloa, Aztlan for 
Chicanos is the Mexican American West." While recognizing externally and internally 
politicized 'race'- and class-based distinctions between them, I use the terms 'Mexican 
American' and 'Chicano,' Mexican America and Aztlan interchangeably in this study to focus 
upon inter-related historical and cultural attributes of identity and place, particularly language and 
religion, that bonded (im)migrant and resident populations in Arizona during early statehood. 
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political, social and cultural experiences that like English- and other-language journals of 

the time relayed or resisted prevalent images of a nation of inunigrants through nuance in 

language.^ Rather than a split between the United States and Latin America at the Rio 

Grande, the KBspanic Southwest represented intricate spheres of memory, experience and 

imagination connecting people to the land through civic and ritual narratives that 

transcended political borders/ 

In North American nation-building and state-forming processes, visualizations of 

Aztlan historically re-invented Mexican America within literary and political re

constructions of legends, times, and places. For example, cultural anthropologist Jorge 

Klor de Alva attributes Chicano cultural nationalism to a delicately balanced rhetoric of 

artistic ideals and individual cultural autonomy, or, alternately, to a political and 

economic idiom of concerns about uneven social structures in the work force.^ Literary 

critic Genaro Padilla, for another example, ascribes greater cultural than political 

authority to ideas of Aztlan in Chicano history. Padilla writes Aztlan as a cultural 

construct that memorializes prior dominion through ideas and images that variously 

Doris Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 3, and Karl W. Doerry, "Literary Conquista: The 
Southwest as a Literary Emblem," Jourrtal of the Southwest, 32:4, (Winter 1990), 438-450. On 
English-language journalism in territorial Arizona: Peter Wild, "The Devil Was Given 
Permission: The Poetry of Arizona's Territorial Newspapers," The Journal of Arizona History, 
26:3 (Autumn 1985), 259-272, and William H. Lyon, "Gentlemen of the Editorial Fraternity: 
Arizona's Fighting Pioneer Journalists," Journal of Arizona History, 31:3 (Autumn 1990), 279-
306. 
' Rodotfo F. Acuna, Sometimes There is No Other Side: Chicanos and the Myth of Equality, 
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1998), 108, cites Octavio Paz, Labyrinth of 
Solitude, and Car^ McWilliams, North From Mexico, as primary sources of Chicano/a history 
prior to the 1970s. 
* Jorge Klor de Alva, "Aztlan, Borinquen and Hispanic Nationalism," in Aztlan: Essays on the 
Chicano Homeland, Rudolfo Anaya and Francisco Lomeli, ed. (Albuquerque: 1989), 137, and 
Rodolfo Acuna, Sometimes there Is No Other Side, 107-108. 
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animate border culture and politics. Most recently, ideas of Aztlan have conferred 

"historical context and socio-political warrant to the Chicano's myth-making enterprise," 

and, in its cultural dimension, consolidated "a storehouse of images and symbols which 

function as amulets, magical signifiers of self-preservation."' 

Themes of Aztlan have been differently broadcast throughout the twentieth-

century. As a sign of movement toward social cohesion and political solidarity, ideas of 

Aztlan demonstrated forms of cultural aflBliation, allegiance, or resistance. Aztlan has 

been characterized as a marker of identity, a sense of place and survival. It refers to a 

geographically situated homeland; a point of departure or return; a migration site or 

pattern; or the seat of political movements. Aztlan also traces a formal vocabulary of 

images marking pre-Hispanic to modem time that generally aflSrmed, elaborated or re

constructed an array of physical/geographic, ideological/mythological, political/social or 

cultural/artistic processes and ideas. 

Mexican/American cultural discourse variously (re)presented political themes and 

social attributes of the Chicano homeland as evidence of being and belonging within a 

self-formed, self-referential region. Hector Calderon argues that oral and written sources 

of social processes in a generation of scholarship keyed to economic and political issues 

generally aligned Chicano literature with narrative histories about "a working class. Third 

World type."'° Drawing attention instead to formal analysis of authors' varied 

® Genaro Padilla, "Myth and Comparative Cultural Nationalism: The Ideological Uses of Aztlan," 
in Aztlan: Essays on the Chicano Homeland, Rudolfo Anaya ,and Francisco Lomeli, ed. 
(Albuquerque: 1989), 114. 

Calderon, "Tie-reading Rivera's," 99. Rodolfi) Acuna, "Chicano/a Studies and the American 
Paradigm," in Sometimes There Is No Other Side, 103-122. Acuna, Sometimes, 108, observes that 
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perspectives, allegiances, experiences and ideas in spoken and written language, 

Calderon writes, "Chicano literature is not simply a 'minority' or marginal literature, it is 

one of the latest chapters of the Western tradition, or, perhaps, with an eye to the future of 

the Americas, it is indicative of new, alternative cultural traditions."^^ This study treats 

late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century cultural manifestations of Aztlan, or Mexican 

America, within a spectrum of people and ideas whose secular and religious ideas defined 

Mexican American cultural identity in southern Arizona during early statehood. 

Culture as a Process and an Idea in the American West 

Mexican American perspectives, allegiances, experiences, and ideas in spoken 

and written language and in Western regional print culture fi^equently predicated 

formative ideas of ethnic identity upon definitions of a longstanding or intermittent 

cultural presence. These theoretical points of departure extend the interpretative 

parameters of new forms of literary production while honoring a prior visionary legacy. 

Like sanctuaries built fi-om indigenous shrines, Chicano literary discourses can thus be 

seen as successive overlays of new literary forms applied to earlier rhetorical structures. 

Calderon's novel claim to a global edge rattles the equilibrium of a Chicano history of 

personal views and shared values, where the extent to which westerners shared space and 

together shaped identities describes an American West whose cultural contributors are 

neither separate nor autonomous. 

the authority of national, linguistic, and class origins (Mexican, Spanish-speaking, woiking class) 
values and experience is waning among Chicano/a social scientists. 
" Calderon, "Re-reading Rivera's," 99. 



Clyde Milner writes North American cultural production as a chorus of regional 

individual to national formulations of hyphenated immigrant identities.'̂  Milner 

observes that westerners considered themselves a group apart from centers of national 

culture, less through parameters of language and custom than in terms of space and the 

life experience of markedly inclusive and exclusive regional immigrant identities. 

According to Milner, regional identities in the arid Southwest asserted themselves as 

sequential conflicts between Native, Mexican, Asian, and Euro-American labor and 

'eastern' capital interests. Segregated space and subordinate status in turn fostered ideas 

of group solidarity and cultural autonomy in reservations, barrios, Chinatowns, and 

shantytowns. Where cultural boundaries expressed themselves in terms of racial 

difference and uneven power relations, social and fraternal alliances along with 

institutional adjustments formulated regional group identity within ethnic enclaves.'̂  

Along with definitions of regional identity, individual and collective searches for 

(conim)union also included actors and audiences that engaged and exchanged ideas about 

regional culture. As Eric Wolf observes, "neither a language-using community nor a 

body of culture bearers can share all of their language or culture or reproduce their 

Milner, "A View from Wisdom," in Under an Open Sky: Rethinking America's Western Past 
William Cronon, George Miles, and Jay Gitlin, eds. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1992), 220-221. 
Albert Camarillo and Mario Barrera refute histories of Mexican America that attributed social 
tensions after 1848 to conflicting cultural loyalties, instead demonstrating how Mexican 
American experience hinged upon Anglo dominance of growing capitalist economic systems that 
by 1880 cornered Chicanos into imskilled, semi-skilled jobs that with cultural, political and 
economic hegemony structured social status in Mexican America. 

Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier 
in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford, 1987), 7-9. 
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linguistic or cultural attributes uniformly through successive generations." '̂* 

Accordingly, social actors distinguished by gender, generation, occupation, and ritual 

memberships stimulated material and symbolic arrays of evidence, behaviors, ideas, and 

representations, especially during periods of transformation. "If we want to understand 

how humans seek stability or organize themselves to manage change," Wolf writes, "we 

need a concept that allows us to capture patterned social flow in its multiple 

interdependent dimensions and to assess how idea-dependent power steers these flows 

over time. 'Culture' is such a concept."^^ 

While Wolf examined acquisitive forms of pre-Hispanic Aztec culture reflected in 

prevalent socio-political ideologies in the Valley of Mexico, Bernard L. Fontana 

foregrounds regional Mexican American culture through Spanish colonial trade relations 

and coinciding imperial interests on American soil" 

Remote though it may have been fi^om Mexico City, Madrid, London and 
other centers of world power, Pecos was by no means insulated against the 
effects of decisions made in these distant places by total strangers. 
Throughout the empires of Spain, France, England, Portugal and Holland, 
Native Americans found themselves forever embroiled in 'storms brewed 
in other men's worlds. 

Written history of late colonial Sonora and Arizona territory derives from 

Franciscan and Jesuit narratives of presidios connecting Arizona to New Mexico and 

regional networks in northern New Spain: first, as part of the Pimeria Alta that spanned 

Wolf, Envisioning Power, 65-66, cites Anthony Wallace, Culture and Personality (Nevv Yoric: 
Random House, 1970), that social relations depend less upon 'replication of uniformity' that upon 
'the organization of diversity' through reciproc^ interaction. 

Wolf, Envisioning Power, 289. 
Elizabeth A.H. John, Storms Brewed in Other Men's Worlds: The Confrontation of Indians, 

Spanish, and French in the Southwest, 1540-1795 (College Station: Texas A & M University 
Press, 1975) cited in Fontana, Entrada: The Legacy of Spain and Mexico in the United States 
(Tucson: Southwest Patks and Monuments, 1994), 137-140. 
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Sonora and skimmed the southbound desert coastline of the Sea of Cortez toward Sinaloa 

and Durango into Nayarit; later, as one of the Provincias Intemas that mapped northern 

New Spain as a single territorial entity (Figure 1). '̂ Once the DeAnza Trail linked 

Sonora's Altar district to the Camino Real leading from Mexico's interior toward EI 

Paso, Las Cruces and Arizona into the Califomias, new trade routes reached Tucson, San 

Antonio, St. Louis, and Santa Fe.^^ After Mexican Independence in 1821, the northern 

provinces proclaimed political allegiance to the Republic. This Mexican generation in 

1846 witnessed successive passage of ancestral homelands from Spain to Mexico that in 

1854 heralded the Gadsden Purchase, the Republic's final territorial concession to the 

United States. 

Mexican American lived experience in the Southwest and sections of the NCdwest 

in the twentieth century have since extended to Chicano and, more recently. Latino 

Ronald L. Ives, "From Pitic to San Gabriel in 1782: The Journey of Don Pedro Gages," The 
Journal of Arizona History, 9:4 (1968), 222-244, in Fontana, Entrada, 150-152. Royal decree in 
1732 created joint governance of Sonora and Sinaloa. Located near Tussonimo on the east bank 
of the Santa Cruz River, Guevavi in 1736 became Arizona's first dedicated church. The Spanish 
Marques de Villapuente in 1739 endowed two missions in the Pimeria Aha: Sonoyta, renamed 
San Miguel, and Saric, in Sonora's Altar Vallw. fa 1751, fece-ofife between Jesuit priests and 
O'Oodham insuigents capped generations of brutality and resistance in San Ignacio de Tubac and 
Arivaca. In 1767, the Jesuit expulsion transferred regional clerical authority to Franciscan fiiars 
Juan Crisostomo Gil de Bemabe in Guevavi and Fray Francisco Garces in San Xavier del Bac. 
Guevavi was in San Cayetano de Tumacacori mission district, now San Jose de Tumacacori, three 
miles from the Tubac presidio on the Rio Santa Maria, now the Santa Cruz River. 

Fontana, Entrada, 157-167. From the U.S. perspective, Arizona was part of New Mexico; from 
the Mexican point of view, it was part of greater S(Hiora encompassing southern Arizona and 
northem Sinaloa. In 1771, Visitor General Jose de Galvez set the stage for Fray Junipero Serra's 
missionary expedition to Alta California and other overland missionary and military preludes to 
the 1775 colonizing project of Juan Bautista de Anza. 
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contingents stretching from Hollywood to the District of Columbia. '̂ This study 

examines how early twentieth-century Mexican American cultural politics in early 

Arizona aligned with local festival performance, journal narratives, and ritual pageantry 

to form regional links to broader vistas of North American national culture. This effort to 

situate twentieth-century Mexican America within the Southwest and beyond also views 

processes of identity formation according to perspectives of a young generation of 

Mexican American citizens in a new state. 

Gadsden Arizona 

Gary McNamee describes Arizona as a land of sandstone, rivers and dry washes, 

mountain ranges, cliflEs, grasslands, desert sand, and hardened lava whose many names 

included Gadsdonia.^^ Cultural contact between seasonal and sedentary native peoples, 

Spanish and Mexican mission and tnilitary outposts, and U.S. territorial settlements by 

1854 established Gadsden territory as a regional frontier. Arizona's southeastern 

quadrant was the geographic midpoint of 30,000 square miles of high desert and 

mountains south of the Arizona's Gila River and New Mexico's Mesilla Valley. Further 

south, Santa Cruz and San Pedro River settlements also encountered the political and 

social aftermath of the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (Figure 2).^^ 

Juan R. Garcia, Mexicans in the Midwest, 1900-1932 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 
1996); Angaharad N. Valdivia, A Latina in the Land of Hollywood and Other Essays on Media 
Culture (Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 2000). 
^ Thomas E Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986). 

Gary McNamee, Named in Stone and Sfy: An Arizona Anthology (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1993), xiii. 
~ Thomas E. Sheridan, Arizona: A History (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995), 56 and 
367, cites Jay Wagoner, Arizona Territory 1863-1912: A Political History (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1970); Howard Lamar, The Far Southwest, 1846-1912: ^4 Territorial History, 
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Expedition and missionary chronicles designated these lands as 'mw otro Mexico,̂  

another Mexico whose cultural geography melded people, ideas, and geography defined 

as much by racial as by cultural s>Tithesis. In the early twentieth-century, journal 

narratives of remembered homelands in Spanish-language social criticism envisioned 

Aztlan as ^Mexico de Afuera,^ a land of (im)migrant exiles whose representative icons 

memorialized Mexico in the United States by claiming the U.S. Southwest as Mexican 

American cultural property." Visualizations of the Gadsden region as at once a part and 

apart fi"om prevalent social systems in Mexico carried over into subsequent ideas of 

Mexican America in the U.S. Southwest, where regional culture layered modem 

narratives of southern Arizona as the most recent fi-ontier acquisition in the United States 

upon historical chronicles of the Sonoran region as part of the Mexican periphery. 

Geo-political chronicles transferred colonial authority fi^om Spain and Mexico to 

the United States and distinguished Arizona territory in time and place from other states 

in the Union. Regional cultural vocabularies further distinguished southern Arizona 

from other sections of the U.S. Southwest where domestic boundaries clarified the 

political chain of command and regional cultural history generally linked 'native' culture 

to Mexico and immigrant culture to the United States, yet its spiritual geography remains 

bi-national and mestizo (Figure 3). '̂* According to Thomas E. Sheridan, Mexican settlers 

(New York: W. W. Norton, 1970); Armando Miguelez, 'The Hispanic Heritage," in Arizona: 
The Land and the People, ed. Tom Miller (Tucson; University of ArizxMia Press, 1986); James E. 
OfBcer, Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987), 204-219. 
^ Rubio Goldsmith, 'Mexicanos in Arizona," 308, writes "The patria chica created by the 
Mexicano/Chicano in Arizona/Aztlan does not romanticize the isolation of our lives." 

James G. GrifBth, Beliefs and Holy Places: A Spiritual Geography of the Pimeria Aha 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1992), xvi, borrows from early Spanish chronicles to refer 
to the spiritual geography of the Sonoran Desert in northern Mexico and southem Arizona as the 
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in Tucson welcomed annexation and expanded markets along proposed all-weather rails 

secured by American troops, however, neighboring Santa Ana lamented a "bitter chalice" 

on an altar of debates "as practical as they are sorrowful" that had already rendered ethnic 

conflicts and race riots in California and armed resistance in Texas. 

About contributions of the Roman Church superimposed upon regional colonial 

government, metropolitan culture, and progressive ideas. Jay Gitlin asks: "Which frontier 

narrative - imperial or national — explains the attraction of Irish and German Catholic 

immigrants to western places with an already established Catholic support system rooted 

in French and Spanish communities?"^^ Liberal priests from revolutionary France and 

Pimeria Alta, or Upper Pima Country: "In present-day terms, it stretches from the Gila River on 
the north to Mexican International highway 2 on the south, and from the valleys of the San Pedro 
and Magdalena rivers on the east to a bit west of Ajo." GrifBth argues that contemporary 
Tohono O'Odham, Yaqui, Mexicano and Anglo cultures reflect the region's distinctive natural 
history and continue to extend local cultural boundaries into Mexico. 
^ Thomas E Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941, 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986), 31, cites Jose Elias to Gobemador de Sonora, San 
Ignacio, July 4, 1857. Hermosilo State Archives, Carpeton 303, Film 49, AHS. For descriptions 
of ethnic conflict and resistance in California: Albert Camarillo, Chicanos in a Changing Society: 
From Mexican Pueblos to American Barrios in Santa Barbara and Southern California, 1848-
1930, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1979); Richard Griswold del Castillo, The Los 
Angeles Barrio, 1850-1890, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979); and La Familia: 
Chicano Families in the Urban Southwest 1948 to the Present, (Notre Dame: University of Notre 
Dame Press, 1984), 56-112. In Texas, Rodolfo Acima, Occupied America: A History of 
Chicanos (New York: Harper & Row, 1981) and Amoldo De Leon, The Tejano Community, 
1826-1900, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1982). 
^ Jay Gitiin, "On the Boundaries of Empire: Connecting the West to Its Imperial Past," in Under 
an Open Sky, 86-88. Gitlin observes that standards for including stories of imperial multinatic»ial 
frontiers in the history of westward expansion and settlement. Observing that the Spanish 
Southwest best demonstrates the difficulty of bridging social, cultural and rehgious history, D. 
Michael Quinn, "Religion in the American West," Under An Open S!^, 156, cites Leo Grebler, 
John W. Moore and Ralph C. Guzman, Mexican-American People (New York: Free Press, 1970) 
443: "How they [the churches] operate within a distinctive minority reflects the societal milieu as 
well as religious or ethical norms...[but]... [t]his kind of institutional analysis is rare either in the 
standard literature on rehgion or, for that matter, in the writings about Mexican Americans." 
Deutsch, No Separate Refuge (1980) and Amoldo de Leon, The Tejano Community, 1836-1900, 
have since bridged this thematic gap. 
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insurgent Mexico that shepherded Catholic souls on U.S. territory also functioned as 

sources of capital and labor attending Mexican American community formation in North 

America. The Spanish Discalced Carmelite Order entered into these regional dramas 

relatively late in the game, arriving as immigrant exiles from early revolutionary Mexico 

and as representatives of Iberian clerical reform during the early stages of Arizona 

statehood. 

Early twentieth-century Carmelite incursions into Arizona synchronize with late-

century visualizations of rhetorical geography that define national 'frontiers' as regional 

sites of history and culture and view (im)migration and settlement as sequential waves of 

colonizing and colonized peoples in contested space.^^ In North American frontier 

processes, (im)migration and urbanization intensified nationalist support of a civic 

language that selectively welcomed some (im)migrants into mainstream culture and 

symbolically excluded others.^® William Cronon asserts that no universally ordained 

panorama of frontier processes was always and everywhere alike. Rather, continental 

regions drifted toward stable union through social formulations of national cultural 

identity, bi early Arizona, public expressions of Mexican American cultural identity in 

religious precincts, professional theaters and armory plazas after statehood reflected 

Mexican American nationality within this idiom of social change. 

William Cronon, George Miles, Jay Gitlin. "Becoming West: Toward a New Meaning for 
Western History." Under An Open Sky: Rethinking America's Western Past (New York, 1992), 
3-26. 

Wolf, Envisioning Power, 11. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities-.Reflections on the 
Origin and Spread of Nationalism, (London: Verso, 1991), 83-110. In Mexico: 
Eloisa Uribe, Sonia Lombardo de Ruiz, Esther Acevedo, Rosa Casanova, Ma. Estela Eguiarte, Y 
todo...por una nacion: Historia social de laproduccion plastica de la Ciudad de Mexico, 1761-
1910 (UNAM: 1984), 185-204, and Stacie Widdifield, The Embodiment of the National in Late 
Nineteenth-century Mexican Painting (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997), 132-162. 
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Collective representative images of borderlands settlements rendered land, law, 

and custom as aspects of Western regional identity that manifested the degree to which 

they no longer formed part of Mexican America. In an era when U.S. history described a 

continental experience of ceasing to be West, western frontier icons represented selective 

regional forms of national cultural identity where the American West ceased to be 

Mexican. Yet, from the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo to the Mexican Revolution, 

wranglers, forebears and clergymen with vaqueros, obreros and misioneros together lay 

the cultural foundations of shifting political and economic alliances that exacted a 

premium on local custom, however defined.^" In early Arizona, social critics envisioned 

geographic isolation as a value-laden factor of internal divisions of gender, class and 

ethnicity whose discursive venues registered local Mexican American responses to 

processes of having long been (North)westem in Mexico and slowly becoming 

(South)westem in the United States.^ ̂  

In addition to a sense of place created by being in and belonging to regional 

culture, steady commerce and trade with cultural exchange and mutual sources of labor 

^ On the political and symbolic boundaries of Mexican/America and the Gadsden Treaty: 
Richard Griswold del Castillo, The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo: A Legacy of Conflict, 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990), 59-60; 62-13, and Mario Garcia, "La Frontera: 
The Border as Symbol and Reality in Mexican American Thought," Mexican Studies/Estudios 
Mexicanos, 1, (Summer 1985) 195-225. 
^ David G. Guttierez, "Significant to Whom? Mexican Americans and the History of the 
American West," in A New Significance: Re-envisioning the History of the American West, Clyde 
Milner, IE, ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 80, asserts that Mexican American 
history at once manifested subordination and active resistance. 

Cronon, et. al., "Becoming West," 26, write; "Rather than a landscape of boundless freedom, 
ideas of the West exposed "a walled off preserve where the wild west proves how tame it has 
become." Examples of western visual and narrative imagery include wranglers and matriarchs 
laboring in endless space and a limitless supply of labor mining untapped natural resources. 
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affected (im)migrant labor in formative Anglo economies.^^ Intricate webs of work and 

worship in borderland mining camps and adjoining townships along the San Pedro, Santa 

Cruz and Gila River valleys formed Mexican American regional networks in Arizona's 

southeastern quadrant. Conjoined with New Mexico by the Gadsden Treaty of 1854, the 

Arizona section of this border space participated in evolving metaphors of national 

identity and embodied a cutting edge of Southwestern social interaction.^^ 

Methods and Sources 

Cultural forms reflected in subjective narratives about the regional movement of 

people and ideas in the Southwest accompanied the long passage toward New Mexico 

and Arizona statehood in 1912. As later generations entered a new century of dramatic 

public exchanges on stage and in print, the press amplified lived experience in a new state 

whose local pageantry blended attributes of Mexican culture with western markers of 

U.S. national identity. This project seeks access to a local generation of regional culture 

in Hispanic Arizona in printed imagery and staged narrative proclaiming U.S. citizenship 

in terms of being 'Mexican' and becoming 'American.' 

Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier 
in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (Oxford, 1987), 10-12. Hispanic women in northem New 
Mexico and southern Colorado from 1890 to 1940 consolidated work, family, and community 
roles through regional migratory patterns and social organization of Anglo-Hispanic culture in the 
upper Rio Grande Valley, in Colorado mining towns, urban space, and agriculture. 

Donna J. Guy and Thomas E. Sheridan, "On Frontiers: The Northem and Southem Edges of 
the Spanish Empire in the Americas," in Contested Ground: Comparative Frontiers on the 
Northem and Southem Edges of the Spanish Empire (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 
1998) 15, define borderland frontiers as "zones of intense contestation and negotiation at the 
edges of established social control." 
^ Juan Bruce Novoa, "RetroSpace: Collected Essays on Chicano Literature, Theory and Histor>' 
(Houston: Arte Publico Press, 1990), 23. "Chicanismo is the product/producer of ongoing 
synthesis continually drawing from what seem to outsiders to be opposing cultural elements. 
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Interpretations of cultural dynamics within larger historical narratives require 

35 interactive views of recurrent tensions that both erode and erect sodal boundanes. In 

this project, formal sodal criticism in the Spanish-language press acts as a public 

discursive counterpart to the candid imagery of Spanish Carmelite journals, 

correspondence, and photographic archives. Complementary narratives of Mexican 

American culture in frontier theater, border literature and regional pageantry in southern 

Arizona here serve as expressive discursive mechanisms that cast sodal boundaries, class 

conflict, cultural integrity, and national identity into sharp relief. In this study, readings 

of popular culture in festival dramas, ritual worship, and civic rhetoric outline a 

chronology of cultural influences accompanying southern Arizona's transformation from 

frontier to region. 

Overlapping ecosystems, institutions, markets, land law, unified statehood and a 

sense of citizen-selfhood in Arizona underwrote ideas of cultural identity amid shifting 

views of formative borderland processes; from antiquity to modernity; from the 

(un)familiar to the (un)known, from the (un)predictable to the (un)stable; and from 

invented to inherited worlds where landscapes became homelands and frontiers became 

regions. In a micro-to-macro frame, cultural anthropologist Eric R. Wolf directs attention 

from internal analysis of how cultural codes are arranged, transmitted or altered toward 

global observations about civil authority in modem sodety. In this inquiry, a macro-to-

micro frame applies broad theoretical frameworks to a local history of how Mexican 

Therefore, the literature proposes an alternative, an 'inter'space for a new ethnic identity to e.xist 
(31)." 

Sarah Deutsch, "Landscape of Enclaves," in Under an Open Sky, 112-113. 
^ Eric Wolf, Envisioning Power, 7. 
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American cultural expression became (re)arranged, (re)transmitted, (re)negotiated and 

remembered in early Arizona. Treating subjects as if seen from a single lens that glides 

easily from wide-angle to telephoto views, topics shift from global to local contexts 

within a chronology of frontier theater, borderlands narratives, and descriptions of 

regional ritual culture in Carmelite parishes in the early decades of Arizona statehood. 

In Arizona, dramas and ritual performance abetted mid- to late-nineteenth century 

narrative traditions in regional Spanish-language essays and editorials that shaped 

popular opinion by cultivating like-minded political constituencies and social 

perspectives in a new century.^^ Despite some self-described independent editorial 

stances, newspaper mastheads of the time frequently and unequivocally endorsed cultural 

agendas or withheld political allegiance. Tucson newspapers Las Dos Republicas and El 

Fronterizo, for example, communicated dual perspectives of frontier writers whose 

cultural allegiances factored into ideas about the social impact of regional 

38 transcontinental, trans-Atlantic and —Pacific (im)migrations in early Arizona. 

Doris Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 149-182, recounts the journal exploits of Felipe 
Maxilimiano Chacon and Louis Tafoya in New Mexico and TTiomas E. Sheridan, Los 
Tucsonenses, 102-110 reviews the joumal careers of Carlos Velasco, F.T. Davila and Ramon 
Soto. These journalists visualized the Southwest according to natural, geogr^hic and institutional 
boundaries such as Rio Grande, La Mesilla, and Alta California. Thirteenth Census of the United 
States Taken in the Year 1910, 2 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1913) 75-76, 
classified as illiterate any person 10 years of age or over unable to write, regardless of ability to 
read. Arizona in 1910 reported 32,953 illiterate persons (20.9 per cent of the total population 
compared to 29 per cent in 1910), the vast majority among 'Indian' and 'foreign-bom' 'white' 
residents. 

Doris Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 9. Thirteenth Census, 76, reported voting-age males 
composed more than one-lidrd (75,051, or 36.2 per cent) of the population in Arizona territory. 
Of these, 'native' and first-generation 'native' males (38.8 and 14.4 per cent, respectively) 
ournumbered 34.7 per cent claiming foreign-bom 'white' resident status. Almost one quarter (23 
per cent) of foreign-bom white males of voting age were naturalized U.S. citizens. In addition, 
nine per cent of territorial voters in 1910 were Indian citizens, two per cent were Chinese and 
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Early twentieth century incarnations of Spanish-language drama, journal and 

ritual narratives came to bear upon these reflective and reflexive views of Mexican 

American culture. Plays and parades embody fleeting expressive processes that emerge, 

surge, and subside over time. In this study, their roles in popular cultural production 

acquire context through Spanish-language accounts of Mexican American forms reflected 

in the early twentieth-century ritual calendar of Spanish Carmelite Arizona.^® 

Organizational Framework 

A preliminary fi-amework of ideas and processes providing historical context and 

organizational unity to ideas about Western culture in Chapter One connects late 

nineteenth-century modem culture to cosmopolitan views of Mexican America in world's 

fair displays. As public repositories of popular culture, Spanish-language periodicals Las 

Dos Republicas and El Fronterizo interpreted these global representations of modem 

social order and regional visualizations of Mexican/American cultural history to growing 

audiences in territorial Arizona.'*® In this chapter, territorial accounts reported hegemonic 

displays of culture in Paris and Chicago, where ideas about Mexican American culture 

organized according to socially-constmcted hierarchies of race and ethnicity burgeoned 

against a backdrop of land disputes, labor conflict and unprecedented European, African 

American, and Chinese (im)migration toward working wages in the West.'*' In the first 

chapter, I argue that in addition to justifying (post)colonial domestic economic relations 

Japanese and one per cent 'negro' residents. In late territorial Arizona, males of milifia age (18-44 
years) numbered just imder 60,000 (58,962). 

Stuart Hall, "Cultural Identity and Diaspora," in Identity: Community Culture, Difference, ed. 
Jonathan Rutherford, 222, cited in Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 15. 

Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 7. 
Deutsch, "Landscape of Enclaves," 114. 
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in North America, world's fair constructions of imperial enterprise also created an 

internal 'Orient' from discursive exchanges where ideas of order in modem Mexico 

manifested as images of disorder at the gateway to the American West.'^^ In Chicago, for 

example, modem science created a Euro-American Orient in Mexican America, an 

internal Orient called Aztlan.'*^ Daniel Nugent refers to tran^ormations such as these 

exchanges that reconfigured prior readings from the [Mexican] periphery to rank social 

structures through popular culture.'*^ 

Moving from global readings of Western culture to regional commentary on stage 

and in print, two chapters demonstrate how Spanish-language journals served as Hispanic 

metatexts that resonated (in)directly with subtle or conspicuous voices of everyday 

community politics, commerce and society.'*^ Like abbreviated world's fair guidebooks, 

these culture-specific joumals ordered local and regional ideas about Mexican American 

culture according to national and global criteria. Thus, the rhetoric of citizen statehood in 

Arizona joumals comprehended two historical functions of the Spanish-language press: 

Robert Rydell, All The World's A Fair: Visions of Empire at American International 
Expositions. 1876-1916 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984) and Fair Representations: 
World's Fairs and the Modem World (1994). William Cronon, Nature's Metropolis: Chicago 
and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton & Company), 345-56, and Julie K. Brown, 
Contesting Images: Photography and the World's Columbian Exposition (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1994), 35-64. 

Jorge KJor de Alva, "Aztlan, Borinquen and Hispanic Nationalism in the United States," in 
Azlan: Essays on the Chicano Homeland, Rudolfo A. Anaya and Francisco A. Lomeli, eds, 
(Albuquerque: El Norte Publications, 1989), 135-171. 
^ Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent, "Popular Culture and State Formation in Revolutionarj' 
Mexico." In Everyday Forms of Revolution: Revolution and the Negotiation of Rule in Modem 
Mexico, eds. Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994), 18, 
and 'Two, Three, Many Barbarisms? The Chihuahuan Frontier in Transiton from Society to 
Politics," in Contested Ground: Comparative Froniers on the Northern and Southern Edges of 
the Spanish Empire (Tucson: University of Arizona, 1998), 184-194. 

Doris Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 10. 
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as discursive arbiters of intricate civic and ritual networks and as printed reservoirs of 

regional cultural resilience. As participants of historical dramas of immigration and 

exile, Mexican American community members reflected and reconciled views about 

national cultural identity through literary agents originating from various parts of Mexico 

and the Spanish-speaking world. 

Chapter Two regards festival performance and professional theater as discursive 

markers of Mexican American class divisions and social issues. Published descriptive 

narratives of ritual and civic drama in regional presses acted out transfers of political and 

economic authority and served as discursive conduits of erudite politicos^ enigmatic 

radicals, and those who read or listened while others read. In addition to bourgeois and 

radical playwrights, political exiles and agents of religious reform defined Mexican 

American cultural identity through ritual dramas, comedies of maimers, and political 

scenarios that cultivated or contested national identity in Aztlan. As instruments of 

retrospect and forecast complementing dramatic performance with social criticism, local 

presses became arbiters of commimal ideas; local writers became agents of cultural 

development. 

In southern Arizona, nationalist ideas of social and cultural mobility attended 

regional population growth and (re)distribution of (im)migrant labor.'**' The timing, 

Oscar Handlin, "Historical Perspectives on the American Ethnic Group," Daedalus (Spring 
1961), 220-232; John E. Bodnar, TTie Transplanted: A History of Immigratns in Urvan America 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1973; John Higham, "The bnmigrant in American 
History," in Send These to Me: Immigrants in Urban America-, James R. Barrett, 
"Americanization from the Bottom Up; Immigration and the Remaking of the Working Class in 
the United States, 1880-1930," Journal of American History, 79:3, (December 1992); David 
Brody, "Reconciling the Old Labor History and the New," Pacific Historical Review, 42:1 (Feb. 
1993, 1-18; Dawly and David Brody in Perspectives on American Labor History: The Problems 
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distance, and location of particular immigrant processes, notions of departure or return, 

and narratives of immigrant behaviors upon arrival fiirther complicated regional 

configurations of labor and ideas. For example, continental as well as trans-Atlantic and 

-Pacific immigrations variously conformed to or diverged fi-om celebratory tributes that 

generally heralded a successful 'end' to Old World ties and exalted national mandates to 

transfer cultural loyalty as well as political allegiance to the United States. Unifying 

processes of assimilation and acculturation with distinct forms of cultural resistance in 

the United States similarly coalesced around the social distribution of immigrant labor 

across oceans, between continents, within nations. However, departure narratives took a 

back seat to narratives of arrival measuring the pace and scale of sequential 'waves' of 

immigrant labor derived fi-om various geographic 'streams.' Since Mexican/American 

narrative culture proclaimed a specifically indigenous/(im)migrant presence, ideas of 

simultaneous departure and return extended national visualizations of North American 

migrant chains beyond U.S. borders into Mexico and back again.'^^ 

Ewa Morawska's three-tiered revisualization of immigration processes redirects 

considerations of foreign or domestic boundaries, social structures, and notions of human 

capital toward webs of trade and exchange that extract ideas of (under)privilege fi-om 

American ethnic history and (re)interpret the immigrant West as a geographically 

of Synthesis J. Carrol Moody and Alice Hessler-Harris, eds. (De Kalb; Northem Illinois 
University Press, 1989); Thomas Kessner, The Golden Door: Italian and Jewish Immigrant 
Mobility in New York City, 1880-1915 (New York; Oxford University Press, 1977); and Ronald 
Takaki, A Different Mirror: A History of Multicultural America (Boston, Little Brown and 
Company, 1993). 

Lawrence Cardoso, Mexican Emigration to the United States, 1897-1931 (Tucson; University 
of Arizona Press, 1980); John Chavez, The Lost Land: The Chicano Image of the Southwest 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984). 
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representative icon of North American national identity."^ William Cronon argues that 

Old World connections in the West clarify dynamics of the workplace and the market 

place establishing a migratory continuum of regional population movement.'*^ Clyde 

Milner describes regional identity formation within these migratory systems as cultural 

reactions to shared memories of regional space/° As historical witness to serial invasion, 

Mexican American (im)migrations challenged uniform narratives of U.S. ethnicity. As 

evidence of the rewards and flaws of Americanization processes, Mexican American 

cultural history thus benefits fi-om interdisciplinary readings of regional forms of social 

critique in popular sources. 

Chapter Three further approaches Spanish-language journals as discursive 

markers of national loyalty, class struggle, and cultural dynamics of (im)migrant labor in 

western townships, mining camps, and growing fields.^ ^ As cultural exchange within 

ethnic colonias in settlement areas and townships developed into barrios, urban 

definitions of Chicano labor extended the discursive range of native and (im)migrant 

Ewa Morawska, "The Sociology and Historiography of Immigration." In Immigration 
Reconsidered: History, Sociology and Politics, ed. Virginia Yans McLouglin (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1990). 

William Cronon, Under An Open Sky: Rethinking America's Western Past (New York: W.W. 
Norton, 1992), 20, and Ewa Morawska, "The Sociology and Historiography of Immigration, in 
Immigration Reconsidered: History, Sociology and Politics, 187. 
^ Clyde Milner, "A View from Wisdom: Four Layers of History and Regional Identity," in 
Under an Open Sky. 203-222, describes individual to collective ideas of personal locale, shared 
memory, national epic and cultural reaction in terms of regional geography. 

Emmanuel Wallerstein, Geopolitics and Geoculture (Cambridge: Cambridge Universitj' Press, 
1991); Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge-. Culture, Class and Gender on the Anglo-Hispanic 
Frontier in the American S^thwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); 
Peggy Pasco, Relations of Rescue: The Search for Female Moral Authority in the American West 
1874-1939 ^ew Yoik: Oxford University Press, 1990) and "Race, Gender and Intercultural 
Relations: The Case of Interracial Marriage," Frontiers, 12 (Autumn), 5-32. 
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labor relations in early twentieth-century Mexican America. In southern Arizona, 

narratives of class resistance in scripted narratives galvanized Mexican American union 

membership. Also, conservative to radical sources of labor and ideas during the Mexican 

Revolution ignited a surge of literary production, especially essays and plays 

underscoring the cultural complexity of Mexican American labor sectors during an era of 

regional economic development in the United States and political reform in northern 

Mexico-

Global ideas and regional processes on stage and in print endowed Spanish-

language journals with narrative authority in community politics, commerce and society. 

In combination with photographic imagery, they also reveal popular forms of cultural 

solidarity grounded in religious tradition. Chapter Four directs analysis of the impact of 

epic regional processes toward the early twentieth-century tenures of Spanish Discalced 

Carmelite priests, following people and ideas from rural missions in northern Mexico to 

southern Arizona. This chapter focuses upon aspects of regional Mexican American 

identity combining sacred and civic rhetoric in staged and ritual performance. Clerics 

communicated cultural authority and parishioners fashioned a regional language of 

commemorative pageantry and oratory in early Carmelite Arizona. A civic rhetoric of 

social harmony in practice and in print combined with local news — editorials and 

Mario Barrera, Race and Class in the Southwest: A Theory of Racial Inequality (Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1979); Lisbeth Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in 
California, 1769-1936, (Bericeley University of California Press, 1995); Katherine G. Morrissey, 
Mental Territories: Mapping the Inland Empire (Ithaca; Cornell University Press, 1997). 
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eulogies, advertisements and announcements, religious notices and travel chronicles, 

lithography and photography/^ 

Chapter Five fiirther traces local impressions of social and civic pageantry in 

Hispanic Arizona that embedded themselves upon paper as well as memory. Spanish 

Discalced Carmelite parishes in urban Tucson cultivated expressions of national identity 

through combinations of spoken and written language, public display, and candid 

portraits of parish members reflecting collective mandates to affirm as well as adjust to 

cultural authority.^'* This telephoto view of Carmelite reform radiating from Iberia 

toward Arizona missions exposes an amalgam of Catholic local ritual worship alongside 

civic and religious tracts that with festival narratives appeared in Revista Carmeliiana, a 

Tucson-based publication that placed local pageantry within a global spectrum of Spanish 

Carmelite missions. 

Early twentieth-century Mexican American popular culture influenced by 

Western ideas of modem culture reflected regional processes that on stage and in print 

endowed Spanish-language journals with narrative authority. In combination with 

photographic imagery, published and private correspondence also revealed popular forms 

of cultural solidarity in early Arizona later grounded in religious tradition. Like this 

Meyer, Speaking for Themselves, 8. La Revista Catolica in 1875 appeared in New Mexico and 
in 1918 moved to El Paso. 
^ Mej'er, Speaking for Themselves, 6, cites Stuart Hall, "Cultural Identity and Diaspora,"in 
Identity: Community, Culture, Difference, ed. Jonathan Rutherford (London: Lawrence and 
Weshart, 1990), 222-37. Hall's postmodernist view of identity politics stresses ways the 
individual and collective subjects construct meaning from experience and inherited cultural 
values. Cultural values and experience engage, modify or accommodate prevalent culture(s) in 
order to retain their vitality and integrity. Should foreign invasion or enforced dependency erode 
communal cultural integrity or if it be displaced or distorted by enforced cultural practice, then 
cultural integrity itself is at risk. When difference becomes unacceptable within dominant 
culture(s) and leads to exclusion of colonized groups, free society is impossible. 
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introductory chapter, this project concludes with a brief summary about the role of 

narrative and visual imagery in creating a discursive triad of popular culture. In early 

Arizona, sacred and secular plays, the press and the pulpit portrayed innovative 

expressions of national identity within public displays of Mexican American cultural 

solidarity. In this study, an intimate storehouse of images about southeastern Arizona 

parishes during the early years of Arizona statehood highlights the discursive authority of 

seasonal festivals, itinerant theater, and writers-in-exile. Descriptive narrative in 

Spanish-language sources and visual information in candid imagery add luster to 

historical accounts of remarkable processes hitherto delineated by restricted access to 

primary sources and sketchy details in public records and institutional documents. Local 

journals afBrmed the role of public performance and seasonal pageantry as regional 

markers of civic and ritual authority; actors and audiences in these social gatherings 

reflected a profound spectrum of ideas and events in state and diocesan history. 

Published and private sources additionally amplify a sense of global to regional 

movement of people and ideas extending from Mexico's interior to Gadsden Arizona and 

from Discalced Carmelite Iberia to Spanish Carmelite Arizona, where an early generation 

of Spanish clergy both gained and provided access to Mexican American culture in 

Aztlan in Arizona. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE INTERNAL ORIENT: 
MEXICAN AMERICA AT THE WORLD'S FAIRS 

In November 1874, Juan N. Rodrigo and Henry Beuhman generated stereopticon 

glass negatives and fiill stereoscopic views of Tucson.^^ At the time, Tucson was the 

mercantile and political center of Arizona, an incorporated township whose growing ranks 

of merchants, miners, and ranchers heralded a period of relative peace and prosperity after 

forming a territorial government. Cultural societies, newspapers, recreations sites and 

local watering holes in the desert town also attended municipal growth marked by freight 

trains, trade wagons, and property renovations. The visual images reveal glimpses of a 

Mexican American community of territorial Tucson at once integrated into an urban core 

marked by Anglo and Mexican-American businesses located side by side and also 

segregated at the margins. 

Territorial Tucson reflected broader cultural impulses to describe people and the 

land through combinations of narrative and visual imagery in popular journals and 

photographic essays of social organization and cultural activity. In the tradition of 

exploration chronicles and territorial surveys, Rodrigo and Beuhman were photographic 

counterparts of journalists forming grids of time and place upon which local scholars 

constructed cultural histories. As this introductory chapter demonstrates, narrative and 

Thomas H. Peterson, Jr., "A Tour of Tucson - 1874," The Journal of Arizona History, 11:3 
(Autumn, 1970), 180-201. In paragraphs that follow, I synthesize Peterson's narrative of 
territorial Tucson's urban core to introduce a Mexican American 'shadow' community living along 
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imagery together illustrated the global-to-local movement of people and ideas that during 

the last half of the nineteenth century connected Arizona frontiers to urban centers of 

cosmopolitan culture in Europe and the United States. Treating subjects and ideas as if 

seen from wide-angle and telephoto views pivoting upon global to local cultural 

narratives, this chapter encapsulates ideas of modem culture elaborated at world's fairs 

that introduce reciprocal processes of Mexican American identity formation and cultural 

expression in early Arizona. 

Late Nineteenth-Centuiy Tucson 

Almost a century later, Thomas H. Peterson, Jr. and Don Bufkin used images 

captured by Rodrigo and Beuhman to assemble a visual and narrative tour of territorial 

Tucson. Peterson painstakingly examined original glass plates, contact prints, second-

generation and later photographs, city fire maps and Pima County records of people and 

places in 1874; Bufkin identified their optical perspectives.^^ Their collective work 

documented the growing city's racially diversified economy and culture. 

Standing front and center at this territorial parade are mercantile and freighting 

establishments — the Theodore Welisch and Tully & Ochoa buildings on Main and 

Congress streets. Across the street, the Arizona Citizen, William Zeckendorf s storefront 

and E. N. Fish & Company lead toward Isaac Goldberg's store on Main and Ott streets. 

A pistol-shaped marker at Congress and Main streets points to the gun shop of John S. 

Vosburg, local lock smith and piano tuner. Next to Vosburg, Jacob S. Manfeld's Pioneer 

the margiiis of town. Juan Rodrigo, a Peruvian photographer, left Tucson for Hermosillo shortly 
after 1874. 
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News Depot and Cigar store sells "Havana Segars," chewing tobacco, candy, stationery, 

maga2dnes, and newspapers. Samuel H. Drachman's general merchandise store across the 

street provides hay to Fort Bowie, distributes mail between Tucson and Apache Pass and 

sells notions, dry goods, apparel, liquors, and tobacco as well as fixiit from New Mexico's 

Mesilla Valley. 

Across Congress Street, the tri-weekly Tucson and Yuma Stage Line owned by 

Arkansas company Kerens and Mitchell alternates days of arrival and departure between 

Mesilla and San Diego. In addition to selling wholesale and retail liquor, dry goods, 

hardware, and provisions, local agent Wheeler W. Williams and his partner Dr. Charles H. 

Lord also hold a contract to make adobes and do construction at Camp Lowell, seven 

miles to the north and east of town. Since Dr. Lord is also the Postmaster, mail from the 

East and West arrives to the United States Depository located in the store. Along Main 

Street to the south, goods and fine clothing in boxes and trunks from San Francisco stand 

outside of M. I. Jacobs & Company, a major Mexican import business. 

Three pie-slice blocks formed by Congress and Maiden Lane at the wedge 

intersection of Congress Street and Stone Avenue angle toward the northwest and across 

Church and Court Streets, ending at Meyers Street. Arizona Citizen publisher John 

Wasson and local businessman Edward Nye Fish have oflBces on Congress and Pennington 

Streets. In addition, crude dwellings at this upper end of town share space with houses of 

ill repute. Across the intersection of Warner and Congress, the Gem Saloon looks over 

^ Peterson, "A Tour of Tucson,"182. 
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the barbershop, bathhouse and drug store of Justice of the Peace Charles Meyers, a 

German immigrant. Older homes like the Francisco Leon house were removed to extend 

Meyer Street northward beyond Congress, where bakeries and restaurants share the street 

with single-room merchant rentals and lawyers' offices. Territorial delegate H. S. 

Stevens' campaign banner spans Tucson Restaurant and the Abadie and Tapie Saloon on 

the northwest comer of Meyers and Camp streets. West of Camp Street, now Broadway, 

stands the pre-1873 location of Camp Lowell; southward lies Mesilla Street and the 

Cathedral Plaza. On Court Street, the Pima County Courthouse houses a courtroom, an 

iron-lined vault, and city and county jails and the offices of Sheriff William S. Oury, 

Recorder Augustus Brichta, and District Judge, Chief Justice E.F. Dunne. The Common 

Council — Mayor James H. Toole; Recorder William J. Osbom; Philip Drachman, Charles 

T. Etchells; Sam Hughes and Robert N. Leatherwood ~ meets weekly in the courthouse 

office. The County Board of Supervisors — Larkin W. Carr, E.N. Fish and Wheeler W. 

Williams — meets quarterly in the recorder's office. 

In addition to a general store, E. N. Fish & Co. owns the Eagle Flouring Mills, on 

Main Street just south of McCormick Street. There stands the residence of Territorial 

Governor Anson P.BC. Safford near the town granary, bran room, steam-run stone and saw 

mills, and warehouse that process grain from the fields of the Santa Cruz River valley. 

The mills grind over 7,000 pounds of flour a day and merchants sell ground wheat for four 

dollars per hundred pounds. Some merchants also import additional flour from Mexico 

and the Salt River Valley near Phoenix to satisfy local demand. In 1874, Solomon Warner 

put a second mill at the foot of Sentinel Peak. 
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Rodrigo and Beuhman captured a sense of the public celebratory spaces amid these 

examples of urbanizing economic and political spaces. Like the financial and regulatory 

sites, these gathering spots are racially diverse, but ofl:en segregated. When the District 

Courts are out of session, for example, the courtroom also serves as a social and political 

gathering spot, especially on election nights. Occasionally, itinerant Protestant ministries 

convert the municipal building into a place of Sunday worship for those few who do not 

attend at the Roman Catholic Cathedral of San Agustin, '/a Catedral.^ Also, music bands 

and theater companies fi"om Camp Lowell and Camp Grant transform the courtroom into 

an auditorium for amateur concerts and minstrel shows. Schoolteachers Harriet Bolton 

Wasson and Maria Wakefield Fish teach public school and established the Tucson Literary 

Society at the Sam Hughes house next to the courthouse on Court Plaza. 

Court Plaza is the principal site of Mexican festival seasons and civic celebrations, 

such as mid-August pageantry and revelry at the Fiesta de San Agustin, Tucson's patron, 

that extend into mid-September civic celebrations of Mexican Independence. The 

"Tendajon Monterio" runs diagonally across Court Street near the photographic studio of 

Rodrigo and Henry Beuhman. Shortly before Rodrigo and Beuhman trained their cameras 

on Tucson, brilliant baimers located grand stage and circus tents, refi"eshment and food 

booths, gaming tables, and makeshift vendor stalls lining the perimeter of Court Plaza and 

obscuring new military telegraph lines, the courthouse, school house, and the old military 

hospital. 

The photo narrative included evidence of shared Anglo- and Mexican-American 

celebrations in these public spaces. In November 1874, for example, the carriage of 
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Territorial Delegate-elect BBram S. Stevens led a procession north on Main, past 

Pennington Street. About 200 people greeted Stevens at the nine-mile rail station north of 

town to celebrate his victory over his opponent, John Smith, of McDowell, Arizona. 

Bystanders stood among the crowd surrounding his carriage, as a procession of about 80 

horsemen, some 30 carriages and sundry wagons, banners, bands and pedestrians followed 

him from the nine-mile station north of town toward North Main Street. His brother-in-

law, Common Council member Hughes lives with his wife Atanacia Santa Cruz on Main 

Street, near Hiram and Petra Stevens, Atanacia's sister. Stevens owned the Cosmopolitan 

Hotel on the northeast comer of Main and Pennington streets. The Exchange Saloon and a 

telegraph oflBce are also installed there. The new proprietor, Horace B. Smith, recently 

renovated and renamed the former Stevens House. For one dollar, locals and visitors can 

feast on mock turtle and oyster soup, roast meats, seasonal vegetables and English trifles, 

puddings and pies, French gelatins, meringues and sponge cakes. To the left of the 

Cosmopolitan on West Pennington Street, an arbor and dance pavilion at Alex Levin's 

Park Brewery hosts many an outdoor social event. 

Civic processions and parades also commemorated Mexican political events. In 

territorial Arizona on the 25 of August 1878, for example, 'Club Union,' met by invitation 

of Club President C.F.T. Davila in Tucson to nominate and elect an organizing committee 

for the annual celebrations of Mexican Independence, known as the Fiestas Patrias.'^ 

Mexican Consul and President-elect Manuel Escalante and Vice-President Carlos I. 

Velasco, owner and editor of El Fronierizo, petit-merchants Modesto Borquez, Emilio 



Fereria and Ignacio Bonillas with Rafael Suastegui, W. Felix, Manuel Vasquez and E. 

Medina formed a Patriotic Committee to organize a program for the local festivities 

(Figure 4). Las Dos Republicas in early October ignited a war of words between Davila 

and publisher Carlos TuUy, whose public criticism of the founders of 'Club Union' 

stemmed from parade assignments during the Fiestas Patrias, September festivals 

commemorating Mexican Independence from Spain. Davila demanded a written apology 

for implying a lack of respect for community leaders, to which Tully responded, "Imagine, 

dear readers, five or six muchachos marching at the head of a procession while the 

Mexican Consul and more than ten other leaders followed between horse's hoofs at the 

end of the parade, breathing the dust of the carts, carriages and pedestrians ahead." 

"These ill-mannered young men cannot admit their disrespect," he concluded, "as the 

catechism says, to those advanced in years, knowledge and authority. This is what we said 

and now repeat."^^ 

As with local distribution of commerce, visual and narrative versions of Mexican 

American culture in territorial Tucson such as described above perchance mirrored 

national and international ideas of social organization and pageantry enacted at late 

nineteenth-century world's fairs expositions. For example, Tucson journals reported 

national displays of Mexican and American culture at the 1889 Exposition Universelle, in 

Paris, and the 1893 Columbian Exposition, in Chicago, where national cultures variously 

" "C/m6 Union.''' in "Las Dos Republicas,'' August 31, 1878. 
""Las Dos Republicas': critique: (No. 20, October, 1878); response, October 12, 1878; 

correction: October 12, 1878. F. T. Davila later wrote Historia Descriptiva de Sonora, a serial 
history that appeared in "El Fronterizo.' 
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presented Mexican America as exotic counterpart of North America, each displayed 

according to nationalistic goals at each exposition that found space in Arizona journals. 

Aztlan and the Worid's Fairs 

Citing France as a modem guide of Euro-Iberian nationalism, Octavio Paz 

attributed a lack of bona fide modernity in Mexico to anticlerical ideas in Latin America 

and centennial Paris. Paz also asserted that, if British, French and Mexican imperial 

methods differed in time if not place, their colonial discourses generally viewed American 

Indians as naturalized citizens of bygone eras. According to Paz, Iberian empires raided 

temples in India and pyramids in Mexico while sovereign Britain consecrated rule by 

popular election: "In Protestant nations, as in France, modernity was a consciousness, an 

interior vision before it was a political ideology or a cultural movement. Tacit differences 

between Anglo-Saxon and Latin American democracy originate fi-om opposing ideas and 

attitudes about the religion of the West; Christianity." 

Representative mixtures of prosperity and anxiety at world's fairs expositions 

fi-amed colonial forms of imperial culture such as religious practice within popular ideas 

about 'race' and geography.®^ In practice, social production constructed public 

knowledge about urban and rural, domestic and distant regions that represented cultural 

views of antiquity and modernity. As ideas, social science catalogued and ranked cultural 

Octavio Paz, Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz o Las Trampas de la Fe, (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura 
Economica, 1982), 45. 
^ Paz, Las Trampas de la Fe, 45-47. 

Edward Said, Imperialism and Culture (New York: Random House, 1993), xii-xiii. 
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history according to a national chronology of glory days." Edward Said attributes 

imperial culture to man-made geographic domains, where ideas about the 'Orient' and 

'Occident' generated reflexive images of the East and West; Mario Barrera traces 

domestic colonialism to imperial nationalism in the United States.®^ 

These (counter)hegemonic processes created enigmatic signs of Euro-Atlantic 

power and predicated notions of colonial territories as the discursive Orients of Western 

imperial culture.^ In addition to global capitalism and labor organization, primary criteria 

of modem nationhood included well-drawn political boundaries, industrialism, urban 

development and universal standards of public health. Racial likeness and Western 

notions of cultural supremacy also embodied unifying principles of modem nations whose 

collective 'spirit' defined their privileged vantages both within and outside lines drawn by 

social and cultural arbiters of progressive modernity.^® 

Jacques Gabayet Jacqueton, "La mitificacion de la historia y la construccion de lo imaginario, 
and Andrea Revueltas, "Modemidad y tradicion en el imaginario politico mexicano, in Carmen 
Nava and Mario Alejandro Carrillo, eds. Mexico en el imaginario (Mexico: Centro Frances de 
Estudios Mexicanos y Centroamericanos, 1995), 229-273. 

Edward W. Said, Orientalism, (New Yoric: Vantage Books, 1979) and Mario Barrera, Race 
and Class in the Southwest. 
" Said, Orientalism, 5-6. On colonial discourse: Sylviane Leprun, Le theatre des colonies: 
scenographie, acteurs et discourse de I'imaginaire dans les expositions, 1855-1937, (Paris: 
Editions L'Harmattan, 1986); Jyotsna G. Singh, "The Gendering of Empire," in Colonial 
Narratives/Cultural Dialogues: 'Discoveries' of India in the Language of Colonialism (London: 
1996). On Orientalism at world's fairs: Timothy Mitchell, "Orientalism and the Exhibitionary 
Order" and Zeynap Celik, Displaying the Orient: Architecture of Islam at Nineteenth-century 
World's Fairs (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992). 
^ Eric R. Wol^ Envisioning Power. Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 199), 19-25. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the 
Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1991), 83-113 and Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at 
the World's Fairs, 82. 
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According to cultural anthropologist Eric R_ Wol^ self-generating normative 

standards and behaviors also constructed, extended, adapted, and dismantled popular 

culture in Aztec Mexico. For example. Wolf in 1959 catalogued unfolding communal 

narratives, ritual conduct, and popular culture in pre-Columbian Mexico to identify how 

acquisitive Aztec empires appropriated and centralized mythic forms and ideas to 

consolidate political hegemony.In 1999, Wolf described public forms of ritual 

hegemony in Mexico-Tenochtitlan, where rulers and their envoys attenuated political 

authority through epic histories and tasks apropos gods and humanity.*'^ The Mexica 

priesthood prepared sons of Mexico for leadership through acquisitive ritual discourse 

about migrations into the Valley of Mexico from Azdan, a northern point of origin at 

"ecologically marginal lands to the northwest of the Toltec capital at Tula."®® Ceremonial 

architecture in Mexico traced politiceil power to Tula, cosmic power to Teotihuacan, and 

^ Eric R. WoI£ Sons of the Shaking Earth (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1959). 
^ Eric R. Wolf, Envisioning Power, 133-196, Roberto Momo de los Arcos, "Los cinco soles 
cosmogonicos," Estudios de Cultura Nahuatl, 7, (1967), 183-210; Henry B. Nicholson, "Religion 
in Pre-Hispanic Central Mexico," in Robert Wauchope, Gordon F. Eckholm, and Ignacio Bemal, 
eds.. Handbook of North American Indians, 10 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1971), 397; 
and Bryant Gardner, "Reconstructing the Ethnohistory of Myth: A Structural Study of the Artec 
'Legend of the Suns,'" in Gary H. Gossen, ed.. Symbol and Meaning beyond the Closed 
Community: Essays in Mesoamerican Ideas (Albany: Institute for Mesoamerican Studies, State 
University of New York, 1986), 27 and Richard F. Townsend, The Aztecs (New York: Thames & 
Hudson, 1992). 

Barbara J. Price, "The Truth in Not in Accounts but in Account Books: On the Epistemological 
Status of History," in Eric R. Ross, ed.. Beyond the Myths of Culture: Essays in Cultural 
Materialism (New York: Academic Press, 1980), 155-80; for contrary view, see Michael Smith, 
"The Aztlan Migrations of the Nahuatl Chronicles; Myth of History," Ethnohistory, 31, (1984) 
153-86, cited in Wol^ Envisioning Power, 138-161. 
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hereditary status to surface ornaments on monumental architecture. Seasonal festivals 

dramatized and displayed these mythic themes in ritual art, architecture, trade, and war.®® 

In Tenochtitlan, engraved surfaces embodied cosmopolitan statecraft and 

"vision(s) of place" to locate the cosmos at cardinal intersections and a vertical axis 

uniting multivalent heavens, the earth's surface and the netherworld. Shell motifs and 

marine fauna from the Pacific and Gulf coasts at temple complexes mirrored sea walls 

connecting shorelines with the heavens.™ Seismic and sequential apocalyptic solar cycles 

culminated in Nahui Olin (Four Movement), the cataclysmic Fifth Sun of fetal movement, 

violent or premature birth (abortion), earthquakes and a beating heart.^' Western empires 

similarly consolidated late nineteenth-century political and cultural authority through grand 

visions, architectural spectacles and public display. In Europe, public displays of modem 

empire provided glimpses into a petit cosmos of modem refinement, global capitalism and 

cultural imperialism. Victorian Mexico in 1889 also promoted notions of universal 

"^^Wolf, Envisioning Power, 188. 
™ Johanna Broda, "The Provenience of Offerings: Tribute and Cosmovison," in Elizabeth Hill 
Boone, ed., TTte Aztec Templo Mayor: A Symposium at Dumbarton Oaks, Oct. 8-9, 1983 
(Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1987), 213 and Emily 
Umburger, "Art and Imperial Strategy in Tenochtitlan, in Frances F. Berdan et. al., Aztec Imperial 
Strategies, 1996, 85-106. On temple structures: David Carrasco, Ouetzalcoatl and the Irony of 
Empire: Myths and Prophecies in the Aztec Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1982), 160-70, Eduardo Matos Moctezuma, "Symbolism of the Templo Mayor," in The Aztec 
Templo Mayor: A Symposium at Dumbarton Oaks, 185-209, in Wolf 145-46. 
^ C^dner, "Reconstmcting the Ethnohistory of Myth,"27; Louis M. Burckhart, The Slippery 
Earth: Nahua Christian Dialogue in Sixteenth-Century Mexico (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1989), 580-59. 
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progress, science, and industry at the world's fair in Paris to exhibit "... Mexican sciences, 

Mexican art, Mexican nationhood...."'^ 

Charting Mexico in Europe: Exposition Universelie de Paris, 1889 

A decade before France's centennial exposition, a short item in Las Dos 

Republicas anticipated more than 300,000 foreign visitors to the impending 1878 

Exposition de Paris. The following summer, the newspaper reported its phenomenal 

success.^ The Aztec Palace of Paris in 1889 reprised local to global views of economic 

growth such as these and within which each delegation, ideas and exhibits entertained 

visions of the homeland and the faraway. About spectacular folklore at world's 

expositions, architectural historian Zeynap Celik has observed; "The architectural 

representation of cultures at the world's fairs was double sided, making a claim to 

scientific authority and accuracy while nourishing fantasy and illusion."'"* In centennial 

Paris, the "History of Habitations" at the quadrants of the Eiffel Tower, each representing 

the four comers of the world, held forty-four buildings filled with human subjects, 

including the 'Aztec-Inca' dwelling and the Aztec Palace (Figures 5 and 6 a-b). As with 

most displays in this fair sector, Mexican culture signified a former political colony of 

primarily indigenous subjects 

^ Mauricio Tenorio Trillo, Mexico at the World's Fairs: Crafting a Modem Nation (Berkeley; 
University of California Press 1997), 3. 
 ̂Las Dos Republicas, July 1, 1877 and "La Exposicion de Paris," Aug. 24, 1878. 

Zeynip Celik, Displaying the Orient: Architecture of Islam at Nineteenth-Century World's 
Fairs, (Berkel^: University of California Press, 1992), 2, cited in Tenorio- Trillo, Mexico at the 
World's Fairs, 84. 
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These visions were not made in Mexico. Rather, Charles Gamier, architect of the 

Paris Opera, collaborated with architect Antonio M. de Anza and social critic Rafael de 

Zayas Enriquez in Paris to reproduce photographic narratives of Mexico by French 

ethnographer/photographer Desire de Chamay and architect/philosopher Eugene-

Emanuelle VioIlet-le-Duc7^ In global commerce of colonial imagery about the 'Orient,' 

French and British photographs of Mexico trailed only those of Egypt in distribution and 

volume.^® Paris thus envisioned the Mexican Republic in 'The Aztec Palace,' as a collage 

of temple facades melding antiquities from Colima, Morelos and the Yucatan peninsula 

with interior displays of cartes-de-visites and studio portraits of rural and urban social 

types, or tipos populares. According fair observer C. de Varigny, webbed steel held 

carefully arranged and skillfully classified evidence of a "New World rich in exotic 

realities...a young, active, and vigorous race."^ 

Within the Aztec Palace, 'exotic' portable images overlay universal markers of 

global modernism upon specific monumental forms on the temple facade. Impressive 

Tenorio Trillo, 85, cites Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, "Les Nahuas, les tolteques," in 
Histoire de I'habitation humanine (Paris, 1875), 278-92; and his prologue to Desire de Chamay, 
Cites et ruines americaines (Paris, 1863), 10-103, where Viollet-le-Duc suggests pre-Hispanic 
temples resembled Aryan (Indian) architecture and Ancienne villes du noweau mond. The 
Ancient Cities of the New World: being voyages and explorations in Mexico and Central 
America from 1857-1882 (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1887). On Chamay (1828-1915); 
Keith F. Davis, Desire Chamay, Expeditionary Photographer (c.l981); Olivier Debroise, Fuga 
Mexicana-. Un recorrido par la fotogrqfla en Mexico (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura 
y las Artes, 1994). 70-86. On Mexican archeological patrimony: Clementina Diaz y de Ovando, 
Memoria de un debate (1880): la postura de Mexico frente al patrimonio arqueologico nacional 
(Mexico: UNAM, [1880] 1990). 

Carol Nagar, Mexico Through Foreign Eyes: Mexico visto por ojos extranjeros (New York; 
W.W. Norton, 1993), 44, and Olivier DeBroise, Fuga mexicana, 12-49. 
^ "L'Amerique a ITExposition Universelle," Revue des Deux Mondes, 95 (Sept.-Oct. 1889), 837, in 
Tenorillo-Trillo,Mex/co at the World's Fairs, 83. 
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exhibits in the Franco-Mexican monument defined 'race' through nationalistic scientific 

discourse produced in travel narratives and periodicals as well as popular theater and 

public pageantry.^® In Paris, Mexico at once exalted mythic heroes of the pre-Hispanic 

past with published volumes of epic battles, mythic dramas and manuscript monuments 

and debased Indian culture groups in the present with references to 'ancient' civilization in 

modem histories of Mexican ritual 'antiquity.'̂ ® Monogrqfias de archeologia mexicana: 

Teotihuacan; o la ciudad sagrada de los Toltecas, by OflEice of Inspection and 

Conservation of Archeological Monuments of the Republic Director Leopoldo Batres 

ascribed Western ideas to Aztec culture; in Mexico a troves de los siglos, Alfired Chavero 

discursively linked pre-Hispanic and Porfirian Mexico; Mormmentos del arte mexicano 

antiguo by Antonio Penafiel institutionalized Conquest narratives in pre-revolutionary 

Mexico. 

Visions of trade uniting the West to the Orient also infiltrated ideas about the 

fiiture of Tucson as a regional segment of in Mexican America. Tucson newspaper El 

Fronterizo, for example, noted "visible progress in this young city of over five thousand, 

not to mention an ample floating population."^" A column entitled "El Tucson," steady 

commerce with mail coaches and telegraphs connected the city to other townships of the 

Union and with part of the neighboring Republic. To growing merchant, artisan, and 

communication networks, the item optimistically added that multinational immigration of 

capital and laboring families along with miners planning departures or celebrating returns 

^ Tenorio-Trillo, 82. 
 ̂"WcAf, Envisioning Power, 195. 
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regularly filled local hotels, restaurants and rooming houses. Residents, merchants, 

(im)migrants and miners together envisioned a lattice of rails from Yuma and Santa Fe to 

Guaymas connecting Tucson with all the cities of the land (Figure 7). "When the great 

India trade discovers this modem route to principal markets of Europe," the short 

narrative candidly predicted, "Tucson's location perchance guarantees it shall become this 

remote but thriving region's greatest emporium."^^ 

This celebratory essay, published in 1879 by Carlos H. Tully, owner and editor of 

Las Dos Republicas, appeared with a city directory of town doctors, lawyers, merchants, 

stall vendors, druggists, barbers, carpenters, hotels, restaurants, canteens, churches, 

schools, stage lines and newspapers listing The Arizona Star, the Arizona Citizen and El 

Fronterizo with his publication as Tucson's four territorial newspapers.*^ In 1878, Tucson 

had a Catholic church and a Presbyterian church under construction. Five centers of 

public instruction — four affiliated with the Catholic Church, one with Pima County - were 

located amid recent town renovations and new construction, a fledgling system of public 

works, two major livery stables, three water- and steam-powered flour mills and the 

assorted workshops of carpenters, blacksmiths, cobblers, tailors and other craftsmen, 

along with canteens, bars, cigar parlors, drug stores, butchers, dairies, green grocers and 

recreation areas, such as the new gardens of Leopoldo Carrillo and the tavern and circular 

promenade of Levin Park. 

^ "El Tucson," El Fronterizo, Oct. 13, 1875, n.p. 
Ibid. 

 ̂'̂ Las Dos Republicas,'''' Tucson, Feb. 8, 1879. 
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Local demonstrations of urbanization in Tucson coincided with broad 

dissemination of liberal ideas that ordered modem ideas at the Aztec Palace. As Victorian 

Mexico resumed trade with Europe and the United States, self-correcting processes of 

social organization and national definitions of race and class proved variously (in)efifective 

or (in)operative as conduits of progress.^ From intemecine wars at mid-century to 

general political stability at century's end. North America national identity mirrored forms 

of regional cultural integrity. From Reconstmction to the Gilded Age, the United States 

shed the mantle of exotic wildemess and assumed a determinedly 'Western' posture. From 

the Laws of Reform and French Intervention to the Porfiriato, a modem discourse of 

Mexican antiquity hinged upon scientific descriptions of noble yet vanquished native 

cultures.^ Coinciding, countervailing ideas of modem nationhood in Mexico and the 

United States generated contradictory nationalistic views of vanishing peoples and 

receding fi^ontiers.^^ As epic (im)migrations toward the American West extended toward 

Mexico's mythic north, representations of the Mexican Republic in the United States 

fi-amed descriptive narratives of an industrializing nation against the backdrop of the 

collapse of the Aztec empire, the Spanish empire, and the Second Empire.^ 

^ Gloria Grajales, Mexico y la Gran Bretana ...1862-1867 (1974) 
^ Stacie G. Widdifield, The Embodiment of the National in Late Nineteenth-century Mexican 
Painting (Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 1996), 78-123; Mexico, el imperio y la 
intervencion (1867); Henry M. YSmt, Mexico under Maximilian (c.l867). 

John R. Chavez, "Aztlan, Cibola, and Frontier New Spain," in Aztlan: Essays on the Chicano 
Homeland, 49-71. 
^ On Mexican Francophilia: Tenorio Trillo, Mexico at the World's Fairs, 20-22; Arturo Aguilar 
Ochoa, La fotografla durante el imperio de Maximiliano, (Mexico: UNAM, 1996), 21-55. 
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Charting North America: The Columbian Exposition, 1893 

In summer 1891, two articles in Arizona Spanish-language newspaper El Fronterizo 

focusing on architectural monuments, albeit of different sorts, demonstrated the broad 

discursive range of world's fair cultural narratives. Local versions of the origins of 

Mexican culture, for example, emerged in a description of migration paths in Sonoran 

landmarks and architectural remnants. "They passed between Saric and Nogales on their 

journey from Aztlan," wrote an unknown source. "They moved through Magdalena, 

Cucurpe, and Agua Fria, descending through Tehuachi toward the Sonora River. They no 

doubt followed the river's course, carving a path to the Republic's western coast." This 

narrative of a homeland voyage toward Mexico's northwestern coast molded a cultural 

geography of blurred image fragments resting on surfaces of caves and other dwellings. 

Wall art in arid lands by century's end prompted frontier writers to seek cultural 

interpreters of mythic Aztlan in Mexico's north.According to the writer in El 

Fronterizo, Aztlan was located in Sonora: "So testify fragmentary hieroglyphic painting, 

architectural monuments that await a Leopoldo Batres to decipher them."®' 

" "El Fronterizo," "Las Tribus Primitivas," June, 6, 1891. 
^ Histories of Aztec culture date from colonial New Spain. Manuel Bonilla, De Atlatlan a 
Mexico: peregrinacion de los nahoas, estudio de los petroglifos concernientes a ese problema 
historico, (Mazatlan, Sin.: Impr. De J.B. Leon, 1942) surveys pictorial narratives of Mexica 
migration in 1746 published by Lorenzo Bouturini. Earlier published references to the manuscript 
appear in Torquemada (1723) and entered Euro-American discursive networks in England, Bullock 
(1823) and Kingsborough (1830); in France, Aubin (c.l848); and in North America, Prescott 
(1844-1846); Garcia Cubas (1857); Orozco y Berra (1871); Buelna (1882); del Paso y Troncoso 
(1882); and Clavijero (1888). Aztlan: Essays on the Chicano Homeland, Rudolfo Anaya and 
Francisco Lomeli, eds. (Albuquerque: El Norte Publications, 1989) surveys Chicano ideas about 
Aztlan. 

El Fronterizo, "Las Tribus Primitivas," June 6, 1891. 
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Another section in the same edition entitled "La Exposicion de Chicago" aiso 

informed Arizona territory of progress in Chicago's Jackson Park, where man power was 

expected to increase to about 15,000 by Independence Day, then double by summer's end. 

The journal also reported American Indian protests of proposed themes and exhibits.̂  El 

Fronterizo presented two views of North America: the first, local ideas about the 

geography of mythic Mexico; the second, national displays of U.S. culture. Aztlan in 

Sonora? American Indian protests? In a single issue, the border journal had synthesized 

Franco-Mexican social science in centennial Paris and anticipated Anglo-American cultural 

discourse in Columbian Chicago.'^ 

Columbian Exposition participant Captain John G. Bourke identified public 

displays of these broad discursive themes in Tucson in the context of late-nineteenth 

century popular theater. Patriotic display, religious pilgrimage, and the itinerant stage 

composed a nineteenth-century landscape in southern Arizona known by U.S. audiences 

as a site of impromptu forms of entertaiimient in 1871 observed at Camp Lowell Corral by 

Captain Bourke. Bourke's description of Elena y Jorge, a Mexican melodrama presented 

by a "strolling heavy-tragedy company" here provides an interesting counterpoint to the 

retrospective interior vision cited above. Bourke recounts the camp's transformation 

through a mix of dramatic and acrobatic forms: stages lit by bonfires and rows of smoking 

footlights, agile performers, and acrobatic diversions during the performance intervals.^ 

 ̂El Fronterizo, "La Exposicion de Chicago," June 6, 1891. 
On North American ideas about nineteenth-century Mexico: E. B. Taylor, Anahuac: or, Mexico 

and the Mexicans, ancient and modem (1861). 
^ John G. Bourke, On the Border with Croo/t (Chicago: 1891), 85. 
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He then recites a litany of melodramatic conventions. Patriotic young heiress Elena resists 

her cowardly uncle and a French military suitor. Jorge longs to free Elena and his 

homeland from the grip of foreign treachery. Ultimately, they vanquish her "avuncular 

villain" and the "foe of his bleeding country:" 

It is all over at last; the curtain rings down, and the bafiQed Gaul has been 
put to flight; the guards are dragging the wretched uncle oflF to the 
calaboose; and Jorge and his best girl entwine themselves ... amid thunders 
of applause. Then the payaso, or clown, comes to the front, waving the 
red, white and green colors of the Mexican republic, and chanting a song in 
which the doings of the invaders are held up to obloquy [disgrace] and 
derision.®^ 

To descriptions of the theatrical performance, Bourke appended views about Tucson 

courting etiquette, which he charged was "ridiculously strict."'"* "Bright-eyed, sweet-

voiced young senoritas" he wrote, rarely ventured in public without chaperones: 

If ever there was created a disagreeable feature upon the fair face of nature, 
it was the Spanish duena. All that were to be met in those days in southern 
Arizona seemed to be possessed of an unaccountable aversion to the 
mounted service. ...There they would sit, keeping strict, dragon-like 
watch over the dear little creatures who responded to the names of Anita, 
Victoria, Concepcion, Guadalupe or Mercedes.'^ 

The Compania Gimnastica y Dramatica de Marino Carrillo described by Bourke 

(re)presented an early form of regional Mexican American cultural narrative. The threat 

^ Bourke, On the Border with Crook, 86, also describes tamales and enchiladas sold after the 
performance by "wrinkled dames" as "dishes of Aztec origin, much in vogue on the south side of 
the Rio Grande and Gila." Richard R. Flores, Los Pastores: History and Performance in the 
Mexican shepherd's Play of South Texas, Smithsonian Series in Ethnographic Inquiry, ed. WUliam 
L. Merrill and Ivan Karp (Washington, D.C. and London: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995), 
107, cites ethnographic narratives of Captain John G. Bourice, \^^o chronicled the campaign of 
Brigadier General George Crook. Crook in 1893 accepted a post in the Latin-American 
Department of the World's Columbian Exposition. 
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of lost innocence (penetration, invasion) at the hands of a coward (rape, captivity) became 

a catalyst for moral conflicts (integrity/identity) and power struggles (independence/revolt) 

between generations (conservative/liberal) and political adversaries (Mexico/invaders). 

Bribed by his mortal enemy, Elena's guardian/imcle (Sam?) delivers her to the French 

invader. Cast as a traitor and bootlick, the patriarch ultimately yields to a generation 

unsullied by corrupted morals. Jorge is a cultural hero, a champion of love and war who 

vanquishes his enemy and rescues the maiden Elena (Mexico) from certain degradation. 

A female icon of national integrity, Elena resembled revolutionary figure Marta in Ricardo 

Flores Magon's melodrama, Tierray libertad. Like a kite in March, she is free or captive 

according to the twists and turns of history and the ideological goals of her writers. 

Late nineteenth-century references to Aztec culture as a marker of heroic power 

and ultimate conquest coincided with (post)colonial themes of French intervention such as 

Juarez o La guerra de Mexico by A. Gassier in 1881 serialized in El Fronterizo  ̂

(Post)colonial references to indigenous culture and invasive politics thus held sway in 

Mexican popular discourse and coincided with countervailing ideas of divine providence 

in the United States. Henry Nash Smith attributes western movement to searches for 

transcontinental access to the Orient; "It was drama, it was the enactment of a myth that 

embodied the future. It gave tangible substance to what had been merely an idea and 

^ Bourke, 87. 
Ibid. 
 ̂"^Juarez o La guerra de Mexico,'''' serial publication in El Fronterizo, Jan. 9 - Feb. 13, 188L 
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established the image of a highway across the continent so firmly in the minds of 

Americans that repeated failures could not shake it."^ 

Conversely, El Fronterizo publisher Carlos 1. Velasco focused on greater access to 

southern markets. For example, his paper in late December 1890 reported telegraph lines 

and other public improvements in Alamos and Ures.'* A new governor's palace, new 

jails, and cemeteries in Alamos and Sahuaripa, construction and roadwork in Magdalena 

increased property values. Wheat and cotton production, soaring mining wealth, and 

foreign landholding in 1890 nurtured trade and traflSc fostered by a "mantle of peace and 

the promise of prosperity" in northern Mexico. Expanding rail lines also attracted British 

and American mining interests; Sonoran miners, merchants, ranchers; and European, 

American and Mexican trade goods to Hermosillo. The column also noted a lottery of 

164 land titles in Cocorit, in Yaqui territory. "The oflBcial document does not tell us if 

those lucky colonists are members of Yaqui tribes," wrote the correspondent, "or if they 

were have resources to work the land, without which the lottery will attract speculators 

such as we recall from 1863 distributions of indigenous lands in Pitiquito and Caborca. 

Hopefully, Yaqui colonists can save their lands."  ̂ The local edition reported that El 

Cronista, a weekly in Magdalena edited by Bernardo Ayala raised the number of news 

journals in Magdalena to three. With news of the formal opening of "La Plomoza" and "La 

Colorada" mines in the Altar District, EI Fronterizo also endorsed regional efforts to expel 

^ Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth (Cambridge: 1950), 
18, and Reginald Horseman, Race and Manifest Destiny: The Origins of American Racial Anglo-
5arom5/n (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981), 81-98. 

"Sonora," in El Fronterizo, Dec. 27, 1890. 
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Chinese sojourners in the port of Guaymas. "The Chinese invasion," wrote the 

correspondent, "should be swiftly and prudently contained to avoid future perils."'"® 

The Chicago fair mapped these and other competing visions of cultural and 

economic imperialism at the gateway to the American West, where domestic relations 

coalesced around capital enterprises whose social theories such as the American crucible 

cast Mexican America an Orient in the U.S. Southwest. In Paris, grand exhibit halls, 

garden promenades and international conferences promoted intellectueil exchange and 

cooperation. Amid similar trappings of imperial culture in Chicago, modem nations 

further renewed and innovated trade while progressive liberalism defined dominant 

standards social order, technical precision, and artistic expression. 

The Board of Worlds Fair Managers of Arizona in late 1891 gathered at the 

Commercial Hotel in Phoenix, Arizona's territorial capital. Commissioners William O. 

O'Neill, S. P. Behan, R. C. Brovm, and L. C. Hughes designated Phoenix delegate George 

F. Coats to effect the "permanent organization of the Board pursuant to the call of the 

Governor and the law governing the creation of the Board."Prescott Commissioner 

and Board President-elect William O'Neill with Tucson delegate L.C. Hughes as Secretary 

and Florence designee R.C. Brown, Treasurer, presided over Committees on Promotion, 

Transportation and County Exhibits. Each board member served on two of three 

committees; Prescott Commissioner S. P. Behan served on all three; William Zeckendorf 

''Ibid. 
"Sonora," in El Fronterizo, Dec. 27, 1890. 
Board of World's Fair Managers of Arizona: Minutes of Meetings, 1981-1893. UA Special 

Collections Library, 3-4. 
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served on the Transportation Committee.'*'^ Along with geographic distribution of its 

Arizona members, the state board by mid-April, 1892 contained two female members: 

Lady Managers Miss Laurette Lovell and Mrs. Thomas Butler were charged with securing 

fUnds and exhibits about women's work in Arizona. 

The Arizona board promptly proposed to sell $30,000 in state bonds allocated by 

the sixteenth territorial assembly to assemble and display Arizona products at Chicago's 

Columbian Exposition. Eleven Arizona counties received exhibition fiinds in increments 

of four to six hundred dollars; the women's work exhibit requested five hundred doUars. 

In September, EI Fronterizo was the sole Spanish-language publication to appear on a 

board list of twenty-one territorial newspapers participating in the promotion campaign. 

The committee's geographic and demographic makeup, resources, and priorities 

reflected predominantly Anglo-Arizonan cultural mandates and social intent. Subtle 

markers of capital venues and liberal values also appeared in board action apart from 

gathering ore specimens fi^om fledgling mining interests. For example. President William 

O'Neill submitted a resolution to support Sunday openings at the exposition. Citing honest 

labor for the betterment of the human race as the "highest and most devout expression of 

religious sentiment" and the Columbian Exposition as the "grandest display the world has 

ever witnessed of this stirring of mankind towards the realization of the best and purest 

Zeckendorf was appointed as Arizona representative of the national fair commission and later 
left the territory. 

Worlds Fair Managers of Arizona, 5 and 17 cite "An Act to provide for the collection, 
arrangement and display of the products of the Territory of Arizona at the World's Columbian 
Exposition of 1893" approved March 19, 1891. 

Worlds Fair Managers of Arizona, 32-33. 
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ideals of life," O'Neill branded efforts to close the fair on Sunday as "illiberal and 

unworthy of the spirit of the age" and "selfish and unjust to the working people." 

In November 1892, the Board resolved to collaborate on a relief map of 

prehistoric ruins and modem irrigation systems in central Arizona's Gila and Salt River 

valleys. The Peabody Museum, Harvard College, the World's Columbian Exposition 

Department of Ethnology, and the Archaeological Institute of America contributed $6,000 

to the project; the Arizona board allocated $1500 contingent upon private rather than 

public funding. The Board additionally endorsed sharing exhibit space and territorial 

headquarters with New Mexico and Oklahoma in Chicago. In December, the Board 

requested promotional material about resources and opportunities for safe and profitable 

investments fi-om Arizona county Boards of Supervisors.^"^ 

A year of state appointments, allocations, and appropriations did not escape 

comment in the press. In November, for example, the Daily Republican in Phoenix ran an 

item entitled "Maricopa's Share," decrying the disproportionate expense of the relief map 

compared to support for Maricopa and other Arizona county projects. The editorial 

criticized the decision to share a building with New Mexico and Oklahoma. "The wood 

and stone of which it is proposed to build this club house are not fi-om Arizona" the 

editorial objected, "there is nothing about it which will benefit a single taxpayer in the 

territory, unless we admit that possibly the members of the commission may be edified by 

Worlds Fair Managers of Arizona, 8. 

Board of World's Fair Managers of Arizona, 34-44. 
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holding recherche soirees inside."'"^ University of Arizona Professors F.A. GuUey and 

Theo B. Comstock led committees on ^riculture and metallurgy, respectively. 

Transportation Committee Chair W.K. Meade in February 1893 reported that the southern 

Arizona mineral exhibits of Cochise, Graham, PinaL, and Pima counties were ready for 

shipment. Due to the expense of exhibits in the fair's Agriculture Building, territorial 

displays took place in the Arizona displays. 

In late February 1893, the Board Secretary requested public superintendents to 

freely furnish photographs of school buildings for proposed Educational exhibits. He also 

requested photographs of all other educational institutions, territorial courthouses, and 

churches, as well as birds-eye views of the principal townships. The Board also directed 

the Secretary to apply to the Secretary of the Interior for maps of the U.S. Geological 

Survey for Arizona mineral displays and irrigation exhibits (Figure 8).'"^ 

At the Columbian Exposition, public display, press tributes, civic rhetoric from 

each territory and state manifested rhythmic, overlapping organizing principles of U.S. 

national history visualized as sequential processes of species-shifting, market-making, 

land-taking, boundary-making, nation-forming, and self-shaping."" Frederick Jackson 

The Daily Republican, Phoenix, Nov. 18, 1892, iacluded in Board of Worlds Fair Mangers of 
Arizona, 45. J.O. Dunbar and Sam F. Webb of the Arizona Gazette proposed to prepare 20,000 
copies of a Worlds Fair edition devoting no less than one page to the resources of each county in 
Arizona. The publications would cost six cents a copy, delivered in Chicago by May 1893 (48). 

Board of World's Fair Managers of Arizona, 60. 
Board of World's Fair Managers of Arizona, 51. 
William Cronon, Nature's Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New Yoik: W.W. Norton, 

1991. Cronon, Miles, Gitlin, eds. "Becoming West: Toward a New Meaning for Western Histoiy," 
in Under an Open Sky: Rethinking Americas Western Past (New York: 1992) and Frederick 
Jackson Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in American History," in History, Frontier and 
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Turner in 1893 read "The Significance of the West in American History" at Exposition 

meetings of the American Historical Association and proclaimed the end of fi'ontier 

movement structuring "the history of the colonization of the Great West.""^ With this 

history of colonization. North American cultural rhetoric with regional processes of state 

formation also directed Exposition displays of 'Mexican' and 'American' citizens: as 

'native,' as 'immigrant,' as both. 

These designations illustrate a funnel effect of European Orientalist ideas about 

culture and ethnicity that fiirther contaminated national ideas about domestic ethnic 

populations. For example, Chicago figured in Rudyard Kipling's American Notes of a 

transcontinental voyage from the Golden Gate to New England as an (im)migrant gateway 

of expanding urban markets: "I had sooner watch famine relief than the white man 

engaged in what he calls legitimate competition. The one I understand. The other makes 

me ill."'^^ Nature's metropolis flourished after canal systems connected the Midwest to 

the Atlantic and rails connected the heartland to the Pacific. Wrote Kipling: "It holds 

rather more than a million ... and stands on the same sort of soil as Calcutta. Having seen 

it, I urgently desire never to see it again. It is inhabited by savages ... its air is dirt.""^ 

New city space centralized commerce; residential areas radiated fi-om meager dwellings 

and Michigan Avenue mansions toward the White City on the shores of Lake Superior. 

Section: Three Essays by Frederick Jackson Turner, ed. Martin Ridge (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 1993), 59-88. 

Ibid, 59. Alan Trachtenberg, The Incorporation of America: Culture and Society in the Gilded 
Age (New York: Hill and Wang), 11-37 and 208-234. 

Rudyard Kipling, American Notes (Boston: Brown and Company, 1899), 94. 
Kipling, American Notes, 91. 
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Wrote iCipling, ''"'Imprimis, there was some sort of a dispute between New York and 

Chicago as to which town should give an exhibition of products to be hereafter holden. 

They called it humor, but it sounded quite different.""'* 

In Chicago, Hubert H. Bancroft documented a long year of clearing, dredging, 

grading, and shoring that lay the ground for James W. Buel's copperplate folio of The 

Magic City}^^ Recent histories of world's expositions describe how modem nations 

mapped overarching hierarchical assumptions about global cultures on the fairgrounds 

(Figure 9)."® Chicago's fairgrounds similarly positioned people and defined Western 

culture for United States audiences. Frontier rails leading to the White City terminated at 

the Ck)lden Door of Louis Sullivan's Transportation Building facing the gilded Statue of 

the Republic. The (jfrand Columbian Fountain flanked exposition pavilions whose classical 

facades contained spartan interiors housing U.S. technology, trades, fine arts and crafts."' 

Kipling, American Notes, 100; Arizona (Chicago: 1893); Rafael Puig y Vails, Viaje a 
America: Exposicion Universal de Chicago... (1894). 

Hubert H. Bancroft, The Book of the Fair; The Columbian World's Fair Atlas containing 
complete illustrations of the World's Fair grounds and buildings, general illustrations of the 
public buildings, parks, monuments, street scenes, etc. of Chicago, and maps of every state and 
territory of the United States and Canada, and general maps of the wor/^i..(1893?); The Dream 
City (c.1893); Glimpses of the World's Fair (1893); S. Appelbaum, The Chicago's World's Fair 
of 1893: A Photographic Record (cl980); World's Fair Album of Chicago, 1893 (1893) and 
James Beul, The Magic City (Chicago; 1893). 

Reid Badger, The Great American Fair: The Columbian World's Exposition and American 
Culture, (Chicago: N. Hall, c. 1979); Robert Rydell, All The World's A Fair: Visions of Empire at 
American International Expositions, 1876-1916 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984) and 
Fair Representations: World's Fairs and the Modem World (1994). Russell Lewis, "Everything 
Under One Roof: World's Fairs and Departmental Stores in Paris and Chicago," Chicago History, 
12:3, (Fall, 1983), cited in Greenhaugh, fii.38, 196. 

Ripley Hitchcock, The Art of the World: illustrated in the paintings, statuary and architecture 
of the World's Columbian Exposition (New York: D. Appleton, 1894, c. 1893) and Justus D. 
Doenecke, "Myths, Machines and Maricets: The Columbian Exposition of 1893," Journal of 
Popular Culture, 6:3 (Winter, 1992), 535-49. 
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In Chicago, American cultures formulated symbols of individual-to-national identity in 

public displays of human culture that counterbalanced neo-classical references to Rome, 

Paris and London in the Court of Honor. Beyond the Court of Honor, domestic space in 

the Women's Building led toward ethnographic points of departure for the Midway 

Plaissance, whose panoram.a of German, Swiss, and Irish tableaux vivant mingled with 

exotic merchants and erotic maidens, folk tales, and fables. 

In addition to living exhibits of European social types, photographs and cast 

replicas of Maya temples in the Yucatan peninsula by Desire Chamay also occupied new 

space on the world stage. In Chicago, photo- and ethnographic displays of the march of 

human civilization complemented displays of Moors and Mexico on the Midway."* In a 

national panorama mirroring Egypt in France and India in England, African citizens and 

American Indian subjects occupied mythic space with Bill Cody's Wild West, southern 

Colorado Cliff Dwellers, and the re-constructed ruins of'ancient' Mexico."' 

Mexico had no pavilion in Chicago. Instead, displays persuaded viewers of 

specific social values by riding the coat tails of photographic collaborations of industrial 

Carol A. Breckenridge, "The Aesthetics and Politics of Collecting: India at World's Fairs," and 
Timothy Mitchell, "The World as Exhibition," Comparative Studies in Society and History. 31:2, 
(April, 1989), 195-216 and 217-236. Timothy Mitchell, "Orientalism and the Exhibitionary 
Order," Colonialism and Culture, ed. Nicholas B. Dirks, (Ann Arbor; University of Michigan 
Press, 1992), 289-318. Few visible examples of African American exhibits occupied the 
&irgrounds. 

Robert W. Rydell, "The World's Columbian Exposition of 1893: Racist Underpinnings of a 
Utopian Artifact," Journal of American Culture, 1 (1978), 253-75 and Midway Types: A Book of 
Illustrated Lessons About the People of the Midway Plaisance, (Chicago: The American 
Engraving Co., 1894). 
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technology and scientific objectivity/^ The Anthropology Department (Department M) 

designed two outdoor attractions near South Pond, southeast of the Exposition's central 

axis: first, living displays of American Indians firom Maine to the Northwest Coast; 

second, large facsimiles of the Mexican ruins of Uxmal and Labna, in Yucatan. 

Harvard Peabody Museum Curator and Exposition Manager Henry Ward 

Putnam's public programs also used photography to generate popular support for museum 

acquisitions. For example, the Exposition fimded Marshall Saville's photographs of 

archaeological excavations in the Yucatan peninsula by U.S. Consul Edward H. 

Thompson and at Copan in Honduras by John G. Owens. Saville also charted 

photographic displays and cast site monuments in Building M. Near the entrance, 

Thompson supervised fiill-scale reproductions of the 27-foot arch of the Governor's 

Palace at Uxmal and the Portal of Labna (Figures 10 a-b). Unified images, site replicas 

and expedition diaries within the building elided 'scientific' descriptions of Mexico into 

162 documents that with cast replicas provided intimate views of remote and ancient sites. 

Views of Palenque and Chichen-Itza by Desire Chamay presented by the French 

ministry of education with forty large carbon photographs of monumental Mexico by 

British archaeologist Alfred P. Maudslay complemented Smithsonian views of Mexican 

Julie K. Brown, Contesting Images: Photography and the World's Columbian Exposition 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1994), 35-64 and Mexico Indio: Testimonios en bianco y 
Negro (1994); Richard Slotkin, "Buffelo Bill's 'Wild West' and the Mythologization of American 
Empire," in Cultures of United States Imperialism, eds. Amy Kaplan and Donald E. Pease 
(Durham: 1994); The Invented Indian: Cultural Fictions and Government Policies, ed. James 
Clifton (New Brunswick; Transaction Publishers, 1994). 

Ralph W.Dexter. "Putnam's Problems Popularizing Anthropology," American Scientist, 54:3, 
1966,315-332. 
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antiquity. About the juxtaposition of nationalist views of North American modernity and 

antiquity on Chicago fairgrounds, Massachusetts Board Member F.H. Mead noted "...the 

weird effect produced on the imagination by these old monuments of the unknown past 

standing in stately grandeur amidst all the magnificence and beauty that landscape art and 

architecture of to-day could devise." 

Cultural spokesmen as diverse as Frederick Jackson Turner, who declared an end 

to America's fi-ontier enterprise, and W. F. "Buffalo Bill" Cody, who enacted public 

reluctance to release prior visions of a national migratory legend, converged on the 

fairgrounds of Chicago's World Columbian Exposition. In an address to the fledgling 

American Historical Association, Turner codified American history as a western-leading 

sequence of vanquished fi-ontiers, while Cody endowed mythic status to 'fi^ontier' 

allegories about those sequential processes. Turner's audiences as well as Cody's 

(per)formed popular and social scientific knowledge about the West as both a principal 

geographic destination and as a modem sign of U.S. cultural identity. About the roles of 

willing and recalcitrant players in this national script, historian Richard Slotkin notes: 

If the Wild West was a 'place' rather than a 'show,' then its landscape was 
a mythic space in which past and present, fiction and reality, could co-exist; 
a space in which history, translated into myth, was re-enacted as ritual. 
Moreover, these rituals did more than manipulate historical materials and 
illustrate an interpretation of American history; in several rather complex 
ways, the Wild West and its principals managed not only to comment on 
historical events, but to become actors themselves. 

FJI. Mead, "Massachusetts in the Department of Ethnology at the World's Columbian 
Exposition," in Massachusetts Board of Managers, Report, 163. 

Richard Slotkin, Gimfighter Nation: They Myth of the Frontier in Twentieth-Century America 
(New York: Harper Collins Publishers, 1992), 69. 
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Mythic Space in Arizona 

Descriptive narratives of regional processes in North America such as these shifted 

and (re)assembled domestic epics of a American West with ideas of an exotic Orient by 

discursively conjoining Mexico and Native America at the geographic margins of the 

United States. The Paris fair nurtured popular ideas about Mexican culture that in 

Chicago cast notions of mestizo contra western identity into regional debates about 

Mexican America in the U.S. Southwest. As late nineteenth-century entries in Las Dos 

Republicas and El Fronterizo demonstrated, the discursive magnitude of these tum-of-

the-century postures readily infiltrated Spanish-language journals in territorial Arizona. 

However, with news of increased regional trade, growing populations, new 

schools and social prosperity, calls for mutual aid to allay cultural onslaught revealed 

alternate visions of progressive liberalism in territorial Arizona's Spanish-language 

newspapers. Along with telegrams, obituaries, rail fees, and a serial history of Sonora by 

F.T. Davila, the year-end edition of El Fronterizo in 1891 published reported dispatches 

from Mexican publishers about legal violence in the United States and local instances 

where irmocent men served prison terms because they lacked fiinds for a defense. "A 

remedy for this situation might be a radical Mexican Center with chapters everywhere 

members of our race reside and correspondents where they do not," wrote the author.'^"* 

Member rights and responsibilities of mutual aid would consist of fees for legal 

protection against false incarceration. "It is well known that community is the basis of 

'TLos Mexicanos en Estados Unidos," El Fronterizo, Dec. 27, 1891. The unsigned article might 
have been an editorial by Carlos Tully. 
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public liberties to which we attribute the ideals of culture, society and families," read the 

editorial, "Its divine march in the vast theater of the world proceeds with order, vigor and 

standards nourished by constant struggle and unconditional dedication to collective values 

of a heterogeneous human family united by the laws of progress and prosperity." 

Accordingly, social reform stemmed from small causes proving that solidarity overcomes 

the most solitary hardships. "We urge our race in this country to enact mutual aid for the 

sons of Mexico and humbly suggest this country's Mexican journals promote our plan so 

our fellow citizens can comprehend and promote goals no doubt as constructive as others 

established by our race abroad to lend a hand to our blameless brothers that languish 

behind bars."^^ 

Displays of the late Victorian culture in world's fairs expositions were panoramic 

cultural vistas whose manifestations of national cultural identity generally conformed to 

established social standards that, as parallel visions of culture in territorial Arizona 

demonstrate, varied according to perspectives of the agents of cultural change. Amid the 

backdrop of global displays of imperial culture and regional development in the United 

States, playwrights, journalists and clergy in Mexican America observed and wrote about 

culture change in Arizona. As the following chapters demonstrate, a collage of ideas 

emanating from plays, the press and the pulpit also anchored local culture during periods 

of political and economic transition in an early statehood period marked by social and 

cultural adaptation. 

"Los Mexicanos en Estados Unidos," El Fronterizo, Dec. 27, 1891. 



Fig. 4. Carlos Velasco, Publisher of "El Fronterizo " AHS Library- File #57360 
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Fig. 5. Aztec-Inca Dwelling, Paris, 1889 
Source: W. Walton, Chefs-d'ouevre de I Exposiiwn L'niverselle de Paris, 1889 
(Philadelphia and Paris: 1889). 



Figs 6 3.~b. 3nci Interior of Aztcc P^hcc. Psxis Uruvcrs3.1 Exposition 
Source: Jose Francisco Godo\\ Mexico en Paris (Mexico Cit\', 1891). 
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Fig. 7. Map. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad. 18*?3 
Source: Arizona, University' of Arizona Special Collections Librar}' 
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Fig. 9. Grounds of the World's Columbian E.xposition (Smith: 1994) 
Source: Rand McNalIy«S: Co. (Chicago; 1893). 



Figs. 10 a-b. WCE Anthropolog\- Building M. 
a. Uxmal and Labna Exhibits (Smith; 1994) 

Source: '"The Book of World's Fair Photographs" Library- of Congress 
b. E. H. Thompson, Governor's Palace, Uxmal 

Source; Peabody Museum of Archaeology' and Ethnolog}". Har%ard 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DRAMATIC FORMS OF MEXICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL DISCOURSE 

Recent scholarship in history and art identify popular forms of cultural discourse 

within a global range of imperial contexts, wherein definitions of representation, as in 

politics and theater, also address how public performance historically invigorated or 

replenished global definitions of imperial culture.Accordingly, local Mexican American 

views of Western culture in the United States reverberated in regional discursive networks 

of popular culture such as Spanish-language theatre and social narrative. 

Liberal ideas of modem 'culture' at world's fair expositions radiated toward the 

U.S. West with coinciding allegories of North American national cultural identity that also 

entered territorial discourse in early Arizona.For example. El Fronterizo in 1891 

Nickolas Dirks, Colonialism and Culture (Ann Arbor; The University of Michigan Press, 
1992), 1-26 and Annie Coombes, Reinventing Africa: Museums, Material Culture and Popular 
Imagination in Late Victorian and Edwardian England (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1994), 187-214. 

Armando Miguelez, "La frontera como espacio literario," 19-23. Miguelez, 23, cites Eudora 
Welty, The Eye of the Story (Nevv York: First Vintage Books Edition, 1979), 117: "The writer 
describes the space where he lives and writes of lived experience in that space. The space is the 
point of reference and the point of view." Said, Orientalism (1979) and Culture and Imperialism 
(1992y>; Eric R. Wolf, Envisioning Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis (Bericeley: 
University of California Press, 1999); William Roseberry, "Hegemony and the Language of 
Contention," and Derek Sayer, "Everyday Forms of State Formation: Some Dissident Remarks on 
Hegemony," in Everyday Forms of State Formation: Revolution and the Negotiation of Rule in 
Modem Mexico, eds. Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1994). On historical identity and ideas of empire: Lisbeth Haas, Conquests and 
Historical Identities in California, 1769-1936 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995) 
and Katherine G. Morrissey, Mental Territories: Mapping the Inland Empire (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1997). 

William Cronon, Nature's Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New Yoric and London: 
W.S. Norton & Co., 1991) and Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World's Fairs: Crafting a 
Modem Nation (Berkele3  ̂ University of California Press, 1996). Antonio Gramsci, Selections 
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reported that, unlike the Pacific, Tucson did not yet register vast population growth and 

prosperity that signaled capitiil growth and econonaic development. "Any enterprising man 

who visits and examines the natural wealth that surrounds us can see that this part of 

Arizona is still virgin land," read the article. The journal tied Arizona's prosperity to 

increased trade relations with Mexico. "Among factors motivating our future greatness, 

we can cite new lines of rail communication fortified by peace and labor in the neighboring 

state of Sonora." Spanish-language editorials in Tucson went so far as to describe a web 

of rail and waterways in expansive narratives of impending prosperity hinging upon long-

term economic relations between bordering states in Mexico and the United States: 

We should trust in the wealth and good fortune that awaits Tucson, Pima 
County and southern Arizona. The rails fi-om Calabazas and Tucson wiU 
come to pass, as will a great canal in the Santa Cruz Valley and other 
projects that need our support. When these improvements in tandem with 
activity in Sonora bear fiiiit, who then can doubt the fiiture of this part of 
the Arizona fi-ontier? 

In addition to trade goods and settlers, improved rail communication occasioned 

the arrival of professional theater companies. Scripted performance after statehood was an 

important element of U.S. national identity formation whose influence percolated into 

cultural circles through theatrical performance and through social commentary in regional 

journals. These forms of regional Mexican American cultural discourse extended into 

Arizona through public pageantry that with professional and amateur theater increasingly 

(re)presented a growing range of social dramas to local audiences. The heyday of 

from the Prison Notebooks [1929-1935], Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowel-Smith, eds. and 
trans. (New York; International Publishers, 1971). 

"Sonora," in £•/Fro«rer/zo, Dec. 27, 1890. 
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professional Spanish-language drama, opera and musical comedy and tent shows (teatro 

de carpa), such as circus and acrobatic acts synchronized in Arizona with local infusions 

of commemorative pageantry such as parades, processions and oratory marking national 

holidays and regional feast days. The number and frequency of theater and festival 

productions are here considered markers of how Mexican American popular culture in 

Tucson weathered transfers of cultural authority and social status after statehood. A 

chronology of regional theater and festivals in this chapter introduces early twentieth-

century forms of local and regional cultural narratives in southern Arizona. Cultural 

references in these performing arts encapsulate regional forms of popular culture that over 

time re-enacted and re-afl5rmed site-specific allegories of Mexican American cultural 

identity in Arizona during early statehood. 

Ads and reviews in local papers indicate the zenith of Mexican American 

professional theater in early Arizona between 1910-1930 roughly coincided with regional 

population growth and an expanding range of social perspectives and cultural values. In 

Tucson parishes, civil and religious oratory during regional summer holidays affirmed 

collective bonds of Mexican American culture. Reciprocity between local and regional 

Spanish-language journal networks extended the discursive influence of these cultural 

Thomas Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses (Appendices A and B) 259-266, provides Tucson 
demogr^hic and occupational figures from the late territorial and interwar periods in Arizona. 
Appendix One: Chronology of Spanish-Language Theater in Arizona, 1871-1939 lists 
companies and performance dates of itinerant professionals, amateur productions, circus acts, 
musical reviews and variety shows in southern Arizona. 
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productions beyond their sites of origin in the United States and Mexico/^ ^ Moreover, the 

professional stage was a register of liberal forms of cultural rhetoric in early Arizona. 

Thus, three broadly defined categories of Mexican American cultural performance ~ 

religious, civic, and professional theater — with Spanish-language journal narratives 

described how popular culture negotiated, countered, or aligned with prevalent notions of 

U.S. national and regional identity in Arizona during early statehood.This chapter 

views Spanish-language cultural performance as evidence of these transitions in the 

southern Arizona border region. 

Frontier Culture: Public Performance in Territorial Tucson 

Before he played Pancho to Duncan Renaldo's Cisco BCid, character actor Leo 

Carrillo played in a movie called The Gay Desperado, an opera-loving Mexican bandit 

In chapters that follow, I demonstrate the cultural impact of this growth through descriptions of 
Mexican American parishes in Tucson between 1910-1920, supported by parish populations at 
Carmelite churches of Holy Family and Santa Cruz, 1920-1930. 

"Sonora," El Fronterizo, Dec. 27, 1890. On Chicano theater; Eli2abeth Ramirez, Footlights 
Across the Border: A History of Spanish-Language Professional Theater on the Texas Stage 
(New York: 1990) On Chicano narrative: Ramon Saldivar, "Race, Class, and Gender in the 
Southwest; Foundations of an American Resistance Literature and its Literar\' History," in 
Chicano Narrative: The Dialectics of Difference (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1990), 10-25; on Chicano film: Rosalinda Fregoso, The Bronze Screen: Chicana and Chicano 
Film Culture (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993) and Angaharad N. Valdivia, A 
Latina in the Land of Hollywood and Other Essays on Media Culture (Tucson; University of 
Arizona Press, 2000). On the state and popular culture; Gilbert M. Joseph and Daniel Nugent, 
'Topular Culture and State Formation in Revolutionary Mexico," in Everyday Forms of State 
Formation: Revolution and the Negotiation of Rule in Modem Mexico, Gilbert M. Joseph and 
Daniel Nugent, eds. (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 1994), 69-106. 

Nicolas Kanellos, A History of Hispanic Theatre in the United States: Origins to 1940, 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990); Text, Play, and Story: The Construction and 
Reconstruction of Self and Society, ed. Edward M. Bnmer, (Illinois; Waveland Press, 1984); 
Jorge A. Huerta, Chicano Theater: Themes and Forms, (Tempe: Bilingual Press, 1982); Yolanda 
Broyies-Gonzalez, El Teatro Campesino: Theater in the Chicano Movement, (Austin: University 
of Te.xas Press, 1994), 3-74. 
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named Pedro Braganza who mimicked the speech and manners of Hollywood gangsters/""* 

In the 1936 film, a brawl inside a small Mexican theatre subsides as the management 

replaces Hollywood images with a resident tenor singing "Celeste Aida" to cinematic 

views of the floating gardens of Xochimilcho. As movie titles invited viewers to "Mexico 

the Beautiful... The Land of the Aztecs," archetypal landscapes and classical music restore 

order to the smoke-filled interior of a long-time performance space lately doubling as a 

movie house. 

Competing codes of honor among thieves and lovers and novel East-meets-West 

and North-meets-South plots paired Mexican bandits and (Italian and Irish) American 

gangsters with a Mexican (Italian) tenor and an Italian-American beauty. These turns of 

events required Leo Carrillo and co-star Nino Martini to share a hero's role otherwise 

reserved for romantic leads such as John Barrymore and Nelson Eddy, who with arms and 

a song stole contraband and maidens' hearts. In this movie, Carrillo loved opera; Martini 

loved Ida Lupino. San Augustine and San Xavier in cinematic Tucson were staging 

grounds for horse races toward Teatro Royal, the off-screen location of the on-screen 

movie house. Sunset-drenched adobe courtyards fade to saguaros and desert shrubs as 

smoothly as the lovelorn tenor alternates music with dialogue. Cinematic narrative elides 

134 Qgy Desperado," United Artists, 1936. Biographies and film listings of Carrillo's work 
appear in A Biographical Handbook of Hispanics and United States Film, Gary D. Keller, ed. 
(Tempe: Bilingual Review/Press, 1997), 28-30, and Hispanics and United States Film: An 
Overview and Handbook (TempQ-. Bilingual Review/Press, 1994), 105. 

Keller, Hispanics and United States Film, 70-110, establishes categories of film tj-pes during 
the first decades of American films, including treatment of Aztec themes. 

San Augustine Cathedral and the Mission of San Xavier are ecclesiastic markers of 
Mexican Roman Catholic architecture in Arizona. 
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gaps in time and space from deserted roads to desert hideouts and back again, as visual 

references linked southern Arizona landscapes to ancient Mexican landmarks. Visual 

markers of Mexico in Tucson thus located a regional (bi)cultural landscape of Tucson 

through the medium of film. 

According to this Hollywood story. The Gc  ̂ Desperado shared cultural 

borderlands with fellow Mexicans who acquired and assimilated prevalent North American 

culture (ranches, roadsters, radio) through studied acceptance and rigorous application of 

spoken (albeit broken) English. Character dialogue first identifies class, 'race,' and gender 

status by conjuring images of North American social types then mingling them with 

popular comic themes. Thus, an errant urban (U.S.) playboy held for ransom by rival 

(U.S.-Mexico) border bands loses his fiancee to Braganza's operatic (Mexican) alter ego, 

the Latin lover. Competing territorial interests expressed in terms of nationality and 

gender reproduced dynamic conflict around class-based romantic comedy. Rival gangs and 

star-crossed lovers base ultimate cinematic harmony upon common ground established by 

popular song and spoken language. 

Film historian Gary Keller observes that while early films often intended to be 

understood within a dominant cultural milieu, they "often acquired unintended and 

potentially subversive meanings when shown to different types of spectators or in different 

contexts." Thus, the effects and consequent popularity of Hollywood comic westerns 

Keller, Hispanics and United States Film, 6, cites Charles Musser, "Ethnicity, Role-playing, 
and American Film Comedy: From Chinese Laundry Scene to Whoopee (1894-1930)," in 
Unspeakable Images: Ethnicity and the American Cinema, ed. Lester D. Friedman (Urbana, IL: 
University of Illinois Press, 1991), 41. 
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such ^""The Gc '̂ Desperado"  ̂ can be traced to ways that filmmakers concurrently embraced 

or disrupted dominant social values. For example, Braganza mingled Mexican lingo and 

gangster swagger to mediate a field of romantic 'heroes' and divert border audiences with 

comic narratives of cultural conflict. Also, while English-language fluency initially as a 

prominent feature of the dialogue ascribed 'high' and 'low' social standing to character 

actors in "'The Gay Desperado,^'' their cultural prerogatives emerged through the actions of 

the leading and supporting casts. 

A film vernacular of U.S. border relations that played to international audiences 

consequently imagined regional social types like 'border bandit' through characterizations 

of commonly-held cultural attitudes about class and gender roles. Spanish-language 

professional theater similarly presented Mexican social types as literal imitations of 

corresponding U.S. and Mexican social types. While the movie rests within a film 

category Keller identifies as "Bad or Broken English or Other Language 

Misunderstandings," Carrillo's spoken language nevertheless communicated an easy sort 

of multicultural fluency.Indeed, as a star of the United Artists film, Leo Carrillo's 

outlaw-hero drew firom two Hollywood standards — the crafty prince of thieves and his 

comic parody. Carrillo's deft portrayal of Braganza rendered it difiBcult to determine 

which standard was, in his words, "the most influenza." 

Wolf, Envisioning Power, 66. 
Keller, Hispanics and United States Film, 78-80. 
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Eariy Mexican/American Professional Theater in Southern Arizona 

Cultural myths in Latino feature films, like those in "The Gay Desperado," work to 

encompass and permeate cultural boundaries.*'"' These discursive parameters have 

extended, for example, to depictions of particular social realities like (im)tnigration that 

contribute to processes David R. Maciel and Maria Herrera-Sobek term "culture across 

borders." Spanish-language cultural discourse in theatre and journal narratives 

similarly (re)presented national and regional social realities to local audiences. Narratives 

of cultural conflict in early Arizona, for example, both enriched and complicated popular 

views of cultural production in geographic space alternately known as the Mexican 

periphery, the U.S. frontier, and the North American borderlands. In southern Arizona, 

narrative themes in Mexican American theatre encompassed global political reform as well 

Mario Barrera, "Missing the Myth: What Gets Left Out of Latino Film Analysis," Perspectives 
in Mexican American Studies, 6 (1997), 190. Despite disparities in (artistic) capital, Barrera 
asserts that, international markets for Latino features indicate they 'work' to elicit audience 
responses to dramatic cinematic characterizations of emotional relationships and moral conflicts. 
This capacity extends the discursive parameters of Latino features beyond their proven capacity to 
entertain/educate, distract/absorb and/or stimulate/divert. Barrera, 168-169, also argues that 
dramatic binaries, esijecially conflicting moral values between antagonists and protagonists, 'woric' 
to capture and hold audience attention. Richard Schechner, Essays on Performance Theory 1970-
1976 (New York: 1977), 3-36, theorizes 'performance' as history- and geography-based 
ceremonial ritual. Thomas R. McQuire, "Ritual, Theater, and the Persistence of the Ethnic Group: 
Interpreting Yaqui Semana Santa," Journal of the Southwest, 31:2, (1989), 159-178, interprets 
Yaqui ritual culture from the perspective of its role as a form of theater. 

David R Maciel and Maria Herrera-Sobek, "Introduction," in Culture Across Borders, esp. 17-
26, and David R Maciel and Maria Rosa Garcia-Acevedo, "The Celluloid Immigrant: The 
Narrative Films of Mexican Immigration," in Culture Across Borders: Mexican Immigration and 
the Popular Imagination, David R. Maciel and Maria Herrera-Sobek, eds. (Tucson; University of 
Arizona Press, 1998), 149-202, theorize film production about immigration in Mexico and the 
United States. 
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as regional economic and cultural imperialism within processes in the social sciences 

known as transculturation and in the humanities termed cultural fusion."^ 

Theatrical representation in early Arizona performed a variety of discursive 

functions in popular histories of political or social reform and regional economic or 

cultural imperialism. Musical comedy in the tradition of Spanish zarzuela^ for example, 

accompanied regional repertoires of formative professional and amateur theater companies 

during Mexican American theater's golden age (Figure 11). Mexican zarzuela originating 

from Spanish social satire, such as perennial favorite Chin-Chun-Chan, appeared on 

Tucson playbills with theater classics and anonymous local productions. Later, scripted 

regional melodramas like Tierray libertad! described radical labor as politicized victims of 

economic corruption and class conflict.^'*" Regional civic and social hierarchies in public 

religious drama commemorating religious feasts or holy days also weathered transitions 

from U.S. territory to statehood that in Mexico coincided with the nadir of the porfiriato 

and beyond the dawn of Revolution.^'" 

'•*" Barrera, 'What Gets Left Out," 180, and David Savran, "Border Tactics: Luis Valdez distills 
the Chicano Experiences on Stage and American Theatre (January 1988), 20. 

Lisbeth Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in California, 1769-1936, 141-151; Juan 
Gomez-CJuinones, Sembradores: Ricardo Flores Magon y el Partido Liberal Mexicano: A 
Eulogy and Critique, Chicano Studies Monograph, 5 (Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1977) and "The First Steps: Chicano Labor Conflict and Organizing, 1900-1920," Aztlan: 
Chicano Journal of Social Sciences and the Arts, 3, (1972). 

Richard R. Flores, Los Pastores: History and Performance in the Mexican Shepherd's Play of 
South Texas (Washington and London: The Smithsonian Institution Press, 1995); James C. Scott, 
Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance (New Haven: Yale University' 
Press, 1985) and Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1990). 
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Epoca Dorada: The Gilded Age of Frontier Theater. 

Taking into account how many companies included particular theatrical works in 

their playbills in addition to how long and how often they appeared within a vast 

assortment of tum-of-the-century entertainments can identify which plays presented 

certain representative issues to regional audiences. While these factors confirm their 

popularity, a variety of performance venues as well as professional and amateur 

presentations over time also affirm that some plays reflected a long-term engagement with 

specific cultural themes or social issues. Chm-Chun-Chan: Conflicto Chino en im acto y 

tres cuadros, a comedy of manners by journalists Rafael Medina and Jose F. Elizondo, 

debuted in Mexico City's Teatro Principal on Saturday, April 9, 1904.^"*^ The play's 

subtitle, "Conflicto Chino," was popular vernacular for disorder or chaos that also made 

comic reference to race and class relations in Porfirian Mexico. Medina and Elizondo 

staged popular views of race, class and gender relations to lampoon domestic economic 

and cultural imperialism, the concept of an oflBcial language and the rhetoric of anti-

foreign nationalism in the Mexican Republic through a musical theater format known fi-om 

Spain to the Philippines as zarzuela. 

Rafael Medina and Jose F. Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan. Conflicto Chino en im acto y tres 
cuadros. Music by Luis G. Jorda (Mexico: Medina y Comp., 1904). Daniel Nugent, Contested 
Ground, 220 (n. 24), summarizes the Porfirato: "A period of headlong capitalist development in 
Mexico in the decades leading up to the revolution of 1910 named after president Porfirio Diaz 
who was in power from 1876 to 1911." 
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Zarzuela is a form of Spanish operetta stylistically and structurally comparable to 

Viennese operetta or French opera comiqiie}*^ In operetta, spoken dialogue alternates 

with set musical pieces that in mid-nineteenth century Spain portrayed romantic ideals of 

Spanish urban and rural classes. These musicals originated from mid-seventeenth century 

religious traditions and mythic themes of the court of Philip FV and plays with popular 

origins in eighteenth-century folk music. The transformation from court drama to light 

opera also included thematic shifts from formal to farcical and expanded performance 

cycles beyond liturgical feasts and religious festivals. Thus, an aristocratic dramatic form 

commissioned by the Spanish crown became a popular vehicle for political satire and 

stylistic parody that ultimately generated zca-zuela caseras, irreverent underground 

performances risking clerical and civil penalties. From conmiand to covert performance, 

zarzuelas were also known by their formats: a one-act work was called genero chico\ 

works of two or more acts were zarzuelas grandes. 

Chin-Chun-Chan was part of theatrical tradition traced to a generation of Spanish 

composers and librettists that after 1850 presented comic views of Spanish society to the 

Spanish-speaking world. Buenos Aires, Lima, Havana, Mexico City, Laredo, El Paso, San 

Antonio, Tucson, Los Angeles, and San Francisco not only received and responded to the 

subjects and music of Spanish zarzuela but also memorized and adapted their musical and 

Mary Montane Army, "2^arzueias: Spanish Operetta in the New World," Palacio (Fall 1985), 
91:2, 19-25. The zarzuela dates from the 1657 fiesta de zarzuela }>erformed at the Palacio de las 
Zarzas, the country estate of Philip IV (Montano-Army, 23-24). R. Alier, X Avinoa, FJC. Mata, 
Diccionario de la Zarzuela: Biogrqfias de compositores, argumentos y comentarios musicales 
sobre las principales zarzuelas del repertorio actual (Madrid: Ediciones Daimon, Manuel 
Tamayo, 1986). 
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dramatic forms to particular regions and circumstances. Spanish and Latin American 

zarzuela regularly appeared on repertoires of itinerant theater companies that presented an 

array of programs from grand opera to musical revues and vaudeville to large and 

receptive audiences. Popular demand for this range of artistic performance also reflected 

eclectic sensibilities of increasingly diverse audiences. A one-act play with musical 

interludes in the style of genero chico that accommodated the rigors of production and 

spoke to prevalent themes of regional culture and also that ran the gamut of presentations 

and performance venues from the professional stage to local parish halls, Chin-Chim-Chan 

fit the bill of regional productions in southern Arizona. 

Tucson journals in the 1870s noted local productions of Spanish dramas and 

French comedies. In August 1884, the Arizona Daily Star promoted El sargento 

Federico, a French play adapted by Luis de Olana with musical arrangements by Francisco 

Asenjo Barbieri and Joaquin Gaztambide.^'^ El Fronterizo announced August 19, 1886 

and April 14, 1888 productions of Barbieri's zarzuela. El relampago}^^ The artistic level 

of musical performance by professional and amateur companies in the border region is 

demonstrated by the popularity of composers Barbieri and Gaztambide, who with librettist 

Olona in 1856 helped establish Madrid's Teatro de la Zanoiela. This comedic form within 

Montano Amiy, "Zarzuelas: Spanish Operetta in the New World," 24. 
Arizona Citizen, June 26, 1975; Las Dos Republicas, August 19, 1877; Arizona Daily Star, 

August 2, 1884. The playbill also featured El estudiante de Salamanca, by Jose de Espronceda; 
Las hijas de Eva, Luz y sombra o la ciega enamorada and Camponone, by Luis Rivera and 
Carlos Frontaura. 

El Fronterizo, September 20, 1886; May 14, 1888. Biographies of Barbieri (34-36) and 
Gaztambide (119-125) appear in Diccionario de la zarzuela. Antonio Espina, Las mejcries 
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three decades caught fire with theater-going publics throughout the Spanish-speaking 

world and became a staple of professional touring companies in Tucson. The Compania 

de Opera Adelina Patti, Compania Zepeda y Cadena, Compania Dramatica Ortega, and 

Compania Dramatica Solorzano Figueroa introduced short format social satire to 

Tucson's Opera House, Teatro Principal, Teatro Lirico, and houses in Clifton, Florence, 

and Phoenix (Figure 12). Late nineteenth-century performance venues such as plazas and 

outdoor arenas of Tucson saddler Felipe Villaescusa also granted space to local 

productions of the popular form. 

Light opera was a popular interlude {intermedid) between dramatic acts with 

tragic themes, thus comic views of local culture in zarzuela alternately complemented or 

contrasted with universal themes of classical drama. As a hybrid theatrical form with 

classical and modem elements, zarzuela maintained prior and forged new ties between 

professional actors and popular entertainers such as acrobats, magicians and circus 

performers. As numerous companies increasingly shared a range of audiences and 

performance spaces, their versatility fostered the growth of regional and local dramatic 

performance. In the corral, the plaza or the proscenium, a comic tradition of social 

paradox fascinated Arizona audiences of all descriptions.^^' 

escenas del Teatro Espanol e hispanoamerican desde sus origenes hasta la epoca actual 
(Madrid: Aguilar, 1959), 9-15, surveys the global diffusion of Spanish dramatic forms. 

David L. Torres and Melissa Amado, "The Quest for Power: Hispanic Collective Action in 
Frontier Arizona," Perspectives in Mexican American Studies, ed, Juan Garcia, 3 (Tucson: 1992), 
80, lists Villaescusa's profession. 

The terms zarzuela and teatro became interchangeable due to the frequency of classic to local 
forms of zarzuela in early twentieth-century Tucson. 
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From early May to mid-September, regional surges of Euro-Mexican religious 

festivals and Mexican/American civic events commemorated summer liturgies and holiday 

calendars. Spanish-language theater itineraries coincided in Tucson with festival seasons 

and religious rhetoric venerating water divinity St. John the Baptist and Tucson patron St. 

Augustine, and extended to include Spanish and Mexican Virgin(s) and civic oratory 

honoring the Fourth of July as well as Cinco de Mayo and the Fiestas Patrias.'^^ 

Regional dramas thus shared space and audiences with local parades, and religious 

processions. With reciprocities of time, location and publics in attendance, dramatic 

conventions such as song and oratory in secular plays like zarzuela invigorated local 

worship and further drew public forms of religious practice into the arena of performance. 

Professional companies, the local stage, circus troupes and magic shows annually 

synchronized with crowds, pilgrims, merchants, and vendors participating in regional 

religious pageantry at the Feast of St. John the Baptist. In Tucson, communities of faith at 

dawn honored the Catholic luminary associated with water as nourishment, fertility, 

abundance, and rebirth.By mid-day, city and country folk enjoyed various forms of 

sport and entertainment. In 1877, Ramon Montoya's memoir of music and mayhem at the 

Fiesta de San Juan in Las Dos Republicas described tum-of-the-century cosmopolitan 

encounters with rural commemorative forms: "On June 24, Tucson celebrated aristocratic 

Tucson Spanish-language newspapers El Fronterizo and El Tucsonense document a summer 
festival season bracketed by Cinco de Mayo commemorating May 5, 1862 victory against 
French intervention and the Fiestas Patrias, September celebrations of Mexican Independence. 

James S. Griffith, Beliefs and Holy Places: A Spiritual Geography of the Pimeria Alta, 61 and 
157, describes the feasts and feast day celebrations related to St. John in northem Sonora and 
southern Arizona. 
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and equestrian celebrations at the Feast of San Juan. Violin melodies accompanied 

quadrilles (reels), schotishes (clogging) and waltzes at a large ramada built for the 

occasion at the first celebration; the second witnessed legions of horsemen riding through 

Tucson streets, shouting verses and powdering the crowds with thick clouds of dust."'^'* 

From the stage to the big top, summer audiences in 1879 experienced local classical 

programs such as El hombre negro by Jose Echegaray and Los lazos de familia by 

Mariano Jose de Larra and itinerant companies interpreted the plays of Spanish dramatist 

Lope de Vega/^^ 

These mixtures of popular secular entertainment with sacred pageantry over time 

elicited some protests, although their sources and intents are not entirely clear. For 

example, the August 20 Feast of St. Augustine so increased regional mercantile and 

theater circuits that a citizen's group in early August 1871 petitioned the territorial 

government to remove the fiesta fi^om the esplanade facing the Cathedral and the Convent 

of the Sisters of St. Joseph.'^® Within days, Spanish petitions to ban secular 

entertainment fi^om the public square facing the church circulated among members of the 

Mexican/American community. 

Civic preoccupation with profane acts in sacred space surely motivated the 

petitions, given the growing range and number of secular entertainments cited by 

Montoya's memoir. Yet, they confirm observations by Carey McWilliams that entrenched 

Anglo-American power by the 1890s marginalized or outlawed late nineteenth-century 

Ramon Montoya, Las Dos Republicas, June 24, 1877. 
Arizona Citizen, June 26, 1875. 
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Mexican fiestas in Arizona.Since prominent Tucson merchants Juan and Manuel 

Elias, Refugio Pacheco, and Sabino Otero signed the Spanish petition, the debate about 

whether to control the scale and types of popular festival amusements suggests that 

Mexican American community leaders were both fascinated by the impact of new and 

unknown (foreign) social actors upon local culture and concerned about their impact upon 

existing cultural order. However dampened by vigilant civic and community leaders, the 

hazy realm of fiesta celebration continued unabated in the streets, boulevards and arenas 

of neighboring Mexican American colonias and along the margins of the Santa Cruz 

River.Civic distaste for rowdy amusements did not diminish audience demand for 

legitimate theater. In 1877, Las Dos Republicas chronicled August residencies by 

Compania Oriente and the Compania de Aficionados Garcia y Aragon. Despite pockets of 

public protest, the ^"^sanjuanadas aristocraticas y caballocratica^^ of the Feast of San 

Juan and ^''grito(s), recorridos, [y] felicitacione^' of Mexican Independence consistently 

drew audiences to comic theater in Tucson.'^' 

References to professional or amateur status in company repertoires drew sharp 

and subtle distinctions among company productions in Tucson. It can be difficult, for 

example, to determine whether actors in local productions were strictly amateurs, touring 

Petitions to Mayor and Council, August 2 and 8, 1871, Tucson City Archives. 
Carey McWilliams, North from Mexico (New' York: 1968), 127. A search for a primary source 

for this observation beyond the local petition has been fiaiitless. 
Abigail A. Van Slyck, 'Tucson's Church Plaza and the Changing Meaning of an Urban 

Commonplace," Manuscript (1994), San Augustine Box, Diocese of Tucson Research Center, 
Regina Cleri Center, Tucson, 8. 

Ramon Montoya, Las Dos Republicas, June 22, 1877, 2; August 19 and 26, 1877; and 
September 15, 1877. 
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professionals, or both.'®" An estimate of the range and frequency of Spanish-language 

performances in territorial Arizona drawn from ads, reviews, and references in local 

journals indicates that Tucson festivals fostered a wealth of Hispanic theater in Arizona. 

No fewer than thirteen professional and twelve amateur theater companies presented 

forty-two operas, dramas, comedies, and musicals in territorial Arizona in the two decades 

before 1900. No less than eight touring circuses and acrobatic acts, such as the Circo 

Franco-Mexicano and the Compania de Acrobatas de Julio Cadena also entertained tum-

of-the-century Tucson. 

New festive forms such as local commemorations of the July 15 Feast of the Virgin 

of Mt. Carmel gradually joined 'local' to 'national' traditions of San Juan in Tucson, San 

Isidro in Tubac and Cucurpe and Mexico's patroness, the Virgen of Guadalupe. Public 

cultural performance of Mexican American religious and national loyalty increasingly 

coalesced the growing number and intergenerational range of residents and (im)migrants 

comprising Tucson's 'public eye' between the turn of a prior century and the emergence 

of a new one. 

Journal accounts of festival cycles negotiated and formalized social arrangements 

in public commemorations of historical events. Newspaper accounts and advertisements 

also detailed specific celebrations: preparations, representative images. 

The name Carrillo was well known regionally, but audiences at Camp Lowell might not have 
distinguished local Tucson companies from the many 'strolling' entertainers that passed through 
camp. John G. Bourke, On the Border With Crook (New Yoric: Charles Scribners's Sons, 1891), 
the only known description of Jorge y Elena supports views thaf it was a local production. 
Bourice's description, however, neither explores the political or economic contexts of the play's 
production nor recognizes how it represented contemporary issues disguised as prior events. 
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organization/organizers, and their roles in cyclical holidays and holy days. As Tucson's 

Mexican Catholics complemented regional settlement in southern Arizona, local priests in 

predominantly Mexican/American residential districts also assumed positions of social 

leadership, and as social actors in a transitional era, initiated their public civic roles as 

social actors in these public celebratory fora. Each year on September 16, however, 

traditional forms of Mexican patriotism took center stage at the Fiestas Patrias. In a 

tribute to the cultural contributions of local barber Maximo Zuniga, El Tucsonetjse in 

1921 dedicated space to descriptions of a long-lost era: 

Every Fifth of May and Sixteenth of September in front of Sonora Drug on 
Meyer Street, a well-regarded Tucsonan and his cohorts sponsored 
splendid festivities where young men assembled to re-enact heroic scenes 
and honor [Miguel] Hidalgo, [Jose Maria] Morelos and [Vicente] 
Guerrero. These spirited men also displayed a deep loyalty of the Mexican 
homeland QPatria") with community altars whose heroic portraits framed 
central images of the serpent and eagle of Anahuac perched upon real 
nopales. 
Memoirs of territorial Tucson festivals later appeared in commemorative issues of 

El Tucsonense, especially during the first decade of Arizona statehood. For example, a 

history of patriotic celebrations in 1923 mingled national pride and nostalgia for an 

unrecoverable past in honor of journalist Carlos J. Velasco and merchants Mose 

Drachman and Carlos C. Jacome on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the 

Junta Patriotica of Tucson: 

Our parade, now known as Reina (Queen), did not reach the scale of a 
grand march. Rather, processions led by a large decorated buckboard 
carried the figure of "la India," the Aztec seductress of Iberian conquerors. 
...Sra. Fresia Montoya, now the wife of a U.S. Army Colonel, wore the 
costume of "la India," Mrs. Mercedes Woods was "Liberty," and Mrs. 

161 Tucsonense, 1921. 
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Maria Elias brandished a sword in one hand and raised the scales of 
"Justice" with the other. On another occasion, Mrs. Rosa Gomez de 
Moreno played "la India," a social type once considered the most genuine 
representation of America. The parades also featured horsemen and 
farmers from neighboring rancherias. 

This modest memoir affirms that September celebrations continued uninterrupted 

in the Old Pueblo since the earliest proclamations of Independence. Settlers' 

documents tell us today's celebration is a shadow of its former glory. In those 

days, it seems this solemn occasion invigorated Tucson for several days. 

New and improved road and rail systems in the new century facilitated a surge in 

dramatic performance and increased the incidence of expansive professional repertoires in 

southern Arizona. Principal actors and empresarias in touring companies like artistic 

dynamos Adelina Patti and Virginia Fabregas lavished Tucson repertoires that their 

companies also performed in Mexico City, Madrid, Paris and Rome. Similarly, 

counterparts such as the Compania de Opera Italiana Grazziani-Castillo-Mondragon in 

1919 presented fourteen operas in two months at Safford School, the University of 

Arizona, the Cathedral of San Augustine, and Teatro Carmen, including full-scale works 

of Italian composers Giuseppe Verdi, Gaetano Donizetti, Giacomo Puccini, and Vicenzo 

Bellini. The demand for classical theatre brought return engagements by companies 

such as the Compania Dramatica de Maria del Carmen Martinez, who in 1920 produced 

thirty-seven plays in two months at the Teatro Royal. These creative powerhouses 

"A Los Heroes de la Independencia de Mexico en Tucson," El Tucsonense, Sept. 15, 1923. 
Chronology of theater productions; figures on Arizona growth. 

16+ Tucsonense, March 26-29; April 1; and May 20 and 24, 1919. 
165 Tucsonense, 21 September; 5 and 7 October; 16 and 20 Nov. 1920. 
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embodied artistic and cultural labors later manifested in Tucson by singer/performer Luisa 

Ronstadt Espinel and dramatist/producer Carmen Celia Beltran (Figures 13 a-b).^^^ 

In Tucson, long-term residencies of "Compania Mexicana de Opera de A. 

Mendoza," featured a zarzuela entitled La tempestad, by R. Chapi y Lorente between acts 

of Giuseppe Verdi's La Traviata and George Bizet's Carmen}^^ During two weeks in 

late spring 1915, the "Millanes-Caballe" and "La Nacional" companies at Teatro Carmen 

featured fourteen plays and operas, mc\\xdm% Juarez y Maximiliano and Chin-Chun-Chan, 

an irreverent satire by Mexican journalists Rafael Medina and Jose F. Elizondo.'^® The 

critique of foreign imperialism in Mexico in 1917 made a return engagement with the 

Compania de Gran Aparato Ricardo de la Vega. In 1920, the Compania Dramatica de 

Maria del Carmen Martinez performed Chin-Chim-Chan and La caida de Maximiliano} '̂̂  

Chin-Chun-Chan 

Medina and Elizondo drew from dramatic conventions in Italian commedia dell-

arte: lovers Espiridion and Monica; the hotel manager; ingenuous Borbolla; young 

songstresses known in southern Europe as Polichinellas and their male counterpart. 

On Espinel and Beltran, see Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community 
in Tucson, 1854-1941 (Tucson; University of Arizona, 1986), especially Ch. 11, "Entertainment 
and the Arts,"l 89-206. 

The Arizona Daily Star, June 2, 1898; El Fronterizo, March 21, 1908. 
El Fronterizo, Jan. 9 to Feb. 13, 1881; El Tucsonense, May 8/12/15/19/20/22/26, 1915 and 

June 2/5/9, 1915. 
169 Tucsonense, July 11-18, 1917 and October 7-12, 1920. On French empire in Mexico: 
Fernando del Paso, Noticias del Imperio (Mexico: 1987) and Juliet Wilson-Bareau, Manet: The 
Execution of Maximilian Painting, Politics and Censorship (London: National Galleries 
Publications, 1992). On U.S. imperialism in Sonora: Ramon Eduardo Ruiz, The People of 
Sonora and Yankee Capitalists (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1988). 
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Policarpo; campesino Columbo and his wife, dona Hipolita/™ The comic hero of Chin-

Chun-Chan is Columbo, a rural character costumed as a Chinese nobleman who flees to 

Mexico City to escape wrathful Hipolita. He happens upon a grand hotel awaiting a 

wealthy Mandarin merchant, where el Administrador mistakes him for the Oriental 

magnate and speaks progressively more formal Spanish in response to his guest's 'accent.' 

Mistaken identities confound hotel guests who view Columbo as an exotic novelty, 

alternately rejecting or accepting his claim to sodal status. The play's original cast 

included Esperanza Iris in the comic roles of Ponciano and one of six erotically charged 

telefonistas who conduct conversations with male clients about operating a telephone.'^* 

Social satire about uneven social status and capital wealth in Porfirian Mexico 

dominates this story about the flight of a peripheral figure to the center of cafe society and 

his mixed reception by his social betters. Sight gags, love songs, and word plays infuse 

dialogues in Chin-Chun-Chan with lively humor and rapid pace communicating an urgent 

social message. In this stoiy, the comic wisdom of a rural hero-in-disguise exposes 

pretense and dissent in Mexican urban society. Through discursive alchemy particular to 

scripted narrative, Columbo ahemately suspends and inscribes racial categories to expose 

the fiivolity of cosmopolitan wealth and status. From his perspective, Columbo flees the 

™ In thinking about the historical continuities of theatrical forms, I am guided by Maciel and 
Garcia-Acevedo's formulations of genre as a "category, kind, or form [of film] distinguished by 
subjectmatter, theme, ortechniques." The Celluloid Immigrant, 152. 

Rafael Medina and Jose F. Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan. Conflicto Chino en un acta y tres 
cuadros. Music by Luis G. Jorda (Me.xico: Medina y Comp. 1904), 35: 

"Ya basta cabellero; deje de tocary que si no la corriente se me va a acabar." 
"Enough, sir; please do not touch/1 will loose power if you do" 
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serial seduction of his ardent lover Encarnacion, the lure of the city, and the threat of 

foreign interventions into Mexican culture/^ By play's end, he reluctantly returns to his 

wife ffipolita, who restores the domestic order after a temporary loss of equilibrium. 

Dramatic characterizations of familiar social types in the comedy of manners 

granted center stage to dialogue and action. For example, when Colombo interrupts their 

tryst, Espiridion assures his companion that their unwelcome witness is a mere servant: 

Monica Heavens! The Chinaman has seen us! Let's go. 
Espiridion Don't worry; they arent people like us; they neither hear, nor see, 

nor understand. If you don't believe me, watch this: (to Columbo.) 
Hey, you savage! 

Columbo Hey, you idiot! 
Monica He understands. Let's go. 

It is likely that Chinese residents in Tucson knew they were actual and symbolic 

social targets in this production. Local maps of Barrio Viejo in 1883 showed general 

stores run by Chinese merchants. By 1890, maps also located Chinese and Mexican 

settlements in El Presidio neighborhood north of Alameda Street, where grocer George 

Chan See sold provisions, grains, and hay to territorial residents. Early references to 

Chinese settlers in Arizona complemented a process that Lawrence Michael Fong 

described as daily confrontations with the problem of being "apart, yet part o^ the larger 

"Compania de Zarzuela y Variedades 'Los Hermanos Iris,'14-16, 1920, Teatro Cannen," in El 
Tucsonense, 11 and 15, May, 1920. 

The insider quality of this &rce emerges in word plays. The name Encarnacion, for example, 
refers to the transfiguration of God-made-flesh in the play here refers to a sexual goddess-made-
flesh. Rafael Trujillo used Camita, a diminutive of Encarnacion for a similarly seductive servant 
in his 1940s romantic comedy, '̂ A la moda vieja.'" 

Medina and Elizondo, C/7W-C/jtt/j-C/r<2«, 13. Translations are mine. 
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society," and that Evelyn Hu-DeEiart writes fanned antagonisms toward a "relatively 

recent, upstart, nonwhite immigrant group" in northern Sonora. 

Chinese men and women in Arizona distinguished themselves and each other 

according to regional culture in China. Costume, cuisine, and custom — Manchurian 

queues worn by Chinese men until the end of the Ch'ing dynasty in 1911; symbolic 

exchanges of white narcissus, peach blossoms, and flowering bulbs during holidays ~ 

embedded notions of difference within and outside of resident Chinese communities. 

Unfamiliar and therefore incomprehensible, Chinese behaviors flowered in the collective 

imagination as even more exotic or alarming than proximate Mexican or Anglo 

customs.''^ After several generations of commerce and contact with Chinese citizens of 

Tucson, El Tucsonense in 1921 noted the appearance of Chinese magician Li Ho Chang at 

Teatro Carmen by reminding readers that the Orient was the reputed center of the occult. 

The mysteries of the Orient no doubt drew audiences to magic acts. Like Chin-Chim-

Chan, they merely suspended Mexican merchant concerns about growing Chinese 

commerce in Tucson slowly threatening local and regional economies.''^ 

Lawrence Michael Fong, "Sojourners and Settlers: The Chinese Experience in Arizona," in The 
Chinese Experience in Arizona and Northern Mexico, 25, and Evelyn Hu-DeHart, "Immigrants to 
a Developing Society," 63, reprinted from The Journal of Arizona History, 21, (Autumn 1980); El 
Fronterizo, January 17, 1890; 1889 and 1890 Sanborn Maps, AHS, Tucson. 

Fong, "Sojourners and Setders, 24. For a comprehensive view of Asian culture, see Carolyn 
Brown Heinz, Asian Cultural Traditions (Prospect Heights, Illinois; Waveland Press, 1999). 
China in Mexico: Jose Jorge Gomez Izquierdo, El movimiento antichino en Mexico (1871-1934): 
Problemas del racismo y del nacionalismo durante la Revolucion Mexicana (Mexico: INAH, 
1991), 81-129. China in the United States: Ronald Takaki, Strangers from a Different Shore: A 
History of Asian Americans (New York: 1989), 79-132. 

'Un mago vendra al Teatro Carmen,' El Tucsonense, March 29, 1921:"... witness the marvels 
performed by Li Ho Cbang, who has traversed the old Continent and is now touring the new." 
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Cultural preoccupation with a growing mix of ethnic labor in northern Mexico and 

southern Arizona continued into the 1920s. In 1924, for example, xenophobic Mexican 

editorials critical of ineflfective restrictions against Chinese immigration into Mexico's 

western border states infiltrated southern Arizona. Editorials asserted that fi-ontier towns 

inundated with "burdensome Chinese settlements" fiirther complicated social and ethnic 

conditions in Sonora and Baja California. According to the editorial, Chinese dominance 

in regional commerce in Sinaloa and Sonora along with the peril of miscegenation posed a 

national threat. "The Chinese are not nor should they assimilate into our society and for 

that reason the national wealth they accumulate smacks of alien energy."*^ 

As self-styled 'westerners' mingled geographic space and cultural memory with 

ideas of balance (stability), belonging (community) and being (identity), Anglo and 

Mexican Americans in the West claimed (farm and ranch) land and natural resources 

(metals and water). As Americanization processes in early Arizona branded land with 

signs of economic occupation, arrivals acquired and shared cultural seniority based upon 

length of a local presence. Post-statehood claims substantiated by generations of 

geographic memory prevailed against those based upon centuries of Hispanic and 

millennia of local American Indian culture. Mexican American regional discourse therefore 

periodically invoked ideas of dispossession and cultural trespass. 

'Elproblema chino en Mexico,' El Tucsonense, Nov. 22, 1924. 
Clyde A. Milner II, "The View from Wisdom: Four Laj'ers of History and Regional Identity." 

in Under an Open Sky: Rethinking America's Western Past, Cronon, Miles, Gitlin, eds. (New 
York, 1992), 203-222. Milner cites Wilbur Zelinsky, The Cultural Geography of the United 
States (Englewood Cliffe, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973), 23; "2^1insky's Doctrine of First Effective 
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Medina and Elizondo characterized these intimate perspectives through comic 

diaIog^e about individual and collective cultural authority, as when Columbo and the 

Hotel Manager disputed the 'bizarre' in Chinese cuisine."^ Language as a marker of rural 

and urban societies keyed dialogue between Columbo and opportunistic Borbolla, who 

seeks a post in China. Impinging forms of spoken language signified ubiquitous presence 

and unwelcome influence here presented in parallel text: 

Bor. Y eso que hasta hoy no ha oido 
al pueblo hablando en ingles. 

Col. Pero, hablan ingles los indios? 
Bor. Pues, que van a hacer los pobres! 

Como esta lleno de gringos 
el pais porque esa gente 
se mete hasta en el cocido 
para entenderse con ellos 
no hay medio mas positivo. 

You mean you have not heard 
The pueblo speaking English? 
But, do the Indians speak English? 
Well, what can the poor things do? 
The country is fiiU of gringos 
Because those people 
are everywhere. 
To understand and be understood 
There is no better way. 

This disregard for Spanish as the oflBcial language of Mexico compels Columbo to reject 

Yankee cultural interventions; 

Col. Pero no es el espanol 
aqui la lengua le qficio 
No es el ilioma oficial? 

Bor. Si, senor; pero los gringos 
no los saben. 

Col. Que lo aplendan. 
quien les manda habel venilol 182 

But isn't Spanish 
the mother tongue. 
Isn't it the oflBcial ranguagel 
Yes, sir; but the gringos 
Dont know it. 
Well, they must rearn it. 
Who invited them, anyway? 

Settlement presupposes an erasure of native peoples beginning in the colonial era that is akin to the 
ethnocentric view that American Indians are not 'westerners.'" 

Medina y Elizondo, Chin-Chiin-Chan, 15-16. 
Medina y Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan, 27. "Positivo" might refer to positivist Porfirian politics. 
Medina and Espinosa, Chin-Chun-Chan, 27. 'Know' as in to comprehend or as in to 

acknowledge. 
Medina and Espinosa, Chin-Chun-Chan, 21. 
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Musical verses by the hotel baker similarly refer to the role of language in social 

interactions between American merchants and Mexican women; 

General concern with spoken language and cultural fluency in North America 

entered popular discourse through a variety of formal and informal channels. These 

excerpts identify language acquisition and cultural fluency as central comedic themes in 

Mexican zarzuela. Spanish-language journal conmientary satirized the trials of language 

acquisition. For example, EI Tucsonense in 1925 printed an imaginary letter from 

"Meliton," informing his comadre (ritual kin) that he is learning "americano."^®'' To a list 

of words and phrases he had learned since leaving his homeland such as "olraite" and "veri 

guell" Meliton included word/phrases such as "jamache" and "nospiquingles" which to 

him means "I do not know how to speak American" or "I know nothing of your 

language." This vocabulary avoided prolonged conversation with English speakers; "For 

me, this word means why tangle with one another?" 

Medina and Espinosa, Chin-Chun-Chan, 27-28. "Understand" as in to comprehend. 
'Cartas a mi comadre,' El Tucsonense, May 23, 1925. 

Como el yankee nos invade 
el ingles hay que aprender, 
para que con nuestros primos 
nos podamos entender. 
Mi vender el charamusco 
con la lengua del Tio Sam. 
Mucho gueno palanquetas, 
pUoncUlos veri fain. 
Guan cen di turrones, 
guan cen di pastel 
guan cen de merengues 
y todo guan cen. 

Since the Yankee is invading us 
We must leam to speak English 
In order to better understand 
Our cousins. 
I sell my baked goods 
In the language of Uncle Sam. 
Very good palanquetas 
Piloncillos, very fine. 
Almond brittle, one cent 
Pastry, one cent 
Meringues, one cent 
Everything, one cent. 

Ibid. 
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Local theatre productions also grappled with increasingly complex and 

contradictory notions of language acquisition and cultural fluency. For example. You 

Speak Ingles?, a two-act zarzuela about local language programs debuted in 1926 at the 

Teatro Royal with minstrel blackface of Cuadro 'Cuba-Mexico.With commentary on 

English-language fluency as a cultural marker, word plays also dealt with cultural 

meanings elicited by Spanish language usage. Medina and Elizondo parodied subtleties of 

spoken Spanish defining class and bestowing status in tum-of-the-century Mexico. 

Rodolfo Uranga in 1930 claimed Spanish actor Baltazar Fenandez Cue and soprano Maria 

Conesa secured film roles by attacking Latino actors in Hollywood. According to 

Uranga, assertions that Mexican actors reputedly spoke 'impure' Spanish demonstrated a 

lamentable tendency to sow discord between Spanish-speaking people on the basis of 

pronunciation. "That [our language] is spoken in one way in Argentina and in another in 

Mexico, Spain, Cuba, or the Philippines is of no consequence," Uranga wrote. "However 

varied, the language of Spanish nation composes our greatest fraternal bond. To sever or 

weaken that bond with calls for a 'pure' pronunciation is an attack upon the race (raza) by 

persons of narrow minds and small hearts." 

'Gran noche de Gala y Arte en el Royal. Gran Beneficio de "Rogelini" y Sra. Neyra,' El 
Tucsonense, Oct. 7, 1926. David R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of 
the American Working Class (New Yoric: Verso, 1991), 115-133, writes minstrel theater as a 
discursive form constructed white working class solidarity in the antebellum North. 

Rudolfo Uranga, "Entrelineas," in El Tucsonense, May 13, 1930, 1. Gary D. Keller, Hispanics 
and United States Film: An Overview and Handbook, 78-80, observes that (broken) F.ngHsh 
spoken by Hispanic actors frequently detemiined their artistic ranges and on-screen personalities. 

Ibid. Lisbeth Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in California, 1769-1936, 145, writes: 
"The term raza contests the racial nationalism that equated whiteness with citizenship, a concept 
then prevalent in the United States, Europe, and most of Latin America, by establishing the mestizo 
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On stage, an encounter between Chin-Chun-Chan and Hipolita demonstrates the 

longevity of theatrical and editorial representations of language as a sign of national 

cultural identity: 

Hipolita (Examines, then assaults Chin-Chim-Chari): Here's the shameless... 
C-C-C (Visibly shaken) Yu-Ia-tzi-mu-fa. 
IDpolita And still you laugh, you scoundrel? 
C-C-C Po-yu-lu-tat-zin. 
Hipolita Shut your mouth or speak in Spanish (en cristiano). 
C-C-C Yo-tzo-fo sam-ma-ma. 
Hipolita Your mama! (Striking him) Take that and that, you clown. 

After this aimless insult enrages Hipolita, Columbo's disguise fails. Apologies 

offered and accepted, the evening concludes with a cakewalk dedicated to the Chinese 

millionaire. Interestingly, this popular U.S. dance form in Mexico replaced zapateadas 

and tonadillas of 'traditional' zarzuela productions, another continental shift in narrative 

performance. The widespread popularity of zarzuela can be partially attributed to a 

capacity to satirize claims to social status through comic references to elitism in popular 

culture. Written and first produced in Mexico's cultural capital, Chin-Chun-Chan 

appeared in Tucson at various performance venues beginning at Teatro Carmen on May 

27, 1915. Founded by Carmen Soto de Vasquez, Teatro Carmen was Tucson's largest 

performance venue. The premier season of the 1400-seat theater on Meyer Avenue 

debuted with a two-week program, including two runs of Chin-Chun-Chan. 

(mixed race of Spaniard and Indian) as the symbol of Mexican national identity." Haas cites E. J. 
Hohsha^ma, Nations and Nationalism Since 1780 (New York: 1991), 101-130. 

Rafeel Medina and Jose Elizondo, Chin-Chun-Chan, 35-36. 
'Teatro Carmen se Habrira Mayo 20,' El Tucsonense, May 12, 1915; May 20, 1915, May 26, 

1915, Jime 2, 1915, Jime5, 1915; and June 9, 1915. On Teatro Carmen, Thomas E. Sheridan, 
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In this cultural landscape, gender boundaries also defined regional self-identity. 

Received notions of gender painted western v/omen as regional extensions of Victorian 

womanhood in cafes, boardinghouses, laundries, brothels, and auditoria/^' Self-conscious 

prose in theater criticism by local literati, for example, appealed to the same social artifices 

satirized by musical comedy. Popular anxieties in 1915 craflied a 'cultured' image in a 

review of lyric soprano and company director Maria Caballe. Accordingly, the 

accomplished soprano was "a truly harmonious combination of enchantments fi"om the 

subtle movements of her beautrfiiUy tender eyes to her mischievous comic poses:" 

Extraordinary agility and rhythm during recitals and musical numbers also 
merit our attention. She commands the stage with gracefiil movements of 
her delicate body as she sways to the music of her many dances. Her sweet 
and dulcet voice, playfiil yet marked with naive wisdom, instinctively 
coaxes dazzling phrases, lively sentiments, and colorfijl notions fi"om her 
libretos. Maria Cabelle is, without doubt, a most splendid and cherished 
source of infinite pleasure and artistic beauty. 

Los Tucsonenses, 199-202, and Armando Miguelez, "EI Teatro Carmen (1915-1923): Centro del 
Arte Escenico Hispano en Tucson," Revista Chicana Riquena, 11:1, (1983), 53-67. 

William Cronon, George MUes, Jay Gitlin, "Becoming West: Toward a New Meaning for 
Western History," in Under an Open Sky, 21; Anthea Callen, The Spectacular Body: Science, 
Method and Meaning in the Work of Degas (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 
1995), 35-39; J. McMillan, Housewife or Harlot: The Place of Women in French Society 1870-
1940 (Brighton: 1981), 23-25; Griselda Pollock, "Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity," in 
Vision and Difference: Femininity, Feminism and the Histories of Art (London: Verso, 1988), 
78; Shannon Bell, Reading, Writing, and Rewriting the Prostitute Body (Bloomington and 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994), 2; and Susan Rubin Suleiman, ed., "Introduction," 
in The Female Body in Western Culture (London: Harvard University Press, 1986), cited in Bell, 
12 and Peter Stally Bass and AUon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (London: 
Methuen, 1984), in BeU, 7-15, 43-45. 

^El Tucsonenese,̂  May 15, 1915. 
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This inventory of the feminine charms of a noted Mexican soprano encapsulates tum-of-

the-century views of singers and actresses/'" Caballe's artistic expression ranged from 

cunning to sincerity; she welcomed her attentive admirers; her agility and rhythm scripted 

an intriguing invitation to gaze upon her body. Her classic voice endured the ravages of 

travel, exertion, physical exhaustion, and emotional fatigue to merit descriptions that 

resembled newspaper advertisements for musical instruments. Reviews of the art of 

Maria Caballe no doubt attracted Tucson audiences and increased attendance at her 

performances. Yet, the author's florid prose obscured her professional accomplishments. 

Omitting details of her artistic vision beyond her sultry gaze, it instead heralded a 

subject/object as alluring as the Polichinellas and endowed with Columbo's comic wisdom. 

Newspaper publicity such as the review of the performance of Maria Caballe 

cultivated audiences whose attendance at professional and amateur productions reflected 

not only an expanding range of popular entertainment, but also a calendar of secular 

performances that, according to one's perspectives, complemented or competed with early 

to late summer festival and civic occasions. As audience demand for new and familiar 

forms of entertainment increased, professional and amateur productions of classical and 

popular theater genres mingled on public stages. For example, the Compania de F. 

Aguilar included Chin-Chun-Chan in a summer festival performance of four zarzuelas at 

Timothy Mitchell, Betrayal of the Innocents: Desire, Power and the Catholic Church in Spain 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 61, writes that the popularity of zarzuela 
and anticlericalism in Spain coincided vvith a surge of theatrical productivity intended as a form of 
female moral social control: "In this uniquely Spanish synthesis of anticlerical social reform 
movements we can situate the tremendous spurt in the production and consumption of erotic 
novels, images and songs in the period 1900 through 1936." 
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Teatro Carmen's premier season in September 1915.^^ In July 1917, Chin-Chun-Chan 

was among 17 operas and zarzuelas of the Compania de Gran Aparato Ricardo de la 

Vega.''^ In 1920, Chin-Chun-Chan was among thirty-seven productions of the Compania 

Dramatica de Maria del Carmen Martinez during two months at the Teatro Royal, also 

located on south Meyer Avenue. Cuadro Novel, directed by actor Cesar Sanchez, 

presented Chin-Chtm-Chan at Teatro Carmen on December 29, 1920.'^' In addition to 

afiBrming popular demand for the play's themes, its longevity in local Spanish-language 

cultural discourse confirms that Arizona colonias shared real and perceived threats of 

'foreign' interventions into 'national' culture, as Mexicans and as Americans/^ 

Cultural coherence requires language(s) to conform to changing social 

circumstances. Eric Wolf writes of communicative traditions as public discourse organized 

in social contexts. As itinerant presentations waned, Chin-Chun-Chan achieved 

sustained local popularity in various reincarnations over time. In September 1923, local 

amateurs of Holy Family Church's Cuadro Artistico Latino staged a revival of the 

perennial favorite at the auditorium of the Cathedral of San Agustin.^°° In 1926, local 

parodies of popular verses also portrayed shifting views of regional identity. "Comic 

El Tucsonense, Sept. 4, 1915 and Sept. 9, 1915. 
El Tucsonense, Oct. 11 and 18, 1917. 

196 Tucsonense, Sept. 21, 1920; Oct. 5-7 and Nov. 16 and 20, 1920. El Tucsonense April 10, 
1915, announced the opening of Teatro Royal, owned by Esperanza and Elvira Aros and managed 
by Jose Aros. The theater also presented feature films shown by union projectionists. 

El Tucsonense, Dec. 16, 18 and 21, 1920; March 12, 1921. El Heraldo de Mexico, Los 
Angeles, October 17, 1919, 3, listed "Chin-Chun-Chan" among the company's plays in rehearsal. 

On nationalist anti-Chinese campaigns in Mexico: Jose Jorge Gomez Izquierdo, El movimiento 
antichino en Mexico (1871-1934): Problemas del racismo y del nacionalismo durante la 
Revolucion Mexicana QS/lssico: INAH, 1991. 

Eric Wolf, Envisoning Power, 7. 
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Verses" in EI Tucsomnse patterned a romantic monologue after music in "^Amores y 

canorios^^ by Joaquin and Serafin Alvarez Quintero: 

Era un jardin sonriente In a brilliant garden 
Era una mujer ardiente An impassioned woman 
Que sonaba en su Jose Dreamed of her Jose. 
Y era su Jose un "chicano" And her Jose was a "chicano" 
Que al estrecharle la mano. That when he extended his hand 
Despertaba un corriente Ignited a current 
Que la Dama posee. Within her. 

Y al comprender la damita And when she became aware 
La existencia de Jose Of the existence of Jose 
Se puso exhausta y flaquita; She became pale and thin 
Pues al fin es "chicanita" After all, she is a "chicanita" 
Y ama sin saber por que. And she loves without reason. 

La dama era pequenita; This dainty lady 
Pero posee un abnita Yet possessed a delicate spirit 
Tan ingente de pasion So filled with passion 
Que todavia disequita That, still disoriented. 
Se acuerda que es chicanita She remembers that she is a chicanita 
Y que tiene corazon And that she has a heart. 

Pobre dama pequinita Poor little lady 
Quien volo tu cabecita Who turned your little head 
Que escribes sin saber que? So you know not what you write? 
Que te marchito la almita Who wounded your tender soul 

Que todavia extenuadita So you still plaintively 
Suspira por tu Jose. Yearn for your Jose? 

Like its Spanish counterparts Chin-Chun-Chan, with early evidence of incipient 

Chicano identity in local journals, ultimately faded into interim obscurity. Increased 

professional demands and dwindling resources in Mexico and abroad with political 

200 Tucsonense, Oct. 27, 1923. 
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Upheaval, travel and production expenses, border closings, and economic depression 

brought performance lulls for itinerant theater originating from Mexico.^"^ Importantly, 

popular demand for Spanish-language productions also decreased with the rapid increase, 

mass production, and broad distribution of Spanish-language cinema after the advent of 

talking pictures. As in Teatro Royal, the Tucson location of the The Gay Desperado, 

Teatro Carmen also shared performance space with movies and prize fights during times 

of war.^"^ 

The early twentieth-century trajectory of Chin-Chun-Chan in Tucson and of 

itinerant companies elsewhere in North America tracks the timing and circumstances of 

early comedic forms of Mexican American political satire. From a Mexican form of 

popular Spanish musical theater to amateur church productions re-created from memory, 

zarzuelas such as Chin-Chun-Chan performed concurrent artistic and political fimctions. 

While they informed Mexican audiences of social conditions prior to the Revolution of 

1910, they also provided Mexican American audiences with social criticism that stressed 

some common social themes in Mexico and the United States. 

Amores y amorios. music and lyrics by Serafin y Joaquin Alvarez Quintero; ^^Versos jocosos" 
local verse in El Tucsonense, 1926. 

David G. Gutierrez, "The Shifting Politics of Ethnicity in the Intenvar Period," in Walls and 
Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1995), 69-115, and Mexican Immigrants and Mexican Americans: 
An Evolving Relationship (Austin: Universit>' of Texas Center for Mexican American Studies, 
1986); Lawrence Cardoso, Mexican Emigration in the United States 1897-1931 (Tucson: 
University of Arizona Press, 1980); Abraham Hoffinan, Unwanted Mexian Americans in the 
Great Depression: Repatriation Pressures 1929-1939 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 
1974); Mario T. Garcia, "Americanization and the Mexican Immigrant, 1880-1930," Journal of 
Ethnic Studies, 6, (Summer 1978), 19-34 and "La Frontera: The Border as Symbol and Reality in 
MeidcaD. AmencanThoxx^aHL,''''Mexican Studies/EstudiosMexicanos, 1, (Summer 1985) 195-225. 
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Noting how dramatic structures draw from a grand reservoir of universal themes, 

Mario Barrera argues that audiences respond to mythical attributes of drama tailored to 

specific social attitudes and cultural appetites.^""* Chin-Chun-Chan is an example of a 

popular dramatic form with aristocratic origins that departed from conventions such as 

war and revolution in the Spanish Republic and instead depicted Victorian society in pre-

Revolutionary Mexico to regional audiences in the young American Southwest. Despite 

differences accounted for by the peculiarities of geography and culture, this form 

approached social dilemmas through the lens of candid humor. Viewed this way, zarzuela 

amplified and ultimately difilised the impact of daily contradictions of local cultural 

production in early Arizona. Contemporary readings of theater scripts cannot annul 

dramatic conventions of discursive production tied to specific times and locations. Yet, 

readings of the social and political contexts of scripted performance, its description by 

newspaper critics and its narrative impact upon community audiences underscore the 

historical discursive role of dramatic forms that later generated comic portrayals of border 

characters such as Pedro Braganza, The Gay Desperado. The following chapter explores 

radical theater as an offshoot of political upheaval that spread across the borderlands 

region with Mexican political exiles during the Mexican Revolution. 

Aurelio de los Reyes, Medio siglo de cine mexicano (1896-1947) (Mexico: 1988), esp. Ch. 4, 
'Trimeros anos de cine sonoro," 96-154. 

Msuio Barrera, "What Gets L«ft Out," 171. 



Fig. 11. Map. Mexican Itinerant Companies in the U.S. Southwest, c. 1920 
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Fig. 12. Map. Performance Itineraries of Dramatic Companies in Arizona 



Figs. 13a-b Arizona Women Artists 
a, Camien Cclia Beltran, c, 1925 (OCD, Bj; AHS #47,17 
b. Luisa Espincl AHS Library' File #91427 
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CHAPTER THREE 

'MEXICO DE AFUERA': NARRATIVES OF (IM)MIGRATION AND EXILE 

Spanish language reviews of early festivals and theatrical productions in southern 

Arizona gauged popular reception to discursive forms of song and dance during the 

political transition from territory to statehood. During this period of social realignment 

confirming Arizona as a sectional link of the U.S-Mexico borderland region, Euro-

Iberian writers in Spanish-language journals expanded upon notions of a migratory, 

mestizo Mexican America that expressed Chicano geographic and national identity in 

terms of allegiance to Mexican culture in the United States.^"^ Nineteenth-century fairs 

have demonstrated how contested global representations of national cultural identity 

constructed symbolic spaces to house prior cultural forms and envision new ones. As 

discursive arbiters of national culture, popular presses also documented prevalent themes 

of Mexican American cultural history. In early Arizona, Spanish-language journalists 

framed Mexican/American culture as an emblematic indigenous and (im)migrant 

Western culture. Public speeches and journal commentary in this chapter illustrate 

regional processes that between 1910 and 1930 bridged centuries, transformed local 

societies and translated symbolic space.^°^ This chapter on Spanish-language print 

Peggy Pasco, "Race, Gender and Intercultural Relations: The Case of Interracial Marriage," 
Frontiers, 12:5, 5-32, extends the analytical triad of race, class and gender to include native and 
(im)migrant blends of experience, agency and identity' that further refine self-referential markers 
such as mestizo. 
^ Eric R. Wolf^ Envisioning Power: Ideologies of Dominance and Crisis (Berkeley: University 
of California, 1999), 67. Wol^ 6-14, argues that ideologies (ideation as cultural processes) and 
ideologies as programs organizing power relations (ideologies as cultural products) interact to 
command the economy, the state and popular culture. Antonio Gramsci, cited in Terry Eagleton, 
Ideology: An Introduction (London and New York: Verso, 1991), 116, and Wol^ Envisioning 
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culture describes local expressions of regional identity as popular culture from the bench 

to the soapbox percolated into local journals and neighborhood parishes. 

Hector Calderon asserts that inventories of popular forms of Euro-Iberian border 

literature must extend from pre-Hispanic to Chicano Aztlan toward Western cultural 

narratives guiding class-based social criticism in the United States.^°^ This perspective 

regards Iberian, Northern European and American influences on Chicano literature and 

criticism in the borderlands as markers of literary movement toward descriptions of the 

landscape (geography) and of global interpretations of the Chicano experience (identity). 

Power, 44-45, observed daily evidence of social control in consensus-building popular forms that 
unleashed political power through class-based politics. 
^ Thomas Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican Community in Tucson, 1854-1941, 
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986). Spanish-language journals are social mirrors 
reflecting reciprocities between authors and readers and between literary content and social 
circumstances. I view journal essays as subjects of historical inquiry (products of a social 
presence) and as evidence of historical subjects (substantive literary production) representing an 
internal print culture. On the social politics of 'race,' class and sexuality in frontier Caltfomia, 
see Antonia I. Castaneda, "Presidarias y Pobladoras: The Journey North and Life in Frontier 
Cahfbmia," in Chicana Critical Issues: Mujeres Activas en Letras y Cambio Social, eds. Norma 
Alarcon, Rafaela Castro, Emma Perez, Beatriz Pesquera, Adaljiza Sosa Riddell, Patricia Zavala 
(Berkeley: Third Woman Press, 1993) and AJicia Caspar de Alba, Chicano Art: Inside/Outside 
the Master's House. Cultural Politics and the CARA Exhibition (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1998). On hegemonic processes: Louis Althusser and Etienne Balibar, Reading Capital 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1970); Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer, The Great Arch: English 
State Formation as Revolution (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1985) and Derek Sayer, "Everyday 
Forms of State Formation: Some Dissident Remarks on 'Hegemony,'" in Everyday Forms of 
State Formation: Revolution and the Negotiation of Rule in Modem Mexico, eds. Gilbert M. 
Joseph and Daniel Nugent (Diuiiam and London: Duke University' Press, 1994), 367-378; and 
Hermann Rebel, "Reimagining the Oikosi Austrian Cameralism in Its Social Formation," in Jay 
O'Brien and William Roseberry, eds. Golden Age/Dark Age: Imaging the Past in Anthropology 
and History (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1991), 48-80. In Tucson, 
Carrillo Intermediate Magnet School's Christmas pageant. Las Posadas, has lately vacillated 
between being an afiBrmative to contested cultural marker according to levels of community 
concern that it blurs church and state boundaries in public schools. 
^ Hector Calderon, 'The Novel and the Community of Readers: Rereading Tomas Rivera's / 
no se le trago la ti'erra," in Criticism in the Borderlands: Studies in Chicano Literature, Culture, 
and Ideology, Hector Calderon and Jose David Saldivar, eds. (Durham and London: Duke 
University Press, 1991), 101, Calderon writes that Western narrative polarities consist of 
secularized, psychological subjects removed from (super)natural worlds, myth, religion and fate. 
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Scholars of Mexican America date Euro-Mexican oral traditions, print culture, and social 

criticism from the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and the 1854 Treaty de la Mesilla, 

known also as the Gadsden Purchase.^"^ Early twentieth-century federal law such as 

1917 literacy exams and head taxes and 1921 immigration quotas also defined the 

institutional limits of cultural authority in the U.S. Southwest. Political treaties to end or 

avert war with social reform to regulate (im)migrant labor thus established the geo

political confines of regional border culture of Aztlan in Arizona.^^" 

As broad literary and visual currents in tum-of-the-century North America shifted 

from celebratory portraits and panoramic vistas, former colonial subjects became 

historical counterpoints to icons of modem nationalism. Mexican modernist Gerardo 

Murillo described this process as a cosmic union of celestial beings: 

Su belleza se ha vuello mas luminosa Her beauty became more luminous 
Como la de un sol ctcyos fulgores se acrecientan Like a sun whose rays expand 
Con el choque contra otro astro. Upon colliding with another star. 

On Guadalupe Hidalgo: Richard Griswold del Castillo, The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo: A 
Legacy of Conflict (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1990). On La Mesilla and the 
Spanish-language press in Arizona: Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses: The Mexican 
Community in Tucson, 1854-1941 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986) and Arizona: A 
History (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995). 

The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848) ceded territories of Texas, Alta California, northern 
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, and Colorado. The Tratado de la Mesilla (1854) secured 
Arizona territory south of the Gila River and the Mesilla Valley, in New Mexico. Luis Leal, El 
cuento mexicano: de los origenes al modemismo (Buenos Aires: Editorial Universitaria, 1966), 
6; Armando Miguelez, Antologia Historica del cuento literario chicano (1877-1950), Ph.D. 
Dissertation (Arizona State University, 1981), 4; Hector Calderon, "The Novel and the 
Community Of Readers," 102, also cites Iberian and Mexican literary conventions in U.S. 
Spanish-language journals. Luis Leal, Mexican-American Literature: A Historical Perspective,' 
Revista Chicana-Riquena, 1:1 (1973) and "Cuatro siglos de prosa aztlanense, " La Palabra 2, 1: 
2-12 (1980); Luis Leal and Pepe Barron, "Chicano Literature: An Overview," in Three American 
Literatures: Essays on Chicano, I^ative American, and Asian-American Literature for Teachers 
of American Literature, ed. Houston A. Baker, Jr. (New York; MLA, 1982), 9-32; and Juan 
Rodriguez, Cronicas diabolicas de "Jorge Ulica"/Julio G. Arce (San Diego: Maize Press, 1982). 

Elizabeth Milroy, Painters of a New Century: The Eight and American Art (Milwaukee: 
Milwaukee Art Museum c. 1991), 18; Dore Aston, "Mexican Art in the Twentieth Century," in 
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Murillo's intimate portrait evoked tension-laden collisions of capital and labor in 

class-divided societies during a period of global migration into early twentieth-century 

Mexican America that Chicano literary critic Jose David Saldivar frames within a 

performed ideology of political speeches, newspaper editorials, book reviews, and 

scholarly treatises. Clyde Milner similarly writes the rhetoric of endless space, as sense 

of place and western selfhood as collective and individual ideas of belonging within 

regional space and as processes of becoming that linked regional geography to individual, 

group, and national identity. Metaphorical regional identities additionally synthesized 

encounters between new and prior residents whose life experiences also described 

collective history across generations and channeled ideas of epic Western culture into 

modem definitions of American cultural identity. 

Local journalism (con)joined liberal and conservative social narratives such as 

these in early Arizona, where cultural change failed or prevailed as it synchronized 

popular custom with communal standards of personal locale, shared memory, and 

national epic. Chicano literary production, argues Armando Miguelez, is a tripartite 

interplay of simultaneously occurring responses to competing national ideologies. 

Mexico: Splendors ofThirty Centuries (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1991) 553, 
and Nahui Olin, Calinement. Je suis dedans (Libereria Guillot, 1923), 54, cited in Nahui Olin: 
una mujerde los tiempos modemos, (Mexico: Museo Estudio Diego Rivera, 1992), 72. 

Steven Mailloux, "Reading Hucklberry Finn: The Rhetoric of Performed Ideology," in New 
Essays on Adventures of Huckleberry Firm, ed. Louis J. Budd (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1985), 108, cited in Jose David Saldivar, "Chicano Border Narratives as Cultural Critique," 
167. Clyde Milner, "The View from Wisdom; Four Layers of History and Regional Identity," in 
Under an Open Sl^': Rethinking America's Western Past, WiUiam Cronon, George Miles, and Jay 
Gitlin, eds. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1992), 203-222. 
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institutional practices, and cultural critique.^^^ This hybrid triad organizes Spanish-

language border narratives according to a seamless trajectory of literary themes leading 

from colonial New Spain to Aztlan. Miguelez fiirther describes Euro-Mexican oral and 

written traditions and Mexican narrative forms as products of rooting/uprooting cultural 

processes (arraigoldesarraigd) whose radical shifts in oral and written language 

generated Euro-Mexican to Mexican American literary forms with universal to local 

themes. Secularized religious imagery was root and flower of these processes. 

From religious chronicles and post-Hispanic codices to erotic memoirs and 

political manifestos, metaphorical trinities such as these exalted prophetic (re)union as a 

principle narrative theme of Mexican/American border culture. Descriptions of the land 

(fatherland, virgin land, homeland) and of the nation (Christianity, patriarchy, patriotism) 

evoked the apocalyptic origins of literary compounds that produce Chicano prose and the 

Chicano press in a third process, re-rooting (arraigd). These 

connect/disconnect/reconnect processes also described Mexican/American and Chicano 

processes of cultural transformation and resurgence. These exponential and sequential 

manifestations of Iberian and Indian; Mexican and European; mestizo and Anglo-

American literary production over time anchored Spanish-language cultural narratives 

that have remained "in contact with, but separate from" their sources.^ 

Armando Miguelez, Antologia historica del cuento literario chicano (1877-1950), Doctoral 
dissertation, Arizona State University, 1981, 22-27. 

Miguelez, Antologia historica, iv. 'Anglo-American' here signifies prevalent North American 
cultural identity. U.S. immigration history also uses a language of uprooting and transplant. John 
Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in Urban America (Bloomington; Indiana 
University Press, 1985); Ray Allen Billlhigton, The Protestant Crusade: A Study of the Origins 
of American Nativism (New Yoric: Macmillan, 1938); Milton M. Gordon, Assimilation in 
American Life; The Role of Race, Religion, and National Origins (New York: Oxford University 
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Sustained spatial mobility and cultural adjustment within community associations 

and voluntary affiliations negotiated the social and cultural boundaries of Mexican 

American community life in early Arizona. As Arizona cultures incorporated venues of 

community formation and cultural discourse into the economic contours of the greater 

Southwest, Spanish-language journals reproduced civic and religious speeches in local 

editions, thus extending the cultural impact of public ritual and civic events beyond civic 

oratory toward community rhetoric. Publishers and correspondents that documented 

these internal processes of cultural change collaborated with traditional forms of social 

control such as civic and religious programs. During early statehood in Arizona, these 

collaborations generated social arbiters such as Discalced Carmelite priests P. Lucas de 

San Jose and Carmelo Corbella.^'^ 

Mexican American narrative techniques and Chicano literary tradition — 

romances, satires, chronicles, sketches, and (auto)biographies; proverbs and sayings, 

myths, songs, memoir, religious tales, cuentos, and corridas — compose the what, where, 

when, how, and why of Western and Chicano border literature. Theater, as text and as 

performance, with social commentary in journal literature that likewise bridged centuries, 

borders, and ideas likewise complement Hector Calderon's inventory of story forms that 

Press, 1964); and Thomas J. Archdeacon, Becoming American: An Ethnic History (New York: 
Free Press, 1983). 

Scholars of Chicano history have moved beyond ideas of uprooting and transplanting toward 
interactive forms of regional culture. Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Rejuge: Culture, Class, and 
Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American Southwest, 1990-1940 (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1987), 19, reads patterns of cultural persistence as evidence of 
adaptations responding to (im)migrant swirls from various points of origin and ports of entry. In 
the United States, these perspectives mediate social theories that unequivocally linked cultural 
and political authority within processes of regional setdement. 
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recorded and organized daily life in Aztlan.^^® As local arbiters of regional cultures, 

Mexican/American journalists reported social affiliations and asserted cultural authority 

through civic acts and ritual worship in communal space. Journals also mirrored local-to-

national formulations of Mexican American cultural identity manifesting concurrent 

engagement with and isolation from other forms of border literature. Local sources of 

regional print culture transmitted these shifts in regional cultural vocabularies during 

historical moments when national cultures collided, clashed, converted, and reconciled.^ 

Spanish-language journalism functions as both process and product of regional 

formulations of national identity. Spanish-language press in early Arizona developed as 

(im)migrants and exiles of many stripes extended the social ranks of Mexican American 

society and as Western narratives in Chicano literature locate the West within geographic 

and historic New Spain, "el norte" the U.S. Southwest and Aztlan. Native, mestizo, 

Spanish, Mexican, and Chicano literary forms and contingent historical processes 

describe geographic/ideographic (im)migration, political/economic dispossession, and 

social/demographic disparity.^^^ This multifaceted view casts Chicano writers as liminal 

agents of marginal ideas, as players in a 'new' Western tradition and as harbingers of a 

Caldcron, "Rereading Rivera,"98. 
Daniel Nugent, "Two, Three, Many Barbarisms? The Chihuahuan Frontier in Transition from 

Society to Politics," in Contested Ground: Comparative Frontiers on the Northern and Southern 
Edges of the Spanish Empire, eds. Donna J. Guy and Thomas E. Sheridan (Tucson; University' of 
Arizona Press, 1998), 184: "We have to develop an appreciation of historical process as a series 
of transformations rather than a sequence of ruptures. Instead of examining change in Ught of 
rigid binary contrasts between past and present, between here continuities and there 
discontinuities, between now this and then that, we should instead devote greater attention to the 
mutual imbrication of the past and the present." 

Calderon, "Rereading Rivera," writes; "Mexican or mestizo is the name for the world of these 
farm workers who live in poverty and ignorance and whose conduct is almost totally controlled 
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reflexively 'alternative' culture. Significantly, this cultural vocabulary interchangeably 

refers to old and new worlds; to the West and the new West; to Europe and America; to 

the United States and Mexico; and, I propose, to Mexico in the United States. 

The Spanish-language Press in Mexican America 

The 1813 publication dates of La Gaceta and El Mexicano, in Nacogdoches, 

Nuevo Santander (Texas), and 1834 press activity of Agustin Zamorano in Monterrey 

bracketed Spanish-language press activity when the margins of New Spain became the 

Mexican northland. Founded in Taos by Padre Antonio Jose Martinez, El Crepusciilo de 

la Libertad was an oft-cited educational tract that negotiated governmental and religious 

authority in the young Mexican Republic. La Verdad (Santa Fe, 1842), El Eco del 

Pacifico (1852), and La Cronica (San Francisco, 1855) and El Clamor Publico (Los 

Angeles, 1855), and El Bejarano, (San Antonio) formed a mid-century lattice whose 

narratives shaped editorials in similarly fledgling newspapers in Ciudad Juarez, Nuevo 

Laredo, and Matamoros, Mexico. As to their content, local news in El Clamor Publico 

melded into regional social commentary about Mexican miners, public lynching, and 

racial stereotypes. Late-century editions also translated state laws and endorsed English-

language acquisition as a substantive means of averting legal snares and land seizure.^ 

The range and distribution of Spanish-language newspapers by century's end 

included Arizona publications such as La Colonia and El Progreso del Valle, in Phoenix, 

by the institution of the Church. One cannot deny that the historical forces that gave rise to this 
social group were set in motion with the colonization of the New World." 

Miguelez, Antologia historica, 11. 
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and Las Dos Republicas, El Fronterizo, and La Sonora, in Tucson.^® Filled with local 

and regional news, classic and popular narratives, serial literature and commercial 

advertisements, Spanish-language newspapers over time increased their circulations and 

enlarged formats and became information networks connecting localities to urban zones 

in Mexico and the United States. Despite gaps in technology, circulation and capital, the 

press rapidly and steadfastly remained a major written source of cultural difiusion within 

Spanish-speaking communities of the United States between 1848 and 1942, when more 

than 380 Spanish-language periodicals circulated in the United States. The majority of 

these periodicals originated in the Southwest; ahnost all contained literary sections; 

many developed in conjunction with Mexican political immigration. 

Mexican political exiles represented economic poles of Mexican society: elite 

political refugees during the tenure of Porfirio Diaz during and after the Mexican 

Revolution and political revolutionaries themselves, whose ideas and alliances did not 

survive a decade of political flux that dismantled presidencies and disabled 

administrations. Various circumstances compelled these exiles to leave Mexico, yet they 

shared common cause in infiising regional presses with cultural and fiscal capital that 

created publishing houses alongside newspapers.^^ 

Mexican American publishers whose cultural authority extended beyond the 

newsroom interpreted political transitions and social transformations within literary 

movements that exalted Mexican heritage and challenged negative images of ILatin 

Miguelez, Antologia historica, 9 and 27 (fit. 35) cites ten novels edited by Ignacio Lozano in 
San Antonio and Los Angeles between 1919-193 L 
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America projected by North American information and entertamment systems. A. 

Gabriel Melendez cites both the volume (circulation) and scope (content) of early 

periodical literature and the scarcity of surveys, indices, biographies, and chronologies of 

the Spanish-language press in the United States. "The entire matter of Spanish-language 

publication having been consigned to archival dungeons," Melendez writes, "has insured 

the erasure of a good measure of Mexican-American social history in the nineteenth 

century. The excision of this textual and cultural production leaves only the negative 

space of historical misrepresentation, cultural disfigurement, and dislocation." 

Immigrant exiles helped shape journal narratives circulating in territorial Arizona, 

where Las Dos Republicas and El Fronterizo reported a range of social issues along the 

common fi'ontier of Mexico and the United States. As Arizona moved fi-om territory 

toward early statehood. El Tucsonense engaged a growing demographic range of liberal 

and conservative writers and readers firom revolutionary Mexico extended literary culture 

into regional presses and publishing houses. The Spanish-language press in Arizona 

flourished from 1915 to 1930 due to the political upheaval in Mexico, where press 

authority that survived Madero's presidency dwindled during the administration 

Victoriano Carranza.^^'* When Carranza assumed power in 1917, for example, political 

^ Melendez, So All is Not Lost, 5. Gary D. Keller, Hispanics and United States Film: An 
Overview and Handbook (Tempe: Bilingual Review/Press, 1994), 13-36, examines the nexus of 
late nineteenth-century print and cinematic images of Mexican American social types. 
^ A. Gabriel Melendez, So All is Not Lost: The Poetics of Print in Nuevomexiano Communities, 
1834-1958 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997), 4. Nicolas Kanellos, 
Recovering the US. Literary Heritage Project, University of Houston, leads current efforts to 
recover and reconstruct a Chicano literary history through sources in public and private archives. 
^ Thomas Benjamin, La Revolucion: Mexico's Great Revolution As Memory, Myth & History 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000), 55, writes: "[I]ncipent revolutionary traditions, 
discourses of memory and protest constituted the counter-memory to the ever more dominant 
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journalists-in-exile were mainly supporters of Porfirio Diaz and Madero's successor, 

Victoriano Huerta. Former members of conservative political factions in Mexico, Julio 

G. Arce (Jorge Ulica), Benjamin Padilla (Kaskabel)), Santiago de la Vega, Rudolfo 

Uranga, Joaquin Pina, Amado Cota Robles, and Francisco Moreno headed north during 

the Mexican Revolution (Fig. 14). 

While Mexican nationalism in essays and editorials by Amado Cota Robles and 

Francisco Moreno in El Tucsonense gradually reflected local perspectives on regional 

issues, some forms of cultural loyalty to the homeland remained. For example, Liga 

Protectora Latina member and former Cananea journalist Cota Robles fostered local 

forms of cultural solidarity during a decade of labor and immigration reform in the 

United States. "In this unfortunate exile, we aspire to further a sense of patriotism and 

intellectual unity among Mexicans in this foreign land," v*n-ote the recent expatriate in 

1923. "I have profound respect for all who originate from my homeland and speak our 

language, especially a labor organization to which I once belonged." 

North American capital interests in early Arizona contributed first to Mexican 

American population increases and then to decreases due to repatriation and deportation 

of labor.While early twentieth-century immigration rates fluctuated according to 

seasonal demand, Mexican expatriates in rural camps and urban colonias infused local 

culture with regional narratives. Migration stories fused images of Mexico as a remnant 

official memory of la Revolucion coostructed and imposed by Carrancismo. After 1915 the 
strains of Mexico's counter-memory of la Revolucion became increasingly marginal, the property 
of fewer and fewer, disseminated in intermittent manifestos, a few pamphlets, books and 
newspapers." 
^ Amado Cota Robles, Tucson, to A.R. Cordova, Cananea, Feb. 8, 1923. Private archive. 
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of the past, the United States a gateway to the fixture, Mexico as a source of cultural 

memory, and the United States a sign of political rule. These narrative details in local 

essays often took form as lyric songs and border epics (el corridd), odes and elegies. 

In Mexican America, lyric poetry mingled retrospectives of the Mexican 

homeland with local critiques of North American social institutions. This literary 

• 22S impulse in social criticism included an idea stream referred to as 'Mexico de Afiiera.' 

The idea of Mexico-in-Exile describes an important aspect of resident and (im)migrant 

social relations in early Arizona. As a regional barometer of culture, the Spanish-

language press crafted a literary discourse that negotiated cultural status as a delicate 

balance between long- and short-term residence in the region. Mexico-in-Exile portrayed 

short-term Mexican American residents and immigrants as political refixgees — as 

constituents apart fi"om dominant society and as members of a society apart from ruling 

political ideas. The first quarter of the twentieth century thus generated notions of 

literary space, where exalted references to Mexico contradicted popular wisdom within a 

tangle of shared and competing attitudes about cultural and social authority. In early 

twentieth-century Arizona, a numerical minority of Anglo American and a political 

minority of Mexican American residents arguably shared some attitudes about Mexican 

On Arizona's fluctuating Mexican American populations, sec Thomas E. Sheridan, Los 
Tucsonenses^ 128 and 185. 
^ On the corrida as "a valuable index to popular thought," Thomas Benjamin, La Revolucion, 
50, cites Ernest Gruening, Mexico and Its Heritage (New York: The Century Co., 1928), 647, and 
Todd Downing, The Mexican Earth (New York: Doubleday, 1940), 232. Downing wrote that 
corridos fimctioned like "newspapers, movies, radio, since they fiimishes news, fiction, gossip, 
drama, history, jokes, political speeches." 
^ Miguelez, Antologia historica, 42, writes: "The term 'Mexico de Afiiera' came into common 
usage in the late 1920s when Mexican intelligencia, led by Armando Vargas de la Maza, Alberto 
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American culture. The rhetorical presence of this sensibility is evident in Discalced 

Carmelite P. Lucas de San Jose's civic address on Independence Day, 1918. 

That P. Lucas de San Jose's speech to the Tucson community was reproduced in 

El Tucsonense capably illustrates the growing individual and collective influence of the 

Carmelite brotherhood in Tucson. "I have been called to explain to the Spanish-speaking 

public their duties to this nation where they live and whose liberties they enjoy," he 

declared during Fourth of July celebrations at Armory Park. "The splendor of America 

does not consist of having invented something substantially new. Rather, the triumph of 

this nation consists of having assured true liberty in times of crisis in the Old World." As 

P. Lucas exhorted his audience to acknowledge and protect a tradition of universal civic 

values, he also addressed some sources of social disorder. "Liberty has two mortal 

enemies: fanaticism and corruption. Immorality maligns liberty. Corrupt or fanatic people 

have never had nor ever will achieve liberty." P. Lucas then turned to the role of Spanish-

speaking citizens in ftirthering the cause of civic participation while addressing 

paramount issues of his constituency. "Our Spanish race (or Hispanic American, as the 

case may be)," he stressed, "is neither well known nor regarded in the United States of 

America. For this reason, it is at times misjudged and underestimated." He then 

rhetorically addressed his fellow citizens: "No, my fellow Americans: you neither know 

nor value my race." P. Lucas challenged his audience to resist these ideas about Mexican 

Rembao and Rudolfo Uranga condemned the Americanization of Me.xican revolutionary exiles in 
the United States." 
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America: "But we must assume responsibility for this omission. I will not, nor must you, 

uncritically accept our being consigned to the category of inferior race."^^ 

Calling Tucson's merchant and labor leaders the largest, most esteemed sectors of 

the local population, P. Lucas asked rhetorically, ""Que tiene el pueblo americano que no 

tenga nuestro puebloT  ̂ Was it a lack of work ethic, morals, or family values that 

separated Mexican America from the pueblo americano or was it a lack of independent 

spirit? "We will never resign ourselves to servitude. Hispanic Americans, if you carry in 

your veins the mixed blood of the lions of Iberia and the eagles of your homeland, what 

then do Americans have that we do not have?" As social arbiter and spiritual leader, P. 

Lucas urged his public to cultivate a greater sense of civic pride: 

One virtue our race often lacks and yet is here present is civic 
responsibility, without which we sadly malign our race, our labors and the 
good intentions of our leaders. Without civic duty, our profound love of 
liberty frequently translates into moral disarray and civil discord that so 
often submerges our pueblos in rivers of blood. I hope you can, without 
losing your integrity, appropriate and assimilate this civic spirit from the 
American community [Literal translation, italics provided]. Then, this 
nation and this pueblo will value you and your contributions and God, 
who in all things human has the final word, will reward you. 

Ambiguous notions of race in this civic rhetoric demonstrate some subjective 

complexities of regional self-definition. Historian Linda Gordon refers to diocesan 

"Gallic, Roman Catholic version(s) of Orientalism" in Arizona that, like American 

outlooks, also rested as well on ideas of superiority, differently applied. Diocese of 

^ P. Lucas de San Jose Tristany, "Discurso pronunciado por el Reverendo Padre Lucas de San 
Jose, C.D in la Plaza Militar, despues de la Gran Manifestacion Patriotica del 4 de Julio de este 
Ano," El Tiicsonense, July 13, 1918. 

P. Lucas de San Jose Tristany, El Tucsonense, July 13, 1918. 
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Tucson Bishop Henri Granjon, for example, saw Mexican society as a kind of "rural 

Spain of old, somewhat mixed with Anglo-Saxonism and a relic of Aztec survival" as 

vukierable to the lure of Americanization as Americans who feared "going Mexican."^ ̂ 

Assertions of 'racial' collectivity in French Catholic racialism and Protestant Anglo-

Saxonism in Arizona at once generated resistance to discourses of inferiority among 

citizens of Iberian and Mexican origin. 

However closely definitions of Mexican American culture accommodated these 

many perspectives, regional political adversaries resisted and endorsed social movements 

according to cultural dictates. What motivated recent and resident MexicanAmerican 

cultures to challenge federal immigration law and local assimilation programs? How 

and why did each independently resist bids to control immigrant numbers and resident 

culture? How were shifts in political allegiance mediated by signs of cultural loyalty? 

How did resident and (im)migrant Mexican American social critics write about social 

conflict in Aztlan? Mexican American political and print culture keyed legal and social 

contests such as federal immigration law and local assimilation programs to an 

ideological rhetoric of competing ideas about social effects of cultural change. 

Journalism and popular culture together nurtured and expanded literary forms in 

Aztlan. Juan Rodriguez refers to little known or underestimated stories and custom in 

Mexican American popular culture as cultural conduits, "the culmination of the 

development of an oral and written literature that was part of the cultural baggage of the 

Linda Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 106-107. 
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Mexican subjects of Saxon imperialism in 1848."^^ Tomas Rivera "remembered what 

the people remembered and the way they told the story;" 

Someone always knew the old stories...Migrant laborers recalled movies, 
the far away and Aladdin's lamp. People retreated not only in chm-ch or 
with their families but also in gatherings where hearing and telling stories 
were avenues to other worlds. Tales of Mexican custom, of revolution and 
the fantastic united the past and the future. Imagination and sensibility 
grew, developed and expanded by remembering and recounting. 

In southern Arizona, discourses of memory and protest constituting the counter-

memory of vulnerable economic sectors sustained Spanish-language presses. Capital and 

human resources, however, differed according to region, resources, and training. 

Therefore, local references anchored long-term journals in Tucson to regional border 

culture and guided generations of writers and readers through decades of cultural 

conversation. Grids of time, place, and purpose in El Mosquito, Las Dos Republicas, EI 

Fronterizo, and El Tucsonense recorded Mexican American regional culture in early 

Arizona. Their broad distribution confirms the development and duration of border 

journalism in Tucson. Like newspapers in New Mexico, news content and editorial 

perspectives also fills in Melendez' "negative space of historical misrepresentation, 

cultural disfigurement, and dislocation." 

Juan Rodriguez, cited in Migueiez, Antologia histohca, 6. 
Tomas Rivera, cited in Migueiez,, 7. Hector Calderon, "Rereading Rivera's," 107, writes of 

Rivera's use of folk and religious beliefe and familiar cultural situations that with popular culture 
order daily life. 
^ Melendez, So All is Not Lost, 4. 
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Spanish-language jouraalism in Arizona 

The Altar Valley of Sonera before 1880 was a path of commerce and culture, the 

homeland of the territory's first (im)migrant families.^^ As these and other families 

traveled to and from Tucson fi-om their northern Mexican homelands, their geographic 

domains spanned two nations and two cultures, each laden with cultural forms and social 

norms. When wagons and rails ferried Euro American migrants into Arizona after 1880, 

cultural ties in Arizona and the Altar district in Sonera abated. As political and social 

transformations in the United States hindered mobility to and fi-om Mexico, the Spanish-

language press connected an international readership through the written word. In 

Tucson, for example. Las Dos Republicas and El Fronterizo extended cultural and 

intellectual ties with states in northern Mexico. Las Dos Republicas, for example, 

published news of mines, ranching, and commerce in Arizona and Sonora, and granted 

preference to original essays by "sons of this territoiy and of the state of Sonora."^  ̂ El 

Fronterizo in 1880 called into question the allegiance of certain Tucson residents in a 

published list of Mexican residents who chose naturalized citizenship under the heading, 

'"Americanos morunosr That year, F.T. Davila also denounced readers who renounced 

their Mexican citizenship in an article entitled, "'Exmexicanos"^^^ 

After the Mexican Revolution, Mexican and Spanish journalists in the Southwest 

aflfirmed ties of race, culture and language, cultural preservation and civic participation 

James E. Officer, Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987). 
^ Las Dos Republicas, in Miguelez, Antologia historica, 19. 

'Americanos morunos,' El Fronterizo, Oct. 31,1880; F.T. Davila, 'Examericanos,' El 
Fronterizo, Oct. 17, 1880. 
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among growing populations in Arizona.^^ Early twentieth-century labor issues in 

Mexico and the United States, for example, fiUed the pages of radical union publication 

Regeneracion (November 5, 1904 to March 21, 1918). Regeneracion also circulated 

short stories, novelas, and plays written by union activists for miners in Clifton, Morenci, 

Ray, Metcal^ and Bisbee. From the varied perspectives of Francisco Ramirez in late-

nineteenth century California to Ricardo Flores Magon in early twentieth-century Texas, 

editorial charges against worker abuse, discrimination, and police brutality anticipated 

dispatches from Madrid in 1925 printed by La Prensa about segregated schools, public 

institutions and recreation spaces in the United States.^' Journal views about persistent 

social inequities and cultural assault in Mexican America paralleled broad discursive 

channels drawn by complementary forms of public media, such as theater. As capital and 

culture generated social authority within the United States, conservative and radical ideas 

from Mexico mingled in uneasy proximity within southern Arizona. United in opposition 

to cultural colonialism yet adversaries with respect to its sources, loyalists and dissidents 

Mario T. Garcia, Mexican Americans: Leadership, Ideology, & Identity (New Haven & 
London: Yale University Press), 84-85. This surge in numbers between 1910 and 1920 trailed 
greater population increases in California and Texas. Richard Griswold del Castillo, La Familia: 
Chicano Families in the Urban Southwest 1848 to the Present (Notre Dame; University of Notre 
Dame Press, 1984), 71, argues that, before World War 11, cultural and socioeconomic distances 
between Mexican heritage and Anglo-American populations grew along with increased Mexican 
immigration and subsequent low rates of intermarriage in Los Angeles and San Antonio. In Santa 
Fe and Tucson, declining rates of Mexican immigration were related to increased rates of 
intermarriage. 

Regeneracion, September, 1910. Miguelez, 13-14, cites magonista publications: Revolucion 
(Los Angeles); Funto rojo (El Paso); and Alba roja (San Francisco), founded by Partido Liberal 
Mexicano member Praxedis Guerrero. In San Antonio, a 1925 dispatch from Madrid by Martin 
Luis Guzman in La Prensa prefigured Jose Vasconcelos raza cosmica thesis. Miguelez, 14, also 
writes the first written reference to the word "chicano" appears in 1911 mLa Cronica, of Laredo. 
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flooded readers with a range of printed matter, from religious chronicles to radical 

propaganda. 

Teatro de Tesis. Political exile and border activism. 

As the specter of global war, international (im)migratioa, political exile, and 

cultural upheaval increasingly blurred memories of summer feasts and holy days, urban 

commerce less frequently greeted opera companies, powerful tenors and exquisite divas. 

Instead, rumors of anarchy and labor unrest abounded in southern Arizona mining camps. 

Tierra y libertad, a melodrama written by Mexican anarchists Ricardo and Enrique Flores 

Magon, kindled labor unrest and ignited political resistance in Mexican American labor 

camps on the U.S-Mexico border. Despite opposition from elected officials and the 

clergy, Tierra y libertad in 1917 promoted the political platform for the Partido Liberal 

Mexicano and magonista ideas in resident and (im)migrant labor camps in Morenci, 

Miami, and Metcalf, Arizona (Figs 15a-b). 

As capital bargained to lower wages of unskilled labor in Arizona and Sonora, 

managers and engineers with worker members of the Knights of Labor, the Industrial 

Workers of the World and the World Federation of Miners reaped the benefits of dual 

wage systems in U.S. corporations.^"^ For example, W.C. Greene's Cananea 

Consolidated Copper Co. by 1902 had acquired surface and mineral rights to holdings in 

Mexico and also constructed private raU systems. Twelve miles of main and side rails 

with about 30 miles of paved roads thus connected company headquarters in Arizona 

with five mining districts in La Cananea, Sonora. There, company mines, timber and 

Lopez Aparicio, El movimiento obrero en Mexico, 99-115. 
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sawmills employed almost 4000 men — 54 per cent were Mexican, the remainder hailed 

from England, Scotland, Canada, Germany, Sweden, France, Italy, Switzerland, Russia, 

and China. 

While Green assembled his border empire in Arizona and Sonora, Mexican 

socialist leader Camilo Arriaga and the Congreso Liberal de Sa?j Luis Potosi in 1901 

wrote a liberal platform that anticipated modem social reform later incorporated into the 

Mexican Constitution of 1917. The party platform included resolutions on land 

distribution, an eight-hour day, the right to strike and liberal social programs that 

enforced constitutional rights of assembly as well as freedom of expression and the press. 

Since organizational goals of the convention depended upon discursive forms of public 

pageantry, drama and social commentary to promote and distribute its political ideas, 

these constitutional freedoms were vital to the collective goals of liberal party activists in 

pre-revolutionary Mexico. 

Mexican work stoppages to protest subsistence wages and dangerous conditions 

extended with time into the United States. For example, mine strikes in Colorado and 

Arizona between 1901 and 1904 stemmed from state law restricting non-union labor. 

The legislation benefited unions and management; miners who once earned daily wages 

for eight to ten hours of work faced state laws and company policy that reduced wages as 

well as hours. Armed demonstrations in Morenci and Clifton on June 2, 1903, brought 

Arizona Rangers, U.S. soldiers, and the National Guard to contain and arrest Mexican 

Cananea Consolidated Copper Mining division Manager James H. Kirk report to W.C. Greene, 
July 29 and Aug. 1, 1902, Robert Torrence Collection CCCC Archives, UA Southwest Research 
Center, Tucson. 
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labor organizers?'^^ 

Mexican radicalism encompassed a range of cultural enterprises, including 

printing and distributing popular literature defining class conflict as a flaw in the internal 

logic of political and social hierarchies, especially centralized government and organized 

religion.Radical essays and (melo)dramas cast social victims and tragic heroes as 

actors in futile efforts to correct these decadent social systems. Primary targets of the 

magonista press were all social ills caused by entrenched political office and stagnant 

labor relations, including military rule, censorship and uneven access to and distribution 

of the means of production (land and labor). These social defects renewed cycles of 

dispossession and exploitation, especially for humble ranks of Mexican labor. This ultra-

liberal stance was at insurmountable odds with political, economic, clerical, and military 

leadership in pre-revolutionary Mexico that viewed social order as a balance of politics 

and religion that implied domestic stability to foreign capital.^'*^ 

Tum-of-the-century Mexican national identity was an amalgam of liberal ideas 

Richard Gris\voId del Castillo and Amoldo del Leon, North To Aztlan: A History of Mexican 
Americans in the United States (New York; Twayne, 1987), 88-106, describes labor relations in 
Colorado coal fields between 1900-1914. Joseph F. Park, "The 1903 'Mexican Af&ir' at 
Clifton," Journal of Arizona History 18 (Summer, 1977); 135-46; Juan Gomez-Quinones, "The 
First Steps: Chicano Labor Conflict and Organizing, 1900-1920, Aztlan: Chicano Journal of 
Social Sciences and the Arts 3 (Spring 1972): 24-26, 29; Phil Mellinger, "'The Men Have 
Become Organizers': Labor Conflict and Unionization in the Mexican Mining Communities of 
Arizona, 1900-1915, Western Historical Quarterly, 23 (August 1992): 323-47. 

Armando Bartra, Regeneracion 1900-1918: La corriente mas radical de la Revolucion 
Mexicana de 1910 a troves de su periodismo de combate, (Mexico: Era, 1977), 90-91, cited in 
Oscar U. Somoza and Armando Miguelez, Literatura de la Revolution Mexicana en el exilio: 
fiientes para su estudio (Mexico: UNAM, 1997), 4. 
^ Valentin Gomez Farias in 1833-34 articulated a Mexican liberal program encompassing 
freedom of expression; abolition of clerical and military- privilege; restriction of ecclesiastic 
authority and separation of church and state; abolition of clerical monopoly on educational 
systems; and abolition of capital punishment. Moises Gonzalez Navarro, 'Tres etapas del 
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and conservative government. Mexican intellectuals and Liberal Party members from 

political exile Ricardo Flores Magon to future President of the Republic Francisco I. 

Madero shared ideas of social reform originating from liberal programs of the prior 

century. The Partido Liberal Mexicano was a coalition of social organizations dedicated 

to principles of Benito Juarez and the Liberal Reforms of the Mexican Constitution of 

1857 such as anticlerical political and educational reform.Liberal social criticism 

assumed increasingly nationalistic postures, endorsing ideals of Mexican sovereignty and 

condemjiing foreign political and economic intervention. Toward that end, Regeneracion 

established information networks with opposition newspapers El Diario del Hogar, Juan 

Panadero, El Colmillo Publico, Redencion, and La Republica Mexicana and also 

collaborated with opposition journalists Juan Sarabia, Praxedis Guerrero and Librado 

Rivera. 

The radical politics and journalistic careers of the Flores Magon brothers were 

aligned with the timing and contexts of their social affiliations. As heirs of a liberal 

tradition that by 1904 saw more than 200 social clubs in Mexico, they aimed to reform 

modem Mexican political culture. As social critics and political refugees, they also 

experienced the extremes of retribution for social criticism exacted by national 

liberalism mexicano," in La Palabra y el Hombre, nueva epoca, 52 (October-December 1984), 
69, cited in Somoza and Miguelez, Literatura de la Revolucion,, 4. 

On the radical liberalism of Ricardo Flores Magon, see Juan Gomez-Quinones, Sembradores: 
Ricardo Flores Magon y el Partido Liberal Mexicano, A Eulogy & Critique (Los Angles: UCLA 
Chicano Studies Monograph 5, 1977). 

"Objecto de los clubes liberales," El Hijo del Ahuizote (Mexico) Feb. 23, 1902, cited in W. 
Diric Raat, Revoltosos: Mexico's Rebels in the United States (College Station: Texas A& M 
University Press, 1981), 147. 
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governments. The magonista movement in the United States coincided with spatial 

movement of Mexican liberal ideas from Mexican (im)niigrant camps to Mexican 

American urban districts.^'*^ Since opposition politics in Mexico frequently led to arrests, 

indictments, and prison terms, liberal journalists often chose political exile in the United 

States as a militant strategy. After a brief sojourn in Laredo, the Flores Magon brothers 

distributed Regeneracion from San Antonio, where circulation along the border doubled 

from 11,000 to 22,000 subscribers. Within a year, exiled opposition journalists Rosalio 

Bustamante, Librado Rivera, and Antonio L Villarreal joined the organization in St. 

Louis, Missouri.^'*' 

In 1906, a pamphlet entitled "Programa del Partido Liberal y Manifiesto a la 

Nacion," circulated clandestinely in northern Sonora, Chihuahua, and Nuevo Leon and in 

mining camps and agricultural regions in the U.S. Southwest.^^° The manifesto reached 

liberal clubs in the northern and eastern states of San Luis Potosi, Nuevo Leon, 

Chihuahua, Coahuila, Durango, Veracruz, and U.S. complements, such as the Club 

Libertad, in Douglas, Arizona, and the Club Liberal, in Del Rio, Texas. The same 

year, Praxedis Guerrero founded Obreros Libres (Free Workers), an organization of 

Maria del Carmen Ruiz Castaneda, "La prensa de oposicion," and "La trayectoria poUtica de 
Ricardo Flores Magon," in Ismael Colmenares M., et. al., eds., Cien anos de lucha de closes en 
Mexico (1876-1976), I, 117-129 and 181-220. 

Sandos, Rebellion in the Borderlands, 8-11; Escobar, "Mexican Revolutionaries and the Los 
Angeles Police," 11; and Gomez-Quinones, "The First Steps," 28. 

Eugenio Martinez Nunez, Juan Sarabia: apostol y martir de la Revolucion Mexicana 
(Mexico: 1965), 114-115, in Somoza and Miguelez, 8-9. 
^ Armando Bartra, Regeneracion, , 44. 

Somoza and Miguelez, Literatura de la Revolucion, 4-11, attribute the June, 1906 strike in 
Cananea, Sonora, and the January, 1907, strike in Rio Blanco to the Partido Liberal Mexicano, 
along with rapidly-suppressed uprisings in Veracruz, Tamaulipas, Coahuila, Yucatan, 
Chihuahua, Baja California between 1906-1911. 
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Mexican resident and immigrant workers in Morenci, Arizona. From the Porfiriato to 

the 1930s, liberal presses in Mexico sustained government reprisals; opposition presses 

broadcast Mexican ideas about social reform into an estimated 450 Spanish-language 

newspapers in the United States.^^^ The radical platform of the Flores Magon movement, 

however, manifested utter distrust and fixed opposition to all governmental forms, thus 

distinguishing and isolating magonista ideas from moderate revolutionary platforms. 

Consequently, the Flores Magon brothers drew fire fi^om political fi-onts on both sides of 

the border. 

The Flores Magon brothers and Juan Sarabia were first arrested on October 12, 

1905, followed by a series of trials disrupted their journalistic politics.^^^ An accord 

between the United States and Mexican governments later compelled Regeneracion to 

circulate as sealed first class postal material with the effect of increasing circulation and 

production costs, thereby limiting readerships in both countries. One of many solutions 

to this dilemma was to expand constituencies through radical propoganda along the U.S.

Mexico border. 

Mexican revolutionary art and ideas linked Mexican America to a social gamut of 

political exiles in the United States, exacerbated class conflict and labor struggles in 

Cien anos, 323-372, cited in Somoza and Miguelez, Literatura de la revolucion, 10. The 
magonistas shared goals of social reform in political manifestos of Francisco I. Madero (Plan de 
San Luis Potosi, October 5, 1910), Emih'ano 2^pata (Plan de Texcoco, August 23, 1911 and Plan 
de Ayala, November 28, 1911), and Francisco Villa (Plan de 24 de mayo de 1915). 
Revolutionary manifestos demanded agrarian reform, principally through land distribution; urban 
labor reform, including an eight-hour day and a minimum wage; improved woridng conditions in 
factories and mines; legal protections for Indian lands; curbs on foreign investment; and enforced 
compliance of Constitutional provisions for elected presidential oflBce, especially term limits. 
^ John W. Sherman, "Revolution on Trial: The 1909 Tombstone Proceedings Against Ricardo 
Flores Magon, Antonio Villareal, and Librado Rivera," The Journal of Arizona History, 32:2, 
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North America. As these stimuli radiated north and east from urban border gateways San 

Antonio, EI Paso, Albuquerque, Tucson, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, modem 

perspectives about Mexican culture mingled with nostalgic views of long-term residents 

of occupied America and generated journal narratives of the Mexican homeland from 

"Mexico revolucionario" to "Mexico lindor^^ The Mexican Revolution also animated 

modem forms of political theater. Teatro de Tesis, a theater of ideas, presented militant 

radicalism through scripted performance that became proto-Chicano theater later 

described by Theodore Shank as brief skits and innovative performance intended to 

distribute radical political solutions and thereby incite audiences to act on those solutions. 

The style, agitprop, was short for agitation and propaganda. 

Tierray libertadl 

According to Mario Barrera, critical focus on ideological subtleties in drama 

ignores universal themes and mythic forms in dramatic works.^^® Tierra y libertad\ is a 

melodramatic form intended to craft audience responses through skilled dexterity with 

overstated (re)presentations of universal themes. As radical propaganda in dramatic 

intended to ignite political unrest, Tierra y libertadl merits analysis and interpretation as 

revolutionary prose as well as self-conscious propoganda, where Flores Magon opposed 

economic exploitation and exposed dynamics of class resistance in staged plays of power. 

Social critique in Chin-Chun-Chan and radical politics in Tierra y libertad 

(Summer, 1991), 173-194. 
^ Rudolfo Acuna, Occupied America: The Chicano's Struggle Toward Liberation, (New York: 
Canfieid Press, 1972), 155-157. 

Theodore J. Shank, "El Teatro Campesino," in American Alternative Theater (Grove Press) 
112 and Theater for Working-Class Audiences in the United States, 1830-1980, Bruce A. 
McConachie and Daniel Friedman, eds. (Westport: 1985). 
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communicated moral dilemmas and cultural values through action and dialogue. Where 

zarzuela masked social critique as farce, political melodrama unequivocally unmasked 

social ills by converting an arsenal of social types into an army of tragic figures. Rather 

than a gentle poke at a source of mild anxiety, political theater was a sharp jab at urgent 

social issues brought about by political corruption. Workers' anthems and abusive 

relationships in revolutionary theater replaced harmonic melodies and comedies of 

maimers. Zarzuela moved through acts unified by a microcosm of traditional ideas and 

behaviors. Political theater pieced together skits to inform audiences about radical 

remedies to social stratification and class conflict. This structural fragmentation 

increased a sense of impending radical crisis. Instead of comic figures, political theater 

characterized chaos and order through tragic figures adrift in corrupt social structures. 

Competing characters, conflicting moral positions and narrative tension in 

universal stories also embody Latino cultural ideas and social values. I suggest that 

fi-equent recall of particular stories suggests a pattern of long-term fascination or 

preoccupation with specific ideas or social issues in Mexico and the United States. 

Narratives of cultural integrity, economic stability and social (comm)union, for example, 

fi'equently contained local references whose dramatic tension expanded a story's 

emotional impact and general appeal. 

Mario Barrera, "What Gets Left Out," 170-176. 
Barrera, 172, writes that Latino films similarly draw fi^om stories of conditions particular to 

Latino society and cites Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces, 2nd ed. (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1968); The Power of Myth (New York; Doubleday, 1988); and 
Christopher Vogler, The Writer's Journey: Mythic Structure for Storytellers & Screenwriters 
(Studio City: Michael Wiese Productions, 1992); and Stuart Hall, "Encoding/Decoding," in 
Stuart Hall, Dorothy Hobson, Andrew Lowe and Paul Willis, eds. Culture, Media, Language 
(London: Hutchinson, 1980), 128-138. 
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Ricardo Flores Magon in 1917 wrote were "a magnificent means of propaganda. 

What cannot be obtained through discourse, newspapers, and books can be accomplished 

with theater."^^^ Tierra y libertadl, a political drama, staged an array of revolutionary 

motives through dramatic forms that, unlike zarzuela, represented radical popular protest. 

For example, the anarchist play disabused civic leaders of the sacrosanct status of Fiestas 

Patrias in stratified labor camps. Rather than exalt heroes of Mexican Independence, 

regional mining camps in September 1917 commemorated the second anniversary of 

Mexican workers strikes in 1915 and the fourth anniversary of the Partido Liberal 

Mexicano. In 1917, urban culture in Tucson viewed social disparities through comic 

social types. Mexican American labor in southern Arizona received dramatic doses of 

culture, Flores Magon style. 

Scene changes and dialogue about uneven relations of power, land, and labor in 

Tierra y libertad\ attack institutional power in the (Roman) church and the (Mexican) 

state through appeals to popular moral codes. For example, when young campesina 

Marta rejects the vile advances of hacendado don Julian and begs her lover to flee where 

the law will protect them, Juan declares that civil law does not exist; 

The Law! My Marta, the Law ignores the poor man while it levies taxes 
on his work. In the name of Law, the poor must surrender to Authority 
(Government). In the name of the Law, poor men become soldiers, and if 
their deserted families steal or sell themselves for food, they are punished 
in the name of the Law...The Law was made by the rich to protect the 
rich! 

Don Julian's confessor, Don Benito, symbolizes conservative if not imperialist 

Ricardo Flores Magon, 'Tierra y libertad," Regeneracion, Oct. 6, 1917. 
Regeneracion, October 6, 1917. 
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leanings through pretentious language, cloying elitism, and cultural betrayal and 

embodies competing ideas about Spanish clergy in Mexico. Radical liberal 

anticlericalism cast the Roman priesthood as a pack of charlatans who cite Scripture to 

warrant the trials of oppression. When Juan is arrested, he defends himself and 

workingmen from disgrace and dishonor.^^^ Cowardly Don Benito abets Juan's false 

arrest and urges Don Julian to act swiftly to avert an uprising. As the revolutionary 

drama unfolds, the priest persuades the rogue that the radical press is the source of 

conflict. Don Benito becomes a discursive voice of the radical press. Sensing labor 

unions might shatter class hierarchy, he predicts a violent end to prior forms of authority; 

For the love of God! I know everything. Now we must hide the truth of 
this arrest. I have recently noted the discontent of the people. They rebel 
against their landlords. The hacienda's peons have always been passive, 
but lately I have noticed sure signs of something brewing among the 
workers. A damned leaflet Regeneracion mocks our censors. The people 
grow more conscious, more critical of the Church and its Authority. I 
have tried to use the pulpit to return them toward resigned ignorance but I 
see that my words lack their former power. A rebellious spirit and rumors 
of revolution fill the air. ... Don Julian, I sense the end of our dominion of 
the disinherited. A social cataclysm is at hand; the people distrust their 
superiors and a new social order will result from rage that shakes the 
proletariat."^^ 

From this backdrop of haciendas and corruption, the theme of marginalized labor 

shifts in the second act to impoverished rural characters (re)presenting the play's radical 

ideology. Conscious that drama is also experienced as literature, Flores Magon exposed 

oppressive labor conditions in Mexico through social archetypes: Marcos and Rosa, for 

example, assail trade regulation and debt peonage; Ramon and Teresa condemn legal 

^ Tierray libertadX, 16. 
Tierra y libertadX, 20. 
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reprisals of labor heroes. As the commune first comprehends and then resists the snare of 

entrenched power, conflict moves fi^om impending rape to imminent revolt in support of a 

socialist platform demanding land to cultivate, water to irrigate, and an end to debt 

peonage. Dramatic and political unity coalesces around Marcos, the intended scribe for 

petitions for reform. Instead, Marcos chides the malingerers among them: 

Leave! (Fervently) The earth trembles beneath your cowardly feet. 
Leave! Return to water the fields wth sweat so tyrants can appropriate 
your harvests. Go! Your daughter's rape will reward your service, and jail 
or death await you. Those who do not openly block these crimes deserve 
this fate. You petition... (Sickened). Very well, then accept your gifts: 
slavery, dishonor, and death. 

As Rosa laments, "We have raised arms to destroy one government and 

replace it with another instead of eliminating power from wealth's grasp,Don 

Benito condemns Rosa and Marcos while he asserts his religious authority: "It is 

necessary to terrorize the masses with images of hell and demons. Otherwise, the 

rich and God's representatives on Earth would have to work to eat!"^*^' He meets 

confidences with hypocrisy: 

(Aside) Own land? Who then would work for the patron, the government 
and for me? (To all) Children, our great and merciful Lord put you on 
Earth to see how you endured misery in this vale of tears ... The more you 
suffer on Earth, the greater your reward in Heaven. (Aside) I'm tempted to 
laugh at these ties. If they knew that there is no heaven, they would seek 
pleasure on Earth and we who know nothing of work would suffer. (To 
all) Seek not earthly rewairds. Your patron and the rich administer 
prosperity for your sake. What would you do without them? Who would 
pay your wages? (Emphatically) You would starve to death! 

Tierra y libertad\, 22. 
Tierray libertadl, 28. 

^ Tierra y libertad!, 29. 
Tierra y libertad)., 29-31. 

^ Tierra y libertadX, 35. 
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An imprisoned Marco convinces his jailers to join the struggle through calls for 

solidarity (community) to rescue Juan (labor) and Marta (land) and to take the hacienda 

(social order) in the name of the people (anarchy). Actors withdraw as Marco's cry 

identifies the enemies of reform and popular ideas; " Death to the rich! Death to the 

fiiarsi Death to government! Long live land and liberty!" The third act shows Juan 

and Marta in separate jail cells. A corrupt jailer ("Who knows, I might become President 

of the Republic.") advises Marta to save Juan's life by yielding to Don Julian and 

convinces Juan that Marta has betrayed him. Don Benito seeks reward for persuading 

Marta to submit ("I see a bishopric in my future.").^^^ Believing Juan was executed, she 

yields to don Julian. Men, women and children sing the verses of the "Marsellesa 

Anarquista" as gunshots fire above shouts of rebellion. The anthem of French insurgence 

in revolutionary Mexico promised redemption, liberty, and rebellion; 

A la revuelta, proletario To the rebellion, proletariat 
Ya brilla el dia de la redencion Days of redemption are at hand 
Quel el sublime ideal libertario May the sublime ideal of liberty 
Sea el norte de la rebelion Be rebellion in the north. 

Dignifiquemos del hombre de vida Dignify the common man 
En un nuevo organismo social. With a new social order 
Destruyendo las causas del mal Destroying sources of evil 
De esta vil sociedad maldecida In this vile, forsaken land 

Obreros, a luchar! Workers, stand and fight! 
A la revolucion For revolution 
Con decision With resolve 
A conquistar We will gain 
Nuestra emancipacion.^'° Our liberty. 

267 libertadl, 36. 

Tierra y libertad\, 42. A jab at presidential politics and pretenders to high ofBce. 
269 Tierray libertadX, 44. 
^ Tierra y libertad!, 47-48. 
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Political theater stimulated a repository of dramatic forms in Aztlan read as 

literary text, as political manifesto, as ideas-become-action, and as cultural artifact. 

Class-based social protest in Tierra y libertad provoked widespread emotional reactions 

from the church and state in Arizona. The Flores Magon press intended that Tierra y 

libertad^. be seen as part of larger anarchist project that veered from milder forms of 

social critique. As lawyers and journalists, the Flores Magon brothers had no artistic 

pretensions beyond crafting attacks on corrupt institutions through dramatic works whose 

artistic mediocrity matched its incendiary rhetoric. Yet, based on newspaper accounts of 

calls by local authorities to suspend production, the play accomplished its objectives. 

In 1917, Regeneracion published a review of a performance of the play by union 

members Felipe Lopez and Emeterio Maldonado, in Morenci. According to the article, 

more than 5,000 people attended morning and evening performances. The parish priest 

did not share the audience's enthusiasm for the dramatization, especially scenes 

criticizing their "criminal conduct." The priest petitioned local government to stop the 

September 16 performance. Priests and magistrates assailed the work as immoral and 

branded the authors criminal heretics. When the judge resorted to a vote, the workers and 

anarchists won. When the priest excommunicated the gathering, they ejected him. The 

performance was well attended, despite torrential rains that ran from late afternoon into 

night. Wrote the author, "none of the thousands of ex-conraiunicants in Morenci has 

suffered a single mishap. These men and women are as hale and hardy as if they had not 
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been denounced by a servant of God."'^^ 

Reviews of the Morenci performance of the Magon melodrama, along with other 

productions of Mexican radical theater by Ricardo Flores Magon, such as Verdugos y 

victimas and Primero de mayo that appeared in Morenci on New Year's Day, 1918 

distributed and augmented Flores Magon cultural authority in southern Arizona mining 

camps, where staged narrative at times succeeded when printed narrative failed. These 

forms of early regional agitprop theater were counterpoints to conservative editorials that 

emphasized Mexican culture as impervious to intervening borders. 

Rodolfo Uranga carried this latter perspective from Chihuahua to Tucson and Los 

Angeles into the century's third decade. Uranga wrote that the homeland (patrid) is not 

only "the land, it is also traditions, language, religion, music and other arts, beliefs, 

aspirations, literature, custom, memory and many other things.""^ After 1930, 

deportations and repatriations dismantled these values in Mexican American colonias. 

Newspaper readerships also dwindled, causing many publications to accept 

organizational sponsorship that compromised editorial autonomy. 

Hector Calderon urges a radical shift from a literary history that "legitimated an 

autonomous self-sufficient Chicano tradition, an unbroken evolutionary line of Chicano 

narrative that descended from sbcteenth-century Spanish chronicles of the Southwest 

The dramatic works of Ricardo Flores Magon were published as serial editions in Mexico. 
Verdugos y Victimas: Drama revolucionario en cuatro actos. Tomo VII. Tercera edicion 
(Mexico: Ediciones del grupo cultural "Ricardo Flores Magon," 1924) carried an introduction by 
Librado Rivera and a price of $.50. Tierra y libertad! Drama revolucionario en cuatro actos 
sold for $.25. Regeneracion, October 6, 1917. 

Rodolfo Uranga, "Si tenemos patria," El Tucsonense, Feb. 22, 1930. 
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without any serious study of the national, institutional, ideological, or artistic affiliations 

of each writer." Calderon argues against views that Chicano narrative be defined, 

studied and ordered according to a historical, evolutionary scheme. Instead, he 

approaches (national, institutional, ideological, or artistic) forces of change that formed 

Chicanos and their literature in the twentieth century. This approach, he argues, 

identifies historical transformations that led to the emergence of a new group identity. 

Calderon asks, "Are Mexican [Spanish?] writers and expatriates traveling through or 

living in Texas and California [Arizona?] to be included among Chicano writers?"^^^ 

Americanization in Aztlan 

In Hispanic New Mexico, gradual processes of resident interaction adapted prior 

social and economic relations along interlocking fi-ontiers marked by continuous 

settlement, shifting trade, and developing fellowship. As Mexican social and cultural 

continuities expanded northward. United States politics and economies expanded south-

and westward. In twentieth-century Southwestern Chicano communities, the gradual 

Americanization processes through language, kinship, and customs noted by scholars 

such as Richard Griswold del Castillo and Amoldo de Leon reinforced Mexican cultural 

identity.^^^ Ethnic organizations also conserved group identity as assimilation processes 

shifted social forms and group activities to conform to changing social arrangements. 

Miguelez, Antologia historica, 15, cites La Voz Mexicana, published by the Mexican-
American Movement; LULAC News (League of United Latin American Citizens); El Fonimeer 
(G.I. Forum); and El Espectador, Berkeley, as examples of these forms of sponsorship. 

Calderon, "Rereading Rivera's," 98-103. 
Calderon, 103. 
Deutsch, No Separate Refuge-, Richard Griswold del Castillo, La Familia: Chicano Families 

in the Urban Southwest 1948 to the Present (Notre Dame: The University of Notre Dame Press, 
1984) and The Los Angeles Barrio, 1850-1890 (Bericeley: University of California Press, 1979). 
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Political alliances, social aflBliations, and lay religious associations likewise asserted 

surviving forms of cultural autonomy. However, incipient identities formed of both 

nationalist projects rejected both versions of ancestral homelands to confront the social 

reality of Mexican Americans in the United States, where regional cultural identities after 

statehood negotiated competing migration and settlement epics that expressed ambiguous 

sense of place and shared memory. 

In Mexican America, inverted definitions of 'newcomers' and 'outsiders' 

generated forms of individual regionalism manifested in associations between the land 

and the people and by internal reactions to external attacks on Mexican cultural values. 

Federal, state, and local assimilation programs also failed to erase anti-Mexican 

sentiment of long-term and recent residents in North American regions where demands 

for Mexican/American labor increased incidents of cultural racism. This pervasive 

attitude is reflected in essays as far 'north' as Kansas City, where El Cosmopolita wrote: 

How does [the U.S. government] want Mexicans to renounce their 
nationality, their true dtizenship in favor of a country where at every turn 
they are disrespected and unappreciated? How can people be citizens of a 
country whose press daily publishes falsehoods and shabby opinions about 
our beloved country [and] where our artists appear in films and movie 
posters as bandits and degenerates? How can be people share fellowship 
with those who no sooner hear the word "Mexicans" than they close their 
doors and hide their virgins?"^^ 

For first-generation children of revolutionary exiles, dual loyalties taxed 

intergenerational relations in the colonias. In Tucson, local and international coverage 

acquired greater importance and filled more space. More deliberate and militant 
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defenses of Mexicans in the United States replaced former conservative editorials in 

newspapers such as EI Tucsonense, whose origins can be traced to exiled Mexican 

writers. These contradictory positions also surfaced on the issue of repatriation. El 

Tucsonense, in Tucson, and La Prensa, in San Antonio and Los Angeles, alternately 

criticized United States xenophobia and accused Mexico of failing to aid repatriated 

Mexican citizens.^^^ Editorials in EI Tucsonense fluctuated between Mexican and local 

issues and by 1920 advised its readers to leam English and acquire U.S. citizenship on 

the grounds that new citizens stood to gain greater social status. However reasoned these 

recommendations, they were ill received by other local papers, such as El Mosquito, and 

770 
regional publications such as La Prensa, in Los Angeles. 

Arizona Spanish-language newspapers increasingly promulgated ideas of racial 

equality and denounced Mexicans ('e/ vendidd") who accepted Euro American claims of 

racial superiority.By the late 1920s, even nationalistic newspapers, such as El 

El Cosmopolita, Kansas City, Oct. 12, 1919. Milner, "The View from Wisdom," 219, writes 
that long-time settlers wary of cultural threats to eastern capitalists and federal law criticized 
newcomers and denounced outsiders who exploited state and local resources. 

Francine Medeiros, ^"La opinion,''Mexican Exile newspaper: A Content Analysis of its 
First years, 1926-1929," Ar/Zaw, 2:1, (Spring 1980), 65-88. 
^ "El Mosquito, " Nov. 17, 1925, (6) published a poem about pro-assimilation postures of El 
Tucsonense. La Prensa, Los Angeles, in January 1922 published several articles against the 
Tucson papers editorial position: "Americanization is a ri^t, but Mexicanism is an obligation." 
Cf. 'Sobre la ciudadania," an editorial in El Tucsonense, Dec. 6, 1921, (3), in Miguelez, 24; fii 28 
and 29. 

"Spanish," El Tucsonense, July 2, 1927, (3); "Spanish People," £7 Tucsonense, Nov. 22, 1927 
(3), in Miguelez, 25, n 32. On debates over white supremacy in Texas and the Southwest: Jose 
David Saldivar, Chicano Border Narratives as Cultural Critique," in Criticism in the Borderlands: 
Studies in Chicano Literature, Culture, and Ideology (Durham: Duke University Press, 1994), 
167-180. Saldivar, 179-80, cites George M. Frederickson, White Supremacy: A Comparative 
Study of American and South African History (New York: Oxford University Press, 1981), who 
defines white supremacy: "As generally imderstood, white supremacy refers to the attitudes, 
ideologies, and policies associated with the rise of blatant forms of white or European dominance 
over 'nonwhite' populations." 
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Mosquito, El Fronterizo, and, critics notwithstanding. El Tucsonense fired on 

controversial issues such as self-identification and dominant racial stereotypes. El 

Tucsonense also attacked cultural labels that erased Mexican culture fi-om Mexican and 

Mexican American citizens. In "Spanish si, pero de Mexico," A.V. de la Maza challenged 

the dishonor of external class-based distinctions that distinguished some Mexican 

Americans as being Spanish: 

Ignoring who we are and what we value as a people and as a race now 
compels North Americans to judge us with two measures. 'Mexicans' are 
rail workers, citrus and cotton pickers, lowly contract labor, ... Mexican 
professionals, (who) dress as Europeans or demonstrate some level of 

'7St 
education and refinement, they call 'Spanish.' 

Spanish-language newspapers in Arizona increasingly engaged controversial 

topics pertaining to local and national concerns as fi-ontiers acquired greater significance 

as borderlands. These transitions emerge in early periodicals such as Las Dos Republicas 

and El Tucsonense as well as Alicmza, a later publication that included articles in English 

and contained references to Mexico in its literary sections. Chicano literature is a register 

and a reflection of these processes of (}xp)rootm^(des)arraigo. New forms of culture in 

literary production claimed particularly Mexican American social conditions and created 

literary conventions such as Spanish-to-English code-switching and word plays and local 

imagery to describe specific ideas of culture. Twentieth-century heir of prior learned 

forms, Chicano discursive forms are trans-generational products of these reciprocal 

(up)rooted literatures and (re)routed cultural identities. 

A. V. de la Maza, "Bscs Spanish," El Tucsonense, n.d. 
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Social relations encode cultural forms in language and public ritual behavior 

where religious and lay leaders direct social processes of producing or amending patterns 

of public performance such as ritual plays, written tracts, and public appearances. 

According to Eric R. Wolf, these and other public forms of social authority power, 

cultural leaders positioned them as intermediaries of competing forms of popular culture 

that exposed, buttressed, contested, ranked and mediated power: 

There may be no inner drive at the core of a culture but assuredly there are 
people who drive it on, as well as others who are driven. Wherever 
possible we should try to identify the social agents who install and defend 
institutions and who organize coherence, for whom and against whom. 
And if culture was conceived originally as an entity with fixed boundaries 
marking oflF insiders against outsiders, we need to ask who set these 
borders and who now guards the ramparts. 

The following chapters turn to Spanish priests in Discalced Carmelite parishes 

located in southern Arizona that became social arbiters who renewed and defined the 

social boundaries of Mexican American ritual culture and to parishioners who numbered 

among those who attended the ramparts. These Catholic religious of the contemplative 

Order of Discalced Carmelites initially arrived fi"om posts in northern Mexican states of 

Sinaloa and Durango and fi"om seminaries in Catalonia. As liminal religious and civic 

figures, they (re)moved social barriers through religious practice, civic participation, and 

cultural fluency achieved through access reserved for the clergy. 

Wol^ Envisioning Power, 7. 
Wolf, Envisioning Power, 67. 
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Figs. 15a-b. Maps. Southeast Quadrant: Sonoran Highlands Mining Region, 1903 
Source: Linda Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction (1999) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CARMELITES IN ARIZONA: SPANISH RURAL MISSIONS 

"My dearest Father in Christ: Today, I take pen in hand to relate some 

impressions of America." With these lines P. Alejo de la Virgen del Carmen Coll began a 

November 1912 letter describing his journey from Carmelite Spain to his new post in 

Arizona. The missive to Provincial Vicar Lucas de San Jose Tristany, in Tarragona, 

chronicled a turbulent trans-Atlantic passage to New York and overland rails stretching 

south- and westward from Atlanta, New Orleans and the Mississippi River Delta toward 

San Antonio. "Thus far, I encountered an America true to images conjured for me by 

poets and travelers,' he wrote, "then everything changed." Mineral wealth 

notwithstanding, P. Alejo recoiled from the limitless and arid landscapes of New Mexico 

and Arizona. Far from receding, his dismay increased upon arriving in Sonora town, the 

Arizona mining settlement where P. Pedro de San Elias Heriz planned to establish a 

Carmelite parish. "I cannot share his optimism, since I could never have imagined a place 

like this. I sometimes think that Your Reverences have established our mission in the 

worse part of America." Determined to spend his life as God and his Order commanded, 

he added, "I know that these lines cannot please Your Reverence, but I will neither lie to 

you nor embellish my view of this reality." After this avowal, P. Alejo addressed subjects 

of greater immediacy: language, locale, and allies. "I will now undertake to leam 

English, for I cannot be effective in these parts without it. Yesterday I spoke with the 

Superintendent of Hayden. When he learned I was not the Superior, he told me that he 

wanted to speak with him so he could donate a parcel and five hundred dollars for a 
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chapel in Hayden. I forgot to mention that in Tucson as in Phoenix, we were treated most 

kindly. Father Enrique accompanied us from Tucson to Sonora."^^ 

Unmasked resignation and intermittent frustration about how to fulfill his 

religious vocation in rural Arizona evermore pimctuated P. Alejo's letters from mining 

camps in the Clifton-Morenci district to his superiors in Spain. Yet, declarations of raw 

devotion also aflBrmed the young priest's commitment to a communal vision that, in 

addition to relocating members of the Spanish Order of Discalced Carmelites then in 

northern Mexico, had transported him and others from coastal Iberia and Goa to the 

Sonoran Desert. These transfers took place precisely in time and space that scholars of 

Mexican America have framed within 'race'- and 'class'-based critiques of Western 

imperialism.Displays of Western culture at imperial expositions shaping postcolonial 

discourse about the internal colony as Orient in North America also resonate with P. 

Alejo's errand into the wilderness. And, while local formulations of Mexican American 

culture in frontier theater and border journals over time reflected the discursive reach of 

ideas about an internal Orient called Aztlan, Discalced Carmelite narratives demonstrate 

yet more specific forms of Mexican American cultural expression in early Arizona. 

Moving from frontier theater and border journals to regional pageantry, this chapter 

examines how (spi)ritual kinship nurtured Mexican American nationalism in Arizona. 

P. Alejo de la Virgen del Carmen Coll (Sonora) to P. Lucas de San Jose Tristany (Tarragona), 
Nov. 28, 1912. P. Enrique was probably Biship Henri Granjon. When possible, I introduce each 
Spanish Discalced Carmelite priest by his name(s) at ordination then refer to him by first name, 
according to the dictates of the Order. 

Juan Ramon Garcia, Mexicans in the Midwest, 1900-1932 (Tucson: University of Arizona 
Press, 1996) and Dionicio Nodin Valdes, Barrios Nortenos: St. Paul and Midwestern Mexican 
Communities in the Twentieth Century (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000) extend ideas of 
uneven social relations and internal colonization into the U.S. Midwest. 
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Cultural markers of Mexican American national identity in this chapter emerge 

amid narratives of intricate spiritual relationships within Spanish Discalced Carmelite 

parishes in southern Arizona.^^® In a transnational district redefined by sustained 

exploitation of contested land and labor, these relationships variously and simultaneously 

extended fi-om global seats of religious piety in France, Rome, and Iberia to fledgling 

Carmelite provinces in Mexico and the United States. The level and pace of shifting 

forms of religious worship in consolidating sites of cultural contact also telescope social 

responses to hegemonic constructions of national identity within a region redefined as 

2S7 well by statehood, regional expansion, and increasingly diverse immigrant populations. 

Considerations of location, fi-equency and scale — that is, where, how often and 

how widespread public demonstrations of national solidarity grew to be in formative 

decades of Arizona parochial activity — effectively demonstrate regional culture in terms 

of global (im)migrations that augmented parish populations and regional capitalism that 

drew^ migrants and ministers into specific areas of Arizona. For example, native white 

populations in territorial Arizona, including Mexicans, in 1910 composed about 40 per 

On origins and ideas of the Order of Discalced Carmelites in Spain and Mexico: Jodi 
Bilindofi^ The Avila of Saint Teresa: Religious Reform in a Sixteenth-Century City (Ithaca: 
Cornell University' Press, 1989; Diedre Green, The Golden Crucible: Teresa of Avila and the 
Western Mystical Tradition (Longmead, Dorset; Element Books, Ltd., 1989); Carole Slade, St 
Teresa of Avila: Author of a Heroic Life (Berkeley; University of Caliform'a Press, 1995). In 
Mexico; Ethel Correa Duro and Roberto Zavala Ruiz, Recuentro minimo del Carmen Descalzo en 
Mexico: De la antiguedad a nuestros dias (Mexico; INAH, 1988). 

Thirteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1910, 1 (Washington, D.C.; 
Government Printing Office, 1913), 65-66. The population in the U.S. increased by 21 per cent 
from 1900-1910. Arizona's population in 1910 was 204,354, at 66.2 per cent the largest 
percentage increase in the state since 1890. In June 1910, a Congressional act enabled Arizona 
and New Mexico to formulate state constitutions. Proposed in December 1910 and ratified in 
February 1911, Arizona on August 1911 received conditional Federal approval. Arizona territory 
became a state of the Union on February 14, 1912. 
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cent of a total population of 204,354 residents. Two years prior to P. Alejo's arrival, 

Mexican residents represented just over 57 per cent of the total and slightly less than 63 

per cent of the state's foreign-bom populace. England (8.2 per cent), Germany (6.4), 

Ireland (5.5), Canada (3.9) and Italy (2.5) together contributed another 26.5 per cent. On 

Arizona's southern and eastern borderlands, proportions of native white persons of 

foreign or mixed parentage in Pima and Santa Cruz counties and foreign bom white 

populations in Cochise and Graham/Greenlee counties each ranged from 25 to 35 per 

cent. In a U. S. territory headed toward statehood where the majority of native bom men 

and women were between 25 to 34 years old, the fastest growing segment of foreign or 

mixed parentage residents were boys and girls aged five years and under. Also in 1910, 

developing townships and labor pools in the state's southeastem quadrant contained all 

but one of the state's six largest cities. Therefore, in addition to a complex of growing 

urban districts, expanding foreign and native-bom population clusters in mral Cochise, 

Graham/Greenlee, Pinal, Gila, Santa Cruz, and eastem Pima and Maricopa counties 

increasingly encompassed proportionately large and growing numbers of native and 

foreign-bom laborers and their families.^^^ By 1920, copper mine operatives in Arizona's 

southeastem counties accounted for almost all of the approximately four-fifths of Arizona 

laborers engaged in mineral extraction.^^^ In a total labor segment of about 15,000, 

slightly more than 12,000 copper mine operatives and about almost half (about 5700 of 

Thirteenth Census, 2, 66-81. In 1910, Tucson (Pima County), Phoenix (Maricopa), Bisbee and 
Douglas (Cochise), Prescott (Yavapai) and Globe (Gila) were die state's largest cities. Phoenix, 
Tucson and Prescott populations increased 100.8, 75.2 and 43.1 percent, respectively, between 
1900-1910. 

Fourteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1920, 4 (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1923) 56. 
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13,000) of the state's migrant farm workers were foreign-bom, mainly Mexican, males 

between 25 and 44 years of age.^^ 

This early twentieth-century profile of specific southeastern Arizona labor 

populations also described particular Catholic constituencies in the Diocese of Tucson. 

For example, a significant majority of nearly 30,000 members of 58 Catholic parishes in 

1906 represented 66.2 per cent of the total number of Christian communicants in 

Graham/Greenlee, Maricopa, Pima, and Cochise counties. Statewide gender distribution 

in 39 of 58 parishes was almost even after two decades of steady population growth and 

religious organization. With an average of 191 communicants per reporting organization, 

Arizona in 1906 conformed to generally consistent national percentages of overall 

population distribution, religious organization and also of value and debt of church 

property, regardless of scale. Arizona territory thus ranked nationally at forty-eighth in 

terms of population and forty-seventh in numbers of communicants or members of 

designated religious institutions. National percentages of church organization, 

distribution, communicants, church values, and debts on church property also ranked 

consistently at one-tenth of one percent.^^^ 

These figures summon images of young and rapidly growing native and foreign-

bom Catholic population clusters located within relatively small but rapidly growing 

regional zones of mineral, especially copper, extraction. Taken together, they generally 

 ̂Fourteenth Census, 877. 
Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of the Census, Religious Bodies: 1906, 1, 

Summary and General Tables (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1910), 42-47, 158, 520. 
The level of U.S. Catholic populations in 1906 increased by 33.3 per cent and exceeded the 
largest Protestant body, the Methodist Church (32.6). In Arizona, membership in the Church of 
Latter Day Saints increased by 13.7. 
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describe constellations of groAving labor populations in Arizona copper districts 

distributed geographically along principle river basins forming natural markers of 

statewide social organization. At first glance, they also indicate that the fastest-growing 

and most densely populated part of the state also contained church populations and 

nativity rates that demonstrated regional strides toward relative social stability. Yet, as 

historian Mary Melcher noted in her study of minority motherhood in rural Arizona, one 

of five Mexican American infants in 1924 perished before their first birthdays.^^^ 

According to Melcher, Mexican American infant mortality surpassed Native American 

child loss, a fimction of 'social childbirth' that in Arizona took place amid poor 

sanitation, low rates of access to medical care, geographic distance fi"om hospitals and 

qualified professionals, rural poverty, and urban overcrowding. This poignant image of 

maternal and infant health among Mexican immigrant residents of agricultural fields, 

shantytowns, rail yards, and other encampments casts intermittently co-existing economic 

prosperity and consistently abject poverty into unsettling relief. 

The high desert river region where P. Alejo Coll began his religious labors 

encompassed the social terrain upon which the Spanish Carmelite community first toiled. 

Carmelite parishes in the Tucson diocese ultimately blended cultural expressions of 

national identity with public forms of communal worship. Spanish Carmelite 

^ Mary Melcher, "Times of Crisis and Joy: Pregnancy, Childbirth, and Mothering in Rural 
Arizona, 1910-1940," The Journal of Arizona History, 40:2 (Summer, 1999), Tucson: Arizona 
Historical Society, 191, cites Arizona State Board of Health (ASBD), "Shepherd-Towner Report, 
1928-1929," Children's Bureau Records (CBR), Record (^oup 102, National Archives and 
"Report to the Children's Bureau, January 1-June 30, 1925," CBR, Historical Statistics of the 
United States Colonial Times to 1970 (White Plains, N.Y.: Kraus Litemational Publications, 
1989), 57. 
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correspondence and publications with formal portraits and candid images describe ritual 

commemorations, dedicated vocations and devotional societies, ritual processions within 

religious precincts, Spanish plays in parish halls, and festival parades in commercial 

districts. As resident and immigrant rural populations gravitated toward growing urban 

districts, journals, diaries, memoirs, travel chronicles, popular literature, and civic oratory 

also generated local Spanish-language print culture, merged myriad cultural discourses, 

and conveyed local formulations of U.S. identity. In Catholic parishes on the margins of 

the U.S. Southwest border region, traditional Carmelite religious forms became unfolding 

and inclusive demonstrations of sacro-secular unity, social order, and cultural specificity. 

This chapter describes local public devotion in rural and urban ministries within and 

around Gadsden Arizona. This intimate portrait of a regional ritual landscape casts light 

and shadow upon prior cultural histories of Mexican America in Tucson. 

Located on the periphery of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, Gadsden Arizona was 

the last territorial acquisition incorporated into the penultimate state of the intra-

continental Union. Within this liminal zone, neighborhood streets and public plazas 

^ Primary sources in this chapter consist mainly of slightly more than 500 of 3500 
'representative' photographs taken during three of five dccadcs of private correspondence, 
published narratives and public references to Spanish Discalced Carmelite parochial activity in 
early Tucson and southem Arizona. Prior histories of Mexica America in Tucson include; C. L. 
Sonnichsen, Tucson: The Life and Times of An American City (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1982), esp. Ch. 3, "The Yanqui Invasion," 29-40 and Ch 4, "The Great Transition," 41-58; 
Thomas E. Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986). Patricia 
Preciado Martin and Louis Carlos Bemal, Images and Conversations: Mexican Americans Recall 
a Southwestern Past (Tucson: Univereity of Arizona, 1983) combined oral historj' and 
photography to document Mexican America in southem Arizona. On Sonoran Catholicism: 
Henry F. Dobyns, "Do-It-Yourself Religion: The Diffusion of Folk Catholicism on Mexico's 
Northem Frontier 1821-46," in Pilgrimage in Latin America, N. Ross Crumrine and Alan 
Morinis, eds. (New York: Greenwood Press), 54-68. On American spiritual geography: John 
Davis, The Landscape of Belief: Encountering the Holy Land in Nineteenth-Century American 
Art and Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996). 
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became mythic communal space and identified civic leaders as participants in developing 

forms of regional religious worship. Ritual performance also designated players and their 

audiences as members of specific cultural communities. Actors and spectators in turn 

marked the physical geography of intimate and public ritual space. Cultural and 

geographic networks fusing formal ritual networks thus produced the variety and 

ambiguity of regional Sonoran Catholicism.^'^ 

Dynamic combinations of site-specific worship in a spectrum of global religious 

reforms also wrote synthetic epics through transformations of real into ritualized display 

of actual or fictional events. To explain the relationships between theatrical acts and 

events, performance theorist Richard Scheckner visualizes a braided structure of eflBcacy 

(ritual) and entertaiimient (pleasure), where some ritual performances engage and 

mediate site-specific political, social and economic relations and group hierarchies, while 

others assume broader qualities of public entertainment.^' This "dialectical-dyadic 

continuum" of ritual/pleasure in performance variously describes perception and 

reception of public ritual entertainment in time and space. In addition to popular theater 

and journal literature, commemorative rituals were public pulpits of spiritual and civic 

discourse within which resident and immigrant Mexican American members of Spanish 

^ 'Sonoran Catholicism' here refers to a popular range of regional religious forms produced by 
blends of Yaqui, Mayo, and Tohono O'odham belief systems and Euro- American Catholicism. 
^ Richard Schechner, "From Ritual to Theatre and Back," in Ritual, Play, and Performance: 
Readings in the Social Sciences/Theatre, Richard Schechner and Mady Schuman, eds. (New 
Yoric: The Seabury Press, 1976), 207-210. Recent work on social forms of regional religious 
syncretism, see Bernard L. Fontana, Entrada: The Legacy of Spain and Mexico in the United 
States (Tucson: Southwest Parks and Monuments, 1994), esp. Ch. 2, "Mission and Colony," 37-
71 and Ch. 7 "Mexico" 191-221, and James S. GrifiBth, Beliefs and Holy Places: A Spiritual 
Geography of the Pimeria Alta, esp. Ch 4. "Native Christianities" CTucson and London: 
University' of Arizona Press, 1992), 67-99. 
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Carmelite parishes in early twentieth century Arizona reflected and enacted state and 

spiritual power relationships through displays of national solidarity and cultural integrity. 

Immigrant cultures during state formation in southern Arizona and northern 

Mexico manifested early twentieth-century forms of regional ritual culture within a nexus 

of geographic dispossession and cultural recovery.^® Candid images of resilient 

spiritual labors within specific religious precincts in the Diocese of Tucson portrayed 

these and other themes of Mexican American popular culture through public communal 

celebrations that for priests and parishioners in Arizona merged prior notions of political 

and economic isolation with mfluential ideas of social and cultural union. Sacred space 

of Yaqui immigrant culture, for example, shared this history of disputed lands, contested 

political boundaries, ambiguous social relationships, and unrelenting cultural change. In 

the early twentieth century, a broad and growing range of spiritual and capital labors 

coincided along the San Francisco, San Pedro, and Santa Cruz River valleys of Arizona. 

Photographic records of public pageantry reflected many combinations of public 

and private expressions of spiritual and cultural solidarity in Carmelite Arizona. In their 

public roles, formal and candid individual and group portraits with serial images of ritual 

processions and civic parades complemented journal narratives promulgating the 

religious and cultural import of community formation. As sequential testimony about 

how consecutive Mexican American religious communities shared and observed religious 

and civic ceremonies, photo images also conveyed intimate references to collective and 

^ On early twentieth-century dispossession and cultural recovery on the Rio Yaqui: Thomas R. 
Maguire, Politics and Ethnicity on the Rio Yaqui: Potam Revisited (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1979); Rosalio Moises, Jane Holden Kelly and William Curry Holden, A Yaqui 
Life: The Personal Chronicle of a Yaqui Indian (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1971). 
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individual points of view. They also authenticated the discursive momentum of regional 

Mexican American cultural identity in early Arizona. 

Discalced Carmelite missions traced a sequential arc of cultural influence in 

southern Arizona, primarily as European extensions of global Carmelite reform in 

northern Mexico, then as regional sources of revenue for Carmelite seminaries in Spain, 

and ultimately as local sites of cultural solidarity in southern Arizona (Figs. 16 a-b). 

Spanish Carmelite priests whose frontier parochial relations once reflected prior pastoral 

traditions in Spain and Mexico over time consolidated public forms of Mexican 

American ritual worship amid rural labor and urban trade in southern Arizona. These 

venues of spiritual and civic unity established regional authority through public displays 

of Mexican American national identity and urban consciousness in Tucson. 

Three intricate and integrated factors shaped how members of the Spanish 

Discalced Carmelite Order such as P. Alejo viewed their vocations in Arizona parishes. 

As a mendicant missionary sect of the Roman Church, the Discalced Carmelite Order had 

historically negotiated adverse geographical, economic, and political conditions in a 

range of global ministries. In addition, as immigrants to Spanish-speaking Latin 

America, Discalced Carmelite priests acquired and applied various forms of regional 

cultural fluency to North American missions. Lastly, these skills ultimately increased 

their staying power over decades of social reform in Mexico and the United States. 

Measured colonial experience, cultural fluency, and political caution derived from a 

range of personal experiences in global missions thus prepared the Order to negotiate 

new and known conditions in precarious areas of northern Mexico and southern Arizona. 
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Within variously overlapping parish, state, and national boundaries, Carmelite 

communities dynamically reflected local ritual forms. Ultimately, as rebellion loomed 

large in Mexico, the Discalced Carmelite Order consolidated local formulations of 

regional spirituality and infused local culture with new renditions of traditional ritual 

events. In February 1912, less than a week before Arizona acquired fiill-fledged Union 

membership. Diocese of Tucson Bishop Henri Granjon assigned the cities and towns of 

Winkehnan, Hayden, Kelvin, Sonoratown, Christmas, Arivaipa, Mammoth, Oracle, 

Barcelona, and, upon separation from the Florence parish, the American section of Ray 

mine to the Spanish Discaled Carmelite Order (Figs. 17 a-c).^^^ In November, P. Alejo 

became one of a commimity of four Spanish priests in Arizona and New Mexico whose 

skills and ideas derived fi'om training and experience in post-Imperial Spain, British 

India, and pre-Revolutionary Mexico.^^^ Institutional hierarchies, common cause, 

religious devotion, and mutual support in frontier missions mediated the broad range of 

clerical perspectives that the community of priests brought to their Arizona missions. As 

in other missions, physical reality at times ameliorated disparities in age, experience, and 

authority within specific Carmelite parishes. 

The history of the Carmelite Order in Mexico is important to the story of the first 

generation of Discalced Carmelite priests in Arizona. For example, adversarial 

^ Bishop Enrique Granjon (Tucson) to P. Pedro de San Elias Heriz (St. Helen's Church, 
Sonora), Feb. 6, 1912. Copy of original held in the Archive of San Jose de Cataluna, Spain. 
 ̂For descriptions of Carmelite influence in post-imperial Spain: Timothy Mitchell, Betrayal of 

the Innocents: Desire, Power and the Catholic Church in Spain (Philadelphia; University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 1998); in colonial India; Three Century Kerala Carmelite Mission, 1656-
1975 (Vemsur, India; Theresian Press, 1986); In Mexico; Ethel Correa Duro and Roberto 2^vala 
Ruiz, Recuentro Minimo del Carmen Descalzo: de la antiguedad a nustros dias (Mexico; 
UNAM, 1988). 
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relationships between the Mexican and Spanish priesthood directly influenced Spanish 

Carmelite reform in northern Mexico and regional expressions of Spanish Carmelite 

religious practice that extended into southern Arizona. Since provincial leaders in 

Arizona emerged primarily among Spanish missionaries with prior experience in the 

transnational region, a brief survey of Carmelite reform in Mexico is in order-

Mexican Points of Departure 

Late nineteenth-century Carmelite missions in the Mexican Republic of Porfirio 

Diaz balanced the rigors of monastic life with quotidian concessions to a liberal state that 

unevenly enforced post-colonial reforms revoking centuries of ecclesiastic privileges, 

social autonomy, and political immunity.^^ The Spanish Order of Discalced Carmelites 

with other sects of the Roman Church quietly responded to conservative concessions to 

foreign clergy dictated by small and dwindling numbers of Mexican religious vocations. 

Of contentious negotiations between Mexican claims to modernity masking class-and 

'race'-based social conflict and deeply rooted religious practice bolstered by 

Mesoamerican popular culture, Mexican historian Enrique Krause observes: 

^ Robert E. Quirk, The Mexican Revolution and the Catholic Church, 1910-1925 (Bloomington; 
Indiana University Press, 1973), 17, and Peter Lester Reich, Mexico's Hidden Revolution: The 
Catholic Church in Law and Politics since 1929 (Notre Dame; University of Notre Dame Press, 
1995), 8-11. Mario Cuevas, SJ., Historia de la Iglesia en Mexico (Mexico: Editorial Patria, 
1947), 450, writes the pre-Revolutionary Catholic Church developed new episcopates in Tabasco, 
Tehuantepec, Aguascahentes, Colima, Tepic, Saltillo and Chihuahua: "More dioceses were 
establish^ in the time of Don Porfirio than in the days of Philip 11." He also asserts that this 
'policy of reconciliation (Krause, 226)' owed a debt to Mexican chapters of Masonic movements 
in Charleston and New York: "Their efforts toward restoring domestic order during 
Reconstruction in the United States while creating and consolidating industrijil Mexico would not 
have been viable without reUgious order. From 1880 to 1910, the United States \vas set on 
'acquiring' Colombia, the Antilles, and the Philippines. Disturbing Mexico was 
counterproductive to [social] processes of 'annexation,' so [religious] persecutions temporarily 
ceased (Cuevas, 451)." 
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Consumed by their "fever for the future," the Porfiristas in power were 
contemptuous of the living presence of the Catholic past. As professed or 
sincere nonbeiievers—atheists, agnostics. Freemasons, or believers only in 
the Supreme Architect of the world or the goddess Reason—^they saw 
Catholicism as an inconvenient vestige of the past, an uncivilized symbol 
of fanaticism in a country that now prided itself on being secular and 
modem. But popular faith and religiosity were as old as the Mexican 
people, much older, in its rituals and attitudes, than even the religion 
brought by the Spaniards.^"® 

Although Carmelite missionary history in Mexico dated from 1585, just after 

reforms of Teresa de Avila in 1568, the circumstances of the Spanish Discalced 

Carmelite clergy at the end of the nineteenth century were precarious.^®^ Nationalist 

aversion to foreign clergy in late nineteenth-century Mexico hindered efforts to re-order 

convents transformed by generations of conservative and insurgent priests and by 

religious practice crippled by expropriation (confiscation of church property), 

exclaustration (laws against cloistered communities), excommimication (isolation, 

segregation of foreign clergy), and exile (expulsion of Spanish clergy).^"^ Lingering 

Enrique Krause, Mexico, Biography of Power: A History of Modem Mexico. 1810-1996, 
Trans. Hank Heifetz (New York: Harper Collins, 1997), 70, writes: "Mexican Catholicism had 
established itself as the primary force for Mexican unit}' and self-identity." Reich, Mexico's 
Hidden Revolution, 19, argues that conservative Church support of Diaz endorsed stable 
government and also motivated its opposition to the Mexican Revolution. 

Ethel Correa Duro and Roberto Zavala Ruiz, Recuento minimo del Carmen Descalzo en 
Mexico: De la antiguedad a nuestros dias (Mexico: INAH, 1988), 13. 
^ The Mexican Constitution of 1857 confiscated Church property (disentailment or 
desamortizacion). Subsequent laws nationalized Church property (1859), suppressed religious 
privileges (fueros), and established secular education. Known collectively as La Reforma (the 
Reform), these acts followed 1767 e?q)ropriations and redistribution of Jesuit property' and exile 
of Jesuit priests, 1786 Bourbon reforms to collect, administer, and distribute tithes leading to 
political expropriation of the Spanish Crown in 1821. Nineteenth-centurj- anticlericahsm in 1827 
similarly justified seizures and exp^sions of Spanish property and citizens. After liberal reform 
in 1861 and the 1867 defeat of Maximilian von Hapsburg, 'historical catechisms' of Mexican 
social critics such as Justo Sierra constmcted a unifying heroic discoiu^ that shared if not shifted 
devotion fi-om religious allegory to secular patriotism. Krause, Biography of Power, 228, credits 
Maximillian with appropriating Catholic emblems in public monuments to national heroes. 
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effects of mid-century efforts between the Church and the Republic to sever entrenched 

colonial institutions thus mediated tum-of-the-century concessions to religious authority. 

Modernist claims to the contrary, Mexican patriarchs and religious prelates in time not 

only tolerated but also mandated the presence of foreign priests in Mexico's interior.^"^ 

The Roman Church in Mexico negotiated a delicate balance between private 

worship and public ceremony in Mexico. Despite the precarious state of church status in 

Mexico, for example, public forms of popular faith and religiosity in Mexico in 1896 

coalesced around nationalist efforts to canonize the Virgin of Guadalupe.^"^ The 

Mexican Provincial Council, a highlight of religious convocations endorsed by the 

Council of Rome to mark this religious surge, additionally defined Mexican policy about 

Relics and regalia in churches and museums fiirther manifested these synthetic social processes. 
To holy days, Mexico added holidays such as Constitution Day (Feb. 5); Benito Juarez' birth and 
death (March 21 and July 18); a Mexican victory against French intervention (May 5); Manuel 
Hidalgo's birth (May 8); Diaz's birth and decisive victory at Puebla (Sept. 15 and April 2), and 
Independence Day (Sept. 16). About sacro-secular calendars honoring heroes as well as gods and 
their intercessors, Krause observes: "The religion of the patria never supplanted Catholicism, but 
the fact remains that hero worship in Mexico assumed the peculiar form of beatification. In the 
collective imagination, the heroes of the fatherland would become lay saints (230)." Yet, 
consigning modem Mexico to mere mortals in time concemed liberals and conservatives. In 
private correspondence to Diaz, Sierra later wrote: "...any basis for the political future imder our 
auspices that made use of your unsurpassed... physical and moral strength is at present an 
unrealizable dream...|T]he inevitable impression among men of state and capital in the United 
States, England, Germany, and France [is] that there are no institutions in the Republic of Mexico 
-there is a man (Justo Sierra to Porfirio Diaz, Nov. 1899, in Sierra, Epistolario y papeles 
privados, 14, Obras completas, 96-97, cited in Krause, 231)." 

^ In shghtly more than one century (1650s), 4,000 regular and 3,000 secular orders in colonial 
Mexico served less than two million (1,654,000) subjects (Krause: 75). 

P. Mariano Cuevas, S.J., Historia de la Iglesia en Mexico, Tomo V (Mexico: Editorial Patria, 
1947) 452-461. In 1896, a dedicatory inscription by Pope Leo XHI on the base of the image of 
Tepeyac attended by Roman delegates contrasted with the studied absence of President Diaz: 
"The ornamentation was an emphatically somber heterogeneous and exotic assembly (452)." 
Cuevas adds: "That Diaz neither attended the ceremonies nor acknowledged the Pope's Golden 
Anniversary were national blunders. Pride that Mexico was the only nation not to salute the 
Pontiff resembled the beaming mother of a new recruit who insists that her son alone kept pace 
on the march and that everyone else was out of step (455)." 
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Protestant forms of secular humanism and state-sponsored instruction and regulated how 

clergy would function in the social arena. The Mexican Provincial Council also defined 

the limits of clerical influence in the public arena. Article 398, for example, decreed that 

clergy should under no circumstances publicly engage liberal political issues at odds with 

Catholic doctrine and Christian law. Furthermore, priests were especially admonished to 

guard against public criticism of civil authorities in the press. 

By the first decade of the twentieth century, social markers of political stability 

such as public expressions of religious practice paradoxically kept pace with relative 

peace and growing prosperity attributed to measured applications of the Laws of Reform. 

Jesuit historian P. Mariano Cuevas writes, "Comparing the Masonic fi-enzy of Juarez with 

the detachment of Diaz, persecutions during the nation's youth in maturity incited 

extraordinary prosperity within the Church of God in Mexico. Instead of 1600, there 

were 5036 prelates; instead of four seminaries, there were sixteen, as well as numerous 

colleges, missions among the faithful and faithless, congregations and solemn cults never 

before seen in our land, even at the height of the colonial era."^*^ Many of these new 

religious leaders were Spanish immigrants to Mexico. 

The call for Spanish priests indicated renewed interest toward redefining or 

retrieving Catholic missions while reinforcing the number of clerics in Mexico. Yet, 

after a half-century of political reforms and ensuing decades of spiritual reconstruction, 

Cuevas, Historia de la Iglesia, 458-59, fii. 4. Chapter Vn, Title n (Decrees 166-178) of 1898 
Plenary Latin American Council statutes endorsed by Pope Leo Xin and attended by 54 Mexican 
prelates unanimously condemned and excommunicated chapter members of Latin American 
Masonic movements. 

Cuevas, Historia de la Iglesia, 460. 
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Roman missions again compelled Mexican resident clerics to yield religious authority 

and social status to foreigners. Major and minor members of Roman Catholic orders 

included a contingent of immigrant religious reformers from Spanish Carmelite provinces 

in Castilla and Navarra. P. Eladio and P. Carmelo, of Castilla, were the first of five 

priests to arrive after delicate negotiations in Mexico and Spain. Provincial Vicar 

Ezequiel de los Sagrados Corazones, of Navarra, also dispatched P. Pedro de San Elias 

Heriz, P. Justino de Santa Teresa Equileta, and P. Liberato del Santissimo Sacramento to 

Mexico. The Castillian clerics went to Orizaba, in the Yucatan peninsula; the priests 

from Navarra remained in Mexico City.^°^ 

Writing about regional conflict in northern Spain, Mexican journalist Justo Sierra 

in 1874 noted a pattern in religious conflict. "Nothing is more relentless," he observed, 

"than a priest who becomes a soldier."^"^ Heir and martyr of that religious conflict, 

Basque Carmelite P. Pedro de San Elias Heriz figured prominently in early twentieth-

century processes of religious reform in Mexico. P. Pedro Heriz renewed and restored a 

P. Eduardo del Nino Jesus Farre, O.C.D. "Los Carmelitas en Durango," in Revista 
Carmelitana, 4, Jan. 1927; April-July, 1927; Feb. 1928. P. Farre's Camielite subjectivily is a 
representative mixture of cautious praise. His serial narrative begins: "So as not to ofifend the 
modest among us, I must guard against any indiscretion (March, 1927: 115)." Farre relates how 
new priests encountered economic setbacks and lax standards after post-colonial reforms in 1863 
outlawed the cloister and celibate vocations: "This was a most trying time, for the Spanish 
arrivals neither could nor should have adapted to prevailing Mexican practice. After so long 
outside the cloister, elder priests lived with femilies apart from the churches and lacked religious 
devotion. With litde beyond a title and vestments to identify them, younger priests expressed their 
hostility, distrust and aversion at every opportunity." (R.C., 4:42, May, 1927: 179). 

Justo Sierra, "El Espanol," reprinted from El Federalista, Mexico, Oct. 22, 1874, in 
Periodismo politico, Obras Completas, 4 (UNAM: 1948), 385-386. Timothy Mitchell, Betrayal 
of the Innocents, 32-35, writes that reprisals against radical priests and monks who led revolts 
against Napoleonic rule ultimately led to anticlerical reprisals that led to a "domestication of the 
Church" borne by the lower clergy: "Hundreds of impoverished monks and friars fled to the 
Basque provinces, Navarre, Aragon and rural Catalunya, there to aid and abet the Cariist 
insurgency that was to hound the liberals until the mid-1870s (35)." 
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Carmelite presence in hostile Mexico by re-establishing prior religious communities in 

Mexico's interior and by establishing new missions in the north. Yet, sharp differences 

in religious practice between Mexican and Spanish priests in 1902 led Visitor General 

Pedro de San Elias Heriz to petition the Carmelite Provincial General for a Spanish base 

in Mexico without a prior Carmelite presence.^'® Risking local sanctions against public 

religious practice and nationalistic antipathy toward Spanish priests, P. Pedro resurrected 

Carmelite observances within religious cloisters in Mexico City and claimed parishes in 

northern Mexican states of Durango and Sinaloa for seminarians from Navarra. 

In a serial history of Carmelite foundations in northern Mexico published in 

Tucson, P. Eduardo del Nino Jesus Farre in 1927 described the processes of reformation 

at the Carmelite foundations at the Church of San Miguel, in Durango, the capital city of 

Durango and the Church of San Jose, in Mazatlan, the capitol of the neighboring state of 

Sinaloa.^^^ According to Farre, P. Pedro de San Elias first learned of thorny negotiations 

in the Archdiocese of Durango in his capacity as confessor and spiritual director of the 

Visitor General Pedro de San Elias Heriz to Discalced Carmelite Provincial General (c. 1902). 
P. Eduardo Farre, '"Xos Carmelitas en Durango," Revista Carmelitana, 4: 38 (Jan. 1927), 49. 

Due to state sanctions in Mexico against the cloister, priests died without replacements (Carmelite 
Mexico in 1899 contained 17 priests). As diocesan bishops annexed Carmelite churches in the 
Province of San Alberto to secular orders, Mexican Provincial P. Rafael Checa petitioned 
Provincial Vicar Pedro de la Madre de Dios for new priests. The Vicar denied his petition, citing 
a need for rehgious vocations to restore old houses in Spain. P. Checa thereupon established a 
novitiate in Puebla, which after a sojourn in Celaya settled in San Angel, Coyoacan, near Mexico. 
Farre writes that lax standards created ^^sacerdotes que llevaban habito en vez de sotana (R.C., 
4:41, (April, 1927) 152)." Provincial of Castilla and Navarra R.P. Fernando negotiated temporary 
assignments in Mexico for five Spanish priests. The terms: the priests would live in Carmelite 
Orizaba and Mexico City; when their tours ended, they were firee to return with the consent of the 
Provincial of Spain and the Vice-Provincial of Mexico. The Semi-Province of San Alberto also 
assumed all costs to and fi-om Spain: "Signed by both provincials, this document was sent to 
Rome and duly approved (Ibid. 158)." 

P. Farre, "Los Carmelitas," Revista Carmelitana, ran throughout 1927. On Sinaloa: Sinaloa 
en la cultura de Mexico (Mexico: Editorial Hidalgo, 1944). 
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Cloistered Convent of Discalced Carmelite Sisters, in Mexico City. Although diocesan 

hierarchies had long shunned foreign clerics, he convinced the Archbishop of Mexico 

that his leadership was critical to a northern enterprise. Asked about Discalced Carmelite 

practice, P. Pedro aflSrmed a commitment to a contemplative life in spiritual community 

dedicated to serving the faithful and, if requested, other ministries in accord with their 

vocations. When Heriz assured the Archbishop that they would live discretely and 

exclusively within their community, the Archbishop granted a northern religious base to 

the Spanish Discalced Carmelite Order. The priests from Navarra petitioned Provincial 

P. Valentin de la Asuncion to approve more assignments to install the new house. Heriz 

negotiated the institutional boundaries of the twin foundations in November, 1901. 

Spanish Carmelites P. Basilio de la Asuncion Delgado and Brother Simon de Jesus Fuste 

reached the port of Veracruz en route to Ehirjmgo in early December.^ 

Thus liberated from internal conflict about Carmelite religious practice in 

Mexico's interior, the Spanish priests began their northern ministries by increasing the 

number and frequency of religious services in Durango. Lacking material privileges save 

the neglected church of San Miguel and some adjoining dwellings, they restored the 

church and constructed a rectory with a foyer and three small quarters. Lacking money 

for the most basic needs, they depended upon local donations to provide parochial 

services and resources. Lacking staflF, they performed the most menial of physical labors. 

Despite severe poverty, they enlisted lay religious to install linens, bouquets and 

candelabra upon church altars. They renovated and restored aging paintings and 

P. Farre, "Los Cannelitas," 4:40 (March, 1927) 115; 4:41 (April 1927) 151-152; 4:42 (Mav, 
1927) 179. 
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sculptures and also repaired and displayed holy vestments. The church and grounds 

acquired improved and optimistic form and St. Michael, the Virgin's military consort and 

Prince of Heaven, "seemed once more to raise his gleaming sword" above the main altar 

of the temple. P. Pedro designated P. Basilio as vicar and returned to Mexico City.^'^ 

In addition to heroic efforts, P. Farre's serial narrative also recalled daily works 

and the rigors of frontier ministries in arid lands. For example, P. Basilio Delgado 

experienced the physical stress of arid Mexico prior to reaching Morenci in 1913. 

According to Farre, P. Basilio ministered to an extended and impoverished parish: 

For reasons best left unsaid,^ it was diflScult to provide unconditional aid 
to the sick, especially after nightfall. Under these circumstances, the 
pueblo approached the Carmelite Fathers at aU hours, because they knew 
the priests reftxsed help to no one. Some came to receive the Last 
Sacraments, others because they worshipped Our Lady of Carmel, still 
others because they wanted to receive the Holy Scapular before they died. 
P. Basilio often ventured to spread the word of the Holy Scapular among 
the surrounding rancherias. Years later, those of us with occasion to 
travel those very roads derived solace from the indelible mark his works 

-J 1 < 

and example left in the memories of those fine people. 

P. Basilio also acquired stoic acceptance of raw conditions and extreme exertion. 

His profound sense of duty, however, frequently exposed him to physical distress and 

abject poverty: 

We testify, for those who know not these works, that life in those parts 
was unimaginable. It is one thing to be under the protection of the 

P.Farre, R.C., 4:41 (April 1927), 151 and 4:42 (May, 1927), 179. P Basilio was Vicar of San 
Miguel, Durango prior to his 1913 arrival in Morenci. 

With this phrase, P. Farre alludes to rather than details sanctions against the cloister and 
religious practice throughout revolutionary Mexico. 

Farre, "Los Carmelitas," Revista Carmelitana [R.C.], 4:42 (May, 1927), 180. The Virgin of 
Mt. Carmel on July 16, 1251, appeared to St. Simon Stock and presented him with the Holy 
Scapular, saying, "(S)he who dies with the Holy Scapular will escape eternal damnation. This 
sign of salvation and protection is an emblem of peace and eternal imion" (R.C., July 1927, 226). 
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hacetidado and another to be in a servant's dwelling with no more than an 
old table and chair or sometimes a filthy bed that provided little in the way 
of rest. To this add meager meals prepared with the best of intentions yet 
served when and if possible, even if they interrupted work among the 
laborers. Add long journeys, firequently on horseback, with no other 
means of communication and transportation. Consider that he made these 
treks and endured these hardships with chronic illness that left him 
without the stamina to ride a horse and you have a brief glimpse of a 
reality much more severe than these lines can describe.^ 

Before his 1914 departure for Sonora town in southeastern Arizona, B. Simon 

Fuste assisted P. Damian de Jesus Maria y Jose in cultivating a religious following in 

Durango by recruiting lay members for Carmelite religious confiratemities.'^^ Due to 

increased demands of these and other endeavors, P. Gabriel de la Asuncion in June 1902 

assumed some duties of the parish, although ill health prevented pastoral works described 

above. The Spanish priests in 1903 instituted Semana Devota, an adoration society 

venerating the Carmelite Virgin of Mt. Carmel. By 1904, the modest church in Durango 

barely accommodated a large and growing number of lay devotions. 

This unexpectedly rapid increase in popular and diocesan support of Carmelite 

religious practice was not universally welcome. Farre's memoir alludes to rather than 

specifies the types of opposition the Carmelite community encountered firom religious 

and political organizations in Durango that denounced the Spanish priests to ranking 

diocesan and civic authorities. To temper these and other antagonisms, the Carmelite 

hierarchy in Rome assigned separate convents to Mexican and Spanish priests, effectively 

Farre, '̂'Los Carmelitas" 4:42 (May, 1927), 180. 
Farre, Carmelitas^^ 4:43, (June, 1927), 213-214: "I saw parchments listing members of 

our society and can afiGrm without exaggeration that the priests distributed more scapulars in two 
years than in two centuries" (213). 
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segregated the Order. The measures, however, failed to assuage a century of national 

reform, particularly in the arena of secular ideas.^'^ 

Along with conflict within the Order in Durango, relations between Mexican and 

Spanish priests flirther deteriorated as religious reform took hold in Spanish Carmelite 

parishes in the interior such as San Sebastian de Mexico and San Angel de Coyoacan, in 

the Mexican Province of San Alberto.^On one hand, Mexican prelates welcomed 

reform, alternately doing or undoing anything necessary to improve the Order. On the 

other, younger Mexican priests loathed the new representatives of Rome and Spain. P. 

Pedro de San Elias wrote to Rome, explaining that in his judgment only a general 

canonical visit might resolve the dilemma. Carmelite Vicar General M.R.P. Reynaldo 

Maria de San Justo designated P. Pedro de San Elias Heriz his Visitor and Delegate in 

Mexico, an appointment that led to further reprisals against the Spanish Order.^^° 

After contentious negotiations with Mexican priests in Durango, P. Pedro 

requested a Visitor of a different nationality, ultimately French Carmelite P. Gregorio de 

San Jose, to mediate among Carmelite religious in the Republic. P. Gregorio left 

Krause, Mexico, Biography of Power, 75, writes: "It [the Church] was responsible for the 
cloistered, scholastic, rhetorical, and above all, the intolerant strain in Mexican thought, evident 
in 1910 not among the few Catholic or Conservative thinkers, but also among the Porfiristas 
themselves, presumptuous about their Liberal lineage and professing the positivism of August 
Compte as if it were a new and in&Uible faith." 

Duro and Ruiz, Recuento minimo, 86, attribute the decline to prohibitions in the Carmelite 
constitutions against Indian and mestizo priests. Since at first the Order also excluded criollos, or 
first-generation Mexicans of Spam'sh descent, the work of the Discalced Order depended upon 
^anish religious who were generally reluctant to enter Indian territory ("fterra de indios""). 

Visitor General Pedro de San Elias Heriz to Discalced Carmelite Provincial General (c. 1902). 
"Under the circumstances, I see but two viable options: first, that we assign separate churches so 
Spaniards and Mexicans can live as they wish; secondly, that we create a seminary with strict 
obedience to our rules and that houses of Mexico and elsewhere become missions where rules are 
observed as personnel and circumstances permit (this is the smoothest way)." 
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Santander, Spain, on March 19, 1903 with powers vested by the delegation of the 

Discalced Carmelite Order in Rome. P. Estanislao Carait, who in 1921 would become 

pastor of Santa Cruz Church in Tucson, accompanied him. In May, P. Gregorio granted 

dispensations in Carmelite practice to accommodate frontier conditions in Durango. 

Seeking to avoid local resistance to a program of broad conciliation, he chose not to visit 

religious houses at the northern margins of Carmelite Mexico and instead met with 

priests in parishes near the Carmelite Seminary of San Angel, in Coyocan, near Mexico 

City. He then divided the jurisdiction, releasing Spanish Carmelite priests in Mexico 

from the jurisdiction of P. Rafael Checa, the Provincial Vicar. Divining internal 

resistance to his decrees, P. Gregorio on June 30, 1903, placed Carmelite Houses in San 

Angel, Queretaro, Puebia, Salvatierra, Celaya, Morelia, Toluca and Tepic under Mexican 

321 jurisdiction; Mexico, San Joaquin, Orizaba and Durango entered Spanish jurisdiction. 

P. Gregorio's assignment of Mexico City to Spanish jurisdiction yielded civil and 

religious opposition. In August, 1903, the Archbishop informed P. Heriz of a letter from 

the President of the Republic. Porfirio Diaz revoked the edict of the French envoy and 

returned Carmelite Mexico City to the Mexican Province of San Alberto. Mexican 

priests sidelined further efforts to establish a Spanish Carmelite presence in Mexico City. 

Farre writes; "When the Mexicans learned of these new steps, they delegated P. Checa to 

Nos, Frater Gregorius a Sto Joseph, secundus Definitor Generalis Ordinis Carmeliatrum 
Discalceatorum, a R. A. P. N. Rinaldo Maria a Sto. Jus to, Mexico, June 30, 1903. Duro and Ruiz, 
Recuentro minimo del Camien Descalzo, 31-44. Farre, "Los Carmelitas," Revista Carmelitana, 
4:44 (July, 1927), 245: "The separation inflamed Mexican priests, and their rancor created public 
scandals and riots in the City of Mexico. After a few days. Government Ministers directed an 
inquiry to the Archbishop as to whether the Spanish priests occupied the Temple in Mexico City 
with his approval. With this first blow they hoped to intimidate the priests and the Archbishop. 
Fearing the impending storm, P. Gr^orio in no time departed for Orizaba and Veracruz." 
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inform the Archbishop that awarding any church to the Spanish priests courted state 

reprisals. God must have pardoned this poor man the discord he sowed. No doubt a lack 

of reflection and a desire to placate his compatriots led to the ill will he harbored for the 

very priests he had summoned."^^^ 

Separate jurisdiction between Spanish and Mexican priests also split the clergy in 

the northern states. Provincial Visitor P. Martin de la Sgda. Familia, accompanied by 

M.R.P. Lucas de San Jose Tristany, in 1904 claimed the Durango foundation in the name 

of Spanish Carmelite Valencia. P. Gabriel then left Durango for Orizaba and P. Lucas 

de San Jose, new vicar of the Church of San Miguel and future leader of Carmelite 

Arizona, learned local custom in urban and outlying ranching districts of his new parish. 

How the Spanish Carmelites managed rapid growth and sudden transitions in Durango 

while honoring administrative imperatives in Spain and Mexico foreshadowed similar 

events in Arizona. For example, carefully constructed institutional infrastructures at once 

navigated oppositional political and ecclesiastic waters while mapping specific economic 

and social relationships within new parishes. Moreover, as the priests encountered and 

influenced new site-specific forms of religious worship, Carmelite material culture such 

as religious architecture, vestments and ornamentation in rural and urban precincts also 

reflected skilled confluences of Spanish ritual regalia, local imagery and materials, and 

shared visions of sacred space. 

Suggesting their eventual acceptance of local knowledge about these religious 

forms, Farre indicates that Visitor P. Martin then failed to consider the regional 

^ Farre, """Los Carmelitas" R.C. (July, 1927) 246. 
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specificity of a proposed church and convent set apart from San \Cguel. "Though the 

subject was discussed during the visit," he noted, "some suggestions were made that, as 

might be expected, included foolish ideas by someone who because of his authority 

believed his the most capable opinion. Yet, because he knew nothing of the environment 

and was in the city for such a short time, he was the least qualified to draw the plans."^^ 

The proposed church complex including citrus groves and fiuit orchards subsequently 

failed. After negotiating a loan for the land, influential patrons of another church 

persuaded the Bishop to withhold permission to begin construction.^^'* 

In 1904, P. Ezequiel del Santissimo Sacramento de Jesus in Rome urged P. Pedro 

de San Elias and the priests from Navarra and Castilla to honor their missions in the 

Republic. "It serves no purpose to provoke discussion with the Mexican fathers," he 

wrote. "Grant them peace and work silently, not to bring them to strict observance of our 

Rules but rather to prepare houses wherever they are and by whatever means to gradually 

achieve restoration." In 1909, P. Pedro's petition to the Archbishop of San Francisco, 

California, for admittance into the Archdiocese described the Spanish Carmelite 

community as refugees from Mexico disposed to serve among English and Spanish-

speaking subjects in the United States as confessors, ministers, and missionaries.^^^ 

Farre, '̂Los Carmelitas" (Aug. 1927), 281. 
Farre,"Zoj Carmelitas,"'' 282. "It's not hard to see how an active church might intimidate 

another that often closed its doors to the public. All parties were justifiably upset. I understand 
there was a private polemic between P. Lucas and Sr. Lopez citing canon and pontifical law 
regarding the (il)legalities of the new construction. While admirably contained (it was mentioned 
in no newspaper or magazine), the debate was not so private. Despite vast outlays of time and 
energy, the project &iled not by the weight of reason but by the power of influence" (282). 
^ V. Provincialis Fr. Petrus a Sto. Elia C.D. to Dmo. Ac Revmo. Domino Archiepiscopo, S. 
Francisco, Gal. July 12, 1909. Heriz's efforts in California failed due to delayed approvals from 
Rome. 
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In addition to Spanish and Mexican expatriates and labor leaders, Yaqui refugees 

from revolutionary Sonora settied along the Santa Cruz and extended toward Guadalupe 

township, located just north of the Gila River near Phoenix. These (im)migrations 

extended geographical boundaries of Yaqui mythic space and concentrated regional 

forms of Yaqui Catholicism within small chapels in Spanish Carmelite parishes, such as 

the Chapel of Santa Rosa de Lima, in Tucson. As diocesan assigrmients included 

missions in Yaqui settlements along the northernmost banks of the Santa Cruz River from 

Tucson to Picacho, Carmelite parishes consolidated a rapidly intensifying, constantly 

expamding, swiftly escalating lattice of regional parochial networks within similarly 

mushrooming labor contexts in Arizona's southeastern quadrant.In addition to 

constructing churches in Florence and Superior in south-central Arizona, Carmelite 

missions in southeastern Arizona by 1915 extended westward toward camps and 

townships in Metcalf, Globe, Ray, and Barcelona, in Graham and Gila counties. On the 

Santa Cruz River in south-central Pima County, Carmelite parishes in Tucson provided 

an urban base for this diagonal network of regional parishes. Geographic space 

Evelyn Hu-DeHart, Missionaries, Miners and Indians: Spanish Contact with the Yaqui nation 
of Northwestern new Spain, 1522-1820 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1981) and Yaqui 
Resistance and Survival: the Struggle for Land and Autonomy, 1821-1910 (Madison; University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1984), 163; Thomas McGuire, Politics and Ethnicity on the Rio Yaqui: 
Potam Revisited (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1986), 481; Edward Spicer, The Yaquis: A 
Cultural History (Tucson: University' of Arizona, 1980), 135-141, 162-170, and "Potam: A Yaqui 
Village in Sonora," American Anthropological Association Memoir, 77 (Menasha, Wis., 1954), 
126. University of Arizona Special Collection: Guadalupe Townsite Papers, 1910(?)-1954 and 
journal accounts, 1902-1927. 

Arizona's Mexican population grew from 88,476 in 1920 to 114,173 in 1930. U.S Census 
Bureau, Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
OfiBce, 1933), 27. 
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demarcated by Arizona river systems and railways thus marked the regional parochial 

precinct of Spanish Carmelite parishes in the Tucson Diocese. 

Spanish, Mexican and Yaqui Christianity also defined cultural contexts of public 

presentations of ritual space. For example, a memorized script of a Yaqui pastorela 

entitled "Pastorel para el nacimiento de Nuestro Senor," appears to have traveled from 

the Valle del Yaqui, in Sonora to Guadalupe, Arizona, with a maestro, or ritual leader 

assigned to guide ritual programs according to the ceremonial calendar. The script 

phonetically transcribed traditional Spanish pastorela verses interspersed with Yaqui 

songs. Iberian and Indian oral traditions melded Spanish ritual and indigenous oral 

history and acquired meaning according to what was understood as well as what was 

intended. The play, which initiated a liturgical cycle from nativity to crucifixion, 

conforms to a New World spectrum of Christian reenactments. In field work among the 

Opata in the states of Sonora and Sinaloa in northwestern Mexico, Anita Louise 

Alvaradao demonstrated that this ceremonial dynamic can be traced to Catalonia and the 

Basque region (per)formative Old World models of regional ceremonial ritual.^^^ 

Arizona Points of Arrival 

Spanish Carmelites left Mexico to evade religious persecution and civil sanctions. 

Like other (im)migrants to the U.S.-Mexico (trans)national border region, however, their 

flight firom a precarious existence in Mexico led to a wobbly realm of capitalist 

I have not been able to relocate this play, formerly contained in the UA Southwest Folklore 
Center Archives of UA Special Collections. Anita Louise Alvarado, Catalan Holy Week 
Ceremonies. Catholic Ideology, and Culture Change in the Spanish Colonial Empire, Ph.D. 
Dissertation (University of Arizona, 1974) 171, correlates Easter ceremonies in Sonoran Mexico 
with Catalonian folk practice that also figured in Carmelite passion plays in early Arizona. 
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development and labor unrest in Arizona.^^ A search for safe harbor after decades of 

northward movement took the religious order from the political frying pan in Mexico's 

interior into the ideological fire of the north. In 1911, as local Mexican parishes 

increasingly mirrored provincial and diocesan turmoil, national conflict engulfed 

Carmelite strongholds in northern Mexico. P. Pedro Heriz, now in Mazatlan as adjunct to 

the new Semi-Province of San Jose de Catalonia, traveled to the Diocese of Tucson to 

petition French Bishop Henri Granjon for another base of operations through an 

intermediary, F. Virgil Genevrier.^^" Seeking Catholic priests for growing immigrant 

populations in southern Arizona mining districts. Bishop Granjon granted his petition to 

settle in the Tucson diocese. From these urgent beginnings, the Spanish Discalced 

Carmelite Order constructed pastoral ministries amid growing constituencies in copper 

towns, cotton fields, and outlying ranches in the southeastern reaches of the state. 

Harris Weinstcxjk, Report on the Labor Laws and Labor Conditions of Foreign Countries in 
Relation to Strikes and Lockouts (Sacramento: W. W. Shannon, Superintendent of State Printing, 
1910); John S. Gambs, The Decline of the L W. W. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1932), 
21-53; Thomas E. Sheridan, Arizona: A History (Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 1995), 
63-66 and 161-167. James R. Kluger, Clifion-Morenci Strike: Labor Difficulty in Arizona, 1915-
1916 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1970) writes Arizona labor-management relations in 
copper mining districts as comparatively lacking in union clashes, property destruction, physical 
violence or casualties. Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, writes the social history in 
Arizona copper mining zones as constellations of intemecine class conflict and racial war&re. 

P. Pedro Heriz to Bishop Henri Granjon, Oct. 29, 1911 and F. Anastacio Font, Carmelites 
among Miners (Tucson; The Discalced Fathers of California, 1991) 11. F. Genevrier appears on 
a list of priests found in the baptismal record books at S. Augustine's Cathedral (Diocese of 
Tucson Research Center, St. Augustine Box). 

'T)iscalced Carmelite Fathers of Arizona Jubilee, 1912-1962," n.d. Linda Gordon, The Great 
Arizona Orphan Abduction, 81, writes that upon U.S. annexation, a negotiated division of 
territor>' gave jurisdiction over southwestern lands to the St. Louis see and the French clergy, who 
distrusted Mexican pastors: "As eight new dioceses were created in the area, from Galveston in 
1847 to Tucson in 1897, the clergy continued nearly 100 per cent European, mainly French." 
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This spiritual pilgrimage in search of sanctuary and secure networks of religious 

practice ultimately drew the Carmelite priests toward politically- and economically- and 

therefore socially- and culturally-volatile areas of southeastern Arizona, where their 

visionary intellects rapidly activated diocesan efforts to form new parishes.^^^ Although 

they composed a numerical minority in a secular diocese, Carmelite priests made 

unusually swift diocesan inroads into Arizona at a precise time of social adaptation, and 

adjustment. Shifting forms of social and religious status in the parishes coincided with 

transitional political and economic environments within urban working-class 

neighborhoods in Tucson. These factors; social and religious status predicated on public 

avowals of cultural solidarity; cultural effects of capital gains and organized labor; and 

Carmelite religious organization drew a broad discursive circumference around 

developing church and state institutional boundaries in Arizona during early statehood. 

Explosive growth, extractive consumption of land, labor, and ideas in the 

Arizona-Sonora borderlands and beyond reflected shifts in power relations, property 

distribution, institutional loyalties, and regional economies. Civic status derived fi^om 

religious influence similarly transformed the priests of Carmelite Arizona through 

informed conduct, prolonged contact and vast investments of time and human resources, 

discipline and physical energy. While not all the priests considered themselves to be at 

precisely the right place in time, conscientious spiritual leadership served large and 

growing Catholic constituencies by engaging a growing range of regional Mexican 

American cultural forms in Arizona just prior to and directly after statehood. As 

Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 106. 
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twentieth-century additions to diocesan manpower, their long-term presence reflected 

general increases in national and statewide efforts to address the spiritual needs of 

Catholic Arizona reflected in sustained financial and material support fi"om the Catholic 

Church Extension Society of the United States of America, in Chicago.^^^ 

The preliminary pace of the small contingent of religious refugees in Arizona was 

remarkable. In early January 1912, for example, P. Pedro occupied a small room that 

alternately served as home, sacristy and oflBce in Winkleman, located near the San Pedro 

River in Gila County. "I'm making slow progress here," he wrote P. Lucas, in Tarragona. 

"The pueblo of Winkelman collected one hundred dollars and although nothing is 

definite, I bought two parcels measuring 125 square feet fi-om Varela and Company for 

two hundred dollars." From this first base, he ministered to Catholic populations in 

Sonora, Hayden, Christmas, and Kelvin. "I travel to Hayden by train every weekday and 

return on foot to prepare about 55 children for their first communions. I now have a rail 

pass fi-om here to Ray, where we have begun to make adobes for the church, which will 

be built on the land you visited. It is well situated and will measure 65 by 25 feet. Its 

second story will be reserved for the priest and sacristan. The church will cost a total of 

$15,500 and will take one month to build. 

P. Pedro also informed his Superior that he had written to Durango and Mazatlan 

to offer positions in the Arizona parish to priests who remained in the Mexico missions. 

For example. The Catholic Church Extension Society of the United States of America to Rev. 
Peter Heriz, D.C. on May 3, 1915 acknowledged an April request for church goods for St. 
Theresa's Church, in Ray. Arizona Carmelite Correspondence, 1915 folder, Hermanos Descalzos 
de la Orden de la Bienaventurada Virgen Maria del Monte, [Hermanos Descalzos], Barcelona 
^ P. Pedro de San Elias (Winkelman) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tarragona) April 23, 1912, 
Hermanos Descalzos, Barcelona. 
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"They haven't responded yet, but I understand that they are safe for now. I believe this 

Revolution will fail to disrupt the populace. They will not, cannot attack the church or 

foreigners, therefore I'm certain the clergy are safe."^^^ By late summer, P. Heriz was in 

Sonora town preparing to receive Carmelite exiles from social revolution and religious 

conflict in Mexico. In November, as P. Alejo de la Virgen del Carmen moved to Sonora, 

P. Jose Maria Mele left the Carmelite convent in Ma2atlan for the Sonora mission. Within 

a year, P. Mele relocated to Sacred Heart Parish in Clifton, in Greenlee County bordering 

New Mexico (Figs. 18a-c). Within four years, he had replaced the small wooden church 

under his care with a brick structure where he served as pastor until November 1942. 

In March 1913, P. Pascasio Heriz started a parish in Hayden and a mission in 

Feldman, near Winkleman. In May, P. Coll left Sonora for Morenci, where he served 

until 1921. In June, Bishop Henri Granjon formally assigned parishes in Morenci, 

Metcalf^ and Duncan to the Spanish order. Situated along the Gila and San Francisco 

rivers and Chase Creek in Greenlee County, these mine towns connected with the New 

Mexico and Arizona Railroad at Guthrie. The rail spur veered eastward along the border, 

crossing southern New Mexico through Lordsburg and leading to El Paso and Ciudad 

Juarez toward Mexico. West of Lordsburg, the rails connected to the Northern Railroad 

serving Solomonville and Globe-NCami mining camps and to the Southern Pacific 

Railroad headed to Tucson. Just as rails and rivers connected mining camps and 

agricultural fields to company headquarters in southeastern Arizona, rails and roads knit 

local priests to regional parishes. In 1914, P. Modesto settled Holy Family parish, in 

P. Pedro de San EUas (Winkelman) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tarragona) April 23, 1912, 
Hemianos Descalzos, Barcelona. 
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Tucson. Catholic populations in southwestern Arizona also called P. Pedro Heriz to 

Florence, in Pinal County. This extensive parish included mission chapels in Casa 

Grande, Illinois, Superior, Picacho, and Oracle. 

As principal social agents and cultural arbiters, Spanish Carmelite ministries 

activated and transfused regional Spanish-language ritual and print culture through 

specific discursive venues, such as ritual pageantry, civic oratory, and descriptive 

narrative. Public ceremonial processions, for example, demonstrate how local Carmelite 

ritual forms contributed to the broader networks civil and religious pageantry in the 

United States. In Tucson, local papers reported these events along with popular hymns 

and (bi)national anthems celebrating local fusions of Mexican culture and U.S. national 

identity. Tucson parishes collaborated on communal representation at public civic 

ceremonies. On the Fourth of July, for example, floats and pedestrians gathered at Holy 

Family Church to plan, decorate, and organize community events. 

While public appearances at civic events demonstrated growing engagement with 

local issues, adapting Iberian forms to Arizona contexts proved to be as harsh as it was 

swift. Chronic isolation, physical hardship, and geographic distance between southern 

Arizona parishes initially prevented Spanish Carmelite priests fi-om performing ordinary 

labors. Determination was a directive among diocesan priests in Arizona's outlying 

parishes. Belgian priest Peter Timmermans and French cleric Constant Mandin, P. Jose 

336 "Discaiced Carmelite Fathers of Arizona Golden Jubilee, 1912-1962." P. Heriz tried 
unsuccessfiilly to settle northern California (San Francisco) and New Mexico (Albuquerque). 
However, he established a convent and novitiate in Washington, D.C. The Carmelite Order in 
1603 had an Acapulco base for expeditions to California (Revista Carmelitana, 4, Jan. 1927, 21). 
In 1790, the Discaiced Carmelite Order launched its first U.S. convent in Charles County, 
Maryland (R-C., 4, Jan. 1927, 31.) 
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Maria's predecessors in the 276-mile Clifton-Salomonville district, braved fire and flood, 

heretics and horse thieves during tenures at Sacred Heart Church, in Clifton, a regional 

epicenter of early twentieth-century borderland capitalism and radical labor activism.^^^ 

However diligent the efforts of the clergy, physical adversity with political and 

ideological complexities of U.S.-Mexico border relations fiirther complicated dire social 

and economic obstacles to creating sacred spaces within regional religious precincts. In 

the United States, domestic and foreign (im)migration toward areas of economic growth 

and higher wages increased the ranks of unskilled labor in farm, mine, rail, and road 

work. National percentages of Mexican employees in U.S. rziils, for example, rose fi^om 

17.1 to 59.5 per cent between 1909 and 1929. Also, copper prices almost doubled fi"om 

1902 to 1909 and increased again by 158.6 per cent between 1909 and 1920. First among 

metals production in the continental United States, Arizona in 1909 had 135 mining 

enterprises with 12,828 wage earners. In 1920, Arizona ranked first in national copper 

production, where the number of state mining enterprises rose to 155, with a wage 

Rev. Antonio Jouvanceau and Tucson Bishop John B. Salpointe established Clifton mission 
after district visits in 1882, 1884, and 1885. A ftame church in North Clifton built by Rev. Julio 
Gheldof was destroyed first by flood and then by fire in 1891. Rev. Peter Timmermans in 1895 
(re)built the church out of adobe. Rev. Mandin in 1904 temporarily replaced Timmermans in 
Clifton-Morenci district. P. Mele took residence in Sept. 1913. Typescript records of Sacred 
Heart Parish; "Memoirs of Msgr. P. Timmerman [sic]," n.d., mimeographed typescript prepared 
posthumously fi-om handwritten notes; diocesan biographical forms; Tucson Citizen, June 4, 1937 
and May 5, 1941; "History of the Sacred Heart Parish, Clifton, Arizona, Golden Jubilee 
Celebration, 1899-1949," pamphlet, all in Clifton folder. Diocese of Tucson Archives, cited in 
Linda Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1999), 86-90, and Anastasio Font, Carmelites Among Miners, 54. 
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earning population of 15,268 residents. Copper, with 75 operators, employed 93.2 per 

cent of the mining population in southeastern Arizona. 

This slippery slope was most evident in early efforts to consolidate prior and 

establish new parishes. For example, Spanish Carmelites initially cultivated support and 

resources among mine owners and company managers in rural townships and from lay 

religious and well-established families in Mexican American colonias (Fig. 19). This 

conservative approach, however, brought no lack of conflict with regional newcomers to 

contact zones in Euro- and Mexican American Arizona. Union organizers in the Cliflon-

Morenci district, especially anticlerical factions among immigrant members of the 

Partido Liberal Mexicano, in 1911 protested vocal participation by P. Pedro in public 

discussions of labor issues. The short-term benefits of an anti-union perspective in 

Sonora (the company donated a crucifix and a chalice to the church) paled compared to 

long-term roles they played in convincing miners that Catholicism in general and Spanish 

Carmelite priests in particular represented two-pronged threats to class stmggle and 

economic security: religion corrupted ideas; capitalism monopolized land and labor. 

James Ward Byrldt, Life and Labor in Arizona, 190-1-192, With particular reference to the 
Deportations of 1917 (Ann Arbor, Michigan: U Microfilms, 1973), Thesis, Claremont Graduate 
School, 1972); Juan Jose Gracida Romo, "^La sociedad del cambio in el Sonora heroico y pre-
revolucionario,''' in Historia General de Sonora, 4 (Hermosillo: Gobiemo del Estado de Sonora, 
1985). Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the United States 
taken in the year 1910, 11, Mines and Quarries, 1909, General Report and Analysis 
(Washington. D.C.: Government Printing OfBce, 1913) 21-27, and Department of Commerce 
Bureau of the Census, Fourteenth Census of the United States taken in the year 1920, 11, Mines 
and Quarries 1919, General Report and Analytical Tables and Reports for States and Selected 
Industries (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing OfiBce, 1922) 72-73. 

Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 229, writes that Mexican anarchism was not 
an isolated sectarian ideology, but rather overlapped with liberal anticlericalism and that anarchist 
ideas also arrived to Clifton-Morenci with Mexican, Italian and Spanish labor activists. 
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In Morenci, corporate support to restore existing churches and construct new ones 

created distrust between priests and working-class parishioners. As Carmelite relations 

with secular power structures increasingly defined and secured diocesan and social status 

in regional mining camps, popular support for Carmelite priests within parish 

communities ebbed and flowed according to repeating patterns of labor conflict. Parishes 

grew in tandem with radical factions amid anticlerical Mexican and anti-Catholic 

(im)migrant miners and day laborers. Cultural fluency sometimes failed to resolve this 

complex mix, into which entered ambivalent Carmelite ideas about how best to serve 

their parishes and which sectors of Catholic Arizona to prioritize. Writing firom his 

temporary post in Florence, P. Pascasio Heriz in 1916 encapsulated these competing 

issues in a March 11 letter to Provincial Vicar P. Lucas de San Jose: 

Most Reverend and Beloved Father: 
Your Reverence finds your obedient son in Florence. I enclose your letter 
directed to P. Pedro [Heriz] received yesterday. Since he asked me to 
open his correspondence and I didn't recognize Your Reverence's hand, I 
inadvertently opened it. I hope I haven't committed an indiscretion. 
Those in Ray were slightly offended by my departure and for our having 
sent a priest that speaks no English. In their last meeting, the Americans 
obliged each worker to pledge a dollar to support the priest, among other 
good resolutions. I excused myself to give them liberty to decide. I regret 
having left so suddenly. How is P. Modesto? I hope he recovers his 
health so you can send him to Mazatlan and transfer P. Salvador to 
Durango so P. Pedro can retum here and I can resume my post. I fear that 
those in Ray will become demoralized. If they were cool before, now they 
are cooler still. The Hercules Company is building a new smelter and mill 
in Kelvin, a sign that Ray will soon become very important. Please relay 
my greetings to P. Modesto and the Brother. I go where you order. Your 
Reverence. F. Pascasio de la Virgen del Carmen 

^ P. Pascasio Heriz (Florence) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tucson), March 11, 1916. 
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Explosive combinations of competing interests also marked the formative years of 

the Carmelite ministry in Arizona, namely: religious inroads in the wake of widespread 

anticlericalism in northern Mexico; conservative efforts to gamer support from capitalist 

interests; and escalating racial tension as ethnic groups united across class lines and 

manifested global to local re-organizations of ideas and labor. Consequently, the Spanish 

Discalced Carmelite Order again modified its goals. In Arizona, spiritual concerns 

revolved less about reforming existing houses than about creating alliances with diocesan 

priests and helping parishes counteract spiritual inroads by Protestant missionaries.^'*^ 

Despite political and economic disparity, language barriers, and preferences about 

religious practice that some priests shared with their European counterparts, the priests 

negotiated tenures in parishes according to internal measures of importance or urgency. 

Prior to the arrival of new priests from the Spanish seminaries in the 1920s, the Spanish 

Carmelites shifted gears and rotated positions in churches from Durango and Mazatlan to 

Morenci and Florence. They also sustained existing, maintained new, and planned 

proposed parishes and religious precincts in northern Mexico and southern Arizona while 

awaiting reinforcements from Spain. A November 1915 letter from P. Pascasio to 

Visiting Provincial P. Lucas de San Jose, in Tucson, bears witness to these contingencies. 

From the parish in Ray, he suggested how best to order the Arizona mission: 

Most Reverend P. Lucas, 
P. Jose Maria [Mele] informed me that he sent you the book from 
Richmond. Perhaps he also sent the missal I forgot in Morenci. He said he 
sent it to Hayden, but according to P. Basilio [Delgado], it hasn't arrived. 
I am in Ray because I had to arrange a marriage between two Americans 

Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 106, notes diocesan concerns about regional 
Protestant missionary efforts in Arizona mining districts. 
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now living in perfect [unwed] bliss. Also, the new altar and statue of our 
Blessed Mother arrived. Since these Yanks know nothing of the saints of 
our Order, I must teach them this Sunday. There are so many people here. 
I believe that this parish cannot do without priests. They are building 
houses for the Americans in Ray. Your Reverence must negotiate a 
permanent post for P. Alejo in Morenci. I shall stay here or in Hayden 
until you can negotiate my assignment in the East and while Your 
Reverence seeks a young devout priest for Sonora. P. Pedro believes that 
P. Jose Maria would not do well here, primarily because he is so reserved 
and also because he is reluctant. The insurmountable clifis and spiritual 
burdens \cuestas\ of Ray are not for the faint of heart. 

P. Pascasio shared P. Pedro's resolve to expand the ministry and also noted P. 

Jose Maria's hesitation. Under the circumstances, Carmelite ministries acquired English-

language proficiency, adapted local ritual to conform to Carmelite religious practice, and 

honored provincial petitions for church surpluses. Between detailing his itinerant 

ministry, tending to his errant and unknowing flock, advising his superior about parochial 

matters, and recommending or discouraging new assignments for his Carmelite brothers, 

P. Pascasio mingled nostalgia with longing to express two minds about his role as a 

spiritual lightning rod for border culture wars.^'^^ 

In 1914, P. Basilio de la Asuncion Delgado left Morenci for Hayden, where he 

received a letter in English fi-om P. Pascasio. Rapid English-language acquisition and 

proficiency was an administrative imperative in the Arizona missions. According to 

individual aptitudes, language skills and levels of exposure, each priest moved fi^om 

^ P. Pascasio Heriz (Ray) to P. Lucas Tristany (Tucson), Nov. 12, 1915. Hermanos Descalzos, 
Barcelona. 

Ibid. P. Pascasio (Ray) to P. Lucas (Tucson), November 12, 1915. Jose de S. Sebastian and 
Vicente de Sta. Catalina on Feb. 15, 1580 reached Cochin, on the coast of India. The Carmelite 
Order in Kerala governed for three centuries until 1935, when the province was handed over to 
Indian clergy. P. Pascasio built the Cathedral of Trivandum, Karala. Verapoly is an island at the 
confluence of three rivers in the northern part of the state of Travancore. Mgr. Angel Maria Perez, 
who govemed fi"om 1918-1934, died in Burgos in 1949. (Source: Revista Carmelitana, 4:38, Jan. 
1927, 15; Three Century Kerala Carmelite Mission, 105.) 
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rudimentary English-language usage toward varying degrees of bilingual proficiency 

needed to transliterate social interactions and gain cultural fluency. Methods of English-

language acquisition ofl:en varied. P. Alejo and P. Basilio learned English through formal 

programs of study and language classes; others supplemented a prior flair for spoken and 

written English with sustained interactions with English-speaking parishioners. Within 

two years of their arrival, Spanish Carmelite priests corresponded in Spanish and English 

about internal economic and social conditions in the diocese, in their parishes, in each 

township. P. Pascasio's letter imderscored various obstacles to relationships of trust 

between rural priests and parishioners and also reflected real or imagined surges in 

economic (in)stability and (trans)national volatility. "I am glad that the mill and smelter 

are going to continue work," wrote P. Pascasio, a veteran of Carmelite India on 

temporary duty in Morenci, to P. Modesto Nagore, in Hayden. "Here the mine is still 

working, but there is great fear that it may stop at any time."^''^ 

Cautious to active participation in public affairs ultimately reflected an 

administrative return to prior missionary objectives before the turn of the last century. As 

in Mexico, Arizona Carmelites combined contemplative prayer and meditation with 

missionary evangelism, including intellectual exercises such as writing and oratory that 

included formalized ritual performance.^'^^ These dynamics generated intense conflict 

among radical northern, eastern, and southern European; eastern and western Euro-

American; central and northern Mexican; and regional Mexican American labor 

^ P. Pascasio Heriz to P. Basilio Delgado, Morenci, Sept. 2, 1914, Hermanos Descalzos, 
Barcelona. English-speaking priests such as P. Pascasio often mediated cross-cultural relations. 

Duro and Ruiz, Recuentro mini mo, 95. 
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organizers in strike-laden Arizona. Developing religious solidarity under these 

circumstances was arguably more challenging than in pre-revolutionary Mexico, where 

Catholicism was an entrenched if contested marker of cultural identity. In Mexico and 

the United States, nationalist discourses countered Catholic popular culture through 

stereotypes, such as images of duplicitous foreign clergy that coalesced around the 

Spanish immigrant/exiles. Both nationalist discourses converged during the fiery 

summer of 1913. Caught in the crossfire between Anglo and Mexican union organizers 

on July 11 and August 2, Spanish immigrant/exile fi-om Carmelite Spain P. Alejo de la 

Virgen del Carmen Coll twice survived djmamite bombs that destroyed first the church, 

then the rectory. Local news reported arrests of prominent Morenci family members and 

a "renegade" priest, but no trial.^"*^ 

As cultural difference reflected in political, social, and economic disparity spUt 

laborers in the mines, fields and parishes, language barriers further aggravated social 

tension. European immigrants entered southern Arizona's mining districts fi"om the 

cardinal directions and encountered local custom originating primarily fi-om ritual 

practice derived fi-om Mexican and indigenous sources. Spanish priests engaged a 

dazzling range of local ritual culture, mediated regional transformations of Catholic 

practice and introduced specific Carmelite practice to prior or non-existing religious 

repertoires. However, ambivalent relationships between the church and state in Mexico 

and the United States still provoked internal conflict between local Euro- and Mexican 

Font, Carmelites Among Miners, 57-58. Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 305 
and 402 (fii. 77) cites Roberta Watt, "History of Morenci, Arizona," Masters Thesis, (Tucson: 
University of Arizona, 1956), 114-115. In 1922, P. Estanislao Caralt survived a dynamite attack 
at Santa Cruz Church, in Tucson {El Tucsonense, Nov. 6, 1924). 
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American parishioners and regional Euro-American and Mexican arrivals. As Spanish 

Carmelites revised missionary ideals to conform to escalating demands and competing 

ideas about the social value of Catholicism in the United States and Mexico, regional 

debates about prevailing versions of Catholic religious practice also included the voices 

of Catholic laborers who alone or with their families hoped to reproduce Catholic ritual 

from Ireland, France, Italy and Poland in the United States.^' 

Spanish Carmelite priests witnessed internal conflict in their Catholic parishes, 

especially differences in forms of religious worship intervened due to the influx of 

working class families in areas of economic activity. Those differences escalated when 

cultures competed for authority within growing parishes serving diverse populations. 

Rural parishes gradually came to reflect the shifting tenor of cultural relations in southern 

Arizona. In October 1913, for example, P. Jose Maria Mele wrote P. Lucas de San Jose, 

in Tarragona. He explained how society and economy in the Clifton-Morenci mining 

districts affected his vision of the Carmelite mission and his perception of small-tovm 

Arizona. The glare of physical hardship, obligatory shifts in religious practice, Spanish 

petitions for Arizona revenue, and overjill economic strain on the Arizona landscape 

Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 157-199, spotlights a complicated fecet of 
class-based economic relations in Arizona, namely practical difiSculties of mediating notions of 
difference among disparate population groups, even those ostensibly sharing specific 
institutionalized forms of spiritual communion, be they religious creed or pohtical philosophy. 
Gordon writes how myriad class and 'race'-based biases in 1904 sidetracked national initiatives 
to provide homes to predominantly Catholic orphans when eastern charitable organizations 
placed predominantly Irish orphans with Mexican ^milies in Clifton-Morenci. An adoption 
program of Clifton parish priest Constant Mandin and the New York Foundling Hospital run by 
the Sisters of Charity went awry as local Mexican families lost their longed-for children to 
vigilante men and women protesting their placement with families differing in color and culture. 
Gordon's gendered analysis considered how women constructed as well as responded to 
hegemonic or revolutionary discourse 
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generally overshadowed his view of the expectations of increasing the Carmelite 

presence in southern Arizona. As witness to cresting waves of ideological-to-cultural 

change and cultural contrasts, P. Jose Maria also mixed caution with optimism to 

describe how Carmelite religious and their superiors had survived the perils of Mexico to 

now encounter those of southern Arizona. The (sub)text of P. Jose Maria's lengthy letter 

to P. Lucas encapsulates views of the Order's conservative faction in Arizona. 

"Our Beloved Father," he began, "Brother Pedro [Tomas], in Morenci due to 

events there, visited me yesterday and said Your Reverence wrote P. Pedro to delay his 

trip until spring. I was happy to hear it." Dire straits in the semi-Province inspired relief 

that new priests would not yet reach Arizona. "With so few baptisms, fewer marriages 

and hardly any fiinerals, parishes in Sonora and Hayden are penniless. To facts you must 

already have, I add that new equipment has meant fewer workers. I left a month and a 

half ago. P. Alejo might provide precise details." The geographic scope of their diocesan 

assignments, from Morenci to Florence, relative to the number of available clergy 

initially compelled each priest to cover large tracts of land en route to another parish. 

Expensive building projects added to considerable individual and collective 

expenditures of time, travel and maintenance supported P. Jose Maria's caution about 

adding to the number of Spanish Carmelite clergy in Arizona. "P. Pascasio collected as 

many as 20 intentions in Winkelman, Arivaipa etc., but he had to use surplus funds 

beyond living expenses to defray our considerable building costs that might take over 

three years to pay." Even areas with recent capital improvements in Arizona mining 

camps after statehood barely defrayed the adversity. "Despite Morenci's greater assets," 
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he declared, "repeated raids have created a huge setback (the night I arrived they ignited 

more explosives in the church and destroyed altars and images saved from the first 

bombing). Plans for the new church are drawn and budgeted at $12,000, to which Your 

Reverence must add the cost of a parish hall and budget overrides."^''^ 

Notions of recovery, renovation and new construction mingled with anxieties 

about each parish's capacity to support one or more priests. The circularity of arguments 

pro and contra expanding Carmelite holdings versus increasing Carmelite numbers 

emerges in his rhetorical return to Sonora, the first tier of settlement, in his discussion of 

proposed building sites. "Here [Clifton], masses might support a priest in the future. 

Now, surpluses are not enough for a priest in Sonora." In his convincing letter, P. Jose 

Maria also referred to potential increases in support from the Tucson Diocese, an 

indication that the Order had not yet achieved its goal of self-sufiBciency. "In sum, if the 

Reverend Bishop does not send us [collections from] masses, I doubt that Clifton and 

Morenci can support the four priests already present in the district," he wrote. "Counting 

Metcalf, Shannon and environs, Clifton is somewhat poorer than Morenci. Abundance or 

adversity awaits company decisions regarding the smelter. If it moves, workers and 

merchants will foUow. It might then be necessary to relocate the church and rectory." 

P. Jose Maria shifted his focus from long- to short-term objectives and from 

general to specific details about Carmelite Arizona that cautioned against bringing in new 

^ P. Jose Maria (Clifton) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tarragona), Oct. 1913. Hermanos Descalzos, 
Barcelona. 

P. Jose Maria (Clifton) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tarragona), Oct. 1913. Hermanos Descalzos, 
Barcelona. 
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recniits. "Clothing, food, laundry and utilities exceed $25 each month. Rather than 

raising costs by bringing in new personnel, why not rein in and pay our ever-mounting 

debts? P. Pedro [Heriz] thinks we need another priest. I think we have one too many," 

the letter continued, "If need be, one priest would suffice for Sonora and Haiden (sic)." 

P. Mele then suggested how the current priests could serve their rural outposts. "Like the 

former priest, we can offer Sunday mass on weekdays, recite the rosary on Saturday 

night, teach catechism on Sunday, say Mass at 8:30 in Shannon, and at 10 o'clock in 

Clifton. In Metcalf, he prayed the rosary on Tuesday evening and offered mass on 

Wednesday morning. This seems to have been a sound routine."^^° 

A veteran of missionary Mexico, P. Jose Maria Mele also maintained a 

conservative posture on proposed expansions of Carmelite missions associated with 

established churches. "P. Pedro wants several priests for nearby missions, but I told him 

they'd scarcely pay a quarter of their expenses," he wrote. "Despite its cost, the Sonora 

house is poorly situated and ripe for vacancy. It can't accommodate our daily regimen 

{regime de vida)\ this locale lacks all things required by dietary and other rules of our 

Order (comer de While P. Jose Maria urged P. Lucas not to invest Carmelite 

seminarians in transient districts, he also encouraged the Provincial to move slowly in 

further expenditures of time and resources in Arizona. "I humbly consider it preferable 

to invest our labor in serving these good people and dedicating our funds to the glory of 

God by helping our novitiates and colleges." This position convincingly spoke to prolific 

P. Jose Maria (Clifton) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tarragona), Oct. 1913. Hermanos Descal2x)s, 
Barcelona. 

Regime de vida and comer de vigilia refer to the Discalced Carmelite regimen governing daily 
contemplative activities and dietary rules. 
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correspondence between priests in Spain and Arizona that cemented ties of faith and 

ideas within the eeirly twentieth-century Order: 

If you have occasion to speak with P. Ludovico, please assure him 
that I will write soon. M. R. Bernardino recently oflFered his full services 
and expressed an avid interest in conditions here. I hope you will advise 
me if I enter risky terrain. Without more for now, I assure Your Reverence 
of my sincere commitment and request your blessing and fervent prayers. 

Your affectionate and most humble son in Christ, Jesus.^^ 

Public Religious Worship as a Marker of Social Stability 

Throughout years immediately following Mexican revolution in 1910 and Arizona 

statehood in 1912, cautious cat-and-mouse relationships lingered between (in)visible 

priests within and outside of prior clerical and social registers and between anticlerical 

'Mexican' or anti-Catholic 'Anglo' union organizers. If public forms of religious 

worship can be viewed as markers of ongoing transitions toward social stability and 

cultural consolidation, then post-statehood observations by Spanish Carmelite sources 

indicated that social climates in southern Arizona variously engaged transitions from 

meager to greater sources of capital and from few to greater numbers of people.^^^ In 

November 1915, P. Pascasio Heriz wrote P. Coll to relate how conflict arising from these 

transitions also obliged him to leave Morenci; 

I must first beg your pardon. I meant no disrespect by not writing, I 
simply lost track of time. As you know, I left Morenci on October 21 
because the strikers wanted to parade me through the streets of town - at 
least that's what the sheriff told me. I was in Tucson, Oracle, and Hayden 
before coming to Sonora last Sunday to preach to the Americans in Ray. I 

P. Jose Maria Mele (Clifton) to P. Lucas de San Jose (Tarragona), Oct. 1913. Hermanos 
Descalzos, Barcelona. 

In 1920, Mexican American woricers comprised just less than 50 percent of Tucson's labor 
force and 71.9 percent of its skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled workers (1920 City Directory, 
AHS Mexican Heritage Project, Appendix Table B4, in Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 265). 
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intended to return to Hayden last Monday, but on Wednesday I married 
two Mexicans and now must marry an American common law couple 
before I leave. I'd like to return to Morenci, but it seems the aforesaid 
strike continues. Under those circumstances what can I do? I well know 
how those strikers hate me. Give our friends my regards and please 
receive my respectful pledge of continuing friendship 

P. Pascasio's sudden departure from the Morenci district demonstrates how social and 

economic volatility in outlying parishes of southern Arizona initially generated (un)stable 

ministries in (in)secure locations. 

Rural Arizona mining towns and northern Mexico Carmelite houses prepared 

Spanish Carmelite priests for Tucson in the 1920s and the 1930s, the spiritual and 

cultural core of Aztlan in Arizona. In October 1918, P. Justino de la Sta. Teresa Equileta 

left Mazatlan for Holy Family Church, then joined Santa Cruz parish, where he remained 

until shortly before his death in India in 1939.^^^ In addition to the Fathers Coll and 

Pascasio Heriz, P. Delgado, P. Male, P. Nagore, and P. Equileta came to Arizona from 

Mexican convents in Mazatlan and Durango. Within five years, Carmelites in Arizona 

included Fathers Bonifacio, Antonio de Jesus Roure, Lucas de San Jose Tristany and 

Carmelite Brothers Pedro Tomas, Simon de Jesus Fuste, and Angel Fort. Within a 

decade, a prior commitment to a religious presence in rural labor camps transposed into 

profound measures of spiritual dedication and urban social authority (Fig. 19). 

As Carmelite ministries connected rural communities to urban enclaves through 

public spiritual and civic service, parishes increasingly reflected keen and enthusiastic 

use of expanding social and cultural discursive forms. Ritual theater and secular 

P. Pascasio de la Virgen del Carmen (Sonora) to P. Alejo Coll (Morenci), November 13, 1915. 
P. Anastacio Font, Carmelites Among Miners, 133. On the Cristero movement: Jean Mayer, 

La Cristiada (Mexico: Siglo XXI, 1973). 
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entertainments, religious and civic oratory, and journalism in Spanish ministries joined 

''Mexico de Afuera' in Arizona. These discursive outlines drew a social gamut of recent 

Mexican immigrants to Mexican American cultural forms in southern Arizona.^^^ The 

following chapter follows transitions from rural missions to urban parishes that created a 

petit cosmos of Carmelite ministries that provided civic and spiritual guidance to local 

families, itinerant workers, long-term residents, and immigrant laborers. 

Gordon, The Great Arizona Orphan Abduction, 55, refers to this idea: "The migrants were not 
so much going into a foreign country as joining other communities of Mexicans (Mexico de 
Afuera they called it), or, more specifically, of nortenos, or even more specifically, relatives and 
neighbors." Gordon cites Paul S. Taylor, A Spanish-Mexican Community: Arandas in Jalisco 
Mexico (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1933 and Amo Press, 1976), 55. 
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Fig. 16a-b. Maps. Carmelite Provinces of Valencia. Catalonia, Tarragona 
Carmelite Missions of the U.S. Southwest 

Source: Xerox reproduction (unknown attribution) 
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Fig. 17 a-c. Maps. Arizona Mining Camps, c. 1917-1929 
Source: Sanborn Map Compan\" 

a. Miami, 19I5/19I7 ' b. Hayden. 1927 c. Globe. 1911 
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Figs. 18 a-c. Carmelite Missions in Southeastern Arizona, c. 1915 

Source: [OCD, B]; AHS # 106.9; 121.9; 129.11 
a. Metcalf, Az. b. Clifton, Az. c, Sonora, Az. 
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Fig. 19. P. Pascasio Heriz at Mine Quarrs'' [OCD. BJ: AHS #.?1.24 

Fig. 20. Photo of Principle Clerg>-
Source; Revista Carmelitana (Juh* 1924) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE RHETORIC OF CULTURE: 
CARMELITE PARISHES IN URBAN ARIZONA 

Amid shifting fortunes and labor unrest in Arizona mining camps and changing 

internal visions of religious priorities, the Spanish priests gravitated from tiny rural 

parishes toward larger urban precincts that might support a community of faith ordained 

by the Spanish Discalced Carmelite Order. Less than a decade before his death. Bishop 

Granjon designed two churches in Tucson to house leaders of the southern Arizona 

Carmelite community.^^' This endorsement further established Carmelite alliances with 

the Bishop and produced the churches of Holy Family and Santa Cruz, each an example 

of site-specific diocesan architecture at a time of crumbling presidio and cathedral walls 

that with landmarks like Teatro Carmen and the Opera House showed signs of neglect 

(Fig. 21)."'" 

The respective tenures of Carmelite priests at Holy Family Church after its 

January 24, 1915 inauguration defined a communal vision for successive arrivals of the 

Carmelite priesthood in southern Arizona (Figs. 22 a-b).^^' This turning point established 

Holy Family and Santa Cruz parishes as the hubs of regional Carmelite leadership in 

Arizona. Hereafter, members of the first wave of Spanish immigrant priests served and 

Bishop D. Henri Granjon was bom in 1863 in Ste. Ettiene, Lyon (France) and in 1887 was 
ordained in Rome. He reached Arizona in 1890 and on July 4, 1900 became Bishop of Tucson. 
His sudden death at 59 years occurred in his homeland after an AdLimina visit to Rome. 

The Cathedral of San Augustine and the Churches of Holy Family and Santa Cruz are site-
specific architecture whose building designs and materials conform to local resources. 

Appendix B: Discalced Carmelite Priests in Arizona lists tenures of members the Spanish 
Order in Arizona. 
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the second tier trained at these churches and so embodied the growing regional leadership 

of Carmelite Arizona. Spanish Carmelite Father P. Lucas de San Jose Tristany and P. 

Modesto Nagore took charge of the parish on September 9, 1915. In October, P. Jose 

Maria Isassi began a brief sojourn as parish confessor. P. Eufrasio de Santa Teresa Soria, 

assisted by P. Jose Salvador de Jesus Maria, became pastor of Holy Family parish in 

1916. In 1921, P. Eufrasio yielded his parochial duties to P. Lucas de San Jose, 

assisted by P. Carmelo de la Inmaculada Corbella. Fathers Pascasio, Liberate, Antonio 

de Jesus and Brothers Pedro Tomas, Alberto Balcells and Juan Grau also served during 

Holy Family's first two decades, while P. Pedro Heriz intermittently served as parochial 

confessor. Santa Cruz parish Pastor P. Justino Equileta began his Tucson tenure at Holy 

Family; Brother Angel Brinque in 1922 served as sacristan for six months.^^^ From the 

political revolution of Francisco Madero (c. 1910) to the social reforms Plutarco Elias 

Calles in Mexico (c. 1935), the majority of Carmelite priests in Arizona had experienced 

regional religious worship in northern Mexico and rural Arizona; the remainder began 

their Carmelite ministries in Tucson. 

^ Ordained in 1895, P. Lucas Tristany, O.C.D., entered the Carmelite seminary at Sto. 
Noviciado de las Palmas, Castellon (Spain). He reached Mexico in 1906 and entered fte United 
States in 1914. As first pastor of Holy Family, he renovated the main altar and presbytery. P. 
Lucas also initiated Las Posadas, Lenten Holy Hours {''Apostillado") and Eucharistic Services on 
Holy Thursday, Dawn Easter Mass CMisa de la Aurora') and purchased many of its ritual 
instruments. In 1935, P. Tristany served as Prior of the Carmelite Convent of Barcelona (AX 
Aniversario, 7). During two years at Holy Family, P. Jose Salvador heard Confessions, offered 
mass and directed Holy Thursday observances, the Day of Holy Names and Feasts of the 
Carmelite Virgin. The Little Flower Club in 1933 award^ him an honorary membership during 
a provincial visit to CarmeUte Arizona. P. Eufrasio left Tucson ft»r Washington, D.C. in 1921. 
He died in 1924 at the age of 36 in India. In 1935, P. Jose Salvador was Provincial of the 
Discalced Carmelites of S. Jose de Catalonia, in Spain {XXAniversario, 5-6; Font, 124). 

P. Pedro Heriz had by 1935 returned to Spain, where he was a Professor in the Carmelite 
Seminary* in Tarragona. 
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Spanish Discalced Carmelite priests served urban parishes located in Mexican 

American barrios within the growing city of Tucson. After the Southern Pacific Railroad 

(SPRR) arrived in 1880, most Mexican residents lived in a rough rectangle bounded on 

the north and south by Jackson and Eighteenth streets and on the east and west by Stone 

and Main avenues.^^^ Territorial economic and population growth following the rails 

rendered ethnic enclaves: mostly Mexican on the south and west; mostly Anglo on the 

north and east. In 1900, Mexican populations composed 54.7 per cent of the city 

population; in 1920, Mexican-descent populations in Tucson numbered about 36.8 per 

cent of the total.^®^ By then, Anglo settlers held more fields and most grazing land 

around the receding banks of the Santa Cniz River. 

As prior farming and ranching traditions subsided, Tucsonenses - with the 

exception of Hispano upper and middle classes - provided territorial enterprises with 

ever-increasing proportions of the wage labor sector. Neighborhoods like Barrio Anita, 

located to the north of presidio dwellings and Barrio El Hoyo, just south of the urban 

commercial hub, represented the social, political and economic margins of tum-of-the-

century Tucson (Fig. 23). As formative zones of Mexican American national identity 

during early statehood, Mexican colonias became cultural sanctuaries that, in addition to 

James Officer, Sodalities and Systemic Linkage; The Joining Habits of Urban Mexican-
Americans, Ph.D. Dissertation (University' of Arizona, 1964) and Thomas E. Sheridan, Los 
Tucsonenses (Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 1986), cited in Morgan Reider, Historical and 
Architectural Survey of Barrio Anita: Tucson, Arizona, Survey Report (Tucson: Aztlan 
Archaeology, Inc. Environmental Consultants, 1998), 9. The northem half of this urban zone in 
the late 1960s fell to urban renewal; once known as barrio libre, the southem half between 
Cushing and Eighteenth Streets is now part of Barrio Viejo, or Barrio Mstorico. With El Presidio 
neighborhood. Barrio Viejo comprises the historic core of Tucson's urban barrios. 
^ Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 3. 
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providing commercial and residential space to growing labor populations also buffered 

local residents against external forms of economic and racial discrimination.^*^ 

Over time, the limits of Barrio Viejo with Barrio Santa Rosa drifted toward South 

Tucson, El Hoyo, and Kroeger Lane hugged the eastern banks of the Santa Cruz, Barrio 

Anita claimed the northwestern quadrant of Tucson urban space, while Barrio San 

Antonio and Millville occupied the southeast. Across the river. Barrio Hollywood 

formed the northern and Barrio Sin Nombre formed the southern districts of the West 

Side neighborhoods. Together, these (sub)urban barrios nurtured Mexican American 

cultural forms, generated local expressions of national regional identity, reinforced ties of 

community and family and perpetuated an enduring spiritual legacy that remains a living 

symbol of Mexican American culture in Tucson. 

Barrio Anita and Holy Family Church 

Teodoro Ramirez in 1828 purchased a section of land northwest of the presidio. 

According to the 1878 Fergusson Map, the fields were near an Apache settlement located 

north of St. Mary's Road between Main Avenue and the Santa Cruz River, an area of 

land located in urban space now known as Barrio Anita.^^® SPRR rails dissected this tract 

in 1880, rendering long, narrow lots of about 50 by 150 feet running along diagonal street 

grids (north-northwest to south-southwest) paralleling the tracks. By the turn of the 

century, stables and bams of the City Farm occupied the area west of the tracks that ran 

^ Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 225. 
 ̂Looking into the Westside: Untold Stores of the People, 1900-1997, Steven Encinas, ed. 

(Tucson: Tucson Pima Arts Council, 1998), cited in Rieder, Historical and Architectural Survey 
of Barrio Anita. 
^ James OfiBcer, Hispanic Arizona, 1536-1856 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987), 
115. 
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along the Santa Cruz. Established in 1901, Davis School anchored community life within 

the fledgling neighborhood. In 1902, an irregular strip of land between the rails and the 

City Farm was surveyed for Tucson businessman Thomas Hughes, brother of Sam 

Hughes, and recorded the following year as McKinley Park.^®^ Anita Street, named for 

Annie Hughes, ran the length of the McBCinley Park subdivision, among the first 

additions to the 1871-1905 Tucson town site. While the precise date of initial residential 

settlement in Barrio Anita is uncertain, early settlement dates at least to the 1890s; urban 

settlement, according to earliest recorded lot sales, dates to the early twentieth century. 

In 1912, the north transfer track between the El Paso and Southwestern Railroad 

and the Southern Pacific Railroad cut through the young subdivision, placing Davis 

School to the south of the rails. Holy Family Church, on North Main and West Third 

streets, stood at the barrio's northern boundary. Barrio Anita by 1920 generally 

contained single-story, multi-generational family dwellings built of earth and timber. 

Mud adobe walls with(out) stone masonry foundations followed a linear floor plan with a 

principle and several secondary rooms with exterior doors. Seven of twelve businesses in 

Barrio Anita were groceries; three of seven grocers were Chinese merchants. On Anita 

Street, Don Lee, Low Loy, Low You with Trinidad Telles cultivated local merchant ties 

between Chinese merchants and Mexican consumers. On Contzen Street, Tomas Lemus 

and Alberto Vasquez shared customers with Carlos Moreno, on Davis Street.^^^ 

 ̂Pima County Recorder's Maps, Book 5, Arizona Historical Society, Tucson. 
Florence Lister and Robert Lister, The Chinese ofEarly Tucson: Historical Archaeology from 

the Tucson Urban Renewal Project (Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 1989), 11. 
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Francisco Bravo and Juan Pacho ran butcher shops on Anita and Van Alstine 

Streets, Rafael Abril owned a bakery on Contzen, and Guillermo Flores had a forge on 

Anita. While businesses in Barrio Anita generally were located next to or in the owners' 

dwellings, not everyone lived and worked in Barrio Anita. For example, Jesus Pacheco's 

contracting business on Anita Street was relatively remote from his residence in the John 

Spring Neighborhood across Main Street. Barrio Anita in 1920 also held about 156 

household residences containing about 220 workers, 100 of them classified as 'laborer' in 

the city directory, which meant they counted as unskilled wage-workers, a designation 

that frequently obscured their multiple skills and aptitudes. The City of Tucson 

employed ten percent of the remaining 120 residents; about nine percent worked for the 

Southern Pacific Railroad. By 1920, the railroads were the largest single employer of 

Mexican American unskilled labor in Tucson.^®' 

Trades and teamsters - masons, carpenters, bookbinders, and machinists along 

with coach and motor truckers for People's Fuel and Feed, Arizona Fuel and Supply and 

Tucson Ice - together accounted for about 18 per cent of Barrio Anita's workers in 1920. 

Six percent of the barrio work force — a teacher along with salesmen and shop clerks at 

Steinfeld's, Rosenstem Dry Goods Company, West End Provision Company ~ belonged 

to the white collar category. A 'wood man' in Barrio Anita, eight miners, and female 

workers at large commercial laundries accounted for about three per cent of the total 

labor population in Barrio Anita. Two residents were farmers; one raised livestock. 

Sheridan, Los Tucsonenses, 1986. Railroad unions blocked access to skilled labor and wages 
for another four decades, until 1960 
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After a decade of relative economic and social stability in Barrio Anita during the 

transition from territory to statehood in the 1920s, poverty and unemployment replaced 

modest economic gains during the Great Depression of the 1930s. In a community 

struggling to survive these economic conditions, the Comite Pro-Infantil of the Alianza 

Hispano Americana provided food for children at Davis and other barrio schools and 

supplemented federal relief efforts of the Civilian Conservation Corps. In Barrio Antia, 

some single dwellings were subdivided into multi-family units. In the early 1940s, an era 

of recovery before the war foreshadowed veteran's benefits to some extent shared by 

barrio residents who served in U.S. forces. 

North of Barrio Anita and between the rails west of Main Avenue, Mountain 

View subdivision has variously been designated as a separate district or part of the John 

Spring neighborhood, located east of Main. Surveyed in 1902 and the following year 

recorded by merchant Albert Steinfeld, Mountain View Addition also contains houses 

dating to the 1890s and legal documents dating to the turn of the century. Once known 

as Barrio de los Yaquis, Mountain View's northern portion drew members of Tucson's 

Yaqui community to the small area adjacent to Barrio Anita. Yaqui families settled 

within Mexican American barrios, still others remained at the town margins. Yaqui poet 

Refiigio Savala recalled his father moved his family "to the north part of town, across the 

tracks from Barrio Anita," because he preferred "the Yaqui side."^^^ Some families that 

resided in the Mountain View Addition on land now occupied by Estevan Park later 

Pima County Recorders Maps, Book 1, Arizona Historical Society. 
Refugio Savala, Autobiography of a Yaqui Poet (Tucson; University of Arizona Press. 1980) 

25. 
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moved to Old Pascua, a Yaqui stronghold on the southwestern boundary of Holy Family 

parish located on West Grant Road near the Santa Cruz River, where native Mexican and 

Spanish Carmelite ritual found dramatic expression within Tucson parish precincts 

located on the parochial boundaries of early urban Tucson. 

Opportime diocesan assignments of Holy Family and Santa Cruz churches to the 

Spanish Discalced Carmelite Order represented a discursive turning point in southern 

Arizona spiritual history. In addition to stabilizing and consolidating a local Carmelite 

presence in Tucson, new churches and sacred grounds offered sites of spiritual and social 

solace to local resident and immigrant culture groups within which to leam or refine 

religious practice.^^^ Compared to social and liturgical programs at parishes like the 

Cathedral of San Augustine, which stood almost midway between the Churches of Holy 

Family and Santa Cruz in downtown Tucson, new foundations within Carmelite parishes 

applied another layer of cultural complexity upon which to imprint or overlay innovative 

forms of religious practice, beginning with local renovations of new and existing church 

interiors and local ecclesiastic architecture.^^ 

The tenn 'culture groups' here refers to Carmelite parishioners as simultaneously rural/urban, 
(under)privileged, Mexican/American exile/refiigees. This narrow definition excludes long-temi 
residents within recently (re)drawn diocesan boundaries along with new and growing Yaqui 
setdements in Carmelite parishes. 

Rather than implying CarmeUte Tucson replaced a vacuum of reUgious practice, I intend that 
creative approaches to innovative staged, spontaneous, fomial, and improvisational rehgious 
practice in early Arizona coincided with, activated, infused, and transformed existing forms of 
local Mexican American ritual culture. I also suggest that new churches in Mexican American 
parishes were de facto sites of groundbreaking receptivity to Carmelite ideas that surpassed 
diocesan expectations based upon prevalent (traditional) religious practice. Amid 
Mexican/American perceptions of real and peaking institutional siege, exalted fomis of Spanish-
language discourse took hold within local Carmelite parishes and within each locale, rehgious 
and civil discursive forms generated unified culturally-specific values and moral codes that 
variously developed or defined local and regional forms of (bi)national culture. 
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Within a decade of Bishop Granjon's 1915 transfer of Holy Family chiirch from 

diocesan to Carmelite jurisdiction. Holy Family parish initiated a series of renovations to 

interior ceremotiial space and exterior processional precincts. In 1922, church screens, a 

main altar and a proscenium arch between the sacristy and gallery reoriented the church's 

interior space and framed a painted image of the Holy Family with broad columns 

supported by marbled wooden bases. When P. Lucas in April 1924 left the parish to 

attend meetings of Prelates of the Carmelite Order in Catalonia, he transferred his duties 

as parish priest to P. Carmelo, with P. Angel Esteve as assistant pastor.^^'^ In 1925, they 

renovated the roof^ directed extensive interior improvements, and installed three electric 

fans. Four lamps illuminated paintings above wide bands of marbled fresco and 

reconfigured side altars defined by half-round columns. In May 1929, the new Altar of 

the Blessed Child of Prague honored by a new Tucson confraternity.^^' On March 10, 

1928, the Hon. Bishop Daniel J. Gercke consecrated a new Calvary {Via Crucis). The 

assembly's ritual donors {padrinos y madrinas) included parish carpenters Henry and 

George Doe, Victoriano Valenzuela, George Parker and Lauro Verde.^^® The scenic 

ensemble featured a carved Dolorosa in 1924 donated by Mrs. Gertrudis de Ochoa. 

Interior improvements and alterations enhanced Holy Family's structural and established 

By 1928, P. Lucas de San Jose was Definitor of the Discalced Carmelite Order, in Rome. P. 
Crisognono de Jesus Sacramentado, C.D, La escuela mistica carmelitcma (Avila: 1930), 323-24. 

Maintaining church interior adornments was obligatory for members of religious 
confiratemities and sodalities. In 1935, Lucrecia Zepeda cleaned and cared for the Altar of the 
Blessed Child of Prague. This common Catholic practice suggests one of the many avenues 
through which ritual acts maintained and defined groups within each parish community. 

Mexican and Anglo American parish names reflect late 1920s patterns of increased 
intermarriage in Tucson observed by Richard Griswold del Castillo, La Familia: Chicano 
Families in the Urban Southwest 1848 to the Present (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame 
Press, 1984), 71. 
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its aesthetic integrity while stamping its interior with modem improvements. 

Modernization processes, traditional commemorations with local expressions of religious 

• 377 worship again renewed a sense of cultural community in the neighborhood parishes. 

In October 1928, the parish dedicated a new sacristy and image of Blessed Names 

of Jesus. Three stairs leading to the main altar held four structural columns supporting 

white and pale green panels, the colors of the presbytery. At center, ornamental 

architecture above six small gilded columns formed a small temple for the Tabernacle of 

the Blessed Sacrament inaugurated on October 21, the Feast of Christ the King. Above 

the altar, sculpted images of the Holy Family rested in a small alcove formed by a lunette 

of ten ornate columns. More than one thousand small electric lights behind hidden 

reflectors also lit sculpted ornaments upon the main altar. The church's inventory of 

religious instruments, vestments, and ritual regalia additionally included a new organ and 

organizational banners. 

Carmelite architectural aesthetics at the Holy Family complex generated a 

unifying ritual language with theatrical references to local culture. Ritual performance 

shared attributes with secular theatre beyond dramatic interaction between principle 

actors and spectators in exterior and interior spaces. Costume or regalia, staged sets or 

installations, props or ritual objects, choral or instrumental music and dramatic ambient 

light with the body (as) art, especially laudatory printed, painted and plaster images of 

religious deities, also played into visual vocabularies of liturgical re-enactments. 

Gendered celestial bodies ceremonially exalted patriarchal concepts embodied in 

XXAniversario, 2-14, 27. 
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narrative and figurative images of the life and death of Jesus Christ (Child, Savior and 

Martyr), the Holy Family (Trinity and Patriarchy) and Discalced Carmelite founders, 

such as St. John of the Cross. 

Radical matriarchal virgins in Spanish Carmelite parishes fused local devotions to 

hemispheric fealty to the Mexican Virgin of Guadalupe and Franco-Iberian icons of the 

Discalced Carmelite Order. The Virgin of Mt. Carmel, patroness of Carmelite Spain and 

its dominions; Spanish founder of the Discalced Carmelite Order St. Teresa de Avila 

(Santa Teresa de Jesus); Carmelite Scholar of the Roman Church Ste. Therese de Liseaux 

(Santa Teresita del Nino Jesus, also known as the "Little Flower" of Carmelite France); 

and holy names in the Spanish Carmelite pantheon, such as the Blessed Child of Prague, 

introduced relatively recent forms of Euro-Iberian ritual culture into already heady 

regional Catholic forms in early Arizona.^^^ 

The Sodality of Our Lady of Mt. Carmel on July 16, 1932 enshrined the Carmelite 

Virgin in a gilded altar from the Barcelona studios of Tomas Marquez. A rosary in the 

parish gardens at dawn began the feast honoring the Virgin's altar in Tucson. Carved and 

covered in gold and lit by a dozen candles, the marbled surface supported two 

polychrome columns. P. Carmelo Corbella blessed the altar and three architectural 

niches (capillitas). At center, a carved image of The Virgin of Mt. Carmel rested below a 

copula surmounted by the shield of Carmelite Spain. Small lateral alcoves held statues of 

the founders of the Discalced Carmelite Order in Spain: Carmelite Superiors St. Teresa 

de Jesus and St. John of the Cross. Two heraldic angels brought by P. Eduardo Farre 

James S. GrifBth, Beliefs and Holy Places: A Spiritual Geography of the Pimeria Alta, 
(Tucson: University of Arizona, 1992), 67-99. 
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from war-tom Mazatlan raised electric candelabra toward the central assembly, which 

served as the focus of mass each second Tuesday of the month. During the Communion 

Offertory, P. Corbella thanked parishioners for their profound tribute to the Carmelite 

Virgin despite hardship and personal sacrifice. No fewer than four hundred poor and 

prosperous ritual sponsors participated in devotions and ceremonies ending with the 

Hymn to the Virgin of Mt. Carmel.^^® 

Parish members devoted precious time and priceless resources to Holy Family 

Church. Religious constancy fueled catechism classes, church choirs, altar prayers and 

charitable donations that described many a Catholic parish. Public works in Carmelite 

parishes acknowledged and renewed communal devotion to church ritual in the heart of 

Tucson. The Altar Society tended church altars; the Semana Devota de la Virgen del 

Carmen organized ritual observances and purchased ceremonial banners. The 

Confraternity of the Sacred Heart of Jesus met morning and evenings every first Friday of 

each month; the Little Flower Club venerating Sta. Teresita del Nino Jesus honored her 

dictum: "I want to spend time in heaven doing good on earth." 

In 1925, the Society for the Propagation of the Faith and Catholic Missions 

provided that each adult member pay one dollar and each child pay 50 cents to support 

global missions inside and outside of the United States. In 1933, the Society of St. 

Vincent de Paul began weekly ministries after rosary in the Parish Hall, where two 

hundred and four members of the Confraternity of the Blessed Child of Prague gathered 

every fourth Sunday. By 1935, an enclosed ritual precinct holding these and other 

XXAniversario, 28. 
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auxiliary activities dedicated a ceremonial marker to honor the Mexican Virgin of 

Guadalupe. In addition to the church grounds and its interior, the complex contained two 

architectural adjuncts. Begun in April and dedicated on July 16, 1926, the two-story 

Parish House {Casa Curat) featured a balcony above an enclosed interior patio created by 

Spanish arcades extending beyond the cloister toward the bell tower. Completed in mid-

July 1928, the Parish Hall {Salon Parroquiat) served as a meeting hall, teaching area, and 

social center.^^° 

With architectural dwellings and ceremonial structures, commemorative sculpture 

within parish precincts provided monumental focal points for open-air rituals publicly 

aflBrming communal ceremonies and benedictions. Broad expanses and intimate 

landscapes accommodated larger numbers of faithflil than enclosed interior spaces could 

contain. A public ceremony in 1926 united ninety young and elder couples as ritual 

sponsors of a five-foot monument to Sta. Teresita del Nino Jesus surmounted on an 

eleven-foot pedestal.^^' Former pastor and current Visitor General P. Lucas de San Jose 

released the scarlet veil draped around the statue and consecrated the new Carmelite 

image. P. Corbella used this solemn occasion to acknowledge parochial collaborations 

that made these acquisitions possible and announced he intended to organize the "Little 

Flower Club," a youth organization guided by spiritual ideals of the young Carmelite 

scholar. Exterior processions and ritual events such as dawn recitations of the Rosary on 

the Feast of the Virgin of Mt. Carmel thereafter radiated fi^om the small garden 

Ibid., 25-39. 
XX Aniversario, 42. Donated by Mrs. Amelia P. de Laos in memory of her mother, Mrs. 

Teresa de Pacheco, the white cast cement statue was fabricated in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
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monument dedicated to the youthful patron of Carmelite missions. A Teresian prayer in 

a twentieth-anniversary catalogue of Holy Family parish in 1935 read, "Dear Sta. 

Teresita, Spread your constant celestial shower of roses over the homes of our faithfiil so 

they can remain decent, united and dedicated."^^ 

Lay groups collaborated to organize religious festivals planned by the clergy 

according to a liturgical calendar keyed to Carmelite devotions. Public ceremonies and 

dedication ceremonies planned and administered by active priests additionally coincided 

with liturgical holidays related to the occasion. A 20-foot monument to Christ the King 

erected in 1929 and dedicated on January 19, 1930 commemorated the sacerdotal jubilee 

of Pope Pius XI. Crowds of local residents attended dedication ceremonies presided over 

by Bishop Gercke and diocesan priests. Standing at the raised pedestal in the center of a 

ceremonial stairway, P. Corbella publicly acknowledged Mrs. Maria de Soto, who 

purchased the granite statue in her family's name.^^ Ceremonial letters at the dedication 

included a pontifical blessing directed to the Bishop and Carmelite priests and a laudatory 

proclamation from the Archbishop of Santa Fe. More than 1500 intonations of "Viva 

Christo Rey!" after the benediction preceded a chorus of four hundred parish children 

singing the "Hymn to Christ the King." Located on the southwest comer of the religious 

precinct at the intersection of Third and Main streets, the shrine became the point of 

origin for the Missionary Parade, a festival pageant held the last Sunday of October. 

"Una Aurora de Rosa y Oro Iliunino las Primeras Horas de Una Fiesta en La Sagrada Familia 
de Tucson, Arizona," Revista Carmelitana (August, 1926), 263 and "Santa Teresita en Nuestros 
Jardines," AX^/7/ve«ario, 42: "The white-clad women appeared as if draped by a cloud." 

XX Aniversario, 40-41. A decade of upgrades in parochial inftastructures at Holy Family 
totaled $10,000 ($2,000 for the imported altar). This period of relative prosperity lacked only a 
proposed parochial school for children of the parish. 
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In 1930, Holy Family parish build two new mission chapels: Santa Rosa, located 

in Barrio Belen near the Yaqui community of Old Pascua; and San Pedro, in Fort Lowell, 

also known as EUllito (Figs. 24 a-b). Members of the Society of St. Vincent De Paul at 

Holy Family in 1935 helped more than 150 families of Tucson, Cortaro, Fort Lowell and 

Barrio Belen near Old Pascua with donations of food, clothing, shoes and religious 

literature. They also prepared twenty children for the sacrament of Baptism, eleven 

couples for the sacrament of Holy Matrimony, and taught countless school children. 

These charitable acts fiirther consolidated ties within the large and growing parish 

community and established Mexican parish churches as local sites of cultural and 

economic sanctuary. Charitable acts in outlying parish districts also consolidated the 

continued growth of Mexican American Catholicism in Tucson. 

Local Elements of Regional Religious Discourse 

The frequency of public religious worship marked successful social transitions 

leading toward Mexican American cultural solidarity after statehood. Carmelite journals, 

religious pamphlets, and bulletins in parish neighborhoods also reflected parish growth 

and increased access to growing resources.^^^ As public ritual worship increased, parish 

records confirm the pace of parochial labors at Holy Family. P. Jose Maria's lament 

that rural townships barely sustained church activity contrasted to evidence of sustained 

XX Aniversario, 39. In little more than one year, they distributed 2100 meals (panes de San 
Antonio) to needy families; twenty-two Christmas baskets and boxes of fruit and sacks of beans 
and flour. The charitable society also bought white Communion dresses and new shoes for ten 
young girls and boys. Led by William Flores, Alberto Gradillas, Alfonso Hubbard, Jose Moreno, 
Juan Montoya and Federico CarriUo, parishioners at Holy Family also provided medicine for the 
sick and visited the poor of the parish 

Local and regional subscriptions for Revista Carmelitana supplemented parish revenues from 
fees, contributions, donations, gifts, collections and memberships. 
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growth in Holy Family parish. Rites of cultural fusion and social union such as weddings 

and baptisms are clear indicators of yoimg and growing parish populations. Funeral 

services also indicated long-term allegiance to specific parish neighborhoods. After two 

decades, from the 1915 inaugural to 1935, parish ritual demographics showed generally 

increasing numbers of sacramental rites of passage. The number of marriages, for 

example, climaxed at 79 in 1918; infant baptisms spiked at 314 in 1920; and funerals 

crested in 1922 to 139. Confirmations tripled fi^om 124 in 1915 to 364 in 1927. The 

number of young First Commimicants tripled from 50 in 1915 to 154 in 1932. Irrefutable 

registers of sustained community were annual counts of Communion recipients, which 

more than quadrupled from 1915 to 1934. These figures portray a relatively young 

parish in terms of years and also in terms of how many parishioners established families 

and raised children in the parish. Young and growing constituencies at Holy Family thus 

reflected relative cultural stability compared to earlier decades when shortages of 

Spanish-speaking clergy, especially in rural Arizona, precluded sustained devotions. 

Intermittent dips in the number of parishioners can be attributed to internal and 

external factors. Internal social and cultural factors such as the 1919 dedication of Santa 

Cruz Church, located at the intersection of 22"'' Street and South Sixth Avenue some 

blocks south of the Cathedral of San Augustine, responded to general population growth 

and redistributed parish members across a broader geographic area (Fig. 25 a-b). 

External political and legal factors such as the Great Depression and repatriation 

XX Aniversario, 43. The priests at Holy Family distributed 5,000 communion wafers in 1915 
and 23,120 in 1934, reflecting increases in either the number of communicants or the number of 
times each parishioner received communion. These alternatives confirm increased ritual devotion 
and/or a growing parish. 
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programs as well as demographic movement away from the dty center also adversely 

aflfected parish populations.^" For example, the Holy Family parish population in 1928 

marking the zenith of tw^enty years of formative Carmelite ritual influence increased to 

about 6500 parishioners and then dropped by more than one thousand in 1929. Slow but 

gradual recovery from this ten per cent drop in parishioners thereafter increased annually 

until 1934, when 4220 parishioners at Holy Family received the Holy Sacrament 23,120 

times. By the end of two decades, parishioners at Holy Family had received the Host 

more than quarter of a million times.^^^ 

Refugees from the Mexican Revolution and radical Cristero movements in central 

and northern Mexico accounted for this gradual recovery. While war and resistance 

destabilized and ultimately dismantled Carmelite convents in Durango and Sinaloa, 

Carmelite parishes in Tucson and southern Arizona prospered from relative peace and 

prosperity.^^ Regional spiritual bonds forged in Mexico ultimately drew a new 

contingent of Carmelite immigrant exiles toward southern Arizona. In 1924, the 

cloistered Discalced Carmelite Sisters of Durango sought refuge at Holy Family. As 

Carmelite parochial resources kept pace with social dynamics on the U.S-Mexico border, 

Carmelite parishes included and incorporated ordained and lay religious newcomers into 

In a 1960 report to the Diocese of Tucson, Fr. Arsenio Carrillo identified Holy Family, Santa 
Cruz, Santa Rosa, St. Margaret, Oiu- Lady of Light Chapel, San Cosme and Our Lady of 
Guadalupe Chapel — located in and around Tucson's urban center — as core Spanish-speaking 
parishes. As young &niilies with higher incomes moved from the city center toward the 
mountain foothills or low middle class &nilies relocated southward. Holy Family parish became 
what Mgr. Arsenio CarriUo termed a "depressed neighborhood." Source: San Augustine File 
Box, Diocese of Tucson Research Center Archives, Regina Cleri Center, Tucson. 

XXAniversario, 43. 
Enrique Krause, Mexico Biography of Power: A History ofModem Mexico 1810-1996 (New 

York: Harper Collins, 1997), 420-424. 
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parish organizations. Three years later, in September 1927, Revista Carmelitana 

reprinted a description in El Tucsonense about the dedication of a new convent for the 

exiled nuns neighboring Holy Family Church, on Second Street (Fig. 26).^^ 

Members of every Catholic parish in Tucson filled the parish gardens. An early 

evening procession led by hundreds of girls and young women in white garments 

represented various Catholic societies: Carmelite confi^atemities of Santa Cruz and Holy 

Family churches; religious groups fi-om the Cathedral of Saint Augustine; the Discalced 

Carmelite Sisters; and Sisters of the Orphanage, the Academy of Saint Joseph, and St. 

Mary's Hospital. Diocesan Vicar General Monsignor Timmermans carried the Blessed 

Sacrament in a monstrance under a canopy called a pallium, followed by the priests of 

Carmelite Arizona: Fathers Basilio, Estansilao, Carmelo, AngeL, Eliseo, Fernando, 

Victorino; and Brothers Juan, Angel and Jose. After reaching the patio of the new 

convent, the monstrance was placed upon a temporary altar draped with gilded silk and 

interlaced banners. A rosary alternately chanted by the Holy Family Women's Youth 

Choir and the Carmelite Sisters preceded the Eucharistic Hymn of Mexico sung by the 

exiled Mexican nuns. P. Carmelo chose the final verses of the sacro-secular hymn for his 

dedication speech. After celebratory oratory and a benediction preceding the dedication, 

a parish family formally donated a statue of Santa Teresita to the church. The 

"Magnificaf followed the benediction, after which garlanded processional platforms 

(cmdas) carrying decorated statues of the Blessed Child of Prague and the Virgin of Mt. 

"Un Nuevo Palomar Carmelitano en Tucson, Arizona," in Revista Carmelitana, 4:46 (Sept., 
1927), 300, reprinted from El Tucsonense, n.d. Ritual dedication of the convent and statue 
included expressions of gratitude by the Carmelite Sisters to festival donors. 
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Carmel led the procession to the portal of Holy Family Church. P. Carmelo consecrated 

the elevated images on behalf of the faithful and winged 'angels' adorned the Virgin, 

Queen of Carmel with flowers (Fig. 27). 

After the dedication of Santa Cniz Church with P. Justino de la Santa Teresa 

Equileta as pastor in 1919, priests from Carmelite Catalonia consolidated an urban base 

from which to administer parishes in rural townships. Catholic sections of Mexican 

American Tucson demarcated an urban district radiating from the churches of Santa Cruz 

at the 22°*^ Street and South Sixth Avenue toward Holy Family, located just above the 

rails on West Third Street and Main. In 1920, F. Justino Eguileta opened a parish school 

run by the Sisters of the Immaculate Heart of Mary at Santa Cruz. According to 

hierarchical and gendered dictates of the Order, Carmelite priests adjusted to the rigors of 

service in the border region and female religious dedicated themselves to teaching 

catechism and parochial school. 

Like that at Holy Family, the Santa Cruz Church complex similarly contributed to 

expanding forms of public visual culture marking the boundaries of Mexican American 

Tucson. In addition to also serving as staging grounds for public sacred and civil 

pageantry, the church and school sponsored cultural exhibits and also administered 

church and community organizations such as El Centro de Jovenes de la Santa Cruz, a 

youth center that brought together the young men of the parish for worship, recreation 

and commvmity service (Fig. 28 a-b).^^^ P. Justino also directed the St. Vincent Club, a 

service orgaruzation whose members represented a segment of cultural leaders whose 

El Fronterizo, Dec. 27, 1919 and April 7, 1939. 
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community activities in collaboration with San Vicente members at Holy Family such as 

Amado Cota Robles, James Brady and Antonio Gradillas extended beyond the parishes 

toward other areas of community support.^'^ 

Common cause and a shared sense of belonging motivated lay conduct among 

particular communities in specific time and (spi)ritual space. As internal value-laden 

definitions of social stability and economic security took hold in early twentieth-century 

Tucson, long-term urban residents, 'pioneer' ranching families, Mexican (im)niigrants 

and political exiles congregated to pray and play according to developing communal 

forms of regional worship again infused by Spanish forms. As urban parishioners 

acknowledged how Carmelite parish services and recreational activities renovated or 

revitalized Spanish forms in Mexican American worship, Carmelite social authority kept 

pace with internal and external processes of cultural assimilation.^^^ 

Spanish Carmelite Priests in Arizona 

Aztlan in Arizona, the last territorial annex to the continental United States, 

countered or negotiated (bi)national institutional or revolutionary discourse through 

public cultural forms such as adaptations of prior Catholic practice. For example, in 

addition to Spanish ritual layered upon existing religious forms in northern Mexico, 

strategies of cultural survival within Carmelite Tucson additionally owed a debt to the 

Memorial Book of the Holy Family Church: Silver Jubilee, 1914-1939 (Tucson: c. 1939), n.p.. 
F. Carrillo in 1960 observed the culmination of these processes: " I) a slow infiltration of 

Mexican families in all areas of Tucson due to economic and educational opportunities; 2) slow 
but sure psychological or mental change in the Mexican people caused by living in an American 
milieu; 3) an ever increasing use of English by youth and young married couples caused by 
education and American influence." Source: San Augustine File, Diocese of Tucson Research 
Center Archives, Regjna Cleri Center, Tucson. 
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new priests' own experiences in pre-revolutionary Catalonia, where anticlericalism and 

governmental oppression increasingly foretold civil war.^®'* By the end of the century's 

third decade, Spanish Carmelite exiles from Mexico had extended their pastoral influence 

in the United States from a tentative presence in Mexico and southern Arizona to 

principle roles in establishing a convent and novitiate in Washington, D.C. As the Order 

grew in Spain and America, some Carmelite priests in early Arizona parishes left the 

region. P. Modesto Nagore, for example, in September 1918 left Morenci to return to 

Spain; P. Pascasio Heriz and Brother Pedro Tomas in October, 1916 left Florence and 

Tucson, respectively, for Washington, D.C.; in 1927, P. Farre served as prior in 

Washington, D.C. before his return to Spain. 

After ahnost two decades in Arizona, distance, hardship, and isolation still 

troubled Carmelite priests in southern Arizona's mining towns. In 1927, P. Eliseo Costa 

anticipated the arrival of a young group of Spanish Carmelites with a letter to Provincial 

Vicar P. Pedro Heriz describing devotional obstacles in Sonora, Arizona. In a 14-year 

postscript to P. Jose Maria's letter to P. Lucas de San Jose Tristany, P. Costa outlined the 

burdens of spiritual isolation. P. Costa's letter also revealed effects of prior compromises 

made during efforts to consolidate Arizona ministries and concerns about relying on 

priests with little regional experience to continue them; 

Forced exile in the mining camps burdens the spirit. In the first 
place, one risks neglecting acts of piety, such as prayer, self-examination, 
discipline, etc. Even the Divine Practice (Oficio Divind) is negotiable, at 

Luis Aguirre Prado, The Church and the Spanish War (Madrid: Ediciones del Servicio 
Informativo Espanol, 1964), 9-19. 
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least as concerns when it is recited.^^^ This liberty contradicts true 
religious fervor. It is easy to justify irregularities due to countless 
unexpected tasks, such as attending the sick, which often requires hours of 
travel. Along with other matters, preparations for feast days and regular 
visits to the faithful, at home or in hospital, can modify any routine, no 
matter efforts to sustain it. Also, one can easily become melancholy, since 
long intervals between visits aggravate a lack of communication and 
infrequent contact among brothers. I myself endured two months without 
an opportunity for confession. 

I believe these conditions violate Constitutional provisions calling 
for enough priests in residence to compose a choir and to console each 
another through companionship, conversation, and example. 

Isolated priests also confront material danger easily develop 
attachments to warranted or needless acquisitions of books or vestments 
that contradict our vows of poverty. Solitude additionally makes study, 
contemplation and sanctuary practically impossible. A priest cannot 
neglect the constant demands of his parish without hurting the feelings of 
the faithfiil.^^^ 

These confidences reflected a continued preference within the contemplative community 

to live together or with other regular orders. By the late 1920s, urban Tucson parish 

complexes contained convents and rectories that approximated monastic life in ways that 

rural parishes could not. 

The boundaries of Holy Family, and Santa Cruz parishes by 1930 extended from 

downtown Tucson toward areas south, north and east of the city. From the center of 

town, they encompassed south Tucson and northern Marana, including Redrock, Rillito, 

Cortaro, Silverbell and part of Avra Valley. Carmelite priests in these urban parishes also 

administered Carmelite missions in Sasabe, Continental, Fort Lowell and Santa Rosa 

Carmelite ritual routine within the cloister consisted of a daily regimen in private and in 
community. The expectation that Spanish Carmelite practice would take hold and survive in 
Arizona speaks to how setder priests envisioned the region and, for contemplative priests, also 
suggests the extent of their dismay to leam their duties extended beyond church grounds. 

P. Eliseo Costa to Provincial Vicar Pedro de San Elias (Tucson), Nov. 25, 1927, Hermanos 
Descalzos, Barcelona. 
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ranching districts. Fathers Angel Esteve and Estanislao Caralt, of Santa Cruz parish, 

from 1920 to 1926 guided religious practice among Mexican workers on ranches and 

farms in Sasabe.^'^ In 1930, Spanish priests at Santa Cruz Church again guided the 

Sasabe mission until St. John Church was built in Tucson's southwest quadrant. Spanish 

Carmelite ministries among Mexican workers in cotton fields in the Continental and Fort 

Lowell districts also said Mass and trained lay teachers to prepare children to receive the 

Holy Sacraments.^^^ 

In 1925, P. Carmelo Corbella began open-air services in the Yaqui Barrio Pascua 

under a ramada of dry branches, sticks, wooden planks and corregated tin. Joaquina 

Robles, an active parishioner at Holy Family, donated an armoir that when open served 

as an improvised altar. Donations and collections over time provided fiinds for a bell and 

wood for a bell tower. In 1929, the Tucson chapter of the Catholic Daughters of America 

bought land in Barrio Belen, near Barrio Pascua, in honor of then-President Maria 

Gomez. The Catholic Extension Society also funded the Chapel of Santa Rosa de Lima, 

named for the patroness of the local chapter of the Catholic Daughters. Fathers Antonio 

Parra, Eliseo Costa and Estanislao Caralt also served the Yaqui community where 

organization members taught Catholic doctrine. By 1935, Maria Gomez alone directed 

the chapel sodalities, where with her mother, Joaquina Robles, she taught Catechism 

classes. In addition, more than 200 Yaqui children had received First Holy Communion 

Priests fleeing religious persecutions in Mexico during the Calles administration later served 
these rural districts. On C^es and the Cristero movement, see Emilio Krause, Biography of 
Power, 404-447. 

J. Matus, '"El Misionero," de Rosas (Sept.-Oct. 1980), 156-167. 
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and thirty chapel members belonged to Holy Family's Archicofradia del Nino Jesus de 

Praga (Figs. 29 a-c). 

As ties among church and parish missions increased, the hardship imposed upon 

clerics in Spain by the Spanish Civil War persuaded Provincial P. Lucas de San Jose 

Tristany that the survival of the Order was contingent upon fiinds and human resources 

from its American missions. The Spanish province of Catalonia, for example, depended 

upon Arizona parishes to fund Discalced Carmelite seminaries in Palafrugell, Tarragona 

and Badalona and Carmelite missions in Asia and Africa.Social relations demarcated 

by sodalities, altar societies and other lay organizations in developing parishes expanded 

sources of support for Carmelite seminaries in Spain. This reciprocity provided Spanish 

priests for Mexican American communities in southern Arizona until the 1930s. 

European immigrant priests by 1935 had made spiritual inroads into Mexican American 

cultural strongholds by applying community strategies such as religious duty, physical 

exertion, and cultural reciprocity to their ministries. 

Overlapping, unfolding processes of adaptation and acculturation in Arizona 

unified eflforts to function in new surroundings while holding political adversity at bay. 

(Im)migration from rural to urban areas, shifting occupations, and education levels were 

tangible factors of these processes. Urban growth and new parish boundaries also 

extended and included Native and African American residents in once predominantly 

Revista Carmelitcma published articles about Carmelite history, teachings and missionary 
eflforts. A donation drive at Santa Cruz and Holy Family in 1927 provided funds for a bicycle for 
a mission in India. 
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Mexican American neighborhoods. Yet, intricate sacro-secular practices defining these 

processes still flowered within religious precincts in Mexican American Tucson. 

The Carmelites entered Arizona under privileges extended to them by Bishop 

Henri Granjon. EHocesan priests, especially Mexican and Italian priests replaced or 

displaced in the diocesan organization by these new assignments, were ambivalent about 

these privileges. Because institutional opposition potentially destabilized eflForts to 

establish tenure in Arizona, the early Carmelite priests remained in the Bishop's good 

graces by keeping a weather eye on diocesan politics. As ministries among Mexican 

American miners and merchants consolidated social dynamics among these economic 

sectors, Carmelite priests in Arizona negotiated how to proceed in their pastoral missions. 

In Spain, traditions bom of training and optimism bom of faith in Mexico led to 

adaptation bom of reform and caution bora of experience. In Aztlan, new and seasoned 

Carmelite ministries developed reserves of resolve bom of determination and stability 

bora of stamina. 

In Holy Family and Holy Cross parishes, P. Justino de la Sta. Teresa Equileta 

(Mazatlan), Eduardo Farre (Ehirango), P. Jose Salvador Civit (Durango) and P. Eliseo 

Costa with P. Jose Maria Mele (Mazatlan) believed in a strict approach limited to the 

fimdamentals of Catholic religious practice; mass, sacraments, catechism. In addition to 

providing basic structure and organization to fundamental Catholic practice, another 

perspective among the Carmelite assembly calibrated their influence as cultural arbiters 

to the locations and economic resources of their Mexican American parishes. Cultural 

fluency needed to serve in this capacity originated first from sojoums in Cuba and 
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Mexico and also from labors within rural parishes in southern Arizona. Lucas de San 

Jose Tristany, for example, served in Morenci from March to December 1914. After a 

brief sojourn in Florence, he took residence in Tucson's Holy Family Church, where he 

lived from September 1915 to February 1919 and from November 1920 to April 1924. 

He later served the parish of Santa Cruz from April 1926 to March 1928, then in Superior 

prior to his return to Spain in 1930. Similarly, P. Pascasio served parishes from Sonora 

to Florence from June 1914 until his 1916 transfer to Washington, D.C. and ultimate 

return to Spain. 

Carmelite influence measured according to physical time in the region can 

alternately be described as fleeting, such as P. Alejo Coll; intermittent, such as P. Pedro 

Heriz; profound, such as P. Lucas de San Jose; life-long, such P. Estansilao Caralt or all 

of the above, such as P. Carmelo Corbella. In southern Arizona, Spanish Carmelite 

material contributions to Mexican American religious communities included architectural 

construction/renovation and journalistic/photographic interest in society and ideas. As 

narrative imagery and visual narratives of their expanded public roles demonstrate, P. 

Lucas de San Jose, P. Carmelo and P. Estanislao variously shifted their ministries from 

visions of service within expanding confines of cloistered religious community to lives of 

contemplation mingled with visible contributions to Mexican American cultural and 

social production. Private correspondence and print literature played prominent roles, 

first in establishing a unified vision among Spanish priests entering the region from Spain 

and Mexico, then in coalescing and consolidating discursive relationships within 

Mexican American neighborhoods in the Tucson Diocese. Photographic records of 
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priests and parishioners in public arenas and religious precincts provided descriptive 

detail to this social portrait. 

Details both splendid and mundane in prolific correspondence to and firom Rome, 

Spain, Mexico, Arizona and Washington, D.C., recounted tum-of-the-century 

relationships among Carmelite religious, first in northern Mexico and later in southern 

Arizona parishes, including Tucson. With serial memoirs about their experience of 

southern Arizona and beyond in local Spanish-language newspapers and regional 

journals, their (auto)biographies broaden prior models of cultural interaction between 

Catholic parishes in Mexican American neighborhoods in the diocese of Tucson and 

extend prior fi-ames of reference about how priests in early twentieth-century Arizona 

influenced cultural discourse through public ritual and procession. In a history of 

Mexican American resistance and adaptation in Arizona, the social role and literary 

presence of P. Carmelo Corbella and his spiritual brothers exemplified Carmelite service 

to Mexican/American and Yaqui culture in Arizona during early statehood.'*"® 

P. Carmelo Corbella and Holy Family Parish Cultural Production 

P. Carmelo de la Virgen del Carmen Corbella joined Holy Family parish in 

November, 1921 (Fig. 30). P. Carmelo remained in Tucson until 1939, when, after 

founding Santa Rosa mission and Santa Margarita church at Holy Family parish, he 

returned to Catalonia with other priests of the Order to replace priests killed in Barcelona 

Corbella's first literary effort, written while in the seminary, was in 1930 published in Tucson. 
Caxmslo CorbcWsL, Amor y perdon (Jucsoxr.'Esrxpxsxsia.de; El Tucsonense, 1930). Quipata: Libro 
historico misional de indios (Barcelona: Carmelitas Descalos de la Provincia de N.P. San Jose de 
Cataluna, 1970) is Corbella's memoir of his Arizona ministry 
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and Tarragona during the Spanish Civil War.'"'^ After Corbella became pastor in 1924, 

he increased the range and frequency of parochial cultural events, first by expanding local 

observations of Semana Devota, bi-weekly reverential observations honoring patronesses 

of the Discalced Carmelite Order: the Virgin of Mount Carmel, whose apparition on Mt. 

Carmel was a principle tenet of the Order; Santa Teresa de Avila, Carmelite mystic and 

founder of the Discalced Carmelite Order; and iben-beata, now Santa Teresita del Nino 

Jesus. Celebratory ritual during Spanish Carmelite feast days keyed into local liturgical 

and festival calendars to participate in an extant panoramic festival seasons. As co-pastor 

and pastor of Holy Family parish, Corbella rounded out ritual calendars established by his 

predecessors and also extended parish programs by recruiting casts for recreational plays 

and concerts for social gatherings from members of parish choirs and religious groups. 

Spanish-language theater as a venue for community formation within parish 

precincts expanded social contexts of religious ritual and secular performance in 

Carmelite sacred space. In 1926, P. Corbella founded the Santa Teresita Club to foster 

spiritual communion through the example of the Little Flower of Carmel and through 

works defined by the club motto: "Piety, Sociability, Culture."'*®^ The Grupo Artistico de 

Aficionados also mixed moral instruction and cultural entertainments through genero 

chico plays, zar2uelas, melodramas and religious dramas from Spain and Mexico. 

Provincial P. Alonzo de los Angeles and General P. Elias de S. Martin in 1597 established the 
Carmelite convent in Tarragona dedicated to St. Lawrence. In 1892, Rev. P. Pedro Jose de Jesus 
Maria, a principal in restoring the Order in Spain was buried in Avila, next to his brother Tomas 
de Jesus Maria, who died in 1891 (Source: Revista Carmelitana, 4, Jan. 1927, 9 and 12) 

"Discalced Carmelites of Arizona Golden Jubilee, 1912-1962." 
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Parochial social clubs reinforced resilient community ties and encouraged 

intimate contact between families and among young and elder members of the parish 

community. Inclusive intergenerational approaches found broad expression in CorbeUa's 

ministry. His journal narratives and photo images recorded how social activities melded 

with liturgical holidays. Descriptive narrative images of processions during his ministry 

in Tucson demonstrate how worship assumed theatrical proportions, particularly through 

improvised sets and programmed uses of theatrical forms such as tableau vivant 

containing local to global signifiers of Catholic religious worship.''®^ 

Youth clubs like the Little Flower Club, for example, commemorated a calendar 

of important spiritual holidays that established their social roles in local religious 

communities.'**''^ Young parishioners sang in choirs, belonged to the Society of 

Catechism Teachers and the Parish Hall Comic Players. They also collaborated in 

October processions to Christ the BCing and other parish festivals. The Little Flower Club 

itself sponsored Valentine's Day parties and held weekly Tucson Youth Conferences 

Tableau vivant are posed staged vignettes (Brecht freeze frame) of familiar historical 
allegories, e.g.. The Trojan Horse, The Battie of Waterloo, Washington Crossing the Delaware, 
The Fall of Tenochtitlan, The Execution of Maximillian, Custer's Last Stand and The Alamo. 
Christian tableau vivant included The Annunciation by the Archangel Gabriel, The Nativity, The 
Crucifixion, and, in Mexico and parts of the Unit^ States, the Apparition of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. Tomas Ybarra Frausto, CARA : Chicano Art: Resistance and Affirmation, coined the 
term 'glocal' to describe such syntheses of 'high' and 'low' art. 

"Miembros Activos del 'Litde Flower Club,' XX Aniversario, 33. In eight years (c. 1927-
1935), 188 young adults received the Club medal. In 1935, the Litde Flower Club contained 94 
active and 17 honorary (married) members. Of active members, 31 held Certificates of Honor, 28 
achieved Second-Level status and 36 advanced to the First Level. The club also withdrew 94 
memberships for bad behavior, especially neglecting monthly confession and communion. Strict 
rules raised the bar on club mem|jership, creating an exclusive group of young representative 
members in a fledgling commimity of Mexican American leaders, such as Maria Urquides, 
teacher and co-author of the U.S. Bilingual Education Act. They also evenly split young 
members of the parish according to strict religious and moral codes that some aspired to but did 
not accomplish. 
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during the Lenten season. April visits to churches in Florence and Superior began a 

season of spring picnics and field games. The Little Flower Club at Easter sponsored a 

pinata party and candy eggs for the poor children of the barrio of Fort Lowell (Rillito). A 

family picnic in May took place some time after the 'Tiesta de las Rosas," held each year 

on the first Sunday of May. The "Big Kermes," a fimdraising bazaar in the parish 

gardens presented food and gift booths, games and prizes, plays and music during the 

first weekend of September. Club members also organized a pilgrimage to Father Kino's 

northernmost mission during regional celebrations of the Feast of San Xavier in October 

(Fig. 31 a-c). Public prayer services at the Mission of San Xavier powerfiilly expressed 

bonds formed of two decades of spiritual community in Carmelite Arizona. By 1935, 

processions and communion mass at the Cave of the Virgin at morning and a rosary and 

benediction at evening bracketed outdoor breakfasts, recreation, barbeques and evening 

gatherings (Figs. 32 a-c). A morning mass for new members and an evening dance in 

November marked club anniversaries and at Christmas, Club members distributed toys 

and candy to underprivileged children. 

Descriptions of religious processions in local newspapers and Carmelite journals 

provide vivid evidence of a strong community spirit in Tucson, where theatrical forms of 

religious worship provided a range of formats and activities sharing the stage with patron 

saints, diocesan and clerical prelates, and a range of communicants and parish members. 

Children and young adults especially participated in these activities. Symbolically, the 

represented religious ideas; in practice, their involvement fostered cultural associations 

between religious faith and education. In a 1927 almanac entry on the July 16 Feast of 
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Sta. Teresa, for example, Corbella wrote, "From the seat of the most elevated Angels of 

Heaven to the heart of an innocent child covered with the blessed Scapular, there is a 

mysterious affinity. She is my Queen, say the angels; She is my mother, says the 

child."^^ This homily represented the capacity of children, who embodied ideas of 

innocent devotion, to cultivate religious faith from an early age and spoke to the 

educational goals of the Carmelite ministries. 

Parochial centers of cultural community buffered resident and immigrant 

parishioners against social assault, economic upheaval, and political adversity. Seeking 

unity in adversity and finding sanctuary in community, Mexican American 

neighborhoods turned to parish lay and religious leaders to maintain prior or construct 

new physical and ideological spaces where communities might experience transitions 

from exclusive attachment to prior cultural systems toward actively developing new ones. 

In the physical realm, sacred space provided refuge from cultural assault; in the 

discursive realm, Spanish-language theater and print culture constructed and asserted 

claims of solidarity (and sovereignty) within religious precincts and community spaces 

defined and reinforced by unassailable internal social relationships.'*®^ 

As a young altar boy, Monsignor Arsenio Carrillo experienced Carmelite methods 

of cultivating religious practice and community spirit. As a seasoned priest, he observed 

the end of a missionary era and identified ways that local language and learning created 

Revista Carmelitana, 4, Jan. 1927, 23. 
The Carmen Celia Beltran Hispanic Theater Archive, located at the Arizona Historical 

Society, Southem Arizona Chapter, in Tucson, contains scripts that P. Corbella ordered from 
publishing houses in Barcelona such as the Biblioteca Salesiana and distributed to cast members, 
at times adapting characters and scripts to local circumstances. 
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religious and cultural unity.""^ Carmelite publications such as Semana Devota and 

religious features in local newspapers, for example, integrated the parishes into regional 

cultural networks and religious communities through community aimouncements, parish 

bulletins and a monthly journal. With P. Corbella as editor, Revista Carmelitana in 1926 

became the literary extension of Carmelite devotion to the Mother of God in her 

manifestation of Our Lady of Mount Carmel.'*"^ 

Parochial events and cultural activities represented an amalgam of Carmelite 

practice and Mexican American ritual in early Arizona that drew from Spanish theater 

traditions and Catholic liturgy dating from Nuevo Mexico. Ramon Guttierez argues that 

"ideological fictions and fantastic projections" in colonial New Mexico obscure the 

specificity of language, location and intent that each cultural arbiter brought to the 

feast.'^^ In addition to dramas about the expulsion of the Moors from Iberia, for example, 

ritual regalia and rhetoric about the fall of Aztec Mexico memorialized village patrons. 

F. Arsenio Carrillo, Report on Mexican Churches in Tucson, Tucson Diocesan Archives and 
Research Center, San Augustine Box. 

Arizona parishioners learned the history of the Order and global Carmelite missions in this 
periodical. The magazine also published photographs of seminarians at the Teresian Convent of 
Palafrugell (Jan. 1927: 14). P. Estanislao Caralt in 1934 became editor just prior to Corbella's 
departure. The magazine's circulation peaked at 5,000 monthly editions and ceased publication 
in 1958 due to an increase of similar publications in Mexico and a decrease in U.S. demand for 
Spanish-language periodicals. 

Ramon Gutierrez, "The Politics of Theater in Colonial New Mcxico: Drama and the Rhetoric 
of Conquest," in Reconstructing a Chicano/a Literary Heritage: Hispanic Colonial Literature of 
the Southwest, Maria Herrera-Sobek, ed. (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1993), 49-62. 
Guided by Tlaxcalan allies and his consort Dona Marina, Heman Cortez in 1521 defeated 
Mexico-Tenochtitlan. The Twelve Franciscans in 1524 established The Convent of San 
Francisco de Huejotzingo, in Mexico. Franciscan visions of a neMf Mexico incorporated legends 
of the fall of Mexico-Tenochtitlan into dramatic repertoires of New Mexico that crossed the Rio 
Bravo with Juan de Onate, an entourage of Tlaxcalan Indians, a female cultural interpreter and 
twelve Franciscan friars who replicated military and spiritual actors in Mexican Conquest. Ritual 
exchanges and pageantry in The Arrival of the Franciscan Apostles and a Mass in Santo Domingo 
village in 1528 also confirmed Onate as governor and Franciscan commissary Fr. Alonso 
Martinez as spiritual leader. 
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provincial governors and diocesan prelates in northern New Spain ritual seasons 

generally synchronized with the winter and summer solstices.'^^" Thus, the Christian 

Feast of the Nativity roughly coincided with the winter solstice; Holy Week and Easter 

ceremonies generally followed the vernal equinox. The feast of Corpus Christi 

culminated the Christian liturgical year near the summer solstice in mid-June. 

Since Catholic liturgy combined solar and chronological counts, religious 

festivals generally overlapped or coincided according to the timing, resources, methods, 

pace, and prevalence of religious observance within each settlement area. Thus, 

commemorative festival observance of fixed Roman holidays such as Christmas in 

northern New Spain ebbed and flowed, peaked and dipped, withdrew and advanced 

during three colonial centuries according to changing ceremonial prerogatives of 

colonizing and subject cultures. The prerogatives themselves were influenced by 

considerations such as where and how long each program had been performed, their 

public reception, and how they manifested particular ideas or lessons. Consequently, 

living ritual cycles produced oral and written ritual whose participants functioned as 

performers, as spectators, as artisans, as leaders, or as followers. In colonial New Spain, 

Spanish Christianity generally structured each play, while theatrical detail situated each 

recital in time and place. 

Through local forms of social diflFerentiation and cultural hierarchies at Mt. 

Carmel and Tehuantepec as well as at Tumamoc and Picacho, ritual pilgrimage and 

Gutierrez, 56. In San Juan de los Caballeros, Los Moras y Cristianos recounted the triumph of 
the Holy Cross, the expulsion of the Moors, and celebrated Santiago Matamoros, who vanquished 
Pontius Pilate, the Roman who condemned Christ to the cross. 
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regional reenactment afiBrmed seasonal observances of Catholic holy days whose 

attendants reflected institutional and ecclesiastic rank and status; determined the locations 

of processional pauses determined by the social elite, while the rank and file formed 

supporting casts. These commemorative rituals continued apace with regional boundary-

making and nation-forming along the borderlands. In early Arizona, Catholic liturgy and 

scripted narratives of subject cultures also entered the mosaic of local religious practice. 

In urban spaces in Arizona, a colonial legacy of religious pageantry with modem forms 

of ritual drama found expression ui parish precincts in Tucson. 

In winter. El Coloquio de San Jose on December 16 commemorated St. Joseph's 

selection as the consort of Mary and initiated Las Posadas, the allegory of their search for 

shelter that traditionally lasted nine days. On Christmas Eve in Texas and New Mexico, 

representations of Los Pastores in northern New Spain featured three age-stratified male 

participants: angels (boys), devils (old men) and shepherds (adolescents). In this 

shepherd's play, the Star of Bethlehem armounces the Nativity, whereupon Lucifer, the 

fallen Angel, plots against the Madorma and Child. St. Michael and a hermit with choirs 

of angels protect the pilgrims fi"om Lucifer and his minions. However, performers in 

northern New Spain interpreted Christian forms of malice according to secular as well as 

ecclesiastic contexts. Local productions of these shepherds plays blended American 

icons such as Santa Claus, traditional characters in Mexican versions of los pastores and 

forces of good and evil dressed in Spanish regalia (Figs. 34 a-c).'*^^ 

Guttierez, "Theater in Colonial New Mexico," 51-55. Except within ritual spaces to which 
missionaries and the military had neither interest nor access such as transfers of ritual ideas from 
native elders to initiates in kiva chambers perpetuated specific native ceremonies, the regional 
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Forces of good and evil also figured in dances commemorating the Christian 

Nativity. In colonial New Spain, Franciscan views of social order in Los Pastores and 

Los Reyes Magos with dance-dramas such as Los Matachines recounted the defeat of 

Montezuma, his mythic baptism and eventual conversion. In the dances matachines, 

abuelos (elders), war chiefs (capitanesy, and la Malinche converted the Monarca, or 

faithless ruler, and subdued el Toro, a pagan symbol. These programs engaged a 

historical continuum in New Spain that linked Iberia to Mexico on the Rio Bravo and 

beyond. Los Reyes Magos staged at the January 6 Feast of the Epiphany and the 

Adoration of the Christ Child symbolized the dawn of Christianity. At Holy Family 

parish, Corbella organized social and devotional activities, sodalities and confi-atemities 

dedicated to patrons of the Carmelite Order. Also in January, the Archicqfradia del 

Dtvino Nino Jesus de Praga celebrated the Feasts of the Epiphany and The Holy Family. 

In 1927 the parish also commemorated the 1873 birth in Alenzon, France, of Sta. Teresita 

del Nino Jesus, C.D., the "Little Flower. 

In addition to strict observance of Catholic liturgy, Carmelite parishes in Tucson 

also honored the Sacranim Religionum of Pope Clemente Vm that in 1597 divided the 

Discalced Carmelite Orders into provinces in Spain and in Italy and the 1515 birth of 

Teresa de Ahumada, later Santa Teresa de Avila. The Carmelite Order also marked her 

variability of dramatic performance of Catholic narratives. Themes of a militant Spanish clergy 
in historical dramatizations of liberal and revolutionary Mexico also challenged later assertions of 
cultural hegemony. In addition, ideas of social control gone awry in zarzuela influenced the 
secular trajectory of autos sacramentales in sixteenth- through nineteenth-century Spain. Ritual 
performance might therefore represent epic narratives of relative to limited stability in tandem 
with cultural reciprocity or distress. 

Revista Carmelitana, 4, (1927), 4. P. Cirilo de la Madre de Dios in 1628 initiated devotions 
to the image of Jesus of Prague (Source: Revista Carmelitana, 20:227, (Jan. 1943), 12). 
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1581 foundation of the Order of Discalced Carmelites in Alcala de Henares; her 1582 

death at sea on the &st Carmelite expedition to the Congo; her 1622 canonization; and 

her 1625 designation as a patroness of Carmelite Spain. In April, the Order celebrated 

the 1888 entry of Sta. Teresita del Nino Jesus into the Carmel of Lisieux, France, and her 

1923 beatification in Rome.'*^^ 

Lenten ritual devotion, particularly during Holy Week observances between Palm 

Sunday and Good Friday, culminated a season of intense introspection, prayers and 

abstinence in colonial New Spain. Lenten autos de la fe traditionally recounted fourteen 

sequential allegories of the Passion in the Stations of the Cross: Christ's condemnation; 

bearing the cross (John 19:17); aid of Simon of Cyrene (Mark 15:21); meeting with the 

holy women of Jerusalem (Luke 23:27-31; with his mother (John 19:25) and with 

Veronica; his three falls en route to Calvary; his humiliation and crucifixion; his death, 

decent fi^om the cross and burial. The draped altars of Holy Thursday traditionally 

received sacred images of the Crucified Christ and his consorts at mid-day on Good 

Friday, the most solemn of holy days whose ritual processions followed a processional 

drcuit leading to Mount Calvary, upon whose summit appeared the cross. Carmelite 

parishes and chapels of Tucson re-enacted the Passion as plays, processions, and in ritual 

dances. In Tucson, passion plays at Holy Family contained Euro-Mexican and Iberian 

elements; at Old Pascua, these elements combined with Yaqui Lenten rituals where 

Matachines appeared at Easter rather than at Christmas (Figs. 35 a-c). The Passion 

Revista Carmelitana, 4, (1927), 13-19. 
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continued during Holy Saturday. On Easter Sunday, drapes lifted at sunrise affirmed a 

liturgy of spiritual renewal. 

The Lenten season at Holy Family during the early decades of Arizona statehood 

included weekly lectures and conferences on Christian doctrine, Thursday evening holy 

hours, Friday Stations of the Cross, Sunday masses, and spiritual exercises for young 

adults, men, women and children preparing for their First Communions. The Stations of 

the Cross were held every day during Holy Week, along with "Monumento, Lavatorio y 

Hora Santa""*^"^ on Holy Thursday, a sermon about the Passion on Good Friday, 

devotional oflBces on Holy Saturday and a High Mass at dawn on Easter Sunday. 

Carmelite liturgies, pastoral and community works, religious sodalities, fraternal 

organizations, youth clubs and amateur theater groups also structured a parochial network 

through which P. Corbella in Holy Family and P. Caralt at Santa Cruz administered social 

gatherings and widened parochial spheres of cultural authority. These activities 

generated broad participation and support for all manner of interrelated literary, religious 

and community projects. For example, the first Sunday of May in 1933 fell on the 

seventh day. Holy Family parish initiated a month of choral services at the armual 'Fiesta 

de las Rosas,' an early morning communion mass with orchestral music and the Santa 

Teresita Club Choir.Scalloped rose garlands ran along the church's lateral walls 

toward pedestals holding vases filled with palms and lilies. A lattice of roses suspended 

above the altar framed a statue of Santa Teresita draped with roses and multicolored 

This devotional triad referred to laudatory services at the monument to Christ Rey; ceremonial 
Washing of the Feet, and Holy Hour adoration of the Sacred Host in the Holy Tabernacle. 

Francisco Gallego, "Hermosa Fiesta en Tucson, Arizona," Revista Carmelitana, 10:113, (July, 
1933), 184. 
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flowers. This theatrical presentation recreated her dictum: " Upon my death, I will send a 

shower of roses.""*^® 

Roses symbolically evoked attributes of Santa Teresita, thus the benediction 

included distribution of ceremonial roses by Club members. After a sermon by Santa 

Cruz parish priest (pairoco) P. Jose Domingo Jaques, the Little Flower Club inducted 

select young men and women of the parish into the club. Hymns to Santa Teresita sung 

by new and active members marked the mass's end. In the afternoon, P. Carmelo led an 

obligatory meeting, where new members recited the club rules.'*^^ After Sunday evening 

services dedicated to the month of Mary, Club Director P. Carmelo cautioned that failing 

to meet organization goals might prevent participation in parish feasts and club activities: 

some religious in character, and others, civil or social.'^^^ He then distributed Second 

Level medals to four members, presented another three with fifth-year certificates and 

pinned the processional banner with white ribbons bearing the names of two honorary 

members. After Rosary prayers in the Parish Hall, a concluding soiree featured young 

women at the piano, speeches and poetry. 

In addition to fixed holidays, traditional observations of the Christian Passion 

anchored moveable feasts such as Ash Wednesday, Palm Sunday, the Resurrection and 

Ascension of Christ, Pentecost, and Corpus Christi.'^^^ The Eucharistic Feast of Corpus 

Boletin del Little Flower Club de Santa Teresita, 1:1, Jan. 1927, 20. 
Little Flower Club rules: apply for membership, pay club dues, attend monthly mass and 

recite requisite prayers; publicly afGrm a personal commitment to Catholic faith. 
"Las Fiestas del Club," in Libro Historico de la Parroquia de la Sagrada Familia de Tucson, 

Arizona Editado por las Sociedades de la Iglesia Con Motivo Del XX Aniversario de su 
Fundacion, 1915-1935, English Title: Memorial Book of the Holy Family Church of Tucson, 
Arizona. (Tucson: Holy Family Church, c. 1935), 34, hereaJfter cited as XXAniversario. 

Revista Carmelitana, 4:38, (January 1927), 49. 
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Christi each year occurred on the first Thursday after the Feast of the Holy Trinity, a 

liturgical holiday falling some time between May 21 and June 24/^° A Communion 

Mass and public procession with a solar monstrance displayed the mystical Eucharist as 

an organic symbol of social and religious communion. In June 1933, the Feast of the 

Sacred Heart and Corpus Christi featured masses and processions appros the occasion. 

Commemorative events during the Feast of Our Lady of Carmel at Holy Family parish 

vividly recall Carmelite contributions to ritual processions within the parish precinct. In 

addition to guiding the reader to particular ritual aspects of Carmelite churches in Tucson, 

the narrative provides insights into those aspects that are particularly noteworthy in order 

to comprehend larger cultural narratives embodied as communal ritual. 

The summer feast of the Carmelite Virgin in July included a novena (nine rosaries 

in nine consecutive days) and public processions of religious dignitaries and lay leaders 

marking the religious precinct of Holy Family parish and adjoining streets (Figs. 36 a-

A chain of cultural authority defined by age and gender communicated celestial 

and social hierarchies in a congregation of three thousand on July 25, 1926 celebrating 

the Feast of the Virgin of Mt. Carmel at Holy Family Church. Above the main altar of 

the church's interior, the image of the Most Holy Virgin of Mt. Carmel rested above 

angels surrounded the altar decorated with clouds against sky-blue silk. The Communion 

Mass offered at davm by M.R.P. Lucas de San Jose featured the Women's Youth Choir 

with organist Sara Parker and violinist Manuel M. Montijo. A cloudy summer sky 

hovered above evening crowds during the ritual coronation of the religious festival. 

In 1927, the Feast of the Holy Trinity fell on June 12: Corpus Christi was June 16. 
'Tiestas Especiales de la Parroquia," 47. 
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Above the entrance, palm fronds framed bouquets of flowers, banners and 

Carmelite shields. The early evening procession after the rosary proceeded from Second 

Street to Tenth Avenue and then to Third Street. Babes, children, youngsters, teenagers 

and young adults followed a processional platform of the Blessed Child of Prague, that 

year designed and adorned with white doves by Mrs. Carmelita Lucero. Mrs. Cuca Cosio 

carried the main processional banner for the Court of Honor, consisting of members of 

the Association of Semana Devota and two hundred and fifty girls and young women in 

white costumes, including representatives of the Cathedral's Daughters of Mary. The 

young women's choir sang a selection of religious hymns as tiny 'angels' carried a 

ceremonial crown and ribbon garlands. A platform of white lilies and electric lights 

illuminated the image of the Most Blessed Virgin of Carmel. 

In 1926, less than a decade before their deaths at the hands of Spanish fascists in 

Catalonia, Most Reverend Provincial P. Romualdo de Santa Catalina and Definer General 

Most Reverend Lucas de San Jose accompanied the Reverend Fathers Angel Esteve and 

Fernando Marine, of Holy Family Church, and Basilio Delgado, of the Church of the 

Assumption, in Florence. Male members of Semana Devota and the Altar Society of 

Holy Family followed by delegates from religious societies at Santa Cruz and the 

Cathedral of San Augustine followed the priests. Band music marked the procession's 

end. The ritual procession, guided by Brother Juan and young men of the parish, lasted 

slightly less than an hour and traversed streets adorned with electric lights, flowers and 

Carmelite banners. 
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After tracing the church precinct, procession members in the parish garden 

venerated the image of the Carmelite Virgin on an altar constructed for the occasion at 

the summit of the church stairs. After processional angels placed a pearl mantle upon the 

Virgin, Holy Family chaplain (parroco) delivered a brief homily. Amid cries of "Viva!" 

the Virgin returned to the temple, where she received a Papal blessing conveyed in the 

name of the Carmelite Order by Most Reverend Romulado de Santa Catalina. This 

elegant ritual concluded with reverential gestures to the Virgin (besamanos) that due to 

the number of faithful lasted almost an hour."*^^ 

In October 1933, daily afternoon benedictions of the Holy Sacrament heralded the 

Feast of Christ the King. Commemorations began with a morning communion mass and 

music by parish organist Mrs. Sara de Parker offered for Carmelite missions in India.'^^ 

That year, the Grand Mission Parade, a mid-aftemoon caravan of allegorical floats wound 

around Tucson's main streets in support of Carmelite missions around the world. Two 

motorcycle policemen controlled traffic for at least twenty floats led by Parade Marshall 

Amoldo Carrillo. Flags and barmers behind him included the American flag of the 

Knights of Colombus, followed by two small 'missionaries' on horseback.'*^'^ Famous 

missionaries of the U.S. West during the Spanish era, such as P. Kino, Junipero Serra and 

Carmelite P. Antonio de la Asuncion around a large cross decorated with ocotillos. 

"Gran Fiesta Carmelitana en Tucson, Arizona," Revista Carmelitana, 3, (Sept. 1926) 301-302. 
Revista Carmelitana, 10:107, (Jan. 1933), 5-6. 
Costumed children often portrayed representative historical and allegorical figures in 

miniature tableau vivant. B^oi^ including children in public commemorative acts, attendant 
meanings of children as actors suggested cultural endurance and social continuity. 
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prickly pears {nopales\ palm fronds and sahuaro cactus rode The Missionary Car 

assembled by Misses Bemarda Hernandez and Soledad Alvarez. 

Hundreds of national flags on the Car of Nations framed young women in 

traditional costumes on the auto installed and driven by Miss Maria Urquides. Mrs. 

Carmela de Lawton, sponsor of The Car of Carmelite Sisters, played prioress to twenty 

little girls forming a miniature community of nuns. The white/rose/brown tricolor of the 

"Little Flower Club" on the spectacular Car of Sta. Teresita created by Sammy Lopez 

carried young allegories of global missions, in honor of their patron. Misses Antonia 

Brady and Jesus de Lopez with Cleofe Cordova and Paulita Pacheco produced the Car of 

the Setting Sun wdth ingenious Japanese landscapes and Chinese costumes carrying tiny 

'orientals' under an arc of paper lanterns. A large heart covered with small mirrors cast 

light across a dozen small "pages" in a car dedicated to the Sacred Heart of Jesus by Mrs. 

Maria de Gradillas. The Red Cross Car featured a missionary ambulance with young 

'nurses' and 'doctors,' allegorical figures of charitable organizations as well as young 

'priests' and 'pharmacists.' 

An antique carriage presented by Miss Lupe Dalton and driven by Mr. Manuel 

Mireles carried the novel Car of Carmelites Priests, where no less than fifteen small 

'CarmeUtes' inspired many a photographer among the spectators. November requiem 

masses honoring the Feasts of All Souls and All Saints included novenas for the deceased 

relatives of parish members. A dawn mass with organ music of Mrs. Sara Parker and a 

communion sermon by P. Carmelo Corbella on December 13, 1931 also marked 
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celebrations of the Fourth Centenary of the December 12 Apparition of the Mexican 

Virgin of Guadalupe at Holy Family Church."*^^ 

A mid-afternoon procession with cross, paschal candles featured parish board 

members Carlos C. Jacome, James Brady, and Ben Parker. The clergy was represented 

by P. Carmelo and P. Estanislao, pastors of Holy Family and Santa Cruz, and by P. 

Victor Stoner, of St. Peter and Paul parish. When the Most Reverend Bishop Daniel J. 

Gercke reached the Monument to Christ the King, parishioners unveiled the "Lapida 

Guadalupana," a two-by-three foot granite bas-relief plaque donated by devotees of the 

Most Holy Virgin of Guadalupe to mark the four hundredth anniversary of Juan Diego's 

vision in Tepeyac. An inscription, "Dedicated by the Children of Our Mother on the FV 

Centenary of her Apparition. Tucson, Arizona, 1931" framed a central panel that 

reproduced the image in the Basilica of Mexico. Palms, flowers and banners surrounded 

the plaque, which was mounted to the draped base of the monument to Christ the King. 

The flags of Latin America and the Mexican Republic surrounded a large American flag 

draped around the monument's upper pedestal. Bishop Gercke blessed the plaque and 

consecrated the monument to the Mexican Virgin as he read the names of the 

monument's benefactors. After P. Carmelo addressed the crowd, the Bishop entreated 

the children of Guadalupe to honor their faith by venerating their Blessed Mother. 

An evening mass with a rosary, communion sermon and benediction and events 

honoring the Virgin of Guadalupe filled the Parish Hall to capacity. A piano sonata by 

Miss Consuelo Machado introduced the program, after which Miss Armida Bemal and 

"Las grandiosas Fiestas Guadalupanas en la Sagrada Familia," Revista Carmelitana, 4:96 
(Feb. 1932) 47-48. 
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Ernesto Monato presented a comic dialogue, "De Pesca." The Arvizu-Mireles duet 

danced the "Jarabe Tapatio," after which Miss Celia Jimenez performed a dramatic 

monologue and a comic monologue "Sinibaldo Campanuela." Raffle prizes and 

souveniers during a five-minute intermission introduced the main event, "Las 

Apariciones de Tepeyac," directed by Isaias and Maria de Abarca. Spectacular acting in 

splendid light skillfully recreated Tepeyac and the house of the Bishop (Zumarraga). 

Nena and Sara Abarca played Juan Diego and the Virgin Mary, respectively. Ernesto 

Monato played the bishop; Antonio Zepeda, Jr., and Luis Simental played young 

seminarians in five allegorical dialogues. Due to the auditorium's small size, pageant 

organizers announced a January 10 performance at the Cathedral of San Augustine. Local 

reports like these acknowledged local Carmelite pageantry honoring the Patroness of 

Mexico and the Americas. The liturgical year in the Tucson parish in winter included a 

Triduo, a three-day, forty-hour vigil honoring the Blessed Sacrament and Thanksgiving 

rites for benefits received during the year. The Advent season cuhninated with a Novena 

and Las Posadas, the search for shelter anticipating the December 25 Feast of the 

Nativity. 

In addition to the literary and cultural labors of P. Corbella, social interaction 

between priests and parishioners flourished in every parish. P. Justino Equileta and 

Brother Angel Fort in 1928 founded the El Centro Club at Santa Cruz parish for young 

men of good standing in the parish and published Juventud, a monthly magazine geared 

toward children and young adults. San Vicente Club, established and directed by P. 

Justino at Santa Cruz and by P. Carmelo at Holy Family, served needy and sick members 
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of the parishes. Similarly, P. Estanislao Caralt's Club Parroquial (Parish Club) at Santa 

Cruz organized various civic and social activities. 

Discursive ritual, civic ceremonies and print culture through venues of 

performance and descriptive narrative merged with cultural authority ascribed to the 

priesthood and provided entree into spheres of social prominence within Mexican 

American parishes in southern Arizona. Spanish Carmelite priests participated in broader 

realms of public observance and pageantry despite, then perhaps because of their rigorous 

pastoral missions. These points of departure for intimate views of parish life in Tucson 

led to religious manifestations of Aztlan in Tucson and southern Arizona. 

While festival processionals discursively united participants and audiences in 

(spi)ritual community, discursive records of ritual exercises in the popular press also 

consolidated communal parochial bonds. P. Corbella wrote and distributed information 

about parish activities to a broad regional public in parish bulletins and religious journals. 

Corbella also edited "De interes a los Catolicos," a section in El Tucsoneme that 

provided schedules of church services, notices of church activities and also featured 

regular columns and serial narratives written by parish priests. For example, Tucson 

audiences read "Por tierras mexicanas" essays about Carmelite churches in Mexico 

written by P. Corbella, of Holy Family parish, and ''"'Cronicas de viaje" a memoir of 

Earlier literary efforts, such as "Apuntes para una historia: Tucson, Arizona Estados Unidos, 
Norteamerica. " Typescript, by P. Modesto de la Asimcion is an example of Spanish-language 
narrative about the Carmelite mission in southem Arizona. 
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voyages to Spain from Arizona by P. Estanislao Caralt, of Santa Cruz parish.'*^^ P. Lucas 

Tristany wrote mystic commentary for Revista Carmelitcma also appearing in 

commemorative issues of El Tucsonense marking Mexican/American patriotic holidays 

and other civic events. 

Mystic narrative based upon shared visions of geographical space discursively 

coincided with theater reviews, obituaries, parish news, poetry, and Catholic devotional 

literature. By formally endorsing the cultural import of parish news and parochial 

discourse, Arizona's foremost Spanish-language journals blurred discursive boundaries 

between sacred and secular literature along with nationalist descriptions of Mexican 

America. That is, the Spanish-language press united Spanish/Mexican/American 

communities through Hispanic religious discourse. By documenting ritual performance 

within a cultural matrix of shared understandings of communal bonds, local and regional 

journals valorized and authorized notions of social responsibility and civic duty attending 

processional rituals through public discursive media. 

Civic narrative and ritual pageantry in Carmelite parish precincts embodied the 

historical experience of Mexican American cultural adaptation in Arizona during early 

statehood. In native and nascent communities whose regional spiritual foundations 

synthesized new and prior elements of Ibero-Mexican Catholicism, ritual processions 

kept pace with civic parades in Arizona. As public sites of cultural cohesion and social 

stability, Spanish Carmelite religious precincts nurtured generations of civic leaders that 

^Memorias de viaje," a serial narrative of Corbella's visit to Spain first appeared in El 
Tucsonense in Nov. 1927. His memoir of travels through Mexico, 'Por tierras mexicanas' 
appeared as a serial in El Tucsonsense from early June to late Nov. 1928. 
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carried banners of the Virgin of Guadalupe alongside the Arizona flag and draped 

patriotic bunting around Spanish spiritual patrons and Mexican reverend mothers. As 

acquisitive processes invented national cultural identity in Arizona, emblematic civic 

authority proclaimed access to a profound vocabulary of cultural imagery. 

The journey through time in P. Carmelo's sixteen photograph albums recorded 

sacramental passages of his parishioners from birth to death, from childhood and 

adolescence into adulthood. Careful or carefree images of familiar participants of 

devotional activities and group excursions also recorded time's passing. By 1935, the 

first wave of Spanish Carmelite priests in Arizona had shepherded a homogeneous 

Mexican American generation toward cultural solidarity. P. Carmelo prepared his 

departure at the end of the century's third decade, when young men in uniform began to 

appear in photo albums and group portraits of lifelong parishioners at Holy Family 

Church (Figs. 37 a-c.). These youthful soldier-citizens literally represented symbolic 

transfers of national loyalty from la patria to the Sonoran heartland in the United States. 

After their comrades and superiors died in the Spanish Civil War, Corbella and other 

clergy prepared to assume leadership of the Discalced Carmelite Order in Spain. In 1939, 

when Corbella took leave of his parish, a young Mexican American generation assumed 

the reins of leadership and became the forebears of social and political activism igniting 

later incarnations of Aztlan in twentieth-century Arizona. 



Fig 21. Map. Tucson Basin USGS 7.5'quadrangle, 1983 
Sources: 1922 and 1930 Sanbome Maps, frontispiece (1^19): 73,21 



Figs. 22a-b. Holy Family Church, Tucson 
a. Church Exterior [OCD, B]; AHS #19.26 
b. Church Interior [OCD, B]; AHS #102.2 
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Fig. 23. Map. Barrio Anita, John Spring, Mountain View Neighborhoods 
Source; Morgan Rieder, Historical and Architectural Sur\-ey\ 1998 
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Figs.24a-b Barrio Belem/Pascua and Fort ^, ̂ 7 4 
Church Exterior, Santa Rosa Chapel OCD. . -
Church Exterior. Santa Pedro Chapel [OCD. Bj. .\HS # 108.2D 

;  7 ,  
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Figs.25a-b. Santa Cruz Church. Tucson 
View of Church E.xterior (OCD. B]; AHS # 21.34 
a. First Communion. Interior Court\ard (OCD. Bj; AHS # 128.31 
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Fig. 26. P. Carmelo: P. Pedro; Carmelite Nuns. c. 1924 [OCD. B]; AHS # 50.4 
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Fig. 27. Feast of the Virgen del Carmen. Holy Family [OCD. B]; AHS #1.12 



Fig. 28 a-b. Santa Cruz: EI Centro Club, est. 1928 
a. P. Caralt; P. Justine editor of [OCD, B]; AHS # 18.10 
b. Centro Club Baseball Team [OCD, B]; AHS # 51.20 
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Fig. 29 a-b. Barrio Belem/Pascua 
a. Chapel Exterior; Barrio Pascua Plaza 
b. Exterior Detail: Corbella and First Communicants 

[OCD, B];AHS#4.10 
[OCD, B]; AHS #127.10 

ir 
M m 
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Fig. 30. Formal Portrait of Carmelo Corbella [OCD. BJ; AHS #95.15 
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Figs.31 a-c. San Xavier 
a. Exterior Panoramic View [OCD. B]; AHS #82.11 
b. Santa Teresita, "The Little Flower" [OCD. B]; AHS #5.25 
c. P. Lucas de San Jose at San Xavier [OCD. B]; AHS #78.32 



.31 a-c. San Xavier 
a. Exterior Panoramic View [OCD, B]; AHS #82.11 

?• b. Santa Teresita, "The Little Flower' [OCD. B]; AHS #5.25 
c. P. Lucas de San Jose at San Xavier [OCD. B]; AHS #78.32 



Figs.31 a-c. San Xavicr 
a. Exterior Panoramic View (OCn. B[: AHS #82.11 
fa. Santa Teresita, "Tlie Little Flower"' lOCD. B|; AHS U5.25 

:i^c. P. Lucas dc San Jose at San Xavier lOCP. B|: AHS «78.32 



32 a-c. Excursions 

a, Corbella in Santa Cruz River with Box Camera [OCD, B]; AHS #16,36 
b, Day Trip: Blue Can Coffee [OCD, B]; AHS #62,50 

c, Day Trip: River Bed [OCD, B]; AHS #66,27 



Fig. 32. Secular Theater: Children's Social Acti\irics 
Felix the Cat and the Red Cross [OCD, BJ; AHS #42.10 



Fig. 34a-c. Ritual Narratives: Christmas 

Pastorela 

a. Exterior Cast Portrait of Shepherd's Play [OCD, B]; AHS #51,14 

b. Detail of Cast Members: Moros y Cristianos [OCD, B]; AHS #51.6 

c. Cast Portrait with Corbella [OCD, B]; AHS # 97.24 

K) 
o 



35 a-c. Ritual Narratives: Easter 
Passion Plavs 

:|c a. Ritual re-enactment of Passion on Good Friday 
b. Cast: Catalonian Pagans in Christian Ritual 
c. Holy Week: Dance of the Matachines 

[OCD, B]; AHS #30.14 
[OCD, B]; AHS #29.19 
[OCD, B]; AHS #104.21 
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Figs. 35 a-c. Ritual Narratives: Easter 
Passion Plays 
a. Ritual re-enactment of Passion on Good Friday [OCD, B]; AHS #30.14 

*.5. Cast: Catalonian Pagans in Christian Ritual [OCD, B]; AHS #29.19 
c. Holy Week: Dance of the Matachines [OCD, B]; AHS # 104.21 
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Passion Plavs 
a. Ritual re-enactment of Passion on Good Friday [OCD, B]; AHS #30.14 
b. Cast: Catalonian Pagans in Christian Ritual [OCD, B]: AHS #29.19 
c. Holy Week: Dance of the Matachines [OCD^ B]; AHS #104.21 
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Figs. 36 a-c. Religious Pageantry; Corpus Christi Missionary Parade 
4ta. Infant of Prague lOCD, B]; AHS #1.2 

b. Virgin of Carmen [OCD, B]; AHS #2.8 
c. P. Estanislao, Bishop Gerke and Christo Rey [OCD, B]; AHS #104.3 
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Figs. 36 a-c. Religious Pageantry; Corpus Christi .\fissionar\'Parade 
a. Infant of Prague [OCD, B]; AHS #1.2 

i<b. Virgin of Carmen [OCD, B]; AHS #2.8 
c. P. Estanislao, Bishop Gerke and Christo Roy [OCD, B]; AHS #104.3 
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Figs. 36 a-c. Religious Pageantry; Corpus Christi Missionary Parade 
a. Infant of Prague [OCD, B]; AHS #1.2 
b. Virgin of Carmen [OCD, B]: AHS #2.8 

*c. P. Estanislao. Bishop Gerke and Christo Rc\ [OCD, B]; AHS #104.3 



c. Expressions of U.S. National Identi:\ 
U.S. Navy Sailors: Lico Carrillo; Ernie Riesgo 
Male grouping with U.S. Army soldier 
U.S. Army Soldier: Formal Portrait 

[OCD. B]; AHS #86.30 
[OCD. BJ: AHS #83.6 
[OCD. BJ; AHS #116.36 
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Figs.37 a-c. Expressions of U.S. National Ideniiiy 
a. U.S. Navy Sailors: Lico Carrillo; Ernie Riesgo [OCD, B]; AHS #86.30 

^b. Male grouping with U.S. Army soldier [OCD, B]; AHS #83.6 
c. U.S. Army Soldier; Formal Portrait [OCD, B]; AHS #116.36 
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Fiss.37 a-c. Expressions of U.S. National Identity 
a. U.S. Navy Sailors: Lico Carrillo; Emie Riesgo [OCD, B], AHS #86.jO 

b. Male grouping with U.S. Army soldier [OCD, B], AHS #8j.6 
c. U.S. Army Soldier: Formal Portrait [OCD, B]; AHS #116.36 
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CONCLUSION 

During the early decades of Arizona statehood, public performance and seasonal 

pageantry constructed visual narratives of Mexican American culture. Comedies of 

manners and anarchist melodramas written by Mexican journalists in Porfirian and 

revolutionary Mexico presented in regional townships and mining camps set the stage for 

dramatic spiritual labors in southern Arizona Spanish Discalced Carmelite parishes. In 

an era of political and economic siege set eigainst a backdrop of Mexican American 

identity formation within a geo-spiritual homeland called Aztlan, regional assemblies of 

Spanish, Mexican, Anglo, and Yaqui custom responded to and met the need to historicize 

popular culture and assert a cultural presence in Arizona. This work applied postcolonial 

ideas of literary criticism and extended social theories of internal colonialism to amplify a 

legacy of cultural production in southern Arizona Spanish-language venues that identified 

a world within a world, a window in time whose visual narratives described emergent 

Mexican American communities in a young American state. 

In this study, public and ritual performance venues were conceived as overlays of 

discursive forms that generated acquisitive processes of cultural production and identity 

formation. This organizing tool located self-referential forms of Mexican American 

cultural identity within a particular area of North America and the Southwest and 

deferred externally and internally politicized 'race'- and class-based distinctions between 

terms such as 'Mexican American' and 'Chicano,' Mexican America and Aztlan. 

While popular satire and social commentary in the theater and the press 

manifested certain rhetorical disparities of these distinctions, this approach ultimately 
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focused upon reciprocities of identity and place, particularly historical cultural attributes 

such as language and religion that bonded (ini)nugrant and resident populations during 

the early decades of Arizona statehood. Definitions of North American ethnicity in U.S.

Mexico border space also revealed intersecting notions of national cultural identity in 

regional Spanish-language presses that interpreted the concerns of a nation of immigrants 

through nuance in language and extended spheres of memory, experience, and 

imagination through published descriptions of civic and ritual rhetoric. 

In early Arizona, Mexican American cultural nationalism generally balanced 

rather than polarized labor politics with artistic ideals and individual autonomy. The 

revolutionary play Tierra y libertadl demonstrated how memorials to Mexico animated 

border politics according to the discursive need to assert attributes of social unity through 

individual proclamations of social rather than political allegiance. In this study, ideas of 

Aztlan conveyed a mythic legacy and a sense of place that became a point of departure 

for a vocabulary of images marking transitions in an array of cultural processes and ideas. 

These passages were illustrated by shifts in dramatic forms and venues representing a 

discursive range of Mexican culture through sacro-secular festivals, professional 

performance, and critiques of social and cultural conflict. 

Mexican American culture manifestated Aztlan within a spectrum of secular and 

religious ideas. I>rawing attention to shared loyalties, experiences, and ideas in Western 

regional print culture extended the interpretative parameters of literary and visual 

narratives and permitted analysis of diverse forms and divergent views as sequential 

overlays in a chorus of cultural messages. A combined history of personal views and 
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shared values thus accommodated ideas about a North American West whose social 

arbiters recognized and mediated exchanges of interrelated cultural ideas and processes. 

In the arid Southwest, isolation from centers of national culture manifested in 

terms of the rigors of desert space and conflict between Native, Mexican, Asian, and 

Euro-American peoples. In this study, Carmelite Arizona represented intimate forms of 

cultural adjustment to harsh environments, economic and social adversity, and culture 

shock describing the immigrant experience, regardless of point of origin, assumptions 

about how the experience would unfold, and prior expectations of physical comfort and 

social status. Importantly, Carmelite Arizona also illustrated that, no matter how 

powerful the mandate, immigration process were neither universally successfiil nor 

satisfying, even under ideal(istic) circumstances. 

In early Arizona, geographic isolation was a value-laden factor of internal 

divisions of class and ethnicity whose discursive venues registered the ebb and flow of 

ideas about regional cultural history within an extended symbolic language expressing 

local responses to having been (North)westem in Mexico and becoming (South)westem 

in the United States. In Arizona's southeastern quadrant, intricate webs of work and 

worship in borderland mining camps and adjoining townships along the San Pedro, Santa 

Cruz and Gila River valleys formed Mexican American regional networks. Along with 

their Mexican American parishioners, Spanish immigrant priests in Carmelite missions 

and urban parishes within those systems registered the profound complexities and 

contradictions of being and belonging, or, as relative novices, of forming part of and 

feeling apart from the mainstream. 
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As the extended popularity of dramatic performance about racial and social 

hierarchies in plays such as Chin-Chim-Chan demonstrated, group solidarity and social 

boundaries in Mexican American barrios generated generally oppositional forms of 

regional identity through complex definitions of ethnicity. Social actors and their 

audiences engaged and exchanged these ideas, then applied them to regional cultural 

forms defined by changing economic relations and coinciding imperial interests on 

American soil. Mexican American lived experience in Gadsden Arizona, the Mexican 

Republic's final territorial concession to the United States, generally aligned with 

symbolic communal forms that contested cultural imperialism and asserted group 

autonomy through local festival performance, journal narratives, and ritual pageantry. In 

Arizona, this discursive triad created regional links to broader vistas of North American 

national cultural identity according to perspectives of a young generation of Mexican 

American citizens in a new state. 

This study designated Mexican America as a world within a world of high desert 

and mountains along Arizona's Gila, Santa Cruz, and San Pedro river systems in 

Arizona's southeastern quadrant. The colonial history of the regional fi-ontier delineated 

in Gadsden Arizona named these lands otro Mexico," early twentieth-century journal 

narratives of homelands memorialized in the United States identified southern Arizona as 

part of Mexico de AJuera." These terms identified the discursive persistence of regional 

Mexican American cultural narratives of southern Arizona as the most recent fi^ontier 

acquisition in the United States, as the last state of the continental Union, and of the 

Sonoran region as part of the Mexican periphery. 
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Regional movement of people and ideas after Arizona statehood in 1912 

generated another surge of dramatic public exchanges on stage and in print, where 

cultural narratives of lived experience and local pageantry in Hispanic Arizona frequently 

proclaimed U.S. citizenship in terms of being 'Mexican' and becoming 'American.' In 

this inquiry, a local history of Mexican American cultural expression in early Arizona 

generated a chronology of frontier theater and borderlands narratives describing regional 

culture through popular forms activated by early twentieth-century secular holidays and 

ritual calendars. As culturally-specific forms of public display described in these 

chapters demonstrated, Mexican American frontier theater, border literature, and regional 

pageantry were discursive mechanisms that interpreted broader issues of social 

boundaries, class conflict, and national culture to growing constituencies in Arizona. 

Intermittent tensions that both eroded and erected social boundaries in this project 

served as discursive counterparts to candid imagery in Spanish Carmelite journals, 

correspondence, and photographic albums. Readings of popular culture in festival 

dramas, ritual worship, and civic rhetoric in religious precincts culminated a chronology 

of cultural influences that accompanied southern Arizona's transition from a borderlands 

frontier to a region, and from territorial status to fiiU-fledged Union membership. 

Readings of popular culture depended upon printed sources, especially local 

newspapers such as Las Dos Republicas and El Fronterizo that interpreted global 

representations of modem culture and regional visualizations of Mexican/American 

cultural history to a growing southem Arizona readership. As in other regions, ideas 

about Mexican American culture conformed to socially-constructed hierarchies of race 
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and ethnicity set against a backdrop of land disputes, labor conflict and unprecedented 

(im)migrations of people and ideas. 

Global movement of people and ideas that sanctioned (post)colonial domestic 

economic relations in North America played themselves out as discursive exchanges 

about modem Mexico in the American West within an internal Orient called Aztlan. 

Spanish-language journals from various parts of Mexico and the Spanish-speaking world 

reported on social dramas about Mexican exile and American immigration that reconciled 

or recoiled from prevalent views about national cultural identity. 

This project treated Mexican American festival performance and professional 

theater as cultural markers of these class divisions and social issues, and also examined 

ritual and civic dramas as discursive conduits of erudite politicos, enigmatic radicals, and 

those who read or listened while others read. As instruments of retrospect and forecast, 

local presses documented the cultural influence of bourgeois and radical playwrights, 

political exiles, and agents of religious reform that represented Mexican American culture 

through ritual dramas, comedies of manners, and radical political scenarios. 

Complementing dramatic performance with social criticism, local presses became arbiters 

of communal ideas; local correspondents became agents of cultural development. 

The timing, distance, and location of particular immigrant processes, notions of 

departure or return, and narratives of immigrant experience upon arrival further 

complicated regional configurations of labor and ideas in southern Arizona, where 

nationalist ideas of social and cultural mobility attended regional population growth. 

Like trans-Atlantic and -Pacific immigrations, transcontinental migrations conformed to 
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or diverged from acculturation processes pivoting on celebratory tributes mandates to 

transfer cultural loyalty as well as political allegiance to the United States. Since 

Mexican/American narrative culture proclciimed a specifically indigenous/(im)migrant 

presence, ideas of simultaneous departure and return extended national visualizations of 

North American migrant chains beyond U.S. borders into Mexico and back again. 

Spanish influence in this cultural continuum continued into the twentieth century with the 

Discalced Carmelite presence in regional Mexican American strongholds that now 

proceeds into the twenty-first with the return of primary sources about Mexican America 

to their points of origin in Aztlan. 

This study sofl:ened sharp distinctions between political boundaries and social 

structures. Instead, it visualized immigration processes as American histories of ethnic 

cultural exchange and situated the West within a migratory continuum of regional 

population movement. Within this migratory systems, memories of regional processes of 

identity formation in shared space challenged uniform narratives of U.S. ethnicity. As 

evidence of the rewards and flaws of Americanization processes, individual and 

communal struggles reflected complexities of Mexican American social adaptation and 

national loyalty. 

This representative history of early twentieth-century Mexican America gained 

momentum from interdisciplinary readings of regional social critique in popular sources. 

Spanish-language journals were discursive markers of national loyalty, class struggle, and 

cultural dynamics in western townships, mining camps, and growing fields and arbiters of 

cultural exchange within ethnic colonias in settlement areas and urban barrios. In early 
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twentieth-century Mexican America, narratives of class resistance in scripted narratives 

galvanized conservative to radical readings of labor and ideas. A surge of literary 

production, especially essays and plays that underscored the regional cultural complexity 

of Mexican American labor, marked a spectacular era of regional economic development 

in the United States and political reform in northern Mexico. 

Global ideas and regional processes on stage and in print endowed Spanish-

language journals with narrative authority in community politics, commerce and society. 

Photographic images of these processes revealed popular forms of cultural solidarity, 

especially forms grounded in religious tradition. Rural missions in northern Mexico and 

urban parishes in southern Arizona set against epic processes of regional capital 

development and political reform framed the early twentieth-century tenures of Spanish 

Discalced Carmelite priests influencing people and ideas in southeastern Arizona. 

Chapters about Mexican American identity formation in sacred and civic rhetoric 

expressed in staged and ritual performance revealed how ceremony and memory 

communicated cultural authority in early Carmelite Arizona and also demonstrated how 

clerics and parishioners fashioned ritual forms and civic idioms through a regional 

language of commemorative pageantry. In Carmelite Arizona, a rhetoric of social 

harmony in practice and in print combined with local news — editorials and eulogies, 

advertisements and announcements, religious notices and travel chronicles, lithography 

and photography — to bolster existing, interpret unfamiliar, and further innovate site-

specific forms of community solidarity. 
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This work also demonstrated the range of discursive venues used by social 

arbiters to mediate exchanges of interrelated cultural ideas and processes. Civic leaders, 

social critics, and radical journalists along with early twentieth-century arrivals to the 

Diocese of Tucson, immigrant exiles from early revolutionary Mexico, and 

representatives of Iberian clerical reform in the Spanish Discalced Carmelite Order of the 

Roman Church mediated and created social formulations of national cultural identity in 

early Arizona. Local expressions of Mexican American cultural identity in religious 

precincts, professional theaters, and armory plazas after statehood reflected the 

development of Mexican American nationality within an idiom of social change whose 

formal attributes and cultural insignia dignified their myriad regional influences. 

Social and civic pageantry in Hispanic Arizona embedded itself upon paper as 

well as memory. In addition to expressions of national identity expressed through 

combinations of spoken and written language, Spanish Discalced Carmelite parishes in 

urban Tucson cultivated and documented forms of public display through candid portraits 

of parish members that reflected collective mandates to affirm and adjust to varied and 

shifting forms of cultural authority. Telephoto views of Carmelite reform radiating from 

Iberia and Mexico into Arizona missions exposed an amalgam of local Catholic ritual 

worship alongside civic and religious tracts. 

Early twentieth-century Mexican American popular culture influenced by 

Western ideas of modem culture reflected regional processes that on stage and in print 

endowed Spanish-language journals with narrative authority. Revista Carmelitcma, a 

Tucson-based publication that placed local pageantry within a global spectrum of Spanish 
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Carmelite missions, for example, disseminated these civic narratives along with journal 

descriptions of local festivals to world-wide audiences. 

In combination with photographic imagery, private correspondence revealed 

more intimate perspectives of early Arizona grounded in religious practice and ritual 

traditions. This concluding summary of the significance of narrative and visual imagery 

in creating a discursive triad of popular culture aflBrms its importance in accurate 

historical research and interpretation of Mexican American culture. Beyond a 

commitment of time and resources, these searches compel levels of introspection and 

contemplation that honor primary documents while exposing them to light after years of 

obscurity. Processes of selecting and interpreting representative narrative and visual 

imagery also obliges considerations about issues of individual privacy and public 

exposure, especially in private documents and intimate portraits. Subjective processes 

and scholarly labors profoundly iirfluenced these readings of Mexican American culture 

in early Arizona. 

Local journals afiBrmed the role of public performance and seasonal pageantry as 

regional markers of civic and ritual authority; actors and audiences in these social 

gatherings reflected a profound spectrum of ideas and events in state and diocesan 

history. Sacred and secular plays, the press, and the pulpit collaborated to portray 

innovative expressions of national identity within public displays of Mexican American 

cultural solidarity. An intimate storehouse of images about southeastern Arizona parishes 

during the early years of Arizona statehood highlighted the discursive authority of 

seasonal festivals, itinerant theater, and writers-in-exile. Together, Spanish-language 
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sources and candid imagery added luster to historical accounts of remarkable processes 

hitherto delineated by restricted access to primary sources and obscured by sketchy 

details in public records and institutional documents. Together, published and private 

sources additionally amplified a history of reciprocity between people and ideas — from 

Mexico's interior to Gadsden Arizona and fi^om Discalced Carmelite Iberia to Spanish 

Carmelite Arizona. In addition to social criticism and political activism in early Arizona, 

these reciprocal processes included acts of faith in a twentieth-century generation of 

Spanish clergy that built churches and also nurtured generations of people and ideas. 

Their dedication ultimately gained and thereafter provided access to a fleeting era of 

Mexican American culture in Aztlan in Arizona. 
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APPENDIX 

CHRONOLOGY OF SPANISH LANGUAGE THEATER IN ARIZONA 

Festival and company names, repertoires and genres, performance dates, locations and references 
were drawn from journal and published sources, primarily Las Dos Republicas (LDR) and El 
Tiicsonense (ET). 

1871 COMPANIA GIMNASTICA Y DRAMATICA DE MARINO CARRILLO 
Jorge y Elena, melodrama 

Tucson, Camp Lowell Corral 
Source: Bourice, On The Border with Crook, Chicago; 1891, p. 84 

1875 COMPANIA DE JOSE PEREZ GARCIA 
1875 El hombre negro, de Jose Echegaray 

El bastardo de Castilla 
La cosecha, de Mariano Jose de Larra 
Los lazos de familia, de M. Jose de Larra 
Hija y rnadre, de Tamayo y Baus 

Tucson, Cosmopolitan Hotel 
Source: Arizona Citizen, 6/26/1875 

1877 FIESTA DE SAN JUAN 
6l2AI\%n "...sanjuanadas aristocrdticasy caballocrdticas..." 
Tucson 
Source: Las Dos Republicas, 6I\%11 

COMPANL^. DE AFICIONADOS GARCIA Y ARAGON 
8/23/1877 El medico apalos, de J. B. Moliere 

Los dos payos, juguete c6mico 
Tucson 
Source; LDR, 8/19/1877 

COMPANLiS. ORIENTE 
" un brillante y atractivo programa" 
Tucson 
Source; LDR, 8/26/1877 

FIESTA DE SAN AGUSTIN 
9/1877 
Tucson 
Source; LDR, 9/9/1877 

FIESTAS DE INDEPENDENCIA 
9/1877 '̂ Gritos, recom'dos, felicitaciones" 
Tucson 
Source: LDR, c. 9/15/1877 

1878 COMPANIA DE AFICIONADOS DE PEDRO CASTILLO Y PELLON 
Tucson 
Source: LDR, 3/16/1878 

El Fronterizo. 1/16/1881 y 9/27/1890 
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COMPANIA DRAMATICA 
5/25/1878 Cada cual con su razon, de Jose Zorrilla 

No lo quiero saber, sainete 
Tucson 
Source: LDR, 5/18/1878 

TEATRO RECREO DE PEDRO CASTILLO Y PELLON 
5/25/1878 Cada cual con su razon 

Viva la libertad o Abajo el tirano de Enrique Zumel 
6/8/1878 Amar sin dejarse amar, de Lope de Vega 
Tucson 
Source: LDR. 5/18/1878 

1879 COMPANIA DE HAYNE 
11/9/1879 de Arthur Sullivan 
11/30/1879 Doctor Alcantara, de Julius Eichberg 
Tucson 
Source: LDR, 11/9/1879, 11/23/1879 

1880 DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
1/1880 Pastores 
Tucson, Corral de D. Francisco Gomez 
Source: EF, 1/11/1880 {ET 11135) 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA 
1/24/1881 
Park Levin Theatre, Tucson 
Source: EF, 1/25/1881 (Additional reference in £^7* 1/23/34) 

COMPANIA DE ANGEL MOLLA 
5/7/1880 and 6/2/1880 
Tucson 
Source: £F, 6/3/1881 

CARLOS POSTAN 
6/1880 La Malinche, drama en verso y en ingl^ 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 6/8/1880 (Additional reference in ET 6/6/31) 

1881 COMPANIA DE LAURIA DEMOLIA 
1/1881 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 1/30/1891 (Additional reference in 3/22/32) 

"EL FRONTERIZO," TUCSON 
Juarez o La guerra de Mexico, de A. Gassier 
Source: Serial publication in 1/9 to 2/13/1881 
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DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
Redentores del mundo, religious drama 
Tucson 
Source: £F, 4/10/1881 

COMPANIA DE ANGEL MOLLA 
May and June, 1881 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 5/27/1881 {ET 26522) 

1882 COMPANIA DE ANGEL MOLLA 
4/2/1882 La piedra de toque, de Eduardo Zamora y Caballero 
4/9/1882 Deudas de la honra, de Caspar Niifiez de Arce 
11/12/1892 Hija y madre, de Tamayo y Baus 
Tucson, Salon de Paric y Teatro Cervantes 
Source: £F, 4/7/1882 (£7*4431) 

Arizona Daily Star, (11/12/1882 
£F, 3/31/1882 (£731331) 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA DE AFICIONADOS DE TUCSON 
12/17/1882 
Tucson, Teatro Principal 
Note: Benefit for the Catholic Church of Tucson 

1883 COMPANL\ DE ANGEL MOLLA 
11/1/1883 La esposa del vengador, de Jose Echegaray 
Tucson, Teatro Cervantes 
Source: EF, 1/12/1883 (£721632) 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA CARDOSO 
6/1883 
Tucson, Opera House 
Source: £F, 6/22/1882 (Additional reference in ET 6/21/32) 

CIRCO FRANCO-MEXICANO 
12/1883 
Tucson, Corral de Sr. Abadie 
Source: Gibson, 'TTie Mexican Performers..." of Arizona History 1972 

COMPANIA DE ZARZUELA AGUILAR-CUELLO 
Camponone, de Luis Rivera y Carlos Frontaura 
El sargento Federico, by Luis Olana, Francisco Barbieri and J. Gaztambide 
El estudiante de Salamanca, de Jose de Espronceda 
Las hijas de Eva 
Luzysombra o La ciega enamorada 

Tucson, Park Levin Theatre 
Source: Arizona Daily Star, %I2I\%%A 
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1886 COMPANIA DEL SR. VILLASENOR 
9/19/1886 El relampago, de Francisco Barbieri 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 9/20/1886 (fr 20932) 

1888 COMPANIA DEL SR. VILLASENOR 
4/14/1888 El relampago 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 4/14/1888 (Additional reference in £T 14432) 

CIRCO JUAN RUEDA FLORES 
9/4/1888 
Tucson, Park Levin 
Source: ADS, 8/2/1888 

EF, 9/4/1888 (Additional reference in ET 9I\2J21) 

SALVINE 
11/19/1888 Circus acts 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 11/24/1888 

1890 COMPANIA DE OPERA DE ADELINA PATTI 
2/1890 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 2/12/1890 

DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
3/22/1890 Music, song and a comedy 
Tucson, Opera House 
Source: EF, 3/22/1890 

COMPANIA DE RAFAEL A. VELASCO 
Magician, "£•/ gran mago de las indias orientales" 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 6/21/1890, 6/28/1890 (Additional reference in fr 6/27/33) 

COMPANIA DE GALLARDO 
10/7/1890 Acrobatic acts 
Tucson, Felipe Villaescusa Corral 
Source: EF, 10/7/1890 (Additional reference in £'n0/6/32) 

COMPANIA ZEPEDA Y CADENA 
12/14/1890 Patriay honra, drama de Vicente Morales 
12/20/1890 Deudas de la honra 

Para mentir, las mujeres, juguete comico 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 12/20/1890 
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1891 COMPANIA DRAMATICA DE AHCIONADOS CADENA Y SALAZAR 
5/31/1891 Cosecha de Idgrimas 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 6/6/1891 

LA COMPANIA INFANTIL 
10/1891 
Tucson 
Source: Gibson, "The Mexican Performers...^ 1972 

1892 COMPANIA DE ACROBATAS DE JULIO CADENA 
8/14/1892, 8/20/1892 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 8/20/1892 

LA COMPANIA INFANTIL 
8/1892 
Tucson 
Source: Gibson, 'The Mexican Performers..." 1972 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA ORTEGA 
11/17/1892 Elpasado, de Manuel Acuna 
11/19/1892 Los apuros de Colds 
Tucson, Opera House; Florence; Phoenix 
Source: £F, 11/19/1892 

1893 COMPANIA DRAMATICA SOLORZANO HGUEROA 
4/1893 
Tucson 
Source: £7% 4/15/1893 

COMPANIA DE CIRCO ARTEAGA Y GARCIA 
8/5/1893 
Tucson 
Source; £F, 8/5/1893 

COMPANIA DE GALLARDO 
10/7/1893 Acrobatics 
Tucson, Felipe Villaescusa Corral 
Source: EF, 10/7/1893 (Additional reference in 10/6/31) 

SOCIEDAD DRAMATICA DE AHCIONADOS DE CLIFTON 
11/25/1893 Los dos cirreyes de Ndpoles, de Jose Zorrilla 

Arturo o El sacrificio de una madre, drama de Ventura de la Vega 
Don Juan Tenorio, de Jose Zorrilla 
En el umbral de la dicha, de J. Contreras 

Clifton 
Source: EF, 11/28/1893, 12/2/1893 
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1895 GRUPO DE JOVENES DE LA CIUDAD 
Pastorela 
12/24/1895 
Tucson, Opera House 
Source: El Tureno, 12/22/1895 (Additional reference in 3/27/20) 

1898 COMPANIA MEXICANA DE OPERA DE A. MENDOZA N. 
5/1898 Trov/arto, de Giuseppe Verdi 

Boccaccio 
La Tempestad, de Tuperto Chapi y Lorente 
El maestro Camponone, de Giuseppe Mazza 

Tucson 
Source: ADS, 6/2/1898 

1908 COMPANIA MEXICANA DE OPERA DE A. MENDOZA N. 
3/14/1908 Cavalleria Rusticana, de Mascagni 
3/15/1908 LaMascota,deE. \udi3n 
3/16/1908 La Torre del Oro 
3/17/1908 La Trapera, de Tomas Barrera Saavedra 
3/18/1908 Los Mosqueteros en el convento 
3/19/1908 La Tempestad, de R. Chapi y Ixtrente 
3/20/1908 El duo de la qfricana, de M. Femandez-Caballero 

Los descamisados, de Jose Lopez Silva y Carlos Amiches 
3/21/1908 Carmen, de Georges Bizet 
Tucson 
Source: EF, 3/21/1908 

1915 DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
Cupletistas mexicanos 
Tucson, Teatro Lirico 
Source: ET, 3/17/1915 

DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
4/3/1915 Simbolo de la cruz 
Tucson, Opera House 
Source: fT, 4/3/1915 

DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
4/1915 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: fr, 4/19/1915 

COMPANIA TURICH-RAQUrrO 
4/27/1915 El reportero, chispeante dialogo 
4/28/1915 El cateto, por Turich 
5/12/1915 El rel^pago 
Tucson, Teatro Clifton 
Source: ET, 4/28/1915 
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1915 COMPANIA DE OPERA MILLANES-CABALLE 
5/11/1915 La Traviata. de Giuseppe Verdi 
5/12/1915 Las bribonas 

La revoltosa, de R. Chapi y Lorente 
5/3/1915 La niHa de los besos 

Los molinos de viento, ad^ted by Pablo Luna y Came y M. Ortiz de 
Pinedo, original de Luis Pascal Frutos 

La viuda alegre, de Manuel Linares Rivas y Federico Reparaz 
Chateaux Margawc, de M. Femandez-Cab^ero y Jose Jackson Veyan 

Tucson, Elysian Grove 
Source; ^,5/8,12,15,19/1915 

COMPANIA "LA NACIONAL" 
5/20/1915 Cerebro y corazon, de T. Farias de Isassi 

La SeHora Capitana, de Jose Jackson Vey^ 
5/23/1915 Lamendiga 
5/25/1915 Maria Antonieta, drama historico 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 5/12,22,26/1915 

COMPANIA DE VARIEDAD TURICH Y RAQUTTO 
6/3/1915 
Tucson, Clifton Theatre 
Source; ET, 61511915 

COMPANIA MILLANES-CABALLE Y "LA NACIONAL" 
5/27/1915 Papa Martin, 6X3X02. 

Chin-Chun-Chan, de Rafael Medina y Jose Elizondo, musica de L. Jorda 
5/29/1915 Chateaux Margato:, de M. Fem^dez-Caballero 

Amar sin dejarse amar, de Lope de Vega 
El ptinao de rosas, de Ramon Asensio Mas y Chapf y Lorente 

5/30/1915 El anillo de hierro, de Miguel Marquez 
5/31/1915 Juarez y Maximiliano, drama patriotico 
6/1/1915 El bueno de Guzman, de Ramon Asenso Mas y Fco. Alonzo Lopez 

Chin-Chun-Chan, de Medina y Elizondo 
6/3/1915 Los molinos canton, de Ramon Asenso Mas y Jose Juan Cadenas 
6/4/1915 Chucho el roto, drama en 6 actos 
6/5/1915 Los molinos canton 
6/6/1915 El encanto de un vols 
6/9/1915 Musas latinos 

La marcha de Cadiz, de E. Garcia Alvarez y Celso Lucio y Lopez 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source; ET, 5/20,26/1915, 6/2,5,9/1915 

CIRCO PEREZ 
7/10/1915 
Tucson Jardin Carrillo 
Source; ET, 7/10,14/1915 
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1915 EL TRIO DE LOS HERMANOS GONZALEZ 
7/10/1915 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 7/10/1915 

CUARTETO URIOLA 
8/1/1915 Ultimo Capitulo 

Los monigotes, de Serafin y Joaquin Alvarez Quintero 
Agua milagrosa 

Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 7/31/1915 

COMPANIA HIGARES Y NOVELTY 
4/27/1915, 8/8/1915 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 6/27/1915, 8/7/1915 

COMPANIA INCLAN-HGUEROA-GUZMAN 
8/17/1915 La Dolores, de Tom^ Breton y Hem^dez 
8/28/1915 El senor euro y los ricos, de J. Cadenas 

San Juan de Liiz, de Jose Jackson Vey^ y Carlos Amiches y Barrera 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source; ET, 8/14,18,28/1915 

DESCONOCIDA 
8/21/1915 Xochitl, de A. Chavero 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: 8/21,25/1915 

COMPANIA DE F. AGUILAR 
9/4/1915 La fiesta de San Anton, de Tomas Torregrosa 

La bella Lucerito, zarzuela 
9/5/1915 Chin-Chun-Chan 

Basta de suegros 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 9/4,9/1915 

COMPANIA DE ENRIQUE MORENO 
10/2/1915 Un angel mas en el cielo o el medico de los pobres, drama de J. Santero 
10/7/1915 El hombre es debil, de Francisco Barbieri 

Cierre Ud. la puerta, comedia 
Por una mala lengua, comedia 

10/10/1915 Los descamisados, de Jose Lopez Silva y Carlos Barrera 
Toros de punta, zarzuela 
Entre dos fUegos, de C. del Bando y Eusebio Sierra 

Tucson. Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 10/2,6,9/1915 
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1915 COMPANIA fflGARES-NOVELTY 
10/13/1915 Winter season premier 
Tucson, Teatro Roval 
Source: ET, 10/13/1915 

COMPANIA INTERNACIONAL 
10/13/1915 Los granujas. Jose Jackson Vej'an y Carlos Amiches 

La LJ^., zarzuela 
El terrible Perez, de C. Amiches 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 10/13/1915 

GRUPO DE AHCIONADOS 
'̂ Pastorela" de Jose Castelan 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 12/22/1915 

1916 COMPANIA "LA NACIONAL" 
4/6/1916 Los plebeyos 

La nina de los besos, operta 
La malquerida, de J. Benavente 
El mistico, de Santiago Ruisenol 
La abadia de Castro 
Hidalgo o El grito de Dolores 
Locura de amor, de Tamayo y Baus 
El compafiero de San Pablo 
Los tres mosqueteros 
La muj'er adultera, de Enrique Perez Escrich 
El hi jo prodigo, de C. Debussy 

Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 2/5/1916 

QUEMTETO BOHEMIO 
4/22/1916 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: 4/22/1916 

COMPANIA DE APICIONADOS TUCSONENSES 
10/28/1916 Del enemigo el consejo, drama en 6 actos 
11/5/1916 Entre dos juegos, de C. del Bando 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 10/7/1916, 11/4/1916 

1917 COMPANIA DE JOVENES AFICIONADOS 
2/8/1917 Los lazos de familia, drama en 3 actos de M.J. de Larra 

El lean y la leona, comedia 
2/17/1917 El mundo al reves o La isla de San Balandran * 
Tucson, Auditoria de la Catedral de San Agustin 

Teatro Carmen (•) 
Source: ET, 2/14/1917 
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1917 SEXTETO ESTRELLA 
3/4/1917 El hijo del coronel 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 31711917 

COMPANIA DE GRAN APARATO RICARDO DE LA VEGA 
7/6/1917 
7/7/1917 
7/8/1917 
7/9/1917 

7/10/1917 
7/11/1917 
7/13/1917 
7/14/1917 
7/15/1917 

7/15/1917 
7/17/1917 
7/19/1917 
7/20/1917 

La viuda alegre, de Manuel Linares Rivas y Federico Reparaz 
La princesa de ddlar, de J. Juan Cadenas 
La casta Stisana, de Miguel Echegarray y J. Valverde y San Juan 
Las musas latinas 
El pais de los cartones 
La fomarina o La virgen de Rafael 
Sangre de artista 
El soldado de chocolate 
Los molinos cantan, opereta 
Eva, de Ferenc Lehar 
La cuarta plana 
Chin-Chun-Chan 
Los lloridos 
Juarez y Maximiliano 
El encanto de un vols, Vienese operetta 
El conde de Lvxemburgo, de J. Juan Cadenas 
Las mujeres vienesas 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 7/11 al 18/1917 

COMPANIA DE APICIONADOS TUCSONENSES 
9/2/1917 Ouien fuera libre, de Casimiro Espino y Teisler 

Los monigotes 
El novio de Dona Ines, de Javier de Burgos 

11/4/1917 El hombre es debil, de Francisco. Barbieri 
Bienaventurados los que esperan, drama 

11/22/1917 Ouien fuera libre 
La casa de campo, zarzuela 
Un viajero de Puerto Rico, de Mateo Diaz Pulido 

Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET, 8/2/1917, 10/21/1917, 10/17/1917 

GRUPO DE JOVENES DE MORENCI 
Tierray libertad\, de Ricardo Flores Magon 

Morenci, 9/11/1917, aniversario de la helga de 1915 
Miami, 9/16/1917 
Metcalf, 9/23/1917, conmemorar el manifiesto de 1911 
Source: Regeneracion, 10/6/1917 

COMPANIA DE ZARZUELA Y BAILE "CUADRO NOVEL" 
12/1/1917 Zarape nacional 
12/11/1917 A cadena perpetua 

Granito de sal 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
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Source: £7,9/28/1917, 12/5,12/1917 

1918 GRUPO VOLUNTAD 
1/1/1918 Primero de mayo 
Morenci 
Source: Regeneracion, 2/9/1918 

CUADRO NOVEL 
4/18/1918 El novio de Tacha 

Militares de paisano 
El arte de ser bonita, de J. Juan Cadenas 
La viuda alegre 
La Walkiria 
La reja de Dolores 
Las bribonas 
Hija unica 
El bateo 
La mujer mexicana 
Melopea 
Las estrellas 
La confesion del indio 
Los guapos 
El santo de la Isidra 
Los chorros de oro 
El pais de los cartones 
Entre doctores 
Revista de revistas 
El piinao de rosas, de R. Chapi y Lorente 
La princesa de dolar, de J. Jose Cadenas 
El polio Tejada, de Enrique Garcia Alvarez y Jose Serrano 
Revista novel numero cuatro 
Lohengrin 
El Chiquillo 
El biieno de Guzman, de Ramon Asensi Mas y E. Garcia Alvarez 
Lo que pasa en Mexico 
Elpunao de rosas, de A. Mas y C. Amiches 
A cadena perpetiia 
Revista alimenticia estomacal 
El conde de Luxemburg©, de J. Jose Cadenas 
En la hacienda, de Carlos Kegel 
La gatita blanca, de G. Gimenez y A. Vives 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: £7,4/13/1918,5/18/1918 

4/19/1918 

4/20/1918 

4/21/1918 

4/24/1918 

4/25/1918 

4/27/1918 

4/28/1918 

5/1/1918 

5/2/1918 
5/4/1918 

5/5/1918 

COMPANIA DE DRAMA ANGELICA MENDEZ 
5/11/1918 ^/nor ^<7/va/e, de Jose de Echegaray 
5/14/1918 El Capitdn Marin 
5/15/1918 Las riendas del gobiemo 
5/16/1918 Cuando florezcan los rosales 
5/20/1918 La llorona, pieza sentimental 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
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Source: 5/11/1918 

1918 COMPANIA "MULTICOLOR" 
9 & 10/1918, 12/20/1918 Various zarzuelas and musicals 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 10/5/1918 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA VIRGINIA FABREGAS 
12/10/1918 Fedora, de Victorien Sardou 

El Cardenal 
El mal que nos hacen, de J. Benavente 
Al amparo de la ley 
El genio alegre, de los Alvarez Quintero 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: El Mosquito, 12/7/1918 

1919 COMPANL^ DE OPERA ITALIANA GRAZZIANI-CASTILLO-MONDRAGON 
3/27/1919 *Lucia di Lamermoor, de Gaetano Donizetti 
3/28/1919 *Rigoletto, de Giuseppe Verdi 
3/29/1919 *Cavalleria Rusticana, de Mascagni 

Payasos 
3/30/1919 *El Trovador, de Giuseppe Verdi 
3/31/1919 La Traviata, de Giuseppe Verdi 
4/1/1919 Lucia di Lamermoor, de Gaetano Donizetti 
4/2/1919 Bohemia, de Giuseppe Verdi 
4/3/1919 Madama Butterfly, de Giacomo Puccini 
4/5/1919 Tosca, de Victorien Sardou 
4/6/1919 *Fausto 
4/13/1919 5(Orta/n6w/a, de Vicenzo Bellini 
5/22/1919 La Sondmbula 
Tucson, SafiFord School, UA, and Cathedral Auditoria y Teatro Carmen (*) 
Source: ET, 3/26 and 29/1919, 4/1/1919, 5/20/24/1919 

ROSITA ARRL\GA Y GUSTAVO DE LARA 
4/28/1919 El ultimo capitulo 

El chiquillo, de los Hninos. Alvarez Quintero 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 4/19/1919 

CUADRO DE VARIEDADES "AMERICAN REVIEW" 
5/4/1919 Vaudeville 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: El Mosquito, 5/4/1919 

"XOS PERROS COMEDIANTES" 
5/5/1919 Las bodas de Currito 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 5/3/1919 
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COMPANIA MORI-RUBIY LOS VENCENDORES 
5/I2/I9I9 Variety show 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 5/8/1919, El Mosquito, 5/22/1919 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA MARIA DEL CARMEN MARTINEZ 
5/21/1919 Vida y dulzura 
6/3/1919 £<3de Santiago Ruisenol 
6/4/1919 Para casa de los padres 

Entre doctores 
6/5/1919 Chucho el roto 
n.d. El pafiuelo bianco, de Eusebio Blasco 
n.d. Tortosa y Soler, comedia 
5/12/1919 La llorona, de Francisco Neve 
5/13/1919 El grito de Dolores 
5/18/1919 Vida y dulzura 
5/19/1919 LamujerX 
5/20/1919 Las dos huerfanas 
5/21/1919 La caida de Maximiliano 
5/22/1919 El orgullo de Albacete, de Joaquin Abad y Antonio Paso 
6/7/1919 La muj'er adultera, de E. Perez Escrich 
6/8/1919 Don Juan Tenorio, de Jose Zorrilla 
6/17/1919 Revista Pro-patria, de Jose Alonzo Pajares y Luis G. de Quevedo 
6/1/1919 Los celosos, comedia en 1 acto 

Como estd la sociedad, zarzuela 
La marcha de Cadiz, de Enrique Garcia Alvarez y Celso Lucio y Lopez 
Romeo y Julieta, de Michel Carre 

6/8/1919 Los cocineros, zarzuela 
La Trapera, de Tomas Barrera Saavedra 
Los nihos llorones, de T. Barrera Saavedra 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 5/20,29/1919, 6/19/1919 

El Mosquito, 6/8/1919, 6/1/1919 

COMPANIA DE AFICIONADOS TUCSONENSES 
7/21/1919 Torear por lo fino 

La casa de campo 
9/13/1919 El hombre es debil de F. Barbieri 

Pdjaros sueltos 
12/7/1919 Las solteronas, juguete comico 

Echar la Have, comedia en un acto y verso 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: El Mosquito, 8/24/1919 

COMPANIA DE ALTA COMEDLX^ DE MERCEDES NAVARRO 
10/24/1919 Los fantoches 

Cdsate...y verds 
10/28/1919 Popiola 

Rdfaga 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
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Source: ET, 10/25,28,30/1919 

1919 COMPANIA DE OPERETA Y ZARZUELA "ARTE NUEVO" 
11/29/1919 Los molinos de viento, de P. Luna Came 
9/10/1919 La casta Stisana, de J. Valverde y San Juan 
11/22/1919 El asombro de Damasco, de P. Luna y Carne 
12/1/1919 El soldado de chocolate 

La viuda alegre 
Nogales and Ray, Arizona 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: El Mosquito, 11/29/1919, 12/2/1919 

COMPANIA DE OPERETA Y ZARZUELA MIMI DERBA-CABALLE 
12/16/1919 El soldado de chocolate 
12/17/1919 La reina del camaval 

La musas del pais, zarzuela mexicana 
12/18/1919 Las musas latinas 

El pais de los cartones 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 12/18/1919 

1920 CIRCO ESQUEDA HMNOS. 
Tucson, Carrillo Gardens 
Soiu-ce: El Mosquito, 5/20/1922 

CUADRO DE AFICIONADOS TUCSONENSES 
2/8/1920 Del enemigo el consejo, de E. Zamora y Caballero 
Tucson 
Source: ET 

DUETTO LLERA 
4/14/1920 Vocal Concert 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: £r, 4/13,15,17/1920 

El Mosquito, 4/17/1920 

COMPANIA DE ZARZUELA Y VARIEDADES "LOS HERMANOS IRIS" 
5/14/1920 Travesuras de casta 
5/15/1920 El suefio dorado 

La gran noche 
La banda de trompetas 

5/16/1920 Mala hambre 
El trebol 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: 5/11/15/1920 

DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
9/2/1920 Amar los unos a los otros 
9/4/1920 Casa abierta 
Tucson, Rialto Theatre 
Source: fr, 8/31/1920, 9/2/1920 
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1920 COMPANIA DRAMATICA DE MARIA DEL CARMEN MARTINEZ 
10/1/1920 Inocencia, de Jose Echegaray 
10/7/1920 Chin-Chun-Chan 
10/9/1920 La llorona, de F. Neve 
10/10/1920 El infiemo 
10/11/1920 Malvaloca, de los Hmnos. Alvarez Quintero 
10/12/1920 La caida de Maximiliano 
10/13/1920 La rmiJerX 

Los matrimonios del diablo 
10/14/1920 La guerra europea 
10/15/1920 Entre niinas 

Otelo 
10/16/1920 Tosca, de Victorien Sardou 
10/17/1920 La gran familia 

El bateo 
10/18/1920 Zazd, de Pierre Berton 
10/21/1920 Pro-patria, de L. Quevedo y Pajares 
10/30/1920 La ladrona de nifios 
10/31/1920 La fiierza del mal 
11/1/1920 La sobrina del cura 
11/2/1920 Malditas sean las mujeres, de Antonio Guillra y Sanchez 
11/3/1920 Dofia Clarines 

Como esta la sociedad 
11/4/1920 Mas fiierte que el odio 
11/5/1920 Los hijos artificiales, de Joaquin Abati 
11/6/1920 Don Juan Tenorio 
11/9/1920 Malditos sean los hombres 
11/10/1920 Margarita de Borgofia, de A. Ehunas 
11/11/1920 Don Juan Tenorio al reves 
11/12/1920 Genio alegre 
11/13/1920 La plegaria de los ndufragos 
11/14/1920 La dama de las conchas 
11/18/1920 El ladron 
11/24/1920 Juan Jose, de Joaquin Dicenta 
11/24/1930 El honor 

Cerebro y corazon, de Teresa F. de Isassi 
11/26/1920 La abadia de Castro 
11/27/1920 Lltcvia de hijos 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 9/21/1920, 10/5,7/1920, 11/16,20/1920 

CARPA TEATRO "MODELO" DE LOS HMNOS. OLVERA 
11/6/1920 Rigoletto, interpretaciones musicales 

Lucia, interpretaciones musicales 
Tangos, jotas a cargo de la Orquestra Marimba 

Tucson, Rialto Theatre 
Douglas 
Source: ET, 11/9/1920 and Nicolas Kanellos, 1987, p. 84 
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1920 CUADRO NOVEL 
12/9/1920 La tierra de los volcanes 
12/15/1920 La nina de los besos 

La rifa galante 
12/16/1920 La cafia morena 

La fiebre primaveral 
12/17/1920 Santa, de Federico Gamboa 
12/18/1920 Los campesinos 

La isla de los placeres 
12/19/1920 Los molinos de viento, de P. Luna y Came 

El Principe Camaval, de Ramon Asencio Mas y Jose Juan Cadenas 
12/29/1920 Ensefianza libre 

Chin-Chun-Chan 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 12/16,18,21/1920, 3/12/1921 

1921 CUADRO NOVEL (CESAR SANCHEZ) 
1/10/1921 

1/20/1921 
1/21/1921 
1/25/1921 
1/27/1921 
1/29/1921 

1/30/1921 

Los guapos 
De asistencia a capitdn 
El encanto de un vals 
La guerra en Mexico o Maximiliano I 
La dama de las catnelias, de A. Dumas 
Los dos pilletes, obra francesa 
El arte de ser bonita, de Antonio Paso 
El tunel, zarzuela 
America para los americanos, zarzuela 
El pobre Valbuena, de Tom^ Torregrosa 
En la hacienda, de Carlos Kegel 
El zarape, piececita 
Revista de revistas 
Malditas sean las mujeres 
El pufiao de rosas, de R. Chapi y Lorente 
El pais de los cartones 
El conde de Montecristo 
El cesante Biitifarra, comedia 
Los chorros de ore, de los Hmnos. Alvarez Quintero 
La princesa del ddlar, de Jose Juan Cadenas 
Levantar muertos 
Tenorio musical 
El difunto pelagatos 
Revista 1921 

Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 1/11,12,20,22,25/1921 

2/1/1921 

2/3/1921 
2/6/1921 

2/12/1921 

COMPANIA DE LOS NINOS VENTRELL 
2I\2I\92\ El sacristan Rapavelas, variety show 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET,2lim92\ 
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1921 COMPANIA DE LOS HMNOS AREAU Y BELLA OROPESA 
2/16/1921 Perron chato, piececita 
2/17/1921 Teniendo buen tiempo, piececita 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: £7,2/8/1921,2/15/1921 

CUADRO NOVEL (CESAR SANCHEZ) 
2/15/1921 Sangre de artista 
2/16/1921 Malditos sean los hombres, de E. Carrillo 
2/17/1921 El judio errante, de Manuel de Malibr^ 
2/19/1921 Militares y paisanos 

Perro chico 
2/20/1921 El scmto del presidente 
2I2AI1921 El soldado de San Marcial 
2/25/1921 El abate L 'Epee y el asesino o La huerfana de Bruselas, drama 
2/26/1921 Agapito el hambron, zarzuela en 3 actos 

La Walkiria, comedia 
212111911 Siluetas teatrales, revista 
3/1/1921 Perecito^ comedia en 3 actos 

La viuda alegre 
3/3/1921 La plegaria de los ndufragos 
3/5/1921 Hija unica. de Calixto Navarro 

El amigo del alma, zarzuela en 4 actos 
3/8/1921 La pena negra, zarzuela 

Las bribonas 
3/10/1921 La hora fatal, de .̂Zamacois 

Granito de sal, zarazuela 
3/12/1921 Entre doctores 

El bueno de Guzman, de Fco. Alonso Lopez 
3/13/1921 La viuda alegre 
3/15/1921 Presentimiento o La hora fatal 

La bella Lucerito, zarzuela 
Granito de sal, zarzuela 

3/17/1921 Tucson en camisa 
En la hacienda, de Carlos Kegel 

3/18/1921 Don Juan Tenorio 
3/20/1921 La princesa del dolar 
3/29/1921 Chateau Margaux 

Vend, comedia en 1 acto 
3/31/1921 El el pais de la ilusion, revista 

Los niFios llorones 
4/4/1921 Amor que huye, zarzuela 

La borrica 
4/5/1921 El judio errante, de Manuel de Malibr^ 
4/7/1921 Amores y amorios, de los Hmnos. Quintero 
4/10/1921 Se suspende el estreno,TQ\\sta. 

La alegria de la huerta, de Enrique Garcia Alvarez y Antonio Paso 
4/11/1921 Maria Antonieta y la revolucion francesa 
4/12/1921 El amor que huye 

La borrica 
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1921 CUADRO NOVEL (CESAR SANCHEZ) [continued] 
4/13/1921 Revista, letra de Medel y musica de E. Sierra 
4/14/1921 La corrida de toros y El brujo Jiistinani 
4/15/1921 Hasta despues de la muerte 
4/17/1921 La fiesta de San Anton, de Tom^ Lopez Torregrosa 
4/18/1921 La princesa de los Balcanes, de Eysler 
4/19/1921 Revista alimenticia estomacal 
4/21/1921 La viuda alegre 

La confesion del indio, dialogo 
Colegio de sefioritas, zarzuela 

5/15/1921 La sombra del adulterio, drama 
5/17/1921 Un matrimonio intemo, comedia 
5/19/1921 Roberto el diablo 
5/2Z'1921 La tragedia de perrote, zarzuela 

Los granujas, de Jose Jackson Veyan 
Tucson, Teatro Roval 
Source: ET, 411611911, 4/21/1921, 5/14/1921 

COMPANL\ MARIA DEL CARMEN MARTINEZ 
2/26/1921 La mujer X 
2ITll\91\ Divorciemonos, de Victorien Sardou y Emil de Najac 
3/1/1921 Lluvia de hijos 
3/3/1921 La danza de la muerte, drama ingl& 

Pro-patria 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET 

HERMANAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZON 
1921 La profesora de musica 
Tucson, Auditorio de la Escuela de Sagrado Corazon 
Source: £:7; 5/31/1921 

AMPARO GUILLOT 
112211921 Canciones y bailes 
Tucson, Opera House 
Source: ET, 7/12,23/1921 

GRUPO DE AHCIONADOS DEL CLUB LATINO 
9/14/1921 El pobre de Don Juan 
Tucson, Auditorio de la Catedral de San Agustin 
Source: £r, 9/15/1921 

CUADRO DE AFICIONADOS "HGARO" 
10/7/1921 Llueven hiJos, obraen 1 acto 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source; ET, 10/6/1921 
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1921 COMPANIA DE REVISTAS EMTERNACIONALES (CESAR SANCHEZ) 
12/18/1921 Campesinos 

La isla de los placeres 
12/19/1921 Molinos del viento, de P. Luna y Came 

El Principe Camaval, de Mas y Cadenas 
Tucson 
Source: ET 

1922 ROSTAND, EL '̂ BRUJO" 
3/17/1922 Sesion de magja y ocultismo 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source; ET, 3/18/1922 

COMPANIA DE DRAMA Y COMEDIA MARIA TERESA MONTOYA 
3/31/1922 Magda, de Hermann Suddennan 
4/1/1922 El bastardo o Papa Lebonard, de Jean Alcord 

Adios Juventud 
4/2/1922 La enemiga, drama italiano 

El herrero, de Jorge Obnet 
4/4/1922 La malquerida de J. Benavente 
Aieil921 Zazd 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source; ET, 3/23,25,30/1922, 4/1/1922 

El Mosquito, 6/5,15/1922 

COMPANIA DE ESPECTACULOS MODERNOS 
AI29I1912 Tierra baj'a, de Guimera 

El pobre Valbuena, de T. Lopez Torregrosa 
4/20/1922 El pais de los cartones, revista mexicana 

Los pdjaros sueltos 
5/1/1922 El idilio de los viejos 
5/2/1922 La Trapera, Tom^ Barrera Saavedra 

Basta de suegros 
5/7/1922 La gatita, zarzxxela. 

Ya somas tres, de Angel Rubio y Laynez 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: ET, 4/29/1922, 5/2,6/1922 

CIRCO IMPERIAL 
5/18/1922 
Tucson, Jardin CarriUo 
Source: ET, 5/20/1922 

MARIA CALVO 
7/24/1922 
Variedades. Repertorio de bailes, canciones y couplets 
Tucson, Lyric Theatre 
Source: El Mosquito, 112211922 
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1922 CIRCO ESCALANTE 
11/22/1922 La escalera japonesa 
Tucson, Jardin Carrillo 
Source: El Mosquito, 11/22/1922 

GRUPO DE AFICIONADOS 
12/1922 Caridad, juguete comico 

El mendigo y el niho 
La nube y la rosa, melopea 
El ratoncito, cuento 
La muneca, monologo 

Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 

1923 GRUPO DE AFICIONADOS 
2/7/1923 Yo pecador 

Gracias a Dios que estd puesta la mesa 
Aim1923 El millonario y la maleta, comedia 

Basta de siiegros 
4/29/1923 El cuarto mandamiento 

El yemo que soFie 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 2/6/1923, 4/13,21,24,26/1923, 5/1/1923 

AFICIONADOS DE LA SAGRADA FAMILLV Y LA SANTA CRUZ 
5/20/1923 The Great Talker 

The Foolish Maid-Servant 
Master and Pupil, di^ogo musical 
Growing of Love, comedia musical 

Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 511111922 

CUADRO DE VARIEDADES ROMO 
8/1/1923 
Tucson, Teatro Carmen 
Source: fr, 7/3/1923 

CUADRO "ARTE Y CULTURA" 
m2ll922 
9/5/1923 Otelo ante Dios, monologo de M. Puga y Acal 

A la luz de la luna, comedia de los Hmnos. Alvarez Quintero 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 8/18,21/1923, 9/4/1923 

CUADRO ARTISTICO LATINO 
8/28/1923 Llicvia de oro, de Mariano Pina Dominguez 

ElJorobado, de M. B. Henri y T. Navarro 
9/25/1923* Chin-Chun-Chan 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de La Sagrada Familia 

Cathedral Auditorium (*) 
Source: ET, 8/28/1923, 9/27/1923 
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1923 CLUB SANTA CRUZ 
1 \l\l\9Ti El Tucsonense tiene la culpa, entrem& 

Zaragueta, de Vital Aza y M. Ramos Carrion 
12/16/1923* Los apuros deMalcalpin, comedia 
Tucson, Auditorio de la Catedral de San Agustm 

Auditorio de la Escuela Safiford (•) 
Source: ET, 10/23/1923, 11/6/1923, 12/13,15,18/1923 

NINOS DE LA ACADEMIA DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
Y DE LA ESCUELA DE LA SAGRADA FAMILIA 
12/21/1923 When Betsy Ross made "Old Glory' 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 12/20/1923 

1924 GRAN COMPANIA DE VARIEDADES 'ARTE NUEVO" 
1/19/1924 Magic acts, concerts, songs y cuplets, dances 
Tucson 
Source: ET, 2/14/1924 

COMPANIA CUAHUTEMOC DE PHOENK 
2/24/1924 El mahana, de Alejandro Cuevas 

Los dos poetas 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 2/16,26/1924 

ALEGRLV Y ENHART 
2/26/1924 Presdigitacion, malabarismo, song 
Tucson, El Rialto 
Source: ET, 2/23/1923 

CLUB SANTA CRUZ 
5/4/1924 Zaragueta, de V. Aza y M. Ramos Carrion 

Tempestad 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditoriimi 
Source: £:7; 4/29/1924 

COMISION DE CONCIERTOS DE LA JUNTA PATRIOTICA MEXICANA 
9ni\92A La muj'er de Ulises, de E. Blasco 

Tempestad 
La caida de las hojas, monologo 

Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 9/6,9/1924 

GRUPO DE LA ALTA ESCUELA 
10/31/1924 El espiritu del desierto 
Tucson, Tucson High School 
Source: ET, 11/1/1924, presented by the Saturday Morning Musical Club 
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1924 GRUPO DE LA SOCIEDAD DE LAS HUAS DE MARIA 
12/7/1924 Huyendo del perejxl, de Tamayo y Baus 
Tucson. Auditorio de la Catedral de San Agustm 
Source:' ET, 12/9/1924 

1925 CIRCULO DRAMATICO SOCIAL 
1/18/1925 Huyendo del perej'il, de Tamayo y Baus 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 1/13/1925 

CIRCO ESCALANTE 
3/26/1925 Acrobatics, magic and balancing acts 
Tucson 
Source: 3/28/1925 

PERSONAS DE LA PARROQUIA DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
4/19/1925 Los bigotes rubios, comedia 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditoriimi 
Source: £7; 4/18/1925 

CARPA ROSETE-ARANDA 
6/4/1925 La guerra ruso-japonesa 
6/12/1925 Una tempestad en el mar 

La corri^ de toros 
El grito de independencia 
Las rosas de Tepeyac 
La cuatro apariciones de !a Virgen de Guadalupe 
La salvacion de un alma 
Los ciclistas de Ultratumba 

Tucson, Teatro Carpa, east of Congress Street 
Source: El Mosquito, 7/lill925 

ET, 7/11/1925 

CIRCO PEREZ 
1925 
Tucson 
Source: El Mosquito, 7/18/1925 

COMPANIA AZTECA DE LOS HMNOS. OLVERA 
8/15/1925 Correo de amor 
8/16/1925 Los tres gorriones,zax23XQ\Si 

Una zarzuela moral 
Tucson, Lvric Theatre and Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: £7; 7/15/1925 

CUADRO "MEXICO ALEGRE" 
11/1925 Mexicana revues, slapstick and variety acts 
Tucson, Lyric Theatre 
Source: El Mosquito, 11/14/1925 
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1925 CLUB ESPANOL DE LA UNIVERSIDAD 
12/17/1925 Dias estudiantiles, juguete comico 

De Madrid a Alcald, juguete comico 
Tucson, UA Auditorium 
Source: ET, 12/17/1925 

1926 COMPANIA DE ALBERTO GARCIA DOMINGUEZ 
1/29/1926 Hipnotista, ilusionista, transformista 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 1/30/1930 

GRAN CIRCO ESCALANTE HMNOS 
3/4/1926 a 3/10/1926 
Tucson, Carpa al lado del puente de la Calle Congress 
Source: £T, 212111926, 3/6/1926 

COMPANIA ARTE MEXICANO Y ESPANOL 
3/6/1926 Juan Jose o La venganza de un obrero 
3/9/1926 Santa, de Federico Gamboa 

La llorona 
3/16/1926 La muJerX 
3/18/1926 Heraclio Bemal o El rayo de Sinaloa 

El chiquillo, entrem^ comico 
3/19/1926 Amor de madre, drama sentimental 
3/20/1926 La Walkiria o el sulfato de la risa 

La real gana, sainete 
3/21/1926 En la hacienda, de Carlos Kegel 

Maximiliano el emperador de Mexico 
3/22/1926 Elproceso de Aurelio Pompa, de E. Carrillo 
3/23/1926 Sangre de artista 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: Et, 3/6,9,16,20,23/1926 

COMPANIA DE IGNACIO DEL CASTILLO 
4/12/1926 
Tucson, Safford School 
Source: fT; 4/8/1926 

CIRCULO DRAMATICO SOCIAL DE AFICIONADOS 
5/23/1926 Nicolas 

Careta verde 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 5/13,15/1926 

COMPANIA CUBA-MEXICO 
9/18/1926 El mal amigo 
10/7/1926 You speak ingles, zarzuela en 2 actos 

El pescador, dialogo de costumbres cubanas 
Los millones de papa, zarzuela en 2 actos 

Tucson, Teatro Royal 
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Source: ET, 10/7/1926 and£F, 9/18/1926 

1926 CUADRO INFANTIL "EXCELSIOR" 
10/28/1926 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 10/28/1926 

ALUMNOS DE LAS ESCUELAS SAFFORD Y MANSFIELD 
12/15/1926 The Pixies, o^revtsi 
Tucson, SafiFord School 
Source: ET, 12/11/1926 

1927 COMPANIA MARIA GUERRERO 
1/6/1927 La malquerida, de Jacinto Benavente 

Don Juan Tenorio 
Phoenix 
Source: ET, 12/14/1926 (Tucson residency only if400 persons paid $2,50 ticket price.) 

ET, 1/8/1927 (Itinerary: New Orleans, San Antonio, Dallas, Phoenix, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco) 

COMPANIA DRAMATICA VIRGINIA FABREGAS 
1/24/1927 Dofia diabla, de Luis Fem^dez Ardavim 
1/25/1927 Ha entrado una mujer, de Enrique Daza 
Tucson, Rialto Theatre 
Source: ET, 1/20,25/1927 

CIRCO HERMANOS ESCALANTE 
3/24/1927 VaudeviUe 
11291X911 Benefit for A. Grijalva 
Tucson, Carpa on West Congress Street 
Source: ET, 3/22,24/1927 

ENRIQUE W. CURTIS 
212711921 Prose and poetry reading 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 3/26/1927 

COMPANL\ DE CARMEN HIGARES 
5/31/1927 Apuros de un periodista, pieza comica 
Tucson, Lyric Theatre 
Source: 6/4/1927 

CUADRO ARTISTICO PEDRO MENA GARCIA 
6/17/1927 El difunto Nicolas 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 6/16/1927 

Benefit for Comite Pro-Grijalva 
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1927 DUETO COMICO "LESTRIANON" 
7/30/1927 Me da mucha verguenza, juguete comico 

El modisto parisien 
Tucson, Lvric Theatre 
Source: ET, 8/9/1927 

COMPANIA DE JUAN DE HOMS 
10/20/1927 y 11/9/1927 Delirium tremes o Esposay mdrtir, de Joaquin Valverde 
Tucson, SaSbrd School and University of Arizona 
Source: ET, 11/4,12,15,18/1927 

EE, 1012211921 

1928 COMPANIA DE COMEDIA Y DRAMA DE ANDRES CHAVEZ 
7/28/1928 El caudal de los hij'os, de L. Pinillos 

En un burro, tres baturros, de A. Novion 
El hombre que todo lo enrede, de J. Moyron 
La locura de Don Juan, de C. Amiches 
Papa Le Gonard, de J. Aicard 
La virgen loca, de H. Bataille 
Volver a vivir, de F. Sassone 

Tucson, Temple of Music and Art 
Source: ET, 8/25/1928 

COMPANIA DE VARIEDADES ROYAL 
9/2/1928 Ahora mandan las mujeres 

Fin de fiesta 
9/4/1928 Armonias matrimoniales 

Las suegras 
Tucson, Teatro Roval 
Source: ET, 9/1,4/1928 

GRUPO INFANTIL DE LA SAGRADA FAMELIA 
5/27/1928 Ramillete de flores, cuadro 

Son diez nihas a casar, revista 
Oracion, cuadro plastico 
Seis retratos, seis pesos, revista de tipos 
El jazz del gatito Felix 

6/10/1928 Aventuras del gatito Felix, revista 
iDonde estd Benjamin?, pie2a comica 

6/1/1928 El gatito Felix enfermo, revista in:^til 
Source: ET, 5/24,29/1928, 6/5,28/1928, 7/3/1928 
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1928 CLUB DE AFICIONADOS DE LA SAGRADA FAMILIA 
9I2?>I\92% Barcelona, revista 
10/7/1928 Morirse a tiempo, musica de Sagastizabal 

Pacarito y su rmijer, entrem^ 
11/18/1928 Maestra de anatomia, comedia en 2 actos 
12/2/1928 El criado sordo 

Los monigotes 
El gatito Felix enamorado 
En visperas de la boda, monologo 

Tucson, Auditorio de La Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET, 9/19,20,25/1928, 10/4,9/1928, 11/15,20/1928, 12/1,4/1928 

AFICIONADOS DE LA SOCIEDAD DE SAN VICENTE DE PAUL 
10/21/1928 Receta contra las suegras, comedia 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source; ET, 10/20/1928 

SOCIEDAD GUADALUPANA DE TUCSON 
Del 21 al 10/24/1928 Un suefio 
Source; ET, 10/1928 

1929 AHCIONADOS DEL AUDITORIO PARROQUIAL 
1/13/1929 Los pastorcillos de Belen o El nacimiento de Mesias,'"'' de Luis S. 

Casademunt 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 1/12/1929 

GRUPO ARTISTICO DE LA SAGRADA FAMILIA 
1/20/1929 Gastritis simple, comedia 

Duelo a muerte, sainete 
2/3/1929 Los reclutas, zarzuela 

El gatito Felix mexicano 
Mirrimirrimau 
El Charleston del gatito Felix 

2/10/1929 Matias el trampa, sainete 
5/19/1929 Las de Ortiguera, sainete 
6/9/1929 Suefio dorado 

Castillos en el aire, sainete 
9/8/1929 Gracias a Dios que esta puesta la mesa 
912911929 Chiquillos, juguete comico 
10/13/1929 La criada de Doha Paz, sainete 
12/29/1929 Con a sin marido 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source; ET, 1/15/1929, 1/31/1929,2/12/1929,5/18/1929,6/6/1929,8/31/1929, 

9/7,10/1929, 10/12,15/1929, 9/28/1929 

GRAN CUADRO DE ARTISTAS DE VARIEDADES 
2/14/1929 Acrobatics 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 2/16/1929 
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1929 DESCONOCIDA (UNKNOWN) 
2/22/1929 Mujeres latinos 

Mujeres modemas, zarzuela 
2/23/1929 La espahola 
Tucson, Teatro Roval 
Source: ET, 2/23/1929 

AFICIONADOS DEL AUDITORIO PARROQUIAL 
3/16/1929 Amar sin dejarse amar, de Lope de Vega 

Abrame Ud. la puerta, juguete comico 
El ultimo dia de un condenado a muerte 
Doce retratos, seis reales, sainete 

Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 3/18/1929 

CUADROINFANTIL "EXCELSIOR" 
5/1929 Drama, comedia, zarzuela y variedades 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 5/9/1929 

CLUB SANTA CRUZ 
5IAI\929 Zaragueta, de V. Aza y M. Ramos Carrion 

La Tempestad, de R. Chapi y Lorente 
Tucson, Cahedral Auditoriiun 
Source: ET, 4/29/1929 

CENTRO PARROQUIAL DE JOVENES DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
5/12/1929 Marido modelo, de Enrique Lopez 
6/30/1929 Vamonos, comedia en 1 acto 

El amor que pasa, de los tfamos. Alvarez Quintero 
11/17/1929 Madre mia, drama 

Ganas de reir, entrem^ de los Alvarez Quintero 
Modas, sainete de J. Benavente 

12/15/1929 La sehorita se aburre, de J. Benavente 
En visperas de mi boda 
La media naranja, sainete de los Quintero 

Tucson, Safford School 
Source: £7,5/11,14/1929,6/29/1929, 11/16,21/1929, 12/14,17/1929 

FIESTA TEATRAL 
6/2/1929 Querery no poder, un acto 

Una mafiana de sol, un acto 
Tucson, Safiford School 
Source: ET, 5/30/1929 
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1929 CUADRO DE AFICIONADOS "EL CONQUISTADOR" 
6/23/1929 Elchiflado 

8200 mujeres por una peseta 
Lobo V cordero 
Five cents la copia, dialogo de Paz de Leon 

Tucson, Safford School 
Source: ET, 612011929 

RECITADOR RODOLFO GONZALEZ 'BERNARDF Y AFICIONADOS 
9/22/1929 Ante el Jurado, de Bemardi 

Hiielga de herreros 
Jesus, que nino 
Las campanas, de R. Gonzalez 

Aficionados; Leon, leona, zamiela 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: £7,9/21/1929 

COMPANIA DE AFICIONADOS (REFUGIO GRIJALVA) 
10/13/1929 La gloria de la raza, de Brigido Caro 
Superior, Salon Gonzalez 
Source: ET, 10/22/1929 

COMPANIA DE ISABEL REINA "LA JOYTTA" 
11/16/1929 Comedia, zar2niela, variedades 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET 

GRUPO "BONDAD Y RISA" 
11/24/1929 Vaya un lio, sainete 
12/22/1929 Un alma en pena, comedia en 1 acto 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET, 12/21/1929 

1930 CENTRO PARROQUIAL DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
2/2/1930 Marianela, comedia de los Hmnos. Quintero 
Tucson, SaSbrd School 
Source: ET, 2/6/1930 

GRUPO JUVENIL DE LA SAGRADA FAMILLV 
3/2/1930 Ya me tocaba o Los apuros de un dentista 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET 

GRUPO ARTISTICO DE LA SAGRADA FAMILIA 
3/2/1930 Lo que inventan las mujeres, sainete 

Ya me ha tocado, pasatiempo and Las codomices, de Vital Aza 
10/12/1930 Levantar muertos, comedia en 2 actos 
10/20/1930 Jazz del Gato Felix 

Riha de suegros 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
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Source: fiT, 3/2/1930, 3/4/1930, 10/11,14/1930 

1930 COMTTE PRO-CULTURAL DE LA ALIANZA fflSPANOAMERICANA 
3/7/1930 Five cents la copia, dialogo 
4/25//1930 El chiflado 
Tucson, Salon de la Logja Fundadora de la Alianza Hispano-Americana 
Source: ET, 3/8/1930 

GRUPO AMADO NERVO 
4/13/1930 La pasion de Jesus 
Phoenix 
Source: ET,2I21\93Q 

ACADEMIA DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
4/27/1930 Fabiola 
Tucson, Tucson High School 
Source: ET, 4/8/1930, 5/1/1930 

LOGLV NUM. 1 DE LA SOCIEDAD MUTUALISTA PORFIRIO DIAZ 
5/5/1930 Fe, Esperamay caridad, dialogo 
Tempe 
Source: ET, 5/3/1930 

AFICIONADOS DE LA LOGL\. NUM. 1 DE LA AHA DE FLORENCE 
7/27/1930 La virtudy la ciencia, dialogo 

La gloria de la raza, de Brigido Caro 
Florence, Florence Grammar School 
Source: £:r, 7/31/1930 

CUADRO COMICO Y DRAMATICO 
10/1930 /«oce«c/a, de Echegaray 
Glendale, Teatro Sing 
Source: ET, 10/18/1930 

AFICIONADOS DE LA SOCIEDAD DE SAN VICENTE DE PAUL 
i 1/9/1930 Flor de un dia 
Tucson, SafFord School 
Source: ET, 11/4,13,1930 

COMPANIA DE COMEDIA Y VARIEDADES "IMPERIO" 
11/2/1930 Marianela 

Los leones 
Los viajes 
El nifio 

Tucson, SaSbrd School 
Superior, Teatro Alhambra (1/11/1931) 
Source: ET, 11/1/1930, 1/8,22/1931 
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1931 GRUPO ARTISTICO DE LA SAGRADA FAMILIA 
1/18/1931 Hambre atrasada, comedia 
2/15/1931 Crimen misterioso, zarzuela 

Gloria a Valencia, revista de M. Urquides 
411211931 Nido de amor, paso de comedia 

Crimen misterioso 
4/26/1931 Los apuros de D. Eduardo, comedia 
11/15/1931 Los pasteles de Astorga, comedia 
12/13/1931 De pesca, dialogo 

Sinobaldo Companula, monologo 
Las apariciones de Tepeyac, 5 cuadros 

Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET, 1/17/1931,2/7,10/1931,4/2,26/1931,9/15/1931, 12/13,15/1931 

CARMEN OTERO, MA. DOLORES ROMERO Y AMALIA RAMIREZ 
2/61X931 La gloria de la raza 
Tucson, Logia Fundadora de la AHA 
Source: -Er, 2/3,10/1931 

GRUPO JUVENIL DE LA SAGRADA FAMILL\ 
2/1/1931 Medias suelas y tacones, comedia en 1 acto 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET, 1/31/1931 

CENTRO DE JOVENES DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
2/15/1931 * Caridad, drama en 3 actos 

Peticion de manos, sainete 
4/12/1931 Elchiflado 
Tucson, Safibrd School (*), Santa Cruz 
Superior* (2/22/1931) 
Source: £r, 2/14/1931, 4/14/1931 

CUADRO NOVEL 
2/6/1931 En un burro, tres baturros, de A. Novion 
3/3/1931 La locura de Don Juan 

Rey de reyes, drama biblico 
Tres encargos a Paris 
Esos hombres, de Catalina D'Erzell 
Rie, payaso...rie 
La virgen loca 
Cdsate...y verds 
La llorona o El espectro de las doce 

Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: £:r, 2/5,7,17/1931, 3/3/1931 

DESCONOCIDA 
5/18/1931 El romance del Old Pueblo 
Tucson, Rodeo near the Santa Catalina Mountains 
Source: ET, 4/4,16/1931 
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1931 DESCONOCIDA 
10/1931 La bandera de la Alianza, de Brigido Caro 
Tucson 
Source: ET, 10/10/1931, 1/2/1931 

CLUB SANTA TERESITA DEL NINO JESUS 
12/1931 Los pastorcillos de Belen, de L. Casademunt 
Tucson 
Source: ET, 12/17,26,29/1931 

1932 COMPANIA DE ERNESTO MONATO 
1/17/1932 La senorita doncella 

La casa de los milagros 
Zarzuela de Ernesto Monato 

Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 1/16,19/1932 

CUADRO AREAU-HIGARES-NOVELTY 
4/30/1932 y 5/5/1932 Alma Tricolor 
Tucson, Teatro Royal 
Source: ET, 4/30/1932, 5/3,5/1932 

GRUPO ARTISTICO DE LA SAGRADA FAMILL\ 
4/10/1932 Dia de visita, sainete 
10/16/1932 Amar sin dejarse amar, de Lope de Vega 

Gorgonia la bigotes 
Dialogos mexicanos y espanoles 
Vaciladas callejeras 

Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET,Ani\922, 10/11,13/1932 

COMPANIA "BOHElVnA" 
5/20/1932 
Tucson, Teatro Roj-al 
Source: ET, 512411932 

CLUB SANTA TERESITA 
12/4/1932 Nuestra SeFiora, comedia 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: ET, 12/1/1932 

1933 ALIANZA mSPANO-AMERICANA 
2/9/1934 Zarzuela 
Tucson, Safford School 
Source: ET, 2/2/1934 

TENORMOnCA 
2/10/1933* y 2/11/1932 Canciones 
Tucson, Temple of Music and Art (•), L>Tic Theatre 
Source: ET, 2/3/1933 
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1933 COMPANIA DE AFICIONADOS 
7/2/1933 El novio de Dofia Ines, de J. de Burgos 

El mal del beso, sainete 
Platica comica, monologo 

Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: ET, 612011933 

1934 CUADRO DRAMATICO ' INMACULADO CORAZON DE MARIA' 
3/4/1934 Tiquis Miquis, drama de Vital Aza 

Me conviene esta mujer, de E. Zamora y Caballero 
Me voy para Mexico, sainete comico 

Phoenix, Lowell School 
Source: £7,3/9/1934 

CLUB ESPANOL DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE ARIZONA 
4/9/1934 Cada uno su vida, comedia de Martinez Sierra 

Rosina es frdgil, comedia de Martinez Sierra 
Tucson, University of Arizona 
Source: ET, 2/23/1934, 3/9/1934 

CLUB CERVANTES DE LA ESCUELA ALTA DE TUCSON 
10/16/1934 Comedia 
Tucson, Tucson High School 
Source: ET, 10/16/1934 

CLUB"LOS ASPIRANTES" DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE ARIZONA 
11/8/1934 Sabado sin sol, entremes de los Hnincs. Alvarez Quintero 
Tucson, UA Auditorium 
Source: ET, 11/6/1934 

1935 GRUPO "COMWOLEI" Y "LITTLE FLOWER" 
3/3/1935 Mosqiiita muerta 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Familia 
Source: £7,3/1/1935 

CLUB "LOS ASPIRANTES" DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE ARIZONA 
3/15/1935 Zaragueta 
5/10/1935* Piiente del mundo 

El robo de Elena, entrem^ 
La comparaciones, entremes 

Tucson, Teatro Royal y UA Auditorium (•) 
Source: ET, 2/8/1935, 3/12/1935, 5/7,10/1935 

LITTLE THEATRE COMPANY 
4/16/1935 La malqueridd, de J. Benavente 
Tucson, Cathedral Auditorium 
Source: £7,4/12/1935 
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1935 CLUB DE VETERANOS DE OURY PARK 
5/5/1935 Los tres principios del Club 

Juramento de patriota, dialogo 
Tucson, Oury Paric Auditorium 
Source: ET. 4/30/1935 

DESCONOCIDA 
10/20/1935 Los amantes, monologo de R. Siquieros 
Tucson, Salon de la Alianza Hispano-Americana 
Source: ET, 10/22/1935 

CENTRO DE JOVENES DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
12/15/1935 Mi primer amor 

Rosina es frdgil 
Tucson, SaSbrd School 
Source: ET 

1936 CLUB RADIODRAMA 
2/19/1936 First transmitted Spanish-language radio drama in Tucson 
Tucson, KVOA 
Source: ET, 2/21/1936 

CUADRO DRAMATICO "INMACULADO CORAZON DE MARIA" 
3/2/1936 EI Padro-pro 

Para mentir, las mujeres, de C. Calvacho 
Phoenix, Phoenix Auditorium 
Source: '^ElMensajero^'' 3/21/1936 

DESCONOCIDA 
3/29/1936 La pasion y muerte of Nuestro Senor Jesucristo 
Tucson, SafiFord School 
Source: £T, 311711926 

CLUB MUSICAL SANTA CECILIA 
5/31/1936 Casamiento frustrado, sainete 

Me conviene esta mujer, de Zamora y Caballero 
Conste que no me la recargo. sainete 

8/6/1936 Una novia que yo tengo 
Toribio el dentista 

Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Sagrada Famiha 
Source: ET, 8/4/1936 

CLUB ADELANTE 
8/4/1936 La abuelita, sainete en 3 actos 

Las cuatas, dialogo en 1 acto 
La blanca nifia, juguete comico en 1 acto 

Tucson, Oury Paric Auditorium 
Source: ET, 8/4/1936 
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1936 ASOCIACION "HIJAS DE MARIA" 
8/30/1936 La herencia de mi tio, sainete 
Tucson, Cathedral Salon 
Source: ET, 8/28/1936 

CENTRO DE JOVENES DE LA SANTA CRUZ 
12/13/1936 Para mentir las mujeres 

Luna de miel 
Tucson, Safiford School 
Source: ET 

DESCONOCIDO 
11/30/1936 Los amores de Catalina, de T. A. Ontiveros 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Iglesia de Santa. Margarita 
Source: Program Broadside, AHS 

1939 LITTLE FLOWER CLUB 
3/16/1939 Christus, melodrama 
Tucson, SaSbrd School 
Source: Programa 

RADIODRAMA 
4/2/1939 La viajera sin rumbo, de Rafeel Trujillo 
Tucson, KTUC (Hora Hispano-Americana) 
Source: Programa-anuncio 

LUPITA MANZO Y RAFAEL EGURROLA 
6/18/1939 Ganas de reir 

Mi sueho dorado, de Vital Aza 
Tucson, Salon Parroquial de la Iglesia de la Santa Cruz 

RADIODRAMA 
12/1939 La Guija, de Rafael Trujillo 
Tucson, KVOA (La Hora Mexicana) 
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Discalced Carmelite Priests in Arizona 
p. Modesto de la Asuncion 

Hmo. Angel Brinquc 

Hmo. Angel Brinque de S. J. 

Hmo. Angel de San Jose For 

St. Michael 

Hmo. Angel Ma. De S. J. Br 

Hmo. Angel Maria Brinque 

Hmo. Juan de la Cruz Grau 

Hmo. Pedro Tomas del N. Je 

Hmo. Simon de Jesus Fuste 

P. Alejo de la Virgen del Ca 

SL Michael 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

Santa Cruz 

SL Michael 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

SL Michael 

SL Helen 

SL Helen 

SL Midiael 

SL Helen 

Holy Cross 

Morend 

Morenct 

Morenci 

Morenci 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Tucson 

Tombstone 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Sonera 

Sonora 

Morenci 

Sonora 

Morenci 

9/1/1916 9/10/1918 Tucson; Spain 

1/1/1928 1/1/34 

9/1/1928 12a/34 

1/24/1917 11/20/1919 SantaCniz 

1/1/1919 1/1/34 Spain 

1/1/1919 1/1.'34 Tarragona, Spain 

1/20/1919 12/1/34 

S/18/1916 1/24/1917 Morenci 

1/1/1922 6/1/1922 

12/1/1919 8/1/1924 Tombstone 

1/1/1922 6/1/1922 

8/10/1924 9/1/1925 

1/1/34 1/1/55 

11/1/1919 12/1/1922 

9/9/1915 10/21/1916 Washinton, D.C. 

8/7/1914 9/8/1915 

1/11/1912 8/6/1912 Motenci 

12/1/1916 12/1/1919 

5/28/1913 8/5/1913 Sonora 

1/11/1912 5/27/1913 

7/24/1914 10/31/1921 
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P. Amando Manubens 

P. Andres 

P. Andres Bayer 

P. Angel Esteve 

St. Michael 

St. Helen 

.Assumption 

Assumption 

St. Francis, .Assisi 

Santa Cruz 

Holy Family 

Santa Cruz 

Holy Family 

P. Antonio (de la Cruz) de J 

P. Antonio Bouquets 

P. Antonio de Jesus Roure 

P. Antonio de la Cruz Roure 

P. Antonio Parra Herrera 

P. Basilio de la Asuncion De 

Holy Family 

Holy Cross 

St. Helen 

Holy Family 

St. Michael 

St. Francis, Assisi 

St Joseph 

Santa Cruz 

St. Francis, Assisi 

Morenci 

Sonora 

Solomon 

Florence 

Florence 

Superior 

Florence 

Tombstone 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Sonora 

Sonora 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Sonora 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Florence 

Hayden 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Hayden 

Florence 

7/29/1914 11/1/1921 Spain 

8/5/1913 7/13/1914 Cataloma (10/21 

1/1/32 1/1/35 

7/18/1916 10/23/1921 

1/1/1916 10/23/1921 Morenci 

2/9/30 8/30/30 Horence 

9/7/30 10/1&31 

8/10/1924 9/1/1925 

2/16/39 12/1/40 

12/1/37 10/1/39 

4/7/1920 4/20/1924 Holy Family 

4/20/1924 1/6/1929 

1/1/1929 8/31/30 

9/6/30 1/1/66 PaiToco. 1924 (R 

1/1/1916 8/1/1920 Morenci 

2/17/1922 12/1/1924 

9/1/1920 12/21/1921 

7/1/1916 8/1/1920 Morenci 

3/22/36 1/10/40 

J/27/1913 7/15/1914 Hayden 

10/18/31 1/1/40 

5/29/1914 5/11/1925 

5/21/1921 10/25/1921 

9/4/30 1/31/31 

1/1/1914 5/1/1926 

1/1/1921 9/7/30 
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P. Bernard Gerl 

P. Bonifacio 

P. Carmelo de la Inmaculada 

P. Clemens Lluent 

P. Clemente Lluent 

Tucson; Florence 

St. Francis, Assist 

Holy Family 

Santa Cruz 

SL Michael 

SL Helen 

SL Michael 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

P. Eduardo del Nino Jesus F 

P. Eliseo del Smo. Smto. Co 

P. EHseo del Smo. Stmo. Co 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

Santa Cruz 

Holy Family 

P. Eliseo del Stmo. Smto. C 

P. Estanislao de San Jose Ca 

P. Estanislau de San Jose Ca 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

Holy Family 

Santa Cniz 

Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz 

Hayden 

Sonora 

Superior 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Sonora 

Morenci 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Sonora 

Sonora 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Sonora 

Tucson 

Morenci 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

Tucson 

5/1/1926 

5ai/1921 

5/19/1917 

3/1/30 

9/8/40 

3/6/1928 

5/1/30 

2/16/1921 3/30/1922 Washington, D.C 

5/15/1915 9/18/1915 Spain 

7/27/1914 6/6/1915 Morenci 

3/20/1914 7/27/1914 Sonora 

1/13/1921 

1/13/1921 

10/9/39 

10/9/39 

23/1929 8/24/30 

1/1/1929 9/4/30 

10/1/1926 5/1/1927 Wash., D.C.; Spa 

7/1/30 8/28/32 Santa Cruz, Tucs 

8/29/32 8/11/33 Washington, D.C 

2/25/1925 12/31/1928 

1/1/1929 2/10/30 

3/1/30 5/10/30 

11/6/34 

10/9/39 

9/1/32 

8/1/33 

1/1/1921 

3/24/1921 

3/15/36 Washington, D.C 

12/1/46 

8/11/33 

1/1/48 

8/1/32 

8/1/32 

P. Eufrasio de ia Sta. Teresa 
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P- Fernando Marine 

P. Jose Domingo Jacques 

P. Jose Ma. de la Imda Cone 

P. Jose Ma. De la Imda. Con 

P. Jose Maria de la Imda. Co 

P. Jose Salvador Civit 

P. Jose Salvador de Jesus M 

P. Juan Santiago Urrutia 

P. Justino de la Sta. Teresa 

P. Justino de la Sta. Teresa 

P. Liberate Umitia 

P. Lucas dc San Jose Tristan 

Holy Family Tucson S/18/1916 11/13/1921 

Holy Family Tucson S/18/1916 11/13/1921 

Santa Cruz Tucson 4/7/1921 2/20/1928 Washington, D.C 

Holy Family Tucson 4/1/32 8/1/32 

Superior 8/20/32 1/1/63 

Santa Cruz Tucson 8/31/32 9/25/34 

Morenci 2/3/31 8/27/32 

St. Helen Sonora 12/11/12 9/1/1913 Clifton 

Clifion 9/1/1913 11/1/42 

Sacred Heart Clifton 9/1/1913 11/1/42 

Holy Family Tucson D/25/1918 5/1/1919 Spain (1921) 

Holy Family Tucson 10/1/1915 5/1/1916 Washington, D.C 

Sonora 9/8/1920 6/9/1921 Holy Family, Tui 

Holy Family Tucson 6/9/1921 11/6/1921 Spain 

Santa Cruz Tucson 5/2/1919 7,30/1920 Spain (1921) 

Santa Cruz Tucson 1/1/1919 7/30/1920 Sonora 

Sonora 3/21/1923 12/8/1925 

Santa Cruz Tucson 1/1/1919 7/23/39 

Holy Family Tucson 2/10/1918 12/1/39 

Holy Family Tucson 10/1/1918 2/10/1919 Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz Tucson 2/12/1919 8/1/32 

Holy Family Tucson 3/1/1918 7/1/1918 

Assumjitioa Florence 1/1/1915 8/1/1915 

St. Michael Moreoct 3/20/1914 12/1/1914 Tucson, Holy Fai 
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P. Modesto de la Asuncion 

P. Narcisco Santesmases 

P. Narciso Santesmases 

P. Pascasio de la V. del Car 

P. Pedro de San Elias Heriz 

Holy Family Tucson 9/9/1915 2/9/1919 

Holy Family Tucson 11/2/1920 4/18/1924 Sapin 

Santa Cniz Tucson 2/10/1919 6/6/1919 

St Peter, Apostle Metcalf 

Holy Family Tucson 6/1/1914 7/1/1916 Morenci 

Holy Family Tucson 3/9/1928 9/1/1928 

Santa Cruz Tucson 5/12/30 9/6/30 Superior 

Superior 9/7/30 8/20/32 

Morenci 8/28/32 1/1/55 

Santa Cruz Tucson 9/1/1928 9/6/30 

Morenci 5/3/30 7/26/30 Superior 

Holy Family Tucson 3/2/30 5/1/30 

Santa Cniz Tucson 1/1/1928 2/1/30 

SL Joseph Hayden 3/15/1913 5/17/1914 Morenci 

Assumption Florence 3/10/1916 10/21/1916 Washington, D.C 

Sl Michael Morenci S/12/1914 10/23/1915 Sonora, Morenci, 

St Helen Sonora D/24/1915 3/1/1916 Florence 

Superior 3/5/1928 1/19/30 Santa Cruz, Tucs 

St Helen Sonora 7/27/1912 8/5/1913 Morenci 

St Helen Sonora 7/30/1914 12/4/1914 Florence 

Santa Cruz Tucson 4/7/1926 3/5/1928 Superior 

Santa Cniz Tucson 3/1/30 5/1/30 

St Francis, Assisi Superior 3/6/1928 1/1/30 

St Michael Morenci 8/6/1913 7/30/1914 Sonora 

O. Lady ofGuad. Winkieman 2/6/1912 6/27/1912 Dedicated 1/28/1 

Assumption Florence 12/4/1914 3/1/1916 Durango, Durang 

P. Viccnte 

Santa Cniz Tucson 10/1/34 ll/lS/34 Spain 

P. 'N^cente Guillen 

Holy Family Tucson 8/12/J3 9/16/34 

P. Virgilio 
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P. Modesto de la Asuncion 

P. Narcisco Santcsmases 

P. Narciso Santesmases 

P. Vicente 

P. Vicente Guillen 

Holy Family 

Holv Familv 

P- Pascasio de la V. del Car 

P. Pedro de San Elias Heriz 

Tucson 

Tucson 

9/9/1915 

11/2/1920 

2 /̂1919 

4/18/1924 Sapin 

Santa Cruz Tucson 2/10/1919 6/6/1919 

St Peter, Apostle Metcaif 

Holy Family Tucson 6/1/1914 7/1/1916 Morenci 

Holy Family Tucson 3/9/1928 9/1/1928 

Santa Cruz Tucson 5/12/30 9/6/30 Superior 

Superior 9/7/30 8/20/32 

Morenci 8/28/32 1/1/55 

Santa Cruz Tucson 9/1/1928 9/6/30 

Morenci 5/3/30 7/26/30 Superior 

Holy Family Tucson 3/2/30 5/1/30 

Santa Cruz Tucson 1/1/1928 2/1/30 

St. Joseph Hayden 3/15/1913 5/17/1914 Morenci 

Assumption Florence 3/10/1916 10/21/1916 Washington, D.C 

St. Michael Morenci S/12/1914 10/23/1915 Sonora, Morenci. 

St. Helen Sonora 3/24/1915 3/1/1916 Florence 

Superior 3/5/1928 1/19/30 Santa Cruz, Tucs 

St. Helen Sonora 7/27/1912 8/5/1913 Morenci 

St. Helen Sonora 7/30/1914 12/4/1914 Florence 

Santa Cruz Tucson 4/7/1926 3/5/1928 Superior 

Santa Cruz Tucson 3/1/30 5/J/30 

St. Francis, Assisi Superior 3/6/1928 1/1/30 

St. Michael Morenci 8/6/1913 7/30/1914 Sonora 

O. Laciy of Guad. WinkJeman 2/6/1912 6/27/1912 Dedicated 1/28/1 

Assumption Florence 12/4/1914 3/1/1916 Durango, Duranj 

Santa Cruz Tucson 10/1/34 11/18/34 Spain 

Holy Family Tucson 8/12j33 9/16-34 

P. Virgilio 
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